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IX. Nuclear Processes as Many-Body Problems

)51. BoHR's GENERxc THEoRv (832')
OHR (832) was the first to point out that

~ every nuclear process (disintegration, cap-
ture of particles, etc.) must be treated as a
many-body problem. It is not at all permissible
to use a one-body (Hartree) approximation, par-
ticularly not in the case of heavy nuclei.

Previously, the one-body approximation had
been used extensively for the treatment of nuclear
processes (cf. the detailed discussions in $73).The
method was taken over from the theory of atomic
collisions where it had proved highly successful.
Let us consider, as a typical atomic collision, the
ionization of an atom by an electron. To treat
this process, it is customary to consider the inci-
dent as well as the ejected electron as moving in
the average field of the residual ion. In this way,
"Hartree wave functions" are obtained for the
two electrons. Then the interaction between the
two electrons is considered as a perturbation, and
the matrix element of this perturbation is calcu-
lated with the Hartree wave functions for the
electrons. The square of the matrix element gives
the probability of the collision. This method,
known as the "method of the distorted wave
functions, "gives a good approximation whenever
the interaction between the two electrons is small
compared to the interaction between one of the
electrons and the atom or small compared to the
kinetic energy of the incident electron. This is
generally true in atomic collisions, and therefore
the method described is quite satisfactory for
them' except for very small energies of the inci-
dent electron. It is, in the case of atoms, far
superior to the often used Born approximation
in which the average interaction between atom
and incident electron is neglected.

However, the method of the distorted wave
functions is not at all applicable in nuclear
physics. As we know (II25'), the interaction be-
tween one particle and a whole nucleus is only of

the same order of magnitude as that between two
nuclear particles. Therefore, it has in general no
sense to consider the "average potential" acting
on the incident particle, in an earlier approxima-
tion than the interaction causing the nuclear
process itself. Furthermore, the interaction is, in

general, large compared to the energy of the
incident particle so that the second condition for
the applicability of the method of the distorted
wave functions is also not fulfilled.

The difference between an atomic and a
nuclear collision may be described in a variety
of ways. The descriptions are all equivalent but
differ in being more or less intuitive and in mak-
ing use of more classical or more quantum-
mechanical concepts.

In an atomic collision, the interaction be-
tween the incident particle and the individual
electrons of the atom is small, as we have already
mentioned. Therefore it is comparatively seldom
that a particle in passing through an atom im-

parts energy to an atomic electron; in other
words, inelastic collisions are rare. ' In most
cases, the incident particle will go through the
atom without interacting with any particular
atomic electron and without losing any energy; it
will only be affected by the average field of force
of the atom and will be deflected thereby (elastic
scattering). The time which the particle spends
in the atom is of the order of the atomic dimen-
sions divided by the velocity of the particle. (For
electrons, the time is even smaller because the
electron is accelerated inside the atom. ) Because
of this short time spent inside the atom, it is

highly improbable that, e.g. , radiation is emitted
in the collision. Thus atomic collisions are char-
acterized by a very large elastic scattering, a
smaller inelastic scattering, ' and a very small

probability of the emission of radiation.
If a particle falls on a nucleus, it cannot

possibly pass through it without interacting with

'A letter and a number, e.g. 832, refer to an original
paper. A list of references is given at the end of this article.' lt has been applied to the problem of the ionization of
the X shell (S17, M9) and to the elastic scattering of
electrons by heavy atoms (H25) with considerable success.
A wider application has thus far been prevented by
mathematical

difhculties.

'The sections $1 to $50 are contained in part A of this
report, Rev. Mod. Phys. 8, 82 (1936).

'This is correct for the collisions in which the incident
particle actually passes through the atom (close collisions)
and is, in general, deflected by a large angle. In addition,
there are numerous inelastic collisions due to particles
passing the atom at a distance (816, %20). These "distant
collisions" are due to the long range of the forces between
incident particle and atomic electrons (Coulomb forces).
Since the nuclear forces are short range forces, there is no
analog to the "distant collisions" in nuclear physics.
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the individual nuclear particles, for the average
distance between them is of the same order as
the range of the nuclear forces (II25) due to the
peculiar character (short range) of these forces.
An incident particle which passes between two
nuclear particles must therefore necessarily
interact strongly with them; we know that the
nuclear forces are very strong (over 10 MV) in-

side their range of action. The incident particle
will therefore lose part of its energy as soon as it
strikes the surface of the nucleus, by transferring
it to the nuclear particles. As the particle goes on,
there will be a further dissipation of its energy
among the nuclear particles. As a result, the
energy which is initially concentrated in the
incident particle, will very soon be distributed
among all the particles of the system consisting of
the original nucleus and the incident particle
(compound nucleus). Each of the particles of the
"compound nucleus" wi11 have some energy, but
none will have sufticient energy to escape from
the rest. Only after a comparatively long time,
the energy may "by accident" again be concen-
trated on one particle so that this particle can
escape. Even then, the escaping particle need not
be of the same kind as the incident, and even if
it is of the same kind, the energy may (and will in

general) be divided between the escaping particle
and the remaining nucleus in a way diferent
from the initial state of aRairs; in other words,
the residual nucleus may remain in an excited
state. Only if the escaping particle is of the same
kind as the incident and the internal state of the
nucleus is not changed may we speak of an
elastic collision. It is obvious that an elastic
collision is only a very special case and must
therefore be quite a rare event compared to the
many kinds of possible inelastic collisions, i.e. ,

such in which either the nucleus is excited (ordi-
nary inelastic collision) and such in which a
particle of a different kind is emitted (transmu-
tation). Furthermore it is evident that the time
spent by the particle inside the nucleus will in
genera1 be very long; it may be several orders of
magnitude larger than the time which the particle
would need to traverse the nucleus on a straight
path without loss of velocity. This provides
ample opportunity for the emission of radiation
during the collision. Therefore the characteristics
of nuclear collisions are: a quite small probability

of elastic scattering, a much larger probability of
inelastic scattering including transmutations,
and a comparatively high probability of the
emission. of radiation. In some cases radiative
processes are even the most probable of all
(cf. $58, 61, 62).

The description of the nuclear collisions given
in the foregoing shows that the situation during
the greater part of the collision may be described
as a quasi-stationary state of the "compound
nucleus. " This compound nucleus will exist dur-
ing a time which is very large compared with the
"characteristic nuclear time" which may be de-
fined as the nuclear radius divided by some
average velocity of the nuclear particles, i.e. ,

about' 12 10 ' /4 10+' =3 ~ 10 ' sec. A theory of
nuclear collisions is therefore primarily a theory
of the (quasi-stationary) states of the compound
nucleus, and of the transitions from these states
to states in which one particle or other of the
compound nucleus is separated from the rest.
The collision may be described by the scheme:

Initial nucleus+ incident particle~
compound nucleus~final nucleus

+outgoing particle.

It is therefore characterized by a double transi-
tion, whereas atomic collisions consist in direct
transitions from initial to final state.

We have arrived at the idea of the compound
nucleus from an almost geometrical argument,
ms. from the fact that the incident particle can-
not find its way through the nucleus in between
the nuclear particles but must interact with them.
The nucleus is, in Bohr's terminology, a "closed
system. " An additional particle cannot go
through the system but can only be amalgamated
with it. In contrast to this, an atom is an "open
system" which may be traversed by an external
particle without any

difhculty,

and without the
particle's becoming incorporated in the system.

The existence of quasi-stationary states of the
compound nucleus, and the nonexistence of an
analog in atomic collisions, may also be discussed
from an energetic rather than geometric point of
view. We start from the energy levels of the indi-
vidual particles (nuclear particles and electrons,

~ For the value of the nuclear radius, cf. )68. The velocity
of 4. 10+' corresponds to a kinetic energy of about 10 MV,
cf. $26.
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respectively) in the two cases. It is true that this
method of approach, while satisfactory for atoms,
does not give a good approximation for nuclei.
However, it has the virtue of starting from the
extreme opposite to the many-body concept so
that the fact that it leads finally to the concept of
quasi-stationary states of the compound nucleus
is still more convincing.

As we know, the potential energy acting on one
nuclear particle (proton or neutron) may, with
sufficient accuracy, be represented by a simple
"rectangular" hole. In such a hole, the energy
levels for the individual particles are almost uni-

formly distributed from the bottom of the hole
to the top. (Strictly speaking, the density of en-

ergy levels increases as E& where E is the energy
above the bottom; cf. CI25 and 53.) The depth of
the hole is about' 18 MV. Since the binding
energy of the most loosely bound particle is of
the order 8 MV, the potential hole is normally
filled with particles up to 8 MV below the top,
i.e. to a little more than half its height. There is a
great number of empty energy levels between this
energy and the top; in fact, the number of empty
levels is greater than the number of occupied
ones. Let us now consider a state of the nucleus
which has, say, 6 MV more energy than the
ground state. Such a state may be obtained by
exciting one of the nuclear particles by 6 MV and
leaving the rest unexcited. But equally well, the
total excitation energy may be shared between
two, three or more particles. I t is easily possible
that as many as ten particles share in the excita-
tion because the levels of the individual particles
lie fairly close together and it is therefore only
necessary to supply quite a small amount of
energy to each excited particle. {For a quantita-
tive discussion, cf. $53 )Thus it. is obvious that
there is an enormous variety of ways in which the
given total excitation energy (6 MV) may be
shared between several particles whereas the
configuration in which all the energy is concen-
trated on one particle represents only a single
possibility.

If there were no interaction between the par-

6 Cf. (150c) $25. The nuclear radius is about R=r&&
with r0=2.05 10 '3 cm {cf. $68) and N $A. Therefore
the kinetic energy of the most energetic particle
To= {9~j8)&{A'/2Mro') =10.3 MV. The binding energy of
this particle is about 8 MV, therefore the depth of the
hole 10+8=18Mv.

ticles, we would thus obtain a very large number
of energy levels of the complete nucleus corre-
sponding to the various distributions of the exci-
tation energy among the particles. Besides, we
would get a few energy levels corresponding to
the excitation of a single particle. In reality, there
is interaction between the particles which causes
a mixing of the eigenfunctions of the various
levels. Therefore, the levels do not fall into
diHerent classes corresponding to the excitation
of one, two, three. . . particles, but each level is
of mixed character. If the nucleus is in any arbi-
trary stale, its excitation energy is part of the
time concentrated on one particle, part of the
time shared between two, three etc. , particles.
The exact value of the probability of the concen-
tration of the energy on one particle may be
deduced from the eigenfunction of the nuclear
state; it is certainly very small because there are
so few con6gurations in which the energy is con-
centrated and so many in which it is distributed.
The number of energy levels, on the other hand,
is evidently very great, i.e. , the spacing between
neighboring energy levels of the nucleus as a
whole is extremely small, very much smaller than
the spacing between the energy levels of an indi-
vidual particle would be.

We have chosen the excitation energy of the
nucleus lower than the energy necessary to disso-
ciate it into a free particle plus a residual nucleus,
in order to avoid dealing with a continuous spec-
trum for the particle. However, we see now that
this restriction is irrelevant because the con-
figuration in which the energy is concentrated on
one particle is quite unimportant for the descrip-
tion of a nuclear state. Therefore, the nuclear
states which are excited by more than the disso-
ciation energy (about 8 MV) have essentially the
same character as those of lower energy; their
eigenfunctions are not very diRerent. The only
difference is that these more highly excited states
may with a certain, quite small, probability dis-
integrate into a free particle plus a residual
nucleus. This probability is given by the coefFi-

cient with which the function representing the
excitation of a single particle is contained in the
eigenfunction of the nuclear state in question.
But apart from this comparatively rare event of
disintegration, a nucteus has a series of closely

spaced energy teoets sohich ham essentially the same
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@hero,ster below and a,bove the dissocNJtion energy.
The character of these levels will only change de-

cidedly when the excitation energy per particIs
becomes of the order of a few MV, i.e., the excita-
tion energy of the nucleus 100 MV or more.

For atoms, the situation is entirely diferent.
The binding energies of the individual electrons
diHer by very large amounts: e.g. , in the uranium
atom the binding energies of successive electrons
are approximately 11.0,000, 20,000, 4000, 800,
200, 40, and 6 volts. The reason for these large
diHerences is, of course, the character of the
atomic field, vi2'. a screened Coulomb held which
is extremely large near the nucleus and falls off
very rapidly at greater distances. The energy
region in mhich there are empty electronic levels,
extends over only a few volts. Accordingly, if me

excite only outer electrons, me can only obtain
excitation energies of a fem tens of volts even if
we excite many electrons simultaneously. More-
over, since there are only very few electrons in the
outer shell as compared to the many particles in
a nucleus, there will be comparatively few mays in

which a given amount of excitation energy may
be shared between the electrons. This makes the
configuration in which the ~hole energy is con-
centrated on one electron, relatively more prob-
able. The atomic states whose energy is sufficient
for a dissociation, will "disintegrate" much more
easily into an ion plus an electron than nuclei in

corresponding states. (In spite of all this, some
states of atoms above the ionization potential, in
which two electrons are excited, are known in

spectroscopy, especially for the alkaline earths. )
If we excite an inner electron, we obtain, of

course, a rather large excitation energy. How-

ever, the energy levels of the atom which are ob-
tained in this may, are still restricted to a minute
energy region. E.g. , if we excite the E electron of
uranium and some outer electrons, we obtain a
number of energy levels all of which lie between,
say, 110,000 and 110,050 volts (above the ground
state of the atom). The spectrum of the energy
levels of the atom as a whole contains therefore
only a fern very narrow regions in which there are
discrete energy levels, and these regions are
separated by immense "empty" spaces in which
there is no level at all. The reason is the small
region in which there are empty levels for the
electrons, a region which is for uranium about

20,000 times smaller than the binding energy of
the E electrons, as compared to one-half the
binding energy of the most strongly bound par-
ticle in nuclei (see above). If we consider the
"compound system" formed by the addition of
an electron to an atom, i.e., a negative ion, the
situation becomes even more extreme because the
binding energy of the last electron in a negative
ion is considerably less than in an atom. Then the
bands in which the compound system possesses
energy levels, will extend only over a few volts
each. In general, the energy of an incident elec-
tron will therefore not fall into one of these re-
gions, and no quasi-stationary state of the com-
pound system will be found in the collision. (It
can be shown that the states of the compound
system are unimportant even if the energy of the
incident electron falls just into one of the energy
bands, except for very slow electrons. ) Therefore
an atomic compound system has no quasi-
stationary states of any importance for atomic
collisions.

We have seen that the stationary states of the
compound nucleus are responsible for quite a
diHerent relative magnitude of the various kinds
of nuclear collisions (elastic, inelastic, transmuta-
tion, radiation) as compared to atomic collisions.
But they have another, even more striking conse-
quence: the phenomenon of resonance. If the
energy of the incident particle is such that the
total energy of the system is just equal, or nearly
equal, to one of the energy levels of the compound
nucleus, the probability of the formation of the
compound nucleus will obviously be much greater
than if the energy of the particle falls in the
region between two resonance levels. Therefore
we shall find characteristic fluctuations of the
yield of every nuclear process with the energy,
from high values at the resonance energies to lom

values between resonance levels. These resonance
phenomena are most pronounced with slom neu-
trons (Chapter X) but have also been observed in

the radiative capture of protons and in transmu-
tations caused by a-particles (Chapter XIII).

The study of the resonance phenomena in
nuclear processes is of paramount importance for
nuclear physics. First of all, the spacing between
neighboring levels of the compound nucleus may
be deduced from the resonances. The determina-
tion of the spacing as a function of the mass
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number and of the excitation energy of the nu-

cleus wi11 enable us to check our theoretical ideas
about nuclear structure (cf. P3).

Secondly, the width of the resonance levels is
of great interest. Just as in the theory of atoms
the width of an excited level is given by the
probability of its emitting radiation (W6), so the
width of the level of a compound nucleus is given
by the total probability of the emission of par-
ticles of any kind —neutrons, protons, a-particles,
y-rays etc. , by the compound nucleus. Thus the
width of the levels enables us to determine the
probability of the concentration of energy on any
one of the particles in the compound nucleus.
This may be supplemented by a study of the
relative probability of the emission of various
kinds of particles.

The experimental data on nuclear levels are
not yet very extensive. The spacing of the energy
levels seems to be of the order of 10 volts for
nuclei of atomic weight 100 or more and excita-
tion energies just sufhcient for a dissociation into
a neutron and a residual nucleus (about 8 MV
excitation). (These figures are obtained from the
slow neutron experiments (II60).) For light nuclei,
spacings of a few hundred thousand volts seem to
prevail (proton capture (Ib81), p-ray spectra
($89), resonances in O.-particle disintegrations
($82)). The same order of magnitude has been
found for heavy nuclei just above the ground
state (from y-ray evidence and long range
n-particles).

A survey of the experimental results for the
widths of levels will be given at the end of the
next section.

Cl52. THE DispERsioN FoRMULA (851, 815)
The probability of a nuclear process as a func-

tion of the energy of the incident particle is given

by a formula similar to the ordinary dispersion
formula for the scattering of light. This disper-
sion formula was first derived by Breit and
Wagner (851) for the case of one resonance level
of the compound nucleus and then generalized
by Bethe and Placzek (815) for an arbitrary
number of resonance levels. For a general deriva-
tion, see $55.

Any nuclear process may be described as fol-
lows: a particle 2 falls on a nucleus A which is in
a state p. A compound nucleus C is formed

which may have a number of energy levels W, .
A particle Q is emitted by the compound nucleus,
leaving a residual nucleus 8 in a state q. The
emitted particle Q may or may not be identical
with the incident particle P; in the first case, we
speak of scattering, in the second case of trans-
mutation. In the special case that Q is a light
quantum, we have radiative capture, while we
deal with a photoelectric e6ect, if I' is a light
quantum and Q a material particle. For the initial
and final state energy must be conserved

Wg„+Wp+Ep Ws, + W——q+Zq, (254)

where S'A~ denotes the internal energy of nucleus
A in state p, Wp the internal energy and Ep the
kinetic energy of the incident particle, etc. For
the intermediate state (compound nucleus), of
course, conservation of energy is unnecessary.

The probability of the nuclear process

A+/ +C~B-+Q (254a)

may be calculated using the ordinary methods of
the Dirac perturbation theory. Since we are deal-
ing with a double process, a second-order per-
turbation calculation is necessary. The result for
the cross section of the process is (815, and $55)

IIAPp IIcr 2

0 =4ir'I' (255)" TVA„+S'P+EP —lVc„+-,'Sy„
Here X is the "wave-length" of the incident
particle,

X' =h'/2MEp,

M= MgMp/(Mg+Mp).

(256)

(256a)

' Throughout this report, ere denote by W the energies
of nuclear quantum states and by 8 the kinetic energies
of particles.

H is the Hamiltonian of the interaction between
the particles concerned, II P&c, its matrix ele-
ment corresponding to the transition from the
initial state (nucleus A in state p+particle I' of
energy Ep) to the intermediate state (compound
nucleus C in state r). To calculate the matrix
element, the wave function of the particle E must
be normalized per unit energy. y„is the total
effective width of the level r of the compound
nucleus. It is a sum of the partial e8'ective widths
due to the emission of various kinds of particles
by the compound nucleus:
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Among the particles Q' which may be emitted
there are the incident particle I', the outgoing
particle Q and possibly others. The width y"q
again may be written in the form

Special considerations are necessary if some of
the nuclear states involved are degenerate. The
calculations which have been carried out by
Bethe and Placzek replace (255) by the formula

where y"q, ——2s ]H~"s q, ~' (257b)
~Pp Z (2~+1)

(2i+1)(2s+1) '&"&'~

is that part of the width of level r which is due to
the disintegration of the compound nucleus C
into a nucleus 8' in state q' and a particle Q'

with an energy given by the conservation
law (254).

It must be kept in mind that for all quantities
occurring in (255) the energy of the correspond-
ing particle (I', Q or Q') must be chosen according
to the conservation law (254). Therefore all

quantities depend on the- energy EP of the inci-
dent particle. This holds also for the eHective
width y„which is therefore in general not the
true width of the level r. This true width I'„is
obtained when the resonance energy

Epr = 8'C„—8"Ap —8"P

is inserted for EP, so that

(258)

(258a)

Y PpY Qq
O.P&gq ——m X'

(&~—&P,) '+ 4V, '

The cross section (255) shows resonance phe-
nomena. Pronounced maxima occur whenever
the energy of the incident particle EP is near
one of the resonance energies (258). In this case,
generally one term in (255) will be predominant,
namely the one referring to the particular reso-
nance level r in question. Then (255) simplifies to
the "one level formula"

ApPlj I BqQl'j'

" ~Ap+ ~P+EP —~C,J+~&V.J
(260)

~rJ, (NcrJ )2

Pp —~ Y Pplj ~
rJ ~ rJ

lj

(261)

(261a)

Furthermore, the u's are real but may be positive
or negative.

If only one level is important, (260) reduces
again to the very simple formula

2J+1 ~rJ ~rJ
Qq

—~~ , (262)
(2s+1)(2i+1) (Ep E)'+-'y g'—

Here and in the following we denote by i, J and
i' the angular momenta of initial, compound and
final nucleus; s and s' are the spins of incident
and outgoing particle; ll' and jj' their orbital
and total angular momenta. p, r, g mean all
quantum numbers of initial, compound and final
nucleus other than the angular momenta. The
sums over l and l' extend over all values of these
quantities from 0 to ~, the sum over j from
~l —s~ to I+s and the sum over j' correspond-
ingly; the sums over rJ extend over all states of
the compound nucleus. The I's are matrix ele-
ments similar to the II's; they are defined so that
the partial width of a level is simply equal to the
square of I, vis.

which is the generalization of the Breit-signer
formula (259) for nonvanishing angular momenta
of the nuclei concerned.

The quantities II, u and p depend on the energy
of the particle involved, because the matrix ele-
ment II (or u) contains the wave function of the
incident particle. As we have mentioned, this
wave function must be normalized per unit
energy. If we assume the particle to be free and to
have an orbital momentum l, its normalized
wave function has the form (B15, Eq. (15))

which was first derived by Breit and Wigner.
This formula is most useful for applications and
sets the resonances in evidence very clearly. The
total probability of the production of particles of
kind Q summed over all possible levels g in
which the nucleus 8 may be left, is

if only one level of C is important.

YPpY Q
o ~&q Pop&q, = s V —— (259a)

e (Q~ —Ep,)2+ p,m—
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~2 dkq
'*1

~
-x((kr) ~~ (~((),

& dZ) ~
(263)

where k = 1/X is the wave number of the particle,

(263a)

its energy, Yl a normalized spherical harmonic
and yl that solution of the radial wave equation,

particle is large compared to nuclear dimensions,
then only the partial wave l=0 will have ap-
preciable amplitude in the nucleus, as can be
seen directly from (263c). Therefore for slow
particles (264) (265) become

u"~p ——b"~p X
—&=a"~p v&=c"~p- &&py py — py

= U' ~„(v/vp„)&, (266)

l(l+1) y
+~ k — ~&, =0,

dr
(263b)

which behaves asymptotically as sin (kr ', ls).—-
At small r,

Xl (kr) '+' (263c)
1 3 (2/ —1)(2l+1)

Now for the matrix element only the behavior of
the wave function g inside the nucleus is im-
portant. Therefore, if the wave-length X=1/k is
1arge compared to nuclear dimensions, we are
only interested in the values of f for small
values of kr. Then, according to (263) (263c), the
matrix element will depend on k as

(dk/dZ) &k(+(. (264a)

Since dE/dk is proportional to k (cf. 263a)), the
matrix element will be proportional to k'+&. Thus
we may write

ur J gr J Ql+$ $rJ g—(l+))py pp py

and, because of (261),

+rJ —($rJ )2g—(2!+I) (264b)

nrem&

—UrJP (leap /)() (+1—Ur&& (g/gp )1(+f (265)

y"~p„——1'"~~„(X~„/X)"+'=1'"~g „(8/Ep,)'+&, (265a)

where 'Ap„is the wave-length corresponding to the
resonance energy Ep„.It can easily be shown
(see 815, p. 454) that the formulae (264) (265)
hold also if the particle is not free.

If, as we have assumed, the wave-length of the

where b is a constant. Introducing the true width
1' (cf. (258a)) instead of the eRective width y,
and similarly the value of the matrix element at
resonance, U, instead of u, we have

=(e'~ )'E&=etc (266a)

where v is the velocity of the particle and a, b, c
are certain constants whose relation is obvious.

For p-rays, there is no partial wave l =0, so that
l=1 (dipole radiation) becomes the most im-

portant part. The dependence of the matrix
element for y-rays on the wave-length is again
given by (264) (cf. 815). However, in contrast
e.g. , to slow neutrons, the energy of y-rays is
ordinarily very much larger than the spacing
between energy levels; therefore the ratio E/Zr,
of the actual to the resonance energy will, for
p-rays, be very near unity for all those levels rJ
which contribute appreciably to the cross section.
Thus we may, for y-rays, replace the matrix
element u by its value at resonance U, and the
actual width y=u' by the true width F= U',
independent of /.

The same arguments hold for fast particles.
This is particularly welcome because the exact
behavior of the matrix element as a function of
energy cannot be obtained without assuming a
special nuclear model, as soon as the wave-length
of the particle becomes comparable with or
smaller than the nuclear dimensions. But we do
not need to know this behavior because we wish
to know the matrix elements u only in the neigh-
borhood of the resonance energy, let us say in an
energy region of the extension of a few times the
spacing between resonance levels. Inasmuch as
the spacing of levels is very small compared to
the energy of the fast particle, the matrix ele-
ment u and the effective width y may be regarded
as constant over the energy region considered,
and be replaced by their values at resonance,
U and I'. Or, alternatively, formulae (265) (265a)
may be used for fast particles: Even though they
are not strictly true for this case, their use is
permitted over energy regions small compared to
the particle energy itself.
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Inserting (264) into (260), we have

~Pal gl-2l lt~ —(k+2!') Q (2J+1)
(2s+ 1)(2i+ 1) ii'J

rJ . rJ , . 2

x Z
APPlj I Bqot'j' (267)

" &P—&Cr J+2&V.J

A. Incident and outgoing particle fast

In this case the variation of the factors X and X'

in (267) (268) with energy is irrelevant and may
be disregarded (cf. above). The only factor de-
pending on energy is then the resonance factor
(last factor in (267) (268)).

with &"JApPl; = U"'A, Pl; &P,'+'

0PP QOPPlo
ll'

I and I' are the wave-lengths of incident and out-
going particle; all the other quantities have the
same meaning as before. If only one level rJ is
important, (267) reduces to

~Pp X Q (27+1)
(2s+1)(2i+1)

B. Incident particle slow, outgoing particle fast

We may put 1= 0 for the incident particle and
267b)

neglect the dependence on the wave-length X' of
the outgoing particle. Then (267) reduces to

~(2/+1)
~Pal gl—2l g 2l+j.

(2s+ 1)(2i+1)

A pPDs~Pr U BqQl'j'

+P +Pr+ g&Pr J
(269)

i 2l'+1 PrJ ( Pr/
x]

(Ep —Ep,)'+
w(2 1+1) prJ prJ

~Pp XXP„
(2s+ 1)(2i+ 1) (E~ Ep,)'+—

(270)
In this formula, only the factors X, X' and EP itself
change with the energy EP of the incident par-
ticle, ' all the other quantities are constants
characterizing the nuclear level.

In order to discuss formulae (267) (268), it is
useful to distinguish between fast and slow inci-
dent and outgoing particles. A particle is called
slow if its wave-length is large compared to
nuclear dimensions. This is true for energies up to
a few hundred thousand volts for neutrons or
protons interacting with heavy nuclei and up to
about a million volts if they interact with light
nuclei. For O.-particles, the limits are one-quarter
of these 6gures. y-rays can always be regarded as
slow or fast at ones discretion, it being simpler to
regard them as fast. We have then the following
cases:

In both (269) and (270), there appears beside the
resonance factor a factor X which indicates pro-
portionality of the cross section with the recip-
rocal of the velocity v of the incident particle
(again apart from resonance). This "1/v-factor"
makes the cross section for phenomena produced
by slow particles, especially slow neutrons, very
large (cf. Chapter X). (About the dependence
of y„qon energy, cf. footnote 8)

C. Incident particle fast, outgoing particle slow

Following the same considerations as before,
(267) reduces to

and if only one level is important, we obtain
from (268)

.J2

'The effective width y,J will in general consist of con-
tributions from fast particles Q and from slow particles
which may be emitted by the compound nucleus rJ.
The contributions of the fast particles (including y-rays)
will not depend sensitively on the energy of the incident
particle, at least not over energy regions of a few thousand
or even a few hundred thousand volts. The contributions
of the slow emitted particles mill depend strongly on the
energy, according to (265a). Hut these contributions will
in general be small because af the smal. l factor E'+&. Thus
in general, y,J will be approximately constant and equal
to the true width I',J over fairly large energy regions; and
only if the contribution of sIow emitted particles happens
to be large will there be a noticeable dependence of y,J
on energy.

~PPQ X' ' Q (2J+1)
(2s+ 1)(2i+ 1)

A pPlj U BqQOs'~Pr~Qr
X P . (271)

EP EP r + 2 ZP r J'

The cross section is in this case inversely propor-
tional to X', or directly proportional to the veloc-
ity v' of the outgoing particle. Thus slow par-
tides are only rarely produced in nuclear
processes.
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with the same notation as in (270).
If one or both of the particles involved are

slow, there are strict selection rules for the angu-
lar momenta. E.g. , if the incident particle is slow,
its orbital momentum will be zero and therefore
its total momentum j equal to its spin s. Ke
have then the selection rules

J+i~s, (273)

which means that only a fraction of the levels of
the compound nucleus will contribute to the cross
section. If the outgoing particle is slow, there will

be a similar selection rule determining the angular
momentum i' of the 6nal nucleus. y-rays are to
be considered as "slow" particles in this connec-
tion, with s being replaced by l, i.e. , 1 and 2 for
dipole and quadrupole radiation, respectively.
For fast material particles no useful selection
rule holds.

The application of the dispersion formulae de-

veloped in this section to the various nuclear
processes will form the main content of this re-

port. From the experimental data, we shall de-
duce the widths corresponding to the emission of
various sorts of particles. The main results known

thus far are the following:
The y-ray width seems to be of the order of

0.1 to 1 volt for most of the "slow neutron levels"
of medium heavy nuclei, i.e., for levels with an
excitation energy around 8 MV. ($61.) For light
nuclei, the y-ray width is of the order of 1 to 10
volts for rather large excitation energies ( 15
MV), according to the evidence from the capture
of protons ($81).

The eeittoe width is for medium heavy nuclei
(A 100) and excitation energies around 8 MV,

D. Incident and outgoing yatticle slow

The cross section contains apart from the
resonance factor, a factor lI/lI' ~ v'/v. In the par-
ticular case of the elastic scattering of slow

particles, v'=v so that the cross section depends
on the energy only through the resonance factor
while there is no general trend such as the 1/v
or the e'-law. E.g. , if only one level is important,
the elastic scattering becomes

v(2J+1) (Prj )2
~Pp Apt

(2s+ 1)(2i+ 1) (Ep Ep„)'+ ~4—T„g'
(272)

of the order of 10-' volts at a neutron energy of
the order of a volt ($60). According to (266a), the
neutron width is eel Pa. r. proportional to the
square root of the neutron energy. It will there-
fore be about 1 volt for neutrons of 1 Mv energy,
and near 10 volts if the neutron energy is of the
order of the nuclear interaction potentials

( 20 MV). There is not much evidence on the
neutron width for light nuclei except that it is
very much larger.

The proton Ividtk is known for some very light
nuclei, e.g. , Be' (II81). It contains one factor
representing the transmissibn of protons through
the potential barrier (II68) and one factor giving
the proton width without barrier. The latter
should be comparable to the neutron width; it is
of the order of 50,000 volts for the resonance level
of Be at an excitation energy of 17 MV and a
proton energy of 400 kv. Data from other light
nuclei are similar.

The widths corresponding to the emission of
deuterons, a-particles, etc. , from the compound
nucleus are, apart from the different transmission
of the potential barrier, of the same order as for
protons and neutrons (Chapter XIII).

II53. THE DISTRIBUTION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY

LEYELs. (B13, B4, B33, F30, 012)

We have already found in our qualitative dis-
cussions in II51 that the energy levels of a heavy
nucleus will be very closely spaced and that their
spacing will decrease rapidly with increasing
energy. In order to find theoretical expressions for
the magnitude of the spacing and its dependence
on the energy we must, of course, use some model
of the nucleus.

Two models suggest themselves which may be
considered as opposite extremes:

(a) We may start with free individual particles
and consider the total energy of the nucleus as
equal to the sum of the energies of the individual
particles. This amounts to assuming the interac-
tion between the partic1es to be small; the nuc1eus
would then be comparable to a gas.

(b) We may consider the interaction to be
large, more accurately, large compared to the
kinetic energy of the particles. Then the nucleus
will in first approximation correspond to a drop
of liquid, the distance between neighboring
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particles remaining almost constant all the time.
It seems that assumption (b) will come nearer
the truth.

A calculation using assumption (a) was given

by Bethe (813) and also by Oppenheimer (012),
while assumption (b) was proposed by Bohr and
Kalckar (833). An intermediate model, treating
the nuclear particles like the electrons in metals,
i.e., as half-free particles with correlations be-
tween their positions, was treated by Bardeen
(84).

In all cases, we consider the nuclear problem as
a statistical one. E.g. , if we take assumption (b),
we shall first find out the normal modes of vibra-
tions of the particles in a drop of liquid, and then
assume that each normal mode has an excitation
energy given by the Planck formula. Summing
the excitation energies of all normal modes, we
obtain the total excitation energy of &he nucleus
as a function of the "temperature" introduced in

the Planck formula. This relation between total
excitation energy and temperature should, of
course, be considered as a definition of the latter.

Since we are only dealing with excitation ener-

gies very small compared to the total binding
energy of the nucleus (10 as compared to

1000 MV), the temperature is always "low. "
From the relation between energy and tempera-
ture we may obtain the speci6c heat and the
entropy of the nucleus using the ordinary thermo-
dynamical relations. The entropy S is then by
dehnition related to the number of states of the
nucleus p es. Thus the number of states (per
energy interval) can be expressed in terms of the
excitation energy of the nucleus.

If v e take a diR'erent model for the nucleus,
e.g. , the free particle model, we shall only change
the relation between energy and temperature,
and therefore between the density of levels and
the excitation energy. The principle of the calcu-
lation remains unchanged. We shall therefore
carry out the calculations 6rst assuming a gen-
eral relation between energy and temperature,
and shall specify the nuclear model only at the
end.

Our object is to obtain the average spacing of
the nuclear levels

energy between U and U+dU. To obtain the
"density of levels" p(U), we consider the expres-
sion familiar from statistics:

(275)

in which the sum is to be extended over all levels
E& of the nucleus. r is an arbitrary parameter,
and F(r) a certain function of r defined by (275).
If the levels are very dense, the expression (275)
can be written as an integral

)"r (E)e si'dE =e— (275a)

This relation dererm&ses the parameter ~, as a
function of U, if the energy spectrum of the
system is known. Conversely, it expresses U as a
function of r The two f.unctions U(7) and F(r)
are connected by

d(F/r) dF
U= = F—e.—

d(1/r) dr
(276a)

which follows immediately from (275a) (276). r,
U and F correspond, in ordinary statistical
theory, respectively, to kT, to the energy of the
system and to the free energy.

As is shown in classical statistics, the condition
(1) will be fulfilled by the r as defined in (276),
provided the system contains sufficiently many
particles. Then the main contribution to the in-
tegral (275a) will come from energy levels E&
near U. Thus we may write instead of (275a)

It will be possible to find r(U) from this equation
if we can (1) choose the parameter r in such a
way that only energies near U contribute ap-
preciably to the integral in (275a), (2) determine
F as a function of 7. and both these quantities as
functions of U.

Provided r can be determined so that condition
(1) is fulfilled, p(E)e s' will have a sharp maxi-
mum near E= V. Then we have obviously

QE~s—&el ~ fEp(E)s &I~dE-
= U. (276)

Qs—Eel~ fr(E)s El~dE—

D(U) =1/i (U) (274) e ~i'=p(U)e U~9, (U) (277)

where p(U)dU is the number of levels with where X(U) is a quantity of the dimensions of an
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p(U) =e" "'/&(U). (277a)

energy which is to be calculated by evaluating
the integral in (275a). It is a slowly varying func-
tion of the excitation energy U as compared to
the rapidly varying functions e ~', e U' and
p(U). We rewrite (277)

energy E. Since X varies slowly with the energy,
and since the integrand is very small except for
E= U, we may replace X(E) by X(U) and have,
using (277) again:

),(U) — t ee(z) —e(())+(U z)lrd—E (280a)

According to the defimtion (276), r is that tern- With (279b) the exponent becomes
perature for which the average energy of the

U —E
system is U, and F is the corresponding free (E U)+ (E U)2+
energy. We introduce the abbreviation dU 2 dU'

(U—F)/r = S. (278)

5 is then the entropy divided by Boltzmann's
constant k. Then we have

dv
(E—U) '. (280b)

2v' dU

The integration gives then immediately

(278a)p(U) =e'"'/&(U)
X(U) = (2n.) &r(d U/dr) &. (280c)

and it remains only to obtain, in specific terms, With (274) and (278a), the average spacing
S(U) and 7 (U). between levels becomes thus

For S we have, according to (276a)

S= (U —F)/r = dF/dr. —

Also from (276a) 'we find

D(U) =1/p(U) =l((U)e-'(')
(278b)

= r(27rd U/dr) )e e. (281)

Ke make now the more special assumption
that U depends on the temperature according to
a power law

t
dr dU )CdrS=J. d.'=J . (279)

d5 1 dU

dT
(279a)

where C is the specific heat. From (279) the well-
known relation

(282)

This is true for the model (a) proposed above
with n equal to 2. For model (b) it is fulfilled for
low temperature (low excitation energies) with
n= 7/3, and for high temperature with n=4 (see
below). With the law (282) we find, using (279),

follows immediately, and, since ~ and U are
uniquely related fo each other,

and inserting in (281)

(283)

expressing the elementary de6nition of th
tropy. 5 is therefore known as a function of U
if the relation between U and 7 is known.

To determine 1(, we insert (278a) in (275a) and
have

The spacing decreases, according to (284), ex-
ponentially with increasing energy. The exponent
contains U& for the Fermi gas model (model a,
n = 2), U4(' for the liquid drop model at low and
U"4 at high temperatures. The "liquid" model
thus gives a somewhat more rapid decrease of
the spacing.

e ~(' =J~ee(e) e'dE—/X(E) (280)

where S(E) is the entropy corresponding to the

(279b) D(U) = (2s.n) &

(U"+') )" ( n
exp ]

— ""U'" "'"
( (284)

(. u) E n 1 i'—
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The exact value of 0. can, of course, only be
obtained from a special model. Quite generally a
increases with the number of particles A in the
nucleus, so that the spacing of nuclear levels
decreases with increasing A, for constant excita-
tion energy U. The decrease with A is in general
more rapid the slower the decrease with increas-
ing energy; e.g. , it is more rapid for the free
particle model (a) than for the "liquid drop"
model (b).

A. Free particle model

In this model, the nucleus is considered as a
mixture of two Fermi gases of neutrons and pro-
tons. At zero temperature, the particles occupy
all the lowest levels while the higher levels are
empty. At higher temperatures, there will be
some particles in the higher levels and some of the
lower levels will be empty.

The statistical treatment given above is not
directly applicable to this case because it pre-
supposes that the energy levels of the given sys-
tem containing, say, E neutrons and Z protons,
are known. In the customary treatment of Fermi
statistics (and any gas statistics) not only sys-
tems of the correct number of particles are con-
sidered but also such for which the number of
particles is slightly difterent.

The only way in which the given number of
partides is taken into account is by making the
statistical probability a maximum for that num-
ber of particles. This is achieved by suitably
choosing a certain parameter t, the Fermi energy.
But even with the proper choice of f, there re-
mains the fact that the distribution function
derived in Fermi statistics gives a 6nite probabil-
ity also for the states in which the total number of
particles does not exactly have the correct value,
so that we must multiply the density p(U) ob-
tained in (281) by the probability that the num-
ber of particles of each kind has the correct value.

In addition to this, we must remember that,
owing to the selection rules, only compound
states with one or a few values of the angular
momentum are important for a given nuclear
process. Therefore, we are interested in the states
of the nucleus with a given angular momentum J.
This constant of motion shouM be treated in the
same way as N and Z so that we have altogether
three constants of motion besides the energy,
res. N, Z and J.

For generality, we assume that an arbitrary number m

of constants of motion N1 N~ ~ N, is given. Then there
will be an equal number of parameters f1 ~ f in the
distribution function which must be chosen in such a way
that in the average N1N~ ~ have their correct values.
Then we have instead of (275)

g
cr—r p g( Ek+r-rl'ri+ +Km"'r~)l~ (285)

k, ¹'.. .N~'

The sum extends over all possible values of N1' ~ X '

including their correct values X& ~ N . (285) may be
rewritten in integral form

j'p(g +& . . .Q~ )&
— r+ayN1'+. ..+a~Nrn' (285a)

with a; =g;/7. . (285b)

4 must be regarded as a function of the parameters r,
~ a . We have

a(c/, )

a(1/r)
(286)

(286a)

where the partial derivative with respect to any parameter
a; is to be taken with the other parameters aq (k gi) and v

being kept constant.
The density of levels may again be written

&(U X (287)
with

$(U, N1 Nm) = (U—~)/r —a1E&—~ ~ —amEm. (287a)

S is a function of the energy U and the "constants of
motion" ¹.~ .N only but does not depend explicitly'
on the parameters r and a. The derivatives of the entropy
with respect to the "constants of motion" are

aS/a U =1/~, (288)

aS/aN; = —a;. (288a)

(288) means that formula (279b) and therefore (283) re-
mains true in our more complicated case provided the
number of particles is constant. We assume now again
that X is a slowly varying function of its arguments, and
ind, similarly to (280a):

p (U) J'&S(E)—S(U)+(U-E)/~+ay(¹' —Ny)+. ..

dEdE1' ~ dE '. (289)

Kith (288, 288a) the exponent becomes

9 This follows immediately by differentiating (287a)
with respect to any of the parameters, keeping the other
parameters and U, ¹ . -N~ constant. E.g. ,

aS/aa; = —(1/r) (84/aa;) —¹=0 (cf. (286a)).
S and C correspond formally to Hamiltonian and La-
grangian in mechanics.

(x, ar, )(x,' nr,)— —
2;~;~ aX;aX

aas= ——Q—(Ã~' N;) (N ' N), (289a)——
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where we have put usual formula of Fermi statistics (cf. 813)

The integration of (289) is then str'aightforward and gives
with

{U')—{2 )k( + )/gk {290)

where 5 is the Jacobian

ri(p)dp = spCf(p) pidp

C= (2'/'/9ir) (MR'//)i') &,

f(p) —1/e( —h)/ +1

(293)

(293a)

(293b)

Be;
' O'S

BN; B¹BN;
R being the nuclear radius and I'i the Fermi energy

{290a) for neutrons. Integration gives for fi&)r
~ ~

If we are treating a mixture of degenerate
Fermi gases, then the Fermi energy l; for the ith &= (p)«= C&i ( +(ir'/8)(r/&i)'+ ' ') ( 94)
kind of particles is determined solely by the
number ¹ of these particles, except for a very and for the energy
small dependence on the excitation energy U
which we neglect. Since a, =if/r, we have (cf. Ui=pCf'i'"(1+(5&'/8)(rifi)'+' ' ). (295)
289b)

From (294), we have in suflicient approximation
(t().p 8 (1/r) Rap 8(1/r)

8¹ BU 8¹ 8¹;
d¹ 3 3 3¹

Cpi& =—C&Mi —=
di) 2 2 2 li

(294a)

8¹0
8 (1/r)

Bn; 8(1/r)
(290b)

8¹I, 8¹p

and a corresponding relation for the protons.
From (295), we find after a short calculation
(cf. 813)

U= U + U —Up ——'n'Cr'-(I i&+I'p&), (295a)

Ke add f; times the zeroth row to the ith row of
the determinant; then there remains in that row
only the diagonal term r 'dl';/dN;. Thus the
value of the Jacobian is

(291)

and the spacing between neighboring levels be-
comes (cf. (287))

g7(U) (2&)$(os+1)rim+i

/(U)

('dU dX;q &

X~ II ( e e(U) (292).
(dr '-' dl )

Ke now turn to the special features of the free
particle model. %e assume that the particles
move in a spherical potential hole of a certain
depth, and that their interaction is small (except
inasmuch as it is expressed by the potential hole).
Neutrons and protons will obey Fermi statistics,
and the number of neutrons having a kinetic
energy between p and p+dp will be given by the

where U& is the total energy of the neutrons, U~

that of the protons, Uo the zero-point energy
which depends only on the numbers of protons
and neutrons but not on the temperature ~, and
is therefore irrelevant for the determination of
the specific heat d U/dr and the entropy (cf. 278).
Since the numbers of neutrons and protons are
not very different, we may put I'i= fp= I p where

(0 is an average Fermi energy for protons and
neutrons. Then

(296)

using (294) and putting N=-', A, in analogy with
our approximation' I'i = I'p = I'p. From (294)
(296) we find immediately the entropy 5, and
the quantities d U/dr, dX/dl „dZ/dip occurring
in (292).

We must now introduce a parameter y analo-
gous to the g's which makes a certain value J of
the angllar momentum most probable. It is more
convenient to work with the component M of J
in a given direction Z because M is the sum of

~o The justification of these approximations is prove/
in B13.
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the angular momentum components of the indi-

vidual particles, vis.

~0

g(», m)d»=d» j g(», l, m)dl
jm]

(298b)

M= Pm, .

Q"e write for the probability to find a neutron
state of energy and angular momentum ns

occu pled

f(», m) =1/(e(' r' —&""+1). (297a)

where l(& is the value of l for which (298a) vanishes.
This expression should be multiplied by 2 for
spin. Putting I'( I

——» I (——
&
and expanding in powers

of y, (297b) becomes then

M = —4y d» (e—(' «&(—'+ 1)—'

The expressions (294) (296) for the total number dl g(», l, m) I m'dm. (299)
of particles and for the total energy will be , —((+(I&

changed only by quantities of the order y'. The
The elementary evaluation of this integral, using

average value of the total angular momentum is 298a, gives

(M=, l mg(», m)l
q (.-f1-& )i +1 with

3/I = cy

c= ,'(MR'/l(, '-)A.

(299a)

(299b)

(297b) The entropy for a given J(7, Z, U may thus be
e(t « pm—&&r—+1) written (cf. (288a))

where g(», m) is the number of states of an indi-

vidual particle with given e and m.
The number g(», m) of states with given

and m of an individual particle in a spherical
potential hole of radius E., can be found as fol-

lows. Leaving out the spin, we describe each
particle state by the three quantum numbers n„
I and m where / is the total angular momentum,

m its component in the Z direction and n the
radial quantum number. According to the %KB
method, n is given by

5(Ã, Z, U, M) = 5(7(7, Z, U, 0) —(M»/2cr) (300)

and the density of states, for given NZU, de-
pends on M as (cf. (287))

p(N, Z, U, M)=
p(X, Z, U, 0) exp ( M»/2cr). (30—0a)

We must now determine the number of states
of given J.This is equa1 to the difference between
the number of quantum states with 3f=J, and
the number of levels with M= J+1 (cf. 813)
and therefore (cf. (300a))

(-s )2M» (l+-,')'~ *'

&,„&a r )
(298) p(E Z U J) =p(X Z U 0)

X[(J+2)/cr5 exp L
—(J+-,')'/2cr5 (301).

where r;„is the value of r for which the inte-

grand vanishes. Since there is just one state for

each integral value Ilm, the number of states of
given / and m per unit energy is

dn 1 M ( t'2M» (1+$)'y —l

g(», l, m)= —=——
~i ~—

d» s h'J

It can be shown (see (299b)) that cr is rather large
(=1000) so that, for the important values of J,
the exponential in (301) may be neglected.
Therefore we obtain for the spacing of levels of
angular momentum J (cf. (292))

D(X, Z, U, J) =D(&/(2J+1), (302)

2c7'1 (2M»R' —(l+q)'
l

. (298a)
2s» & h' ) pX, Z, U, O

= 2c(2&r) 'r'('

The total number of states of given m and energy
between e and e+d~ becomes

('dUdXdZ dMq &

X/ e-e(x z U '&. (302a)
&dr df(df» dy )
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where

l.,= (A/2C)~=1. 15&,
I' =k'/3IIr0',

(303)

(303a)

(303b)

This radius ro is independent of A if the nuclear
volume is proportional to the number of particles.
From the radii of a-radioactive nuclei
(Chapter XI)

so that

rp ——2.0g. 10 "cm,

/=10 MV,

I'0 ——11.5 MV,

(303c)

(303d)

(303e)

which is of the same order as the binding energy
of neutrons or protons in nuclei

AVe introduce now the abbreviation

x=n(A U/lo)&. = (A U/1. 1,7)& (U in MV). (304a)

Then the spacing becomes (cf. (302c))

Do ——8 10'x'e-' volts. (304)

For U= 8 MV and A = 120, we have x= 28.7
and DO=0. 2 volt. This result for the spacing is
very small indeed" and is certainly smaller than
the spacing observed in slow neutron experi-
ments (cf. fj60) which may be of the order of 10
volts for the atomic weight and excitation energy
considered. This shows that our assumptions are
inadequate, particularly the assumption of free
particles with small interaction.

B.Free particle model with correlations

Bardeen (B4) has pointed out that the free
particle model in the form used in A, is not in

accord with the assumption of exchange forces

"This formula divers somewhat from that given by
Bethe (B13, Eqs. (49) (Soa)). Part of the difference vis. a
factor (log 4)& is due to the improved treatment of the
angular momentum, another part (factor 2II14) to a numer-
ical error in Bethe's paper. These errors have also been
pointed out by Bardeen."It seems somewhat surprising that the free particle
model gives No see a spacing.

Inserting (296) (294a) (279) (299a) (299b) we

have
Do 39——2~'r4(Ac/10)&e &~*—"'~«(302b)
D = (18/5)~(A'U'/I 0)e- &"~~«&'. (302c)"

Here the Fermi energy I'0 1s according to (293a)
(294) and with N=-', A:

+kin+ +pot (305)

depends much more strongly on the wave number
k than the kinetic energy itself.

Ke may put

(dE/dk) g r y(dEg; /d——k) g r. (305a)

With the range and magnitude of the nuclear
forces derived from the binding energy of light
nuclei, Bardeen finds

(305b)

Now the number of individual particles states
per unit energy is proportional to dk/dE, and is
therefore reduced by the "correlations" to about
one-half of its value. A reduction in the density of
individual particle states means a much larger
reduction in the density of states of the nucleus
as a whole. Quantitatively, we can take account
of the change of the density of individual states
as follows: The excitation energy U is propor-
tional to the density of individual quantum
states times the square of the temperature r.
This follows from (296) if we consider that, with
kinetic energy alone, the density of individual
states of energy near I, is (Cl& (cf. (293)); it
also follows from elementary considerations on
Fermi statistics.

Thus the constant a in

U = 0.7.2 (306)

must be multiplied by 1/y. But, according
to (283),

S=2(aU)& (306a)

Therefore, if U is kept fixed, the entropy "with
correlation" is connected to that with completely
free particles by

5'carr =5'fr& (306b)

and the quantity x in (304) has to be replaced by

x'= my-&. (306c)

between the particles. As Van Vleck has shown

($36 of this report, ref. V 1 of part A), the poten-
tial acting on one particle depends strongly on
the wave number of that particle, and its abso-
lute value decreases appreciably with increasing
wave number, i.e., with increasing kinetic energy
of the particle. This means that the total energy
of an individual particle,
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Twsr. s XX. Spaying of nsclear energy leoels according to
Bardeee's method The figlres gifje the sPecieg D0 (ie eo'its)

of levels of sero aeter mommtNm, at ae erlergy equal to
the aoerage nestron dissociation energy Q (cf. Table XXI,
rom 0).

20 50 100

Q (MV) 9.5 9.1 8.2 6.9
Do(80~=9'10 "cm) 1.1 106 4.2.104 1000 10
D0(80*=12.5 10 "cm) 6 10' 300 1.2 1.2 10 '

*Re=nuclear radius for Ap=230. The radius for any nucleus is
assumed to be Roi,'A!'Ao)»3.

The resulting spacing of energy levels, as a
function of the atomic number, is given in Table
XX for various nuclear radii and is compared to
the spacing obtained from the free particle model
~ ithout correlations.

C. Liquid. dj.'Oy mod. e1

It was pointed out by Bohr and Kalckar (B33)
that a nucleus should be considered as a drop of
liquid rather than as a gas because the interaction
between the nuclear particles is large and there-
fore Ructuations of the density very improbable.
A liquid drop is capable of two types of vibra-
tions, namely surface waves and volume waves.
The surface waves are not connected with any
changes in volume; the potential energy is then
only due to the surface tension and is compara-
tively small. Therefore the frequency of the sur-
face waves is rather small, and this type of waves
will most easily be excited at "low temperatures"
i.e. , in all cases relevant for nuclear disintegra-
tions. The volume waves involve a compression
of the nuclear liquid which is connected with a
large increase in potential energy, a high fre-
quency and therefore small excitation probability
at "low" temperatures.

f. The surface waves. —For simplicity, assume
first that the surface of the liquid is plane when
there are no vibrations. Let the xy plane be the
equilibrium surface, snd let I'(x, y) be the (ver-
tical) displacement at a point x, y of the surface.
Then the increase in surface area is for small
displacements

e)
"dxdy L(~I /»)'+(~I /~y)' j

In order to find the kinetic energy we must know the
velocity u at every point in the liquid. Ke assume that the
motion of the liquid is irrotational; then u may be written
as the gradient of a velocity potential which we ca11

8P/Bt, viz.

6 = —grad 8$/R. (308)

Since the surface waves are not connected with any com-
pression of the liquid, we have

div u = —a(B|t/Bt) =0.
Then the kinetic energy becomes

T=&ofs'dr =ref {grad ai/atl'dr

(308a)

a.a a= g p —'
dxdy, (308b)

Bt BzBt

where p is the density. The last integral is to be extended
over the surface z=0 of the liquid and the vanishing of the
Laplacian has been used.

From (308) it follows that the displacement may be
written

g= —grad P

and in particular the displacement of' the particles on the
surface of the liquid

F = —(~4'/») g- (309a)

Because of the absence of volume changes we have again

Df =Q. (309b)

We assume now that p is a periodic function of the co-
ordinates in the surface plane, x and y, and of t. Then
from (309b} it follows that

where

f =u cos (k x+k„y)ek*cos cot, (309c)

(309d)

while the relation between ~ and k must be calculated.
The positive sign of the term kz in the exponent of (309c}
makes the displacement and the velocity vanish for large
negative z.

The total potential energy (307a) becomes
now, with (309a) and (309c)

Ir = (G/2&) a' cos' tot k4, I sin' (k~+k„y)dxdy

= ~Ga' cos' ~t k', (310)

since the average of sin' over the surface is —,'.
Similarly, the kinetic energy (308b) becomes

5= J'dxdy the total surface area, the increase in
potential energy is

I'=(G/2s) t d*dy[(~I/~*)'+(~f/~y)'j (3o7 )

(310a)'1= —,
'p5a'u' sin' cot k.

integrated over the surface. If t" is the total
surface energy of the liquid in equilibrium and If the sum of potential and kineticenergy is tobe
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(S/4s') d krak„. (312)

Therefore the number of vibrations with wave
numbers between k and k+dk is

(5/4s')2skdk (312a)

and that with frequencies between au and ~+des,
according to (311)

P(-)d- = (S/2-) (pSIG) ~s-id- (»2b.)

Essentially the same formula can also be derived
for a spherical drop by a more detailed study of
its surface vibrations, using an analysis of the
deformation in spherical harmonics.

For a spherical nucleus, the surface area is

(313)

constant, we must have

rs =k&(G/ps) &.

From this expression, we can easily 6nd the
number of normal modes per unit frequency au,

a number which is needed for calculating the
energy of the liquid drop as a function of the
temperature. Following the usual method, we
obtain for the number of normal modes per
dkgk„

gies below 1 MV. This seems reasonable in con-
nection with the fact that the low excitation
levels of radioactive nuclei lie at a few hundred
kilovolts.

o ~ d'8 R'1 d'E
MA der' 9j/IA dR' {317}

where MA is the mass, E the energy, R the radius and
o c R ' the density of the nucleus (dE/dR=O). d'E/dR'
may be estimated from the statistical formula for the
energy as a function of the radius, {159) (159a):

E 3 8 I2x-3-3x-~
A Tp 10 x&Tp

+(x-~—2x-3)e-'+~~a(x) I, (318}

where
3x&a

Tp =h'/ jrlu', x=——
2 3 fp

(318a)

and Be~"" is the interaction between two particles. %'e

use for 8, Tp and x the values derived from the new nuclear
radius according to the same method as used in $26, vis.

8 =34 MV, Tp=1.65 MV,
g =5.0 10-i3 cm, x =3.66. (318b)

2. Vohcme manes. —An ideal liquid will admit only logi-
tudinal volume waves. The number of normal modes is

Q(2m) 3 4wk~dk = {2/3~)R3co'dao/up', (316)

where I0 is the velocity of sound, This quantity is connected
to the compressibility of the substance, i.e., to the second
derivative of the energy E with respect to the density o,

and the density p = 3A M/4s R'. We obtain for the second derivative of 8:

The surface energy G can be deduced from em-
pirical data on nuclear binding energies using
the method outlined in II30; we find

d'8 d'8 1 BR'—=x'—=6ATp —x~+ x 3
dR' dg' 10 Tpm-&

tg' —4+ (@4+3@'+4}e '
I . {318c}

where

G= I'A&,

I'=9.6 MV=10 MV (314a)
R'(d'E/dR') =35A MV.

Therefore, according to (317}

(314) Inserting the values (318bl, this becomes

{319)

if the nuclear radius has the value 2.05 10 "A &

(Ia68). If we introduce, instead of o&, the quantum
energy

6= &co (315)

(312b) may be written

ps(e)de=4 3 &(FP) &24&de (315a)

with I' as defined in (303a, d). For a heavy
nucleus (A =200), this gives about .3 normal
modes of surface vibrations'~ with quantum ener-

'~ From a, direct analysis of the vibrations of the
spherical drop, it follows that the lowest frequency lies
actually at about 1.1 MV. Our distribution function (315a}
wi)1 therefore give a good approximation only for nuclear
temperatures of 1 MV or higher. For lighter nuclei, the
mimmum temperature required increases as A &.

K = Mgp' = (R'/9A }(d'E/dR') 4 MV. (319a)

Inserting (319a) into (316), we obtain for the number of
longitudinal volume waves with a quantum energy between
e and &+de

pf( 6)d & = {2/3x}(KP) &A~'dE'. {320)

The total number of "longitudinal" modes of vibration
is equal to the number of particles, A. The number of
modes of surface waves is of the order of the number of
particles in the surface, i.e., about A~. For large A, this is
negligible compared to A. Thus longitudinal waves and
surface waves together do not give all possible modes of
vibration whose number must be 3A (number of degrees of
freedom). The additional modes must apparently be "trans-
verse" volume waves. If such waves have fairly short
wave-length, their frequency will be of the same order as
that of longitudinal waves of the same length: For short
waves, only the relative displacement of close neighbors
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matters, but the arrangement and interaction of close
neighbors is about the same in a liquid as in a crystal, and
in a crystal there is no great difference between the fre-
quencies of waves of the same wave-length and di8'erent

polarization provided the wave-length is short. Thus, for
short waves, we shall get approximately the correct num-

ber of modes of vibration per d~ if we multiply (320) by
three, i.e. the number of possible polarizations is

p.(~}d~=(2/~}(&&) ~~~'d~ (320a)

The frequency of long transverse volume waves in a
liquid is an unsolved problem. %'e may only hope that such
wa~es are not very essential for the problem of the specihc
heat. This may perhaps be justified by the fact that to a
certain extent„ the long transverse waves will be replaced
by surface waves. Moreover, at the low temperatures which
are important for nuclear reactions, the in8uence of the
surface waves is much more important than that of the
volume waves. In the absence of any correct treatment,
we shall therefore assume (320a} to give the correct number
of volume waves for low as mell as for high quantum
energy.

3. Therma/ properties of the liquid drop. The-
total number of normal modes of quantum energy
between e and a+de is (cf. (315a), (320a))

p(e)de = (4 3-&(1'P)-tA4'

If we insert the values of P, I' and E (cf. (303d),
(314a), (319a)), we have

Uo ——8.2A"' MU, (324a)

which, for A =100, has the value 20.6 MV. In
most practical cases, the excitation energy will

therefore be considerably less than 2UO, and
therefore the temperature less than 7 I). This
means that surface waves are in general more im-

portant than volume waves.
We introduce the abbreviation

T= r/ro

Then (322) reduces to (cf. (323), (324))

U/ Uo ——T"'+T4.

The entropy is

(325)

(325a)

~dr d U Uo /'7 4
s=

r dr ro(4 3 i
t21=S.

(
—T +T ) (326)

I&6 )
+ (2/ ) (KP) IAg')dr, (—321) with So =4 Uo/3ro = 6.93(K/I')6/'A "'. (326a)

(326b)50——2.31A'",

The energy at the "temperature" 7 is then, ac- Kith X=V=10 MV and X=4 MV, we have
cording to Planck's formula

"p(e)de 4 A &r'/' 2 Ar4
U= =—C4/3 —+—Cg, (322)

0 e"—1 3& (I'P) & n. (EP)&

ro ——4.75A —'" MV (326c)

Finally, the quantity X in (281) has the value

where
~ x"dx

C„= =n!I (n+1), (322a)
e' —1

/'7
), = (2 d U/8 ) & = Xoi T"'+T'

)
T—(327)

)

Ke introduce a "critical temperature" 7.o as that
temperature at which the contributions of surface
and volume waves to the energy become equal.
According to (322),

The temperature, T, the entropy 5/So and the
quantity X/Xo are plotted in Fig. 9 as functions of
the energy U/Uo. The plots are almost straight
lines, especially for the entropy. The values of UOS()

and ro for various values of the nuclear mass are
given in lines 8 to D of Table XXI. From these
values and from the curves of Fig. 9, the tem-
perature, entropy etc. can be obtained for any
excitation energy of the nucleus. The tempera-
tures v so deduced are listed in lines E to G of
Table XXI, for excitation energies of 5, 10 and
20 MV. They are seen to be much smaller than

ro (2s.C4/g/Cs)"'3 "'(E/—I—')'/5(KP) &A '"
= 1.080(E/1') '/'(KP) &A-'/'. (323)

At this temperature, the cc ntributions of surface
and volume waves to U each have the value

—2 r//5~7/53-4/5C 12/5C '//5(K/P)8—/5(KP) kA I/O

=5 60(K/I')'+. (KP) &A'" (324)

I (n+1) =1 '"+')+2 &"+"'+, (322b)
with

C4/s = 1.694, C3 ——6.50. (322c)
4=(8s Uoro)~=12. 3(E/I')(EP)&=31 MV. (327a)
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I I I I"

Fro. 9. Nuclear temperature ~, entropy S, and X (cf.
(281)) as functions of the excitation energy U in the liquid
drop model. The constants U0, So, r0, Xo are given in
formulae ((324a}, (326b), (326c), (327a)}.

the excitation energies U, vs'. about 1 to 2 MV
for 10 MV excitation. This is, of course, due to the
fact that the excitation energy is, even at low
temperatures, distributed among many normal
modes of vibration.

From temperature, entropy and ), the spacing
of nuclear levels can be deduced with the help of
(281). The result is given in lines H to X of
Table XXI, for four diferent excitation energies
(5 to 20 MV).

Table XXI shows clearly the very rapid de-

crease of the spacing with increasing excitation
energy and increasing size of the nucleus which is
expected from qualitative considerations (832).
Excitation energies between 15 and 20 MV are
easily obtained if fast deuterons (kinetic energy

5 MV) are used as projectiles, since the large
internal energy of the deuteron forms part of the
excitation energy of the compound nucleus.
Kith such energies and heavy nuclei, the spacing
is seen to be only of the order of a millivolt.

The dependence of the results on the assump-
tions made in the calculation is shown in lines
M and N of Table XXI. In the upper of these
lines, we have tabulated the sparing obtained
when only surface waves are considered, for
V=10 MV. The results dier only by a factor
2.5 to 3 from that found with surface and volume
waves for the same excitation energy. This is
quite welcome because our treatment of volume
waves was much less satisfactory than that of the
surface waves. This concerns the general pro-
cedure, especially the treatment of the trans-
verse volume waves, and also the determination
of the constant E which was only possible with
the help of the statistical model of nuclei whereas
F and I' could be deduced from empirical data.
Therefore the small influence of the volume waves
increases our con6dence in the results. Of course,
a larger inRuence is to be expected for higher
excitation.

In the N line of Table XXI, the spacing as
calculated, assuming the old nuclear radius de-
rived by Gamow from the one-body model of the

TAM, E XXI. Spccing of nuclear energy levels in the "liglid drop" model.

AToMIc WEIGHT A

Characteristic energy U'p (MV}
Characteristic temperature v 0 (MV)
Characteristic entropy So

10

13.0
3.00
5.8

20

14.9
2.61
7.65

50

17.9
2 ~ 17

11,05

20.6
1.89

14.6

23.7
1.64

19.3

Tempera-
ture r
(MV)

Spacing
D(U} in

volts

M Spacing for
N U=10 MV

for U= 5 MV
10
20

for U= 5 MV
U=10 MV
U=15 MV
U=20 MV
U=Q

Without volume waves
Kith ro —-1 48 10-I3

1.72
2.18
2.78

110,000
13,000

2,000
400

16,000

30,000
100,000

1.43
1.82
2.31

36,000
2,700

240
33

3,300

9,000
30,000

1.11
1.41
1.81

5,900
180

9.5
0.55
310

500
4,000

0.92
1.17
1.49

1,100
16

0.35
0.015

60

40
500

0.75
0.97
1.24

150
0.9
0.007
1.5 10 '
15

2.7
60

Q =neutron dissociation energy (MV) 9.5 9.1 8.2 6.9
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O,-particle disintegration, is also given. The corre-
sponding values of the spacing are, as is to be
expected, very much (up to 70 times) larger than
thos'e derived with the larger radius. A spacing of
as much as 500 volts for A =100 seems quite ir-
reconcilable with the evidence from slow neutron
experiments which may be taken as an argument
for the larger nuclear radius independent of the
O,-particle disintegration (Chapter XI).

The greatest interest of Table XXI lies, of
course, in comparisons with experimental data.
The most extensive of these are the data obtained
from slow neutron experiments mhich indicate
spacings of the order of 10—20 volts for A =100
and 200, and 100 to a few hundred volts for
A = 50 ($60, especially Table XXII). The levels
of the compound nucleus responsible for neutron
capture are those whose excitation energy is
about equal to the dissociation energy Q of the
compound nucleus into a neutron and a residual
nucleus. This dissociation energy Q is estimated
in the last line of Table XXI from the semi-
empirical formula for mass defects (cf. $30, and
B13);the corresponding spacing is given in line I .
The values thus obtained for A =50, 100 and 200
compare very favorably with the average spacing
of neutron levels estimated from experimental
data.

Less satisfactory is the agreement with data
from proton capture and O,-particle disintegra-
tions of very light nuclei. E.g. , the levels of P"
are well known from the O.-particle disintegration
of Al". The spacing is about 0.3 to 0.5 MV for
O.-particle energies of the order of 5 MV, corre-
sponding to excitation energies of about 12 MV
(cf. II82, Table XXXX).Table XXI would indi-
cate a spacing of less than 1000 volts for this
case. Similarly, 3 levels below 1 MV are known
in the capture of protons by F" ($81), corre-
sponding to an average spacing of about 0.3 MV.
The corresponding excitation energy of the com-
pound nucleus, Ne", is 12 MV so that, from Table
XXI, we should expect a spacing of about 1000
volts.

Part of the discrepancy in the latter case may
be attributed to the fact that the normal state
of Ne20 lies particularly low compared to neigh-
boring nuclei. The reasons for this are well knomn
(even number of neutrons as well as protons),
but these reasons mill only depress the ground

VA'th

=4.7(rP) ~A~r7~', -
r =0.51S(I'P)'"A '"U'", -
S=3.39(A U'/FP)'"

),=2.7S(I'P/A)" U'",

D=) e—~.

F =P=10 MV, and U in MV:

r = 1.92A —'~'O'" MV,

S=0.91A»~ U~»,

@=5.3A-»~U&~~ MV.

(328a)

(328b)

(328c)

(328d)

(328e)

(329a)

(329b)

(329c)

state and not the excited states of the nucleus.
Therefore the excitation relative to the ground
state should not be taken as significant for the
"temperature" of the nucleus. Tentatively, we
may replace in such a case the ground state by
the average of the ground states of two neighbor-
ing nuclei, in our case perhaps F"and N'e2I. This
would reduce the excitation energy by about 4
MV so that a spacing of 10 kv might be expected
from Table XXI. But even this spacing is much
smaller than the observed one.

It seems therefore that our calculations fail for
very light nuclei. This is not very surprising in
view of the assumptions made; especially the dis-
tinction betmeen surface and volume waves
would seem objectionable when almost all the
particles in the nucleus are surface particles.
Moreover, it might be possible that the nuclear
volume increases faster than the number of par-
ticles owing to some repulsive interactions; this
would make light nuclei smaller and therefore
the spacing of their energy levels wider. However,
it seems more plausible that the discrepancies are
due to a failure of the liquid drop model; the
Bardeen model (section B) seems to give much
more reasonable values (Table XX) for the
spacing of the levels of light nuclei. It is difFicult
to decide what atomic weight is required for the
validity of the liquid drop model; we shall assume
it to be valid for A &~ 50.

In conclusion, we give here the formulae for
the temperature, entropy etc, when only surface
waves are important. This assumption is a good
approximation as is shown by Table XXI. From
(322) we have then

U= 4'3 ~C4gg(FP) ~A ~r
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A, Wave function of the incid. ent particle and
nudear potential

The matrix element is dehned as

H, ""= '

Pv„~Hfdf /per, (330)

where P~„,fs ~ and fv„are the wave functions of
initial nucleus, incident particle and compound
nucleus, respectively, the subscripts n p r specify-
ing the states of the three systems. II is the
Hamiltonian of the interaction between incident
particle and initial nucleus.

In the calculation of this matrix element, the
main uncertainty arises from the function Ppy
representing the incident particle. All the other
factors, vis. the Hamiltonian H and the wave
functions Pg„and Pc, of the initial and compound
nucleus, can either be considered as known
(Hamiltonian) or can be calculated in principle
from the Schrodinger equation. It is true that this
calculation would be impracticable in the case of
complicated nuclei; but at least the functions
P~„and fc, are uniquely determined by the re-
spective Hamiltonians.

This is not the ease for the particle wave func-
tion Pi ~. Here we can make any of three choices:

(a) We can take Pp„to be a plane wave,
(b) We can take Pi „asthe solution of the one-

Ii54. THE WIDTHS OF NUCLEAR LEVELS AND THE

EVAFoRATIoN MoDEL (833, W7, 815, F30)

There are two ways of calculating the widths
of nuclear levels: Either we may start from the
assumption that a particle falling on the nucleus
will, in a large percentage of all cases, amalgamate
with it and form a compound nucleus. This as-
sumption seems plausible because of the large
interaction between nuclear particles and is con-
firmed by slow neutron measurements (cf. Sec-
tion D); it forms the basis of the "evaporation
model" (Sections D, E) which is especially
useful for high energy particles. The other, more
ambitious method is to try to calculate the
matrix elements (widths) from the wave func-
tions (Sections A to C). Although quantitative
results have not been obtained from this method,
the formalism seems useful especially for the
treatment of the widths of low compound states
which occur, e.g. , in natural radioactivity (CI67).

particle Schrodinger equation in an attractive
potentia1 extending approximately over the
volume of the nucleus,

(c) We can take a repulsive potential of the
same extension.

This ambiguity refers, of course, only to the
determination of a "zero-order potential" and of
the zero-order wave functions of the particle. It
is not an ambiguity in the problem of nuclear
disintegration itself but only in our method of
solving that problem. If we were able to solve
the problem rigorously, we would not need to
speak of the particle wave function, and of transi-
tions between compound and dissociated state at
all; we would only have to solve the Schrodinger
equation for the complete system, and the solu-
tion would automatically represent the com-
pound state as long as all particles are close to-
gether, and behave asymptotically like the wave
function of the initial nucleus, times a spherical
wave of the particle P, when this particle is far
away from the rest of the system. There would
then be no question as to the choice of the phase
of the particle wave function because this,
among other things, would follow directly from
the solution of the wave equation.

As it is, we cannot solve our problem rigorously
but must apply a method of successive approxi-
mations, the Schrodinger-Dirac perturbation
method. Even so, we shall certainly arrive ulti-
mately at the correct result (provided the method
converges) from whatever "zero-order wave func-
tions" we start. But it will take a great number of
approximations before we arrive at the correct
result if we choose an unsuitable zero-order wave
function. Therefore we want a particle wave func-
tion Pp„which makes the perturbation theory
converge as rapidly as possible; if possible, we
w'ant it such that the second approximation
written down in (255) already represents the
probability of the process fairly w'ell.

It is evident that the convergence of the suc-
cessive approximations of the perturbation
theory must be very di6erent for the three difer-
ent choices of the particle potential mentioned
above. This follows simply from the fact that, al-
though all zero-order wave functions must ulti-
mately lead to the same result, the value of the
matrix element (330) is quite diRerent for difer-
ent "zero-order" potentials. If we choose an at-;



tractive potential, (330) will in the average be
much larger than if we start from plane waves,
mainly because with an attractive potential there
is a chance of having a resonance already in the
one-particle wave function f~„,which increases
the value of Pp, inside the nucleus and hence the
matrix element (330). A repulsive potential, on
the other hand, will make (330) (in the average)
smaller than a zero potential because in a (suffi-
ciently strong) repulsive potential, P~~ will de-
crease exponentially from the surface of the
nucleus inwards, and will be smaller than the
plane wave function even at the surface itself.
The matrix element would decrease inde6nitely
with increasing repulsive potential except for the
fact that the perturbing potential H tends to
increase; H is the diRerence between the actual
interaction between particle I and nucleus A,
and the "zero-order potential" U used to calcu-
late Pp„.Consequently, there will be a certain
medium value of the repulsive potential V for
which (330) will be a minimum (in the average
over the states r).

It seems likely that a repulsive potential which
just makes the average matrix elements a mini-
mum will be the best choice for the zero-order
potential. Our requirement for a good zero-order
wave function is that it shall make the higher
approximations of the perturbation theory small
compared to the 6rst. This will be the case if the
individual matrix elements are small, particularly
for high levels r of the compound nucleus. It will
be shown below that indeed a repulsive potential
will make the matrix elements sufFiciently small
so that, at least in a particular case, the higher
approximations of the perturbation theory are
negligible. In contrast to this, we shall find that
plane waves make the higher approximations
more important than the 6rst, and this will hold
a fortiori for particle wave functions in an at-
tractive potential.

Our result that we have to choose a repulsive
potential to calculate the zero-order wave func-
tions for the incident particle seems very reason-
able from the standpoint of the many-body pic-
ture of the nucleus. As we have seen in $51, the
incident particle will give part of its energy to
the nuclear particles as soon as it strikes the
surface of the nucleus; it will thus lose energy as it
goes inside and its wave function will change to

such an extent that we cannot reasonably speak
of the free particle inside the nucleus at all. It is
therefore reasonable to choose a wave function
for the incident particle which "dies out" inside
the nucleus.

When it had not yet been realized that the
problem of nuclear dynamics is essentially a
many-body problem, an attractive potential was
used to represent the action of the initial nucleus
on the incident particle (812, A7). This attrac-
tive potential was taken as the average interac-
tion energy between nucleus and particle. The
use of the average potential seemed very appro-
priate in the one-body picture when the incident
particIe was supposed to traverse the nucleus
more or less undisturbed. However, in the many-
body picture there is no undisturbed traversing
of the nucleus, and there appears to be no room
for the attractive average potential.

In the theory of radiation, the wave functions
of the light quantum which are used in the dis-
persion formula, are taken simply as plane waves,
This appears to be the most straightforward
procedure, more logical than to take part of the
perturbation already into account when calculat-
ing the zero order wave functions. However, the
case of radiation is particularly favorable because
the interaction between light and matter is very
small; in our problem we must apply special
tricks to enforce convergence in spite of the large
interaction. It is, of course, not clear whether our
wave functions are actually suitable to this end,
but at any rate they are more likely to be suitable
than the other possible functions.

To specify the "zero-order" potential more pre-
cisely, we have to define the magnitude of the
repulsive potential Vo and its radius of action.
The latter must obviously be taken approxi-
mately equal to the nuclear radius R. If the per-
turbation theory is to have any meaning, the
wave functions of the compound states, p/us
those of the dissociated states, should form as
nearly a complete set as possible; this obviously
requires that the one group of wave functions
dies out where the other goes into eRect, i.e. that
the repulsive potential acts inside a sphere of
approximately the nuclear radius.

The height Vo of the potential barrier must be
of the order of nuclear energies (10 MV). A
smaller height would be unfavorable because it
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would not make the particle wave function P~~
small enough inside the nucleus, a larger Vp

would make the perturbing potential H too large,
as already mentioned above. If Vp is chosen of
the same order as the actual interaction between
nucleus A and particle P, its inAuence will be
moderate.

In order to investigate the influence of the
higher approximations of the perturbation theory,
we calculate the elastic scattering of slow par-
ticles (wave-length X large compared to the nu-

clear radius R). The scattering may be divided
into three parts:

(a) The "zero-order" scattering contained in

the zero-order wave function itself. Since the
particle i.s assumed to be slow, the repulsive po-
tential is practically impenetrable for it so that
the nucleus acts like a hard sphere of radius R.
The scattering cross section of zero order is
therefore

(331)

(b) The terms in the dispersion formula (255)
(second-order scattering) which arise from energy
levels close to the particle energy. This "reso-
nance scattering" 02 may be larger or smaller
than the zero-order scattering according to
whether the particle energy is near a resonance
level or far away. It has no bearing on the ques-
tion of the convergence of the perturbation cal-
culation.

(c) The terms in the dispersion formula arising
from distant energy levels. These terms do not
change appreciably with the particle energy and
may therefore be regarded as part of the potential
scattering. Their ratio to the cross section 0I will

give us the relative importance of the second as
compared to the zero-order approximation which
we want to calculate. There is no dif6culty in
separating "close" and "distant" levels since the
contribution of "medium distant" levels can be
shown to be very small.

The dispersion formula (255) gives for elastic
scattering

Y Py 2

&a+&3= s ~ 2, . ~ (332)' &P—&P.+ g&V.

For given states of initial nucleus and incident
particle, the matrix elements y"P~ will be in the
average independent of the energy E„ofthe
compound nucleus, except that for very high

compound states y"~~ will fall off (see below).
Therefore the contributions to the sum over r in

(332) will come mainly from energy regions in

which there are many levels, i.e. from high
energies. Since for very high energies y falls oR,
the main contribution will come from the energy
region just before p starts decreasing. " Let us
denote the particle energy at which this occurs by
Eg. Then we can replace the resonance denom-
inator in (332) by E& for —all important terms r.
The sum over r may be evaluated using the com-
pleteness relation:

2

2'Y"~ /( Ec) =——2~+ J~gc.*~& 4zPr /Ec

= —2s
I Hgg„gp~ I

'dr/Ec. (333)

The volume element d7. may be written as dv &d7-P

where d7.~ is the volume element in the configura-
tion space of all the particles in the original
nucleus A, and d7P the volume element for the
incident particle. Integrating over de~ and con-
sidering the normalization of P~„,we have

where U is an irregularly varying function of the
coordinate rP of the particle, having the magni-
tude of a nuclear energy. Inserting (333a) in (333)
(332), we have

The wave function P~ is normalized per unit
energy, corresponds to the energy EP and to
zero angular momentum of the particle, and satis-
fies the one-particle Schrodinger equation in a
potential which has the value Vp for r &R and 0
for r) R. (The latter assumption is equivalent to
assuming the incident particle to be a neutron. )
The usual methods give

1 pEy&
I I

s~(~—R) r(R
~(2')&r E Vo)

(335)

sin k(r R+1/~) r)—R
i x(2hs) &r

'3Actually, the condition is that the product of y and
the density of energy levels must have a maximum.
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8 E 4x
4»

~

U'Pp'r'dr = ( U')s ——
0 Vo 2]c 2m'kv

= (U')A„E&/2» Vp& (336)

and the second-order cross section becomes

~s = (»&'/2~) ( U') A, '/V p'&c'. (33&)

The energies U, Vo and E~ are all of the same
order of magnitude. U must be somewhat larger
than Vo because it contains Vo besides the nuclear
potential. We estimate U 15 MV, Vo 10 MV
and (cf. (347a)) Zo 8 MV. Therefore the last
factor in (337) will be about 0.8 MV ' and os
is about 5 10 "cm'. It is therefore much smaller
than 0~ which is of the order of 10 "cm'. This
indicates that with our choice of the wave func-
tions, the perturbation calculation actually con-

verges quite rapidly, at least in the case of the
elastic scattering.

If we had chosen plane waves, the wave function inside
the nucleus would have had the constant value k/x(2') &,

so that

4~J'U»p»r»dr = (2/3~) (U )A„k»R»/A~

=(2M/3 a')(U )A,R /~, (336a}

(V)A, »

9 Eg»(k»/MR») ' (337a)

Kith R=10 '» cm I'»»/MR» is about 0.4 MV. For U' we

take 10 MV instead of 15 MV, because it no 1onger in-

cludes —VII. The critical energy Eg must be chosen higher
than before4 we take By=17 MV. Then the last factor in

"The estimate of the critical energy E~ in (344) to
(347) is based on a comparison of the experimental width
of slow neutron levels with the sum of the neutron widths
of all levels as derived from the completeness relation
(336}.If a difFerent wave function is taken for the neutron
(particle P), the completeness relation will give a diferent
result for the sum of all neutron widths. On the other
hand, the experimental width of one level is given; there-
fore a different number of levels below E~ will be deduced.
Kith plane waves, we have according to (336a) instead of
(344}:

Z~ p„4MR3(U)A,
X(Z ) =- =- =S 10', (344a)

('7 Pp)Av 3 ~ ~YAv

taking U'= 10 MV, k»/MR» =0.4 MV, R = 10 " em,
X=3.10 "cm, y=2 ~ 10 ' volts. This number of levels is
very much larger than that derived from the repulsive
potential wave functions in (344), corresponding to the
large amplitude of the plane waves inside the nucleus.
%'ith (344a} and the assumptions leading to (347a), we find

Up=25 MV, Eg=17 MV.

k = (2MB) &/ll, s = (2M Vp) &/h. (335a)

Therefore

cos «R =0. (337c)

In this case there can, of course, be no convergence of the
perturbation calculation. Ke may try to save matters by
averaging over all possible phases «R of the particle wave
function. Then we find

(337d)

which still becomes extremely large for small energies of
the incident particle.

Our considerations show that only with a repulsive
zero-order potential ean we expect a reasonable conver-
gence of the perturbation expansion.

B.Potential scattering

The two contributions to the potential scatter-
ing r~ and ~3 have opposite phase: The phase of
the wave scattered from a hard sphere (o&) is
certainly opposite to the phase of the incident
wave (the two waves must just cancel each other
at the surface of the sphere). On the other hand,
the scattered wave 0.3 due to the dispersion eRect
of highly excited nuclear states has the same
phase as the incident wave, just as light scattered
by an atom has when the frequency of the light
is smaller than the characteristic frequency of the
atom. Thus the total potential scattering cross
section is

0'pot = 01 03 (338)

If we estimate r3 to be about 5 percent of 0~

(see above), the total potential scattering will be
decreased by 40 percent due to the inRuence of
the high levels of the compound nucleus.

In order to 6nd the interference eR'ects between
potential scattering and resonance scattering, we
must separate the former into contributions of

(337a) is about 200, and 03 becomes approximately 1000R»
=80crg, which shows that the perturbation calculation
would diverge with plane waves.

For attractive potentials the perturbation calculation
will diverge even more seriously. If s= (23K~ Vp ~ ) &/II is the
wave number inside the nucleus, we have in this case

k
sin «r (335b)

~(2hv) &r(k' sin' «R+ «» cos' «R) &

for r&R. Then

(U')A, R k»
4m ~p»r»dr = {336b)

~km k' sin» «R+ «' cos' «R'

(U') Av' 1
O» = 2I-R» (337b)

E~» (E~ sin' «R+ V0 cos' «R)'

This cross section becomes extremely large in the case of
"one-particle resonance, " i.e. if
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various angular momenta J of the whole system.
Neglecting 03 and assuming the orbital momen-

tum of the incident particle to be zero the contri-
bution of the angular momentum J to the cross
section of the potential scattering is

21+1
0 (.——(1— fog,

(2s+1)(2i+1))
2J+1

(2s+ 1)(2i+1)

(2i+ 1)(2s+ 1)
R'.

Considering that only states of the same J inter-
fere, and considering the phase of the potential
scattering, the total elastic scattering of slow
neutrons becomes

Z (2~+1)
(2i+1)(2s+1) ~

+rJ
X 2R+)tP

~P +Pr+ &~JrJ
(340)

If only one resonance level is important, this re-

duces to

Near each resonance level, the cross section has a
minimum on the side of low energies and a
maximum at an energy slightly higher than the
resonance energy Ep„.If we use the fact that
y" p„varies inversely as the wave-length for slow

particles (cf. 266), and if we assume y, q to be
constant and equal to the true width I',J, we have

2J'+1 'Ir~ ps~ py
0 =4mR'+-

(2i+1)(2s+1) (EI Ep„)'+~V„g'—
X[4R(Ep Ep )+Xp F"~p„j, (341a)

21+1 r(r+4x)
o/try = 1+ (342)

(2s+1)(2i+1) 1+4x'

with

(342a)

If the resonance scattering is large compared to
the potential scattering (r»1), the minimum
cross section occurs at x= —2v and the minimum
at x=1/2r, the respective values of the cross
section being

21+1 vrxy "Jg
„

0 =4mR'+-
(2i+1)(2s+1) (Eg Ep,)'+-', y—„g'

X [4R(E~ Ep,)+Xp'~ p—,]. (341)

C. Sam rules and. depend. ence of the matrix ele-
ment on the energy of the compound state

VVe now want to discuss the average behavior
of the matrix element (330) as a function of the
energy of the compound nucleus S'g„and the
energy of the particle EI. The wave functions of
the various states of the compound nucleus will

certainly not be fundamentally different. Conse-
quently, the matrix elements will also not show
any particular trend with the energy of the com-
pound state, the state of the particle being kept
fixed. This is another point in which nuclear
theory is in contrast to atomic theory: Consider,
e.g. , the matrix elements of the optical transitions
from the ground state of an atom to its excited
states. (The excited states correspond to the
states of the compound nucleus, the ground state
to the initial nucleus, the light quantum to the
incident particle. ) These matrix elements fall off
as the inverse third power of the principal quan-
tum number e of the excited state of the atom
(cf. 816, p. 442). The reason is simply that in the
excited states the valency electron gets farther
and farther away from the core of the atom, and
its probability of being in the region occupied by
the ground state decreases as e '. On the other
hand, a nucleus in an excited state will be just as
concentrated as in its ground state, and therefore
the wave function of an excited state of the
"compound nucleus" will overlap just as much
with that of the initial nucleus as the wave func-
tion of the ground state of the compound nucleus.

This will, of course, not be true for extremely
high excited states of the compound nucleus. The
width of such states will be much more accurately
given by the evaporation model (Section D) ac-
cording to which the width of high compound
levels decreases as their spacing. This means a
decrease in the partial width at high energy and,
in addition, it describes the approximate quanti-
tative way in which the decrease takes place.

In order to complete our calculations in A, we want to
estimate the critical excitation energy Uz above which the
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widths fall ofl', cot with the correct dependence of the
widths on the energy of the compound state but with the
dependence assumed in A, vis. constant width up to Uc and
width zero at higher energies. Such an estimate may be
obtained by combining the experimental results about
neutron width with the completeness relation and with
some assumptions about the density of nuclear energy
levels. From the experiments about neutron capture, we

may deduce a neutron width of the order of about 3 10 '
volts for a neutron energy of about 1 volt and an atomic
weight around 100. On the other hand, we have from the
completeness relation according to (333) (333a) (336):

Qy'p„=2' fPe,~Hfdf„gppdr

=2 fU'(rp)Pp'drp= U'A, EttjVO&. (344)

Since we have assumed y"~„to be in the average independ-
ent of the energy up to the critical excitation energy Uc,
the sum on the left of (344) represents just the value of a
single matrix element, times the number of states N(U'c)
contributing, i.e., the number of states with energy below

Uc Ke have therefore

valuable in predicting the energy distribution of
the particles emitted (cf. Section E).

As in the theory of the rate of vaporization,
we shall express the probability of emission of
a particle by the compound nucleus (vaporiza-
tion) in terms of the probability of the reverse
process (condensation). For this purpose, we
shall consider a large box of volume 0 containing
nuclear particles (neutrons, protons) in equi-
librium with complex nuclei of various kinds. Let
g~a+(A, Wza, pz)dpi' be the number of nuclei of
kind A, whose internal quantum state is 8'~~
and whose center of gravity moves with the
momentum p~. g~~ is the statistical weight of
state k, and dp~ is the volume element in
momentum space. Then, in thermal equilibrium

Qdpg
gggF(A, WgI„- p&)dp& ——g&k e &»+»"

(2s h) ' (348)

&(«) =(U'»~ /~o »~) =(10'"/3 10 ') =1.10', (345) where Eg is the kinetic energy

N(Uc) = (22l-d U'/d7. }c &ea(&c&. (346b)

Using again the general formula for the spacing, this gives

&(&c)= (&c)/D(&c). (347)

The solution of this equation, for X=10' and A =100, is
about {cf.Table XXI)

U, =16 MV. (347a)

Thus Uc is of the order of a nuclear energy, and Ec= Uc —Q
is of the order of the dissociation energy Q itself.

D. The evaporation mod, el, general theory

Frenkel (F30) and Bohr (B33) have proposed
to calculate the width of nuclear energy levels,
and in particular its dependence on the energy
of the compound and 6nal nucleus, by analogy
with the process of evaporation. Weisskopf (W7)
has given a more detailed treatment of this
"evaporation model. " The method is especially

assuming U and Vo to be about 10' volts. There will thus
be about ten million energy levels below the energy Uc.

The critical excitation energy U'c may then be calculated
using the values for the spacing of the levels derived from
the liquid drop model. Using the general formula (281),
we have for the number of levels below Uc

dU d
X{Vc) = 'e~«)—2~— . (346)

0 dT

According to the general thermodynamical relation (279&}

d U/. =d5.

The last factor in (346) changes slowly compared to the ex-
ponential and may therefore, without appreciable error, be
replaced by its value for U= Uc. Then we have

+A pA /2~A ~ (348a)

The internal energy W» is most conveniently
defined as the total energy minus the energy of
the free particles constituting nucleus A. The
number of nuclei A having an internal energy
between Wg and 8"~+8W~ and a momentum in

the interval dp~ is

F(A, Wg, pg) p(W~)d Wgdpg, (348b)

where p(W&) is the density of energy levels of
nucleus A, counting each level as many times as
it is degenerate.

We now consider the disintegration of the
"compound" nucleus C into two nuclei A and P.
The internal states of the latter nuclei are fixed
and may be denoted by k and e respectively.
The compound nucleus may be in a state r in

the interval between Wt.- and Wp+dW~. We
denote the probability of disintegration of C into
A and I' by &gal ', it will depend on Wq and on
the states k and n of the final nuclei A and I'.
m~g~ should be considered as the average of the
disintegration probabilities of the compound
states in the energy interval d S'g. The probabil-
ity of the reverse process, i.e., the recombination
of A and P to form C, will be denoted by mt.-"~.
This recombination will, of course, only be
possible when momentum and energy are con-
served.
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The conservation of momentum requires

the conservation of energy

(349)

near lV~. Furthermore, we write

p(Wc) = 1/D'(Wc) = 1/D, ', (353a)

8"c.+Bc= WA~+ S'p +EA+Bp, (349a)

where the E's denote kinetic, the S"s internal energies.
Ke introduce, besides yc, the momentum of the relative
motion of nuclei A and P, mz.

y = (MApp —Mppg}/t'(MA+ Mp}.

Then we have
FA+~p =~+~c, (349c)

where E is the kinetic energy of the relative motion

M=reduced mass= MgMp/(Mg+Mp). The conservation
of energy becomes then

S'c„=WAy+S"P +E. (350}

The probabilities veep and mc"p are connected by the
principle of detailed balancing. The number of disintegra-
tion processes C~A+P must be equal to the number of
recombinations A+P~C. This gives

p{Wc}F(C,S'c, yc)dyed 8'c mApc

=fg~agp. &(&, lV'~a, y~}&(&, ~p, pp}

Xdp Ad ppc» (351}

The integral on the right-hand side extends over all
directions of the relative motion p, keeping 8'c and pc
constant. Because of (349) (349b), we may write

dpAdpp =dpcdp (351a}

and divide right and left-hand side of (351) by dpc.
Understanding mc» to be an average over all directions of
p, we may then carry out the integration over the angle
co and obtain, instead of dy,

4 p'dp =4''(dp/dE)d IV, (351b)

using the conservation of energy, (350). {351)divided by
d TVc becomes

p{~'c)F{C,~c, yc)Apc=gAagp F(~, ~A~, pA)
XF(P, S'Pn, PP) 4~PM mc"P. {352)

We now insert in (352) the distribution func-
tion (348). Because of the conservation of energy
(349a), the Boltzmann factors on the left and
right-hand side of (352) cancel and we obtain

ggpgp~ 4sMPQ
AP =~C

p(~c) (2~&)'
(353)

Here we may replace hmAp by the partial width
F "AA;p„of the compound levels referring to the
disintegration into nuclei A and P in the states
k and n, respectively (see the definition of I' in
$52). I' means here the energy value of the width,
averaged over all compound states r of energy

where D' is the average spacing of the compound
levels. Then we have

I'c'pi, p./D„'= Qw c"Pggi gp (M'v/2n'}'i') (354)

The probability of recombination mq" is pro-
portional to the number of collisions between
nuclei A and P. Let R be the "collision radius"
of the nuclei A and P. If quantum eRects can be
neglected, i.e. , for short de Broglie wave-length
Ii/Mv, this radius may be taken as the sum of the
actual radii of nuclei A and P. Then we must cal-
culate the probability that a particle P moving
with the velocity v hits a stationary sphere A of
radius R if the particle P is distributed uniformly
over the volume Q. This probability is, per unit
time,

wc»' =4~R'v. /Q, (355)

w c"P nR'v—g—/Q.

and the partial width

gAkgPa
I'c"gyp„/D,'= — gMv'g (355b)

a2

Here we introduce

P' = 5'/MR' =PA &, (356a)

where P is (cf. (303d)) about 10 MV and A the
atomic weight of the compound nucleus. Then
we have

I' "~up /D. '=(g~igp. /s)(&/P')$ (356).
The only unknown quantity in (356) is the

"sticking probability. "Bohr (833) has suggested
that $ should be almost unity, which would mean
that practically every collision between a particle
P and a nucleus A would lead to an amalgamation
of the two nuclei, and none of the collisions to an
elastic reflection. In this case (356) gives a partial

where v„is the average value of the component of
the velocity v normal to the surface of the sphere.
As is shown easily, e„=4v. VVe assume now that
the average probability for recombination in a
collision is P. Then the probability of recombina-
tion becomes



I'(P ') /D' =0.005 —0.2. (357a)

Taking 0.03 as an average, and putting g&&
——j;p„

width of the compound levels of the same order
as their spacing provided that the kinetic energy
E is of order P', i,e., about I MV. The total width
of the compound levels would be very much
larger because in each case a great number of
states k are possible for the "final nucleus" A.

The assumption $ = 1 is very tempting because
of the very large interaction between nuclear
particles. Moreover, similar results have been ob-
tained for the probability of condensatipn of
molecules on liquids or solids of the same sub-
stance by Polanyi and Wigner (P6a). However,
these calculations were carried out assuming
equipartition of the energy, i.e. , at temperatures
high compared to the Debye temperature of the
liquid or solid. In the nuclear problem, we are
dealing with "low" temperatures. In this case,
the transfer of energy from the incident particle
(molecule) to the vibrations of the nucleus (crys-
tal lattice) might be impeded. As pointed out
by Polanyi and signer, this should give rise to
smaller condensation probabilities. However, no
calculations on this problem have been carried
out.

Experimentally, the "sticking probability" $

seems indeed to be considerably less than unity.
From the experiments on the capture of slow

neutrons, we can find the partial widths of a
fairly large number of compound levels in the low

energy region. We may then assume that the
width increases as the square root of the neutron
energy (Cb52) as long as the neutron wave-length
remains smaller than the nuclear radius, or, in
other words, as long as 8 is smaller than I"
(cf. (356a)). Then we find for the neutron width
corresponding to the kinetic energy I"

I'(P') = I'(E) (P'/E) & = I"P' . (357)

I"=F8 & is given in Table XXVI for various
levels of various elements; it is about 0.2—2 milli-
volts if E is measured in volts. I" is about —,

' MV
for A = 100 (cf. (356a)). Therefore I'(P') =0.1 to
1 volt. On the other hand, the spacing of nuclear
levels near the neutron dissociation energy is
perhaps 5—20 volts for atomic weights of 100 to
200, both experimentally ($60) and theoretically
($53C). Thus

=1 (see below), this gives

$ =0.1, (357b)

i.e., a "sticking probability" of about ten percent.
It seems that in some cases the "sticking proba-
bility" of slow neutrons approaches unity while
in others it is as low as one percent.

Since $ is expected to increase with the energy,
and is not too far (about 1/10) from its high
energy value (unity) even at moderate energy,
we may exgect this quantity to change slowly conz-

pared to ottzers suck as the density of leveLs. This
seems to be the result of the "evaporation model"
which is most valuable in predicting the proba-
bility of nuclear disintegrations and the energy
distribution of the emitted particles. Quantita-
tively, we may expect $ to be proportional to a
low power of the temperature, perhaps directly
proportional to the total excitation energy; but
in the absence of a direct calcu'fation this de-
pendence is merely a guess, and it is also not very
important for applications.

A word may be said about the statistical weight
factors in (356).Since accidental degeneracies are
highly improbable, these weights are given by
the spins of the nuclei, i.e. ,

gga=2z+1, gi ——2s+1. (358)

where gq is the probability that the particles A
and I', when colliding, stick together and form a
compound nucleus of angular momentum J. If
the orbital momentum is zero or small (slow
particles), J may have any value between ~i s~—
and i+s If the p.robability gq is proportional to
the statistical weight, then

c~——(27+1)$/(2i+1) (2s+1), (358b)

where ( is the total "sticking probability. " Then
(358a) reduces to

I'"'~ a~./D. z =&(&/~&')

Ke shall now consider particularly the compound
levels r with given angular momentum J. The
spacing D„'was defined not taking into account
the degeneracy, and is therefore 2J+1 times
smaller than the true spacing D„~.Therefore

(2i+1)(2s+1) 1 E
c'z~a /pI7. ~ = (358a)

25+1 ir I"
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This equation was used for computing $ in

(357b). The computation becomes more compli-
cated when the orbital momentum I of the par-
ticle P becomes comparable to the spins s and i
(medium fast particles). For very fast particles,
it is again easy to compute I', Then J can take all
values up to

(360a)

and approximately

$z =$(2J+1)/lo' ——(27+1)$P'/2E, (359b)

F~'sg» p /D„s= ((2i+1)(2s+1)/2s. (360)

The relations given in this section are, of
course, only true statistically, i.e., in the average
over a suAiciently great number of levels of com-
pound (or final) nucleus. For individual levels,
large fluctuations of the probability $ must be
expected. Moreover, all the formulae derived are
only valid if the wave-length of the emitted par-
ticle is smaller than the nuclear radius R, in other
words if the kinetic energy E is greater than the
characteristic energy I". For smaller energies,
quantum e6ects become important; the partial
width is then proportional to the square root of
the energy (cf. (266a)) and may, according to
(359), be written

E«P', 1&i+s (361).

This formula is again only valid in the average
over many levels.

E. The energy Nstribution of the particles pro-
duced I nuclear reactions

%hen the energy levels of the compound
nucleus are sufFiciently dense (Ik56), the number
of nuclear processes leading to a final nucleus A
in state k is simply proportional to the average
partial width of the compound levels correspond-
ing to leve1 k of the 6nal nucleus. According to
(356), this width is proportional to

r-(2i+1)EP„ (362)

where z' is the nuclear spin in state k, E the kinetic
energy of the particles I' emitted when nucleus A
is left in state k, and $» the "sticking probability"
between particles of energy E and nuclei A in
state k. In 6rst approximation, we may consider

Eh to be in the average independent of state k;
then the probability of formation of state k is
proportional to its statistical weight. The same is
true of the number of particles I' of energy
8= Wg —8"~—8'~I, emitted, i.e., of the number
of particles forming the "group" corresponding
to state k.

The assumption made (E(» independ'ent of k)
will be best justi6ed for states k having not too
different energy and, if possible, otherwise similar
properties. A good example is the two lowest
states of Li~ which are supposed to form a
"doublet" which, in spectroscopic notation, is to
be designated as 'Pi~i, s~s (F10, R10). These two
states are formed in the reaction

wgp~dE p(Wg))EdE. (363)

The most important factor here is the density of
states

p(Wg) =X 'es", (363a)

where S is the entropy of nucleus A. %e know
that the density of states increases with the exci-
tation energy 8'~ of the 6nal nucleus; therefore
the number of particles emitted with a kinetic

I i&+H2=Li7+Hi

The intensities of the two proton groups are very
nearly in the ratio 2: 1 which is the ratio of the
statistical weights of the two states of Li'. The
ground state of Li' has i=~; accordingly, the
more energetic proton group has the higher
intensity.

The dependence of $ on E over large energy
intervals is unknown, even statistically. It might
be expected that & decreases somewhat with
decreasing energy of the state k of the 6nal nu-
cleus (i.e., for given compound state, with il
creasing kinetic energy E of the emitted particle)
because the transfer of the kinetic energy of the
particle to the nuclear vibrations in the condensa-
tion process may become increasingly dificult.

In many cases, especially for heavier nuclei,
we are not interested in the number of nuclear
processes leading to a degns2e final state k but
only in the number of processes giving particles
of kinetic energy between E and E+dE. This
probability is proportional to (362), times the
number of states of the 6nal nucleus in the
energy interval dE, i.e. ,
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energy between E and E+dE will increase
rapidly with decreasing kinetic energy E of the
particle. In other words, most of the particles
emitted in nuclear reactions will be comparatively
sly, leaving the residual nucleus as highly ex-
cited as possible.

The quantities $ and lh in (363), (363a) are
known to vary slowly compared to the exponen-
tial. Thus, approximately,

where

C g eS(R'g0—8)

~~p= ~c.—~z
(364)

(364a)

where 7 is the "temperature" of nucleus A corre-
sponding to the excitation energy 8'~p. Since
S(W~n) is independent of E, we may then write
for the distribution function of the emitted
particles

tvgp~dE ~8 E~'EdE (366)

a distribution strikingly similar to the Maxwell
distribution and, indeed, closely connected to it.
The distribution was derived by Weisskopf (W/)
and also in a simpler but somewhat less rigorous
way than used here by Frenkel (F30) and Bohr
(833).

According to (366), the energy distribution of
the outgoing particles should have a maximum at
E=7-. Since the "temperatures" of nuclei with
5 to 20 MV excitation energy are only of the
order of j. to 4 MV, the temperature 7 will always
be quite small compared to the available excita-
tion energy 8"gp. Thus in most nuclear processes,
only a small fraction of the available energy will

is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus
corresponding to zero kinetic energy of the emit-
ted particle, and S(W) is the entropy of nucleus
A corresponding to the energy W. (364) is sta-
tistically correct (i.e. , correct disregarding fluctu-
ations due to the discrete quantum levels of the
final nucleus) no matter what the excitation
energy tIVgp.

We now make an approximation which is only
justified if the excitation energy of the residua1
nucleus, lVgp, is sufFicient1y high. Then we may
expand the entropy in (364), vis.

S(Wgn E) =S(Wg—n) E(dS/d W)—+
= S(Wgp) E/r+ —. , (365)

in general be taken up by the outgoing particle,
while the larger part remains in the residual nu-
cleus as excitation energy. In some cases, this
excitation energy may be large enough for the
emission of a second particle: Then we have a
so-called three-particle reaction, i.e. , a reaction
leading to three final products (cf. $85). Ex-
amples are 8"+O' =Be'*+He' =3 He'; 8"+H'
leading to the same products; Be'+He' or C"
+H' or 8"+H'~Be'*+ He4 =3 He'+n' N"
+H'=4 He4, etc. In the other cases, the excita-
tion energy of the residual nucleus will be given
ofI as y-radiation (Chapter XIV).

The energy distribution (366) is qualitatively
confirmed in many nuclear reactions. A well-
known example is the reaction

Be'+He4 =C"+n'.

With n-particles from radon, the available energy
W~n is 13 MV (cf. Table LIII).However, very few
neutrons of kinetic energy 13 MU are observed
(D21, and I'199, Fig. 40) while most of them have
energies of about 4 MV which is of the same order
as the temperature of a C" nucleus with an exci-
tation energy of 13 MV (cf. Table XX). Similar
features are shown by other reactions with large
energy evolution, such as

B"+H'= 8"+H', N'4+H' = C"'+He4,

and other reactions caused by deuterons, and also
reactions caused by n-particles and giving protons
such as P"+He4=S"+H' (cf. $99, 101).

According to the distribution formula (366),
it is rather improbable that the emitted particles
carry away the whole available energy as kinetic
energy, leaving the nucleus in its ground state.
Therefore it is often dif6cult to observe the
"group" of disintegration particles corresponding
to the ground state of the final nucleus (full
energy group) and thus to obtain the total
energy evolution in the transmutation which is
important for the determination of nuclear
masses. Quantitatively, the fraction of nuclei
left in the ground state should be roughly equal
to one over the total number of excitation levels
of the residual nucleus with an excitation energy
below the total available energy JV~p. The re4tiee
intensity of the full energy group of particles wi11

therefore decrease when the available energy
(i.e. , also the energy of the incident particle) in-
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creases. This is again in agreement with experi-
mental results for disintegrations produced by
a-particles: In the reaction Na"+He'=Mg"
+H' the fastest proton group could be observed
by Konig (K21) with the relatively slow u-par-
ticles from polonium (energy 5.3 MV) but not
by May and Vadyanathan (Mii) with Ra C'
alphas (7.7 MV). The danger of missing the full

energy group of disintegration particles will be
greater for heavier nuclei which have a greater
density of levels.

For charged particles, the energy distribution
(366) will be modihed by the penetration through
the potential barrier mhich favors the emission
of high energy particles. In general, the probabil-
ity of penetration through the potential barrier
will increase faster with the particle energy than
the 8oltzmann factor s—s&' in (366) decreases.
Therefore the most probable energy of the out-
going particle should be about equal to the height
of the potential barrier while the emission of
particles of lower and higher energy should be
1ess probable. Fig. 10 gives the approximate
theoretical distribution function for protons when
the residual nucleus is Hg'~ and the total avail-
able energy ago is 20 MV.

The in8uence of the potential barrier mill be
considered in more detail in Chapter XIII. The
total probability of nuclear processes will be
discussed in I156. The T-ray width will be calcu-
lated in Chapter XIV.

Ia55. DERIvATIoN oF THE DIBPERsIGN FGRMULA

(851, 833)
In this section, we shall give the derivation of

the dispersion formula (255) for nuclear processes.
We do this primarily in order to show the limita-
tions to its validity. The sfahonary method of
perturbation theory will be used in our treatment.
This seems slightly simpler than the nonsta-
tionary method, especially when many levels of
the compound nucleus are involved. A proof using
the nonstationary (Dirac) method of perturba-
tion theory was given in the original paper of
Breit and VA'gner.

A. One comyoeed, state

1. ¹Ia6oI used fandueceNIal egsa6mcs. —For
simplicity, % tref. 6x'st the ~e of only Osg

compound state of %'ave function y~, 3.nd only

IIICCCCCktP Of
Ow'~y
I Cr4'coC40

QCC+rgy

0 S fo Ps 4p' Po

FIG. 10. Energy distribution of protons from a dis-
integration of Hg" . Total available energy 20 MV,
barrier height 9.6 MV.

two kinds of particles which can be emitted, I'
and Q. Let x~ and xs be the wave functions of
the residual nuclei A and 8 remaining after emis-
sion of the particles I' and Q, respectively. xg, xs,
xg are supposed to be normalized. If the particles
P and Q are complex rather than elementary,
there will be two further wave-functions xp and
xq describing the internal motion of the elemen-
tary particles inside I' and Q. Furthermore, there
will be two wave functions fP and pq describing
the motion of the centers of gravity of the par-
ticles P and Q, relative to the centers of gravity
of the respective residual nuclei. These functions
fp and Pq we shall not assume to be normalized.
They will be calculated, in the course of our dis-
cussion, as to form as mell as to normalization.
For the moment, we mention only that Pp con-
sists of an incident plane wave of given amplitude,
plus an outgoing spherical wave (scattering)
whose amplitude we wish to calculate. fq is
solely an outgoing wave whose amplitude deter™
mines the probability of the disintegration
process A+P-+9+Q.

The total Hamiltonian H may be sp1it in the
following two ways:

H=HA+Hp+7 p+ Up+ I Ap» (M7)

H=Hs+Hq+Tq+ Uq+ Vss. (367a)

Here Hg contains the kinetic energies of and the
interactions betmeen the particles contained in
nucleus A, while II~ contains the internal energies
of the particles inside the incident nucleus I' (If
I' is an elementary particle, H~=O and X~= I).
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~AXA —~A+A (368)

Similar equations hold for x~, xp, xq. The wave
function of the compound nucleus satishes

(368a)

except at the boundary of the compound nucleus:
y„~is supposed to be restricted to a 6nite region
of space, inside of the "nuclear radius, " whereas
the correct wave function has (see below) con-
tinuations extending to in6nity.

We write for the wave function of the complete
system

+=xaxpfp+ xsxsfs+ cxc (369)

and try to satisfy the Schrodinger equation

as accurately as is possible with this form of +.
The energy 8'is

S'= 8'A+ S'y+EP,

where 8'A and S'~ are the internal energies of the
initial nuclei A and I' and EI the kinetic energy
of their relative motion. In order to satisfy (369a)
as well as possible we shall fu1611 the three

equations

J'xc~(H —W)%'dr c=0, (370)

1J. is the kinetic energy of the motion of the
center of gravity of particle I' with respect to
nucleus A. Up is an "eRective potential energy
of the particle P" which depends only on the
distance between particle 2 and nucleus A, and
not on the internal coordinates of A and E. At
large distances between A and I', this potential
Ug mill be the Coulomb interaction between
nucleus A and particle I', if the latter is charged,
while Up will be zero, if P is neutral (neutron or
light quantum). If P is inside the nucleus, a
repulsive potential (positive Up) has to be chosen
according to the considerations of II54A.—The
last term in (367), V~ p, represents the interaction
between nucleus A and particle P as far as it is
not contained in the eRective potential U~. VA~

will depend on the internal coordinates of nuclei
A and P as well as on the distance between them.

The internal wave functions x introduced
above satisfy equations such as

fx~~ xp*(H—W)%'dred r p= 0, (370a)

fxs~ xq*(H—W) 4d rsd re 0.—— (370b)

The 6rst of these is a scalar equation which will

serve to determine the coe%cient c of the com-
pound wave function xc in (369).The two others
are diR'erential equations for the as yet undeter-
mined wave functions gpss of incident and out-
going particle. In contrast to (370), the integra-
tions in (370a, b) do not extend over all coordi-
nates but only over the internal ones; the result
is therefore a function of the coordinate rA~ of
particle P with respect to nucleus A (or of rss in
case of 370b).

Using the expressions (367) (367a) for H, the
Schrodinger equations (368) (368a) for the x's
and the fact that the g's are normalized, we find

c(W—Wc) = J'xc'(VAp Lp)XAxpg'pdrc

+fxc*(Vaa Lc)xaxof—qdrc, (371)

Lpg'p cfXA~xp (VAp Lp)xcdrAdrp

+J'I x~ I'I xpl'V»f&r~dr p

+fx~*xp'(V» Lp)xsxsb—sdr~drp (372)

and a similar equation for fs. Lp is the operator

=Ep+(h'/2Mp)hp Up (372a)—

with Mp the reduced mass of I' and A, and h~
the Laplacian operator with respect to the co-
ordinates of I' relative to A.

The second term in (372) gives an additional
contribution to the potential scattering. This
contribution may cause more irregular variations
of the potential scattering from nucleus to nu-
cleus than those predicted by the theory de-
veloped in II54. It is obvious how to calculate the
eR'ect of this term in 6rst approximation. How-
ever, in our considerations we shall disregard the
second as well as the last integral in (372):This
corresponds to the assumption that most of the
nuclear processes A+P-+8+Q occur by way of
formation and decay of the compound state C
and only a small correction is supplied by direct
transitions. This is probably true in most prac-
tical casf.~

2. So/fstrott of eguc!icpg /or pgrljc$s rcgss flic
throes —'Thus '37~j I-pdUce~ to
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This represents, according to (372a), an inhomo- where
geneous differential equation for pP. Since LP is
a spherically symmetrical operator, (3/3) may be
separated in polar coordinates by putting is the

(376a)k = (2MPEP) &/k =Mps/k

wave number, v the velocity of particle P
(relative to nucleus A) and bl the phase shift of
the wave (compared to a free particle wave func-
tion, with UP = 0 in (375a)) due to the particle
potential UP. (376) fixes the normalization of f
and therefore the magnitude of n and 8 in (375).
For the irregular function g, we may choose any
solution of (375a) which is linearly independent
of f; the most convenient choice is

4 p= Zfpl-(»p) Vl-(i1 p~p)/»p. (373a)

where /Pl„satisfies the differential equation

(k'/2MP)d'yPl /d»'+ (EP UP—
k'l(l+—1)/2MP»')&Pl cCPi ——(») (374)

with

Asymptotically for large», the behavior of f is
LP4'P=CJ XA XP (VAP LP XCifTAd»P 3 3

f= sin (k» —$lir+ hl), »~ ~, (376)

Cpl (»p)»p7/l (i'/ppp)XA Xp (VAp Lp)Xc

Xd»AdTPdcAP. (374a)

deep is the element of solid angle in the coordinates
of particle P. Thus the integration in (374a) goes
over all coordinates of all particles in the system
except the distance r~ between P and A .

The general solution of the ordinary inhomo-
geneous differential equation (374) is given by an
arbitrary solution of this equation plus any
multiple of the regular solution of the homogene-
ous equation. The right-hand side (inhomo-
geneity) will be appreciable only as long as
r~ &R, i.e. , as long as particle P is inside or near
the nucleus A. For large»P, the solution of (374)
will therefore be identical with a certain solution
of the homogeneous equation. But this will in
general not be the regular solution, i.e., that solu-
tion which remains 6nite at the origin. Therefore
we have for the asymptotic behavior of /Pi

O'Pl ~OPl fPl(»P)+8Pl gPl(»P), (375)

g=cos (k» ,'ln. +—8 —), »~. 0, (376b)

i.e. , the function shifted in phase by s/2 com-
pared to the regular solution. The two solutions

f and g satisfy for any» and any potential Up
the relation

g df/d» f dg/d» =—const =k, (377)

which follows easily from (375a) by multiplying
the equation forfby g, that for g by f, subtracting
and integrating.

Of the constants a and 8 in (375), aPl„is arbi-
trary (see above) while 8Pl is uniquely deter-
mined by the differential equation (374) with
the additional condition that f must be finite at
the origin. A convenient way for calculating 8 is
to use the same procedure which led to (377):
Multiply Eq. (375a) for f by ill, Eq. (374) for f
by f, subtract and integrate up to a very large
distance r. Then we obtain

p dP df& 2M, /-
fPlCPl d» (3'/8).

dr dr j h' ~ p

where f and g are the regular and irregular solu- Using the asymptotic expression (375) for g and
tion of the homogeneous equation the relation (377) between f and g, we have

(k'/2MP) d'f, g/d»'

+ (Ep —Up k'l(1+1)/2Mp»—')f, g =0. (375a)
2'

8Plm = — C fplCPl~d».
A'k p

At the origin, the regular solution behaves as With (374a) and (376a), this may be rewritten

f »'+' (» small),

the irregular one as

(375b)

(375c)

8Pl = (2/&&')&J~fPl(»—P) yl *(&Pq P)xA*xP*

X(VAP Lp)XcdTAdTpdDP/»p (379a)
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where dQP=rp'drpdo)P is the volume element in
the space of particle I'."It is convenient to intro-
duce in (379a) the function

fpr(rp) &r (ape p)/rp. (379b)

(381) (382) to the known asymptotic behavior of
the solutions f and g of the homogeneous equa-
tion. (a) In all cases except for particle P and
m=0, we must have the asymptotic behavior

According to (372a) (375a), F satisfies the differ-
ential equation

g+if=const e'"".

According to (375), this means

(383)

(379c)Lrpalm —0
(OPrm —&Pplm

4pr =Ppl (g+if)

(383a)

(383b)

The number of outgoing particles of the kind P
and quantum numbers lm is then

Since the operator I.p is self-adjoint, its contri- or
bution to (379a) obviously vanishes and we find
the final result:

PPlm = ( 2/ h~)& VAPlm

where the matrix element V~~p~„is defined by
(384)

(b) If I' is the incident particle and r)r =0, we

VeApr = 7(e*VAp)tAXpFpr dre ( (380a) ma ut

dc q being the total volume element
(op)0 =ippro+~ l,

so that, according to (375) (376) (376b),

(385)

drc=drAdrpdap=dredrqdnq (380b).
rlrpro = (ppro —oi& r)e'("" f"+")

As already mentioned, the coefficient n in
(375) may have any value as far as the differen-
tial equation (374) is concerned. In order to fix or,

we must consider the required asymptotic beha-
vior of ppr . We know that all )Irqr 's (Q=pro-
duced particle) and all )t p)m's with r)r&0 must
behave asymptotically as outgoing waves:

without any term behaving as. e "".The only
exceptions are the partial waves no=0 for the
incident particle which contain a term due to the
incident plane wave. If we normalize the incident
plane wave per unit current, it may be written in
the familiar form (B15)

+ ',iA le -""" f—rr+'"— (385.a)

Comparing the coe%cient of e ""with (382), we
find

2rr &(2l+1)&

~i8 I

kv&
(386)

Therefore the scattering intensity (number of
outgoing particles per second) is

rrpro
~

pproe'or+~ l si»r
I
'ep.

The outgoing spherical wave is obtained by sub-
tracting the term l of (381a) from (385a):

/pro'"'= t Pproe"r+Al sin br]e'("' &r ). (386a)

(I p'"'= ll-&e'"'= (4ol/(r) &(2ihr) —rg(21+ 1)&

Therefore we have for particle I' and m=0:

This formula represents the interference between
potential scattering (term A r sin bl) and scatter-

s I'ro(rf))(e'(or —f«) e r(or-frr)) —(381a) ing by way of the compound state (term pplo).
We may now write for any value of r:

ior &(21+1)&

e—r(or—frr)++eror (382)
ke&

where y is an arbitrary coefficient.
We compare the required asymptotic behavior

'~ In contrast to Ag which refers to the coordinates of
the particles inside I'.

4'pr (r) =oopr fpr(r)+Ppl Vpl(r), (388)

where Ppl ypr(") is a particular solution of the
inhomogeneous equation (374) which is chosen in
such a way that it goes over asymptotically into
Pg, without any term containing f. It is important
to note for the following that y as well as g and

f is real, since the differential operators in
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(375a) and (374) and the asymptotic expressions
for f, g and y are real. (The coefFicient P may be
complex, if C is complex. However, it follows
from general considerations of spatial symmetry,
etc. that C must have the same complex phase
for a11 values of r, which is sufFicient to make y
real. ) We define now, in analogy to (379b),

Gpl —"rpl(rp) Yl (Bplpp)/rp. (388a)

Gpl is regular everywhere. Then we may
write (373a):

if'= QclplmFplm+PplmGplm (388b)

Inserting (380) (383a) (385) this becomes

Pp PA——iFplo 2(c/—hv) Q VcA plm*(Gplm+iFplm)
l im (389)

3. Determination of the coeff'lcient of the corn

pound wave fttnclion (38.9—) expresses the par-
ticle wave function fp in terms of calculable
functions and of the constants Al and c. It re-
mains to determine c from Eq. (371) which has
not been used yet. We insert (389) and obtain

c(W—Wc) =Q(Alh o i(2c/—Itv) VcApl *)

XfXc*(VAP Lp)XAXpF—pl &rc

(2c/kv)g V Aplm J xc (VAp Lp)xAxp

Thus the second term in (390) causes simply a
shift of the resonance energy from 8'c to 8'c'.
Such a shift is known from the theory of disper-
sion of light (Dirac frequency shift). It is wholly
irrelevant for our considerations because we have
no way of calculating the correct position 8'c
of the resonance levels, and therefore no way of
telling whether the resonance energy has been
shifted by the small amount Kcp+ fcq. '%Ate shall,
in the following, drop the prime in W'c'.

Inserting VcApl„ for the first integral in (390),
and taking the term arising from particle Q into
account, we obtain:

c= PA l VcAplo/(W —Wc+-', inc) (391)
l

with

4
Tc= P~ V'Apl ~'+ Z—

l
Vceqi-I' (39«)

/gal p lm $Pg les

This can immediately be reduced to the form
(257b) used in II52. We need only consider the
normalization of the radial function fpl which
enters the matrix element V (cf. (379a)). If e pl
is the corresponding wave function normalized
per unit energy, we have (cf. 815, (15))

e = (2/il) &(dh/dE) &f= (2/m hv) &f (391b)

and therefore

XGpl drc+similar terms with BQ. (390)
yc=2lr Q Q~H Ap l ~',

P'~P, Q be
(392)

The first integral here is by definition (380a) just
VcA pl . The second integral is not easy to evalu-
ate, but, as we shall show, it is fortunately un-
important for the theory. This is due to the
fact that the integral, if it is complex at all, has
the same complex phase as t/'cApl„, the complex
character of both quantities arises solely from
the dependence of the functions yc yA XP Fand G
on the angular variables, and this dependence is
the same in both cases. Therefore the second sum
is real; let us put its value equal to ghvocp. We
can then combine the second term on the right
of (390), and the corresponding term due to the
particles Q, with the term cWc on the left, by
simply putting

where HcApl is the same matrix element as
V»l, only taken with wave functions normal-
ized per unit energy, vis. :

H APlm= (2/&hv) V APlm. (392a)

X P(2t'+1)gaea
Apl'0 tt BQlvrt

~—~c+yiyc
{393)

Inserting (391) and (386) in (380) (384), we
And for the partial cross section corresponding to
the production of particle Q with orbital mo-
menta lm:

4vq 4m

qlm =Vq(ttqlm~
(hvq)o vphpo

~c'= ~c—~cp —~cq. (390a)

Then the left-hand side will become c(W—Wc').
=4v'Xp' P(2t'+1)ie" l'

H Apl oH llqim

+'—~c+ -,'inc
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where hp=1/kp is the wave-length of the inci-
dent particle divided by 2ir. (393) is similar to
(255).The interference terms between the various
values of l' for the incident particle disappear
when the cross section is summed over m (B15,
appendix). If this summation is carried out, as
well as the summation over all possible magnetic
substates of the compound state C, the hnal
nucleus J3 and the spin of the outgoing particle Q,
and if the average is taken over all orientations of
the spins of the initial nucleus A and the incident
particle P, the one-level formula (259) is ob-
tained for the total cross section. A much more
complicated problem which has not yet been

treated generally is the question of the angular
distribution of the outgoing particles.

The scaNering cross section will contain one
term analogous to (393), and in addition a term
representing the potential scattering and the
interference between potential and resonance
scattering. According to (386a), this term is for
a given angle 8

0Pp"'(i7) =vp~ Q(Ai sin hi+Ppioe'") Fio(8) ~'
l

vp —
I ZP p«s*" I'«I' (393a)

Integrated over all angles, this gives

iippp"=vp+ I ~Ai~'sin' bi+(Aippio*e "&+A'i*ppioe'") sin hiI

P(2l'+1)'*e "H ~pi 0*+(21+1)'sin 8iH ~p«
=4m. hp' $(21+1) sin' 5i —2ir Re w-w --;C 2~+ C

where Re denotes the real part. The erst
term in (394) represents the potential scattering
in the strict sense, the second the interference
between potential and resonance scattering.

The solution of Eqs. (397) is exactly analogous to
that of (373). Defining Fq, i and Gq, i in exact
analogy to (379b) (388a), we have, analogously
to (388b),

Pq« ———(2/hvq, )gc„U"&q,&„*, (398)

where vq, is the velocity of particle Q if nucleus
8 is left in state g. The coeffirients 0. are deter-
mined from the asymptotic behavior of the wave
functions, as in (383a) (385):

(395)Zxs qxqkq q+ Zcrxcri
Qq t'

where the sum over Q includes the incident par-
ticle I', and the sum over r goes over all states of
the compound nucleus. Instead of (371), we ob-
tain one equation for each compound state r:

(398a)nqqi =iPq«+Aihqpliqpb„, o

with Ai given by (386). The cross section for the
production of particle Q with orbital quantum
numbers led, and with the nuc1eus I3 being left in
state q, is given by vq, I Pq, i ~

2 as in (384): Only
for the elastic scattering (P= Q, p=g, m=0) a
term has to be added for the potential scattering,
as in (387) (394).

The main difference compared to the one level
case arises when we want to calculate the coeffi-
cients c„from the equations (396). We insert
(397a) in (396) and obtain

c(W—W,) = Q t xc„*(Usq i-q)xs, xqfqgrc. —
qqd

(396)

(373) is replaced by one equation for each pos-
sible emitted particle Q and each possible state g
of the corresponding residual nucleus 8, vis.

I q4q. = Zc i~xs, *xq*(Usq Iq)xcArsdrq-
r (397)

B. Many compound states fq. = Z~q. i-~q. i-+Pq. i-Gq. i- (397a)
lm

We shall now discuss the more general case of
many resonance levels which we distinguish by The coeScients P are obtained in analogy to
an index r Moreo. ver, we shall consider any (380):
number of different kinds Q of outgoing particles,
and also the possibility of various states q of the
final nucleus B. Then (369) is replaced by
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c,(W—W,) =

P Zl8Q qE~ XCr ( VBQ —LQ)X BqXQFQ EqNtrTC

Q E2/m

+ P PQ qlm XCr ( VBQ IrQ)XBqXQGQ qlrrEdrC
Q q l, rr~ aJ

+Z~ l J~XCr ( I Ap I p)XAErXp+pplqd &C

Here we insert p from (398), Al from (386) and
express V by H (cf. (392a)):

c,(W—W,) = —i+C„C,+EE„

where the coefficients C are given in terms of the
matrix elements by

Crq=qr 2 ~ QqlrrrH Qqlm
Q qlna

(400a)

and a„is a constant connected to the amplitude
of the incident wave by:

o,„=v2qrltpI'E&g(2l+ I)&Hc"pqEEEe" E. (400b)

Whereas (390) was a linear equation for the
single unknown c, our result (400) represents a
system of linear equations for the (infinitely
many) unknowns crr Although it is always pos-

'~ Disregarding the first and third terms on the right-hand
side of {399),and inserting P from (398), we have

c„($'—IV„)=Zc,J3„, (~)

where the B„arecertain real coefhcients. This system of
equations is identical with that found in a simple per-
turbation problem. Its solution leads to a new set of
eigenvalues lV, ', and to a corresponding new set of wave
functions x,' =Zy„x, where the coefficients y„, follow

from (A). The coefficients B„donot depend sensitively
on the energy IV of the system. Therefore the corrected
resonance energies 8',' and the corrected wave functions
xc„'will be characteristics of the compound nucleus just
as the old resonance energies S; and wave functions yc„.
Therefore we may use the set of wave functions pz, ' just
as well as xc„and thus eliminate the second term in (399)
entirely.

Here the second term is again unimportant inas-
much as it only shifts the resonance levels (cf.
(390a))." In the first and third terms, I.Q gives
no contribution and the integrals are by defini-
tion the matrix elements (380a). Thus we have

c,(W W—„)=i P PQ, E Vc"Qql +PAEVc'PqEEE
Q gism (399a)

sible to solve this system rigorously the result
will not in general be simple. However, a simple
result is always obtainable when the spacing
between adjacent energy levels $V„is large com-
pared to the widths of the levels which are of the
order of the coefficients C„,. Then two cases are
possible:

(a) The energy W coincides very nearly with
one of the energy levels, let us say, lV . Then c„
will be very much Jarger than all the other c„'s.
This makes it permissible to neglect the other
c,'s in the equation for c„which gives (cf. (400))

c„=EE./(W —W.+-',iy.) (401)

with 1
—,y =C (401a)

c,=a„/(W—W„) (402)
for a/I r's.

The two formulae (401) (402) may be ap-
proximated by the same formula:

c,=a„/(W—W„+-',iy„) (all r) (403.)

The error in this formula is small in all cases:
1. In case (b) the energy dilferences W—W„

are all very large compared to the widths of the
levels so that the addition of ~y„makes no ap-
preciable difference.

2. In case (a) for r=n formula (403) is iden-
tical with the correct formula (401).

3. The terms r$n in case (a) are negligible
compared to the term n, and likewise the coeffi-
cients c„givenby (403) are negligible compared to
c„given by the same formula. (The c„(r$n) are,
of course, not correctly given by (403), cf.
footnote 17.)

"The value of c, {r+n) may be obtained from (400)
by neglecting in the sum all terms except s =n. This gives,
with (401), a„—zC„„a„/(W—W' +zC .)

W—W,

which divers from the value (403) by the second term in
the numerator. The resonance for level n influences the
amplitudes of all other compound states as mell. However,
because of the large denominator 8'—W, (as compared tn
the denominator in (401)) c„is irrelevant.

The other c„'sare then unimportant for the deter-
mination of the amplitudes P of the outgoing
wave and may therefore be neglected. "

(b) The energy W lies in between two resonance
levels, and su%ciently far from each. Then all
the c„'sare small, and the sum over s in (400)
may be left out entirely. Then
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Inserting (403) in (398) (384), the dispersion
formula (255) for the cross section is obtained.
This formula is therefore pr0eed provided the reidth

of the leeels is st/I compared to their spacing F.or
large width, the solution of the system (400) is
much more complicated; it will be discussed for
some special cases in the next section.

The case of degenerate levels 08ers no di%cul-
ties: Because of the selection rules for the mag-
netic quantum number, H "gq~ and JI~'Qqf

cannot simultaneously be diHerent from zero if
the magnetic quantum numbers 3f, and M, of
the two compound states are different. Therefore
C„,is zero if 3E„QM„.. imilarly it can be shown

that C„,is only different from zero if r and s have
the same total angular momentum J (cf. B15,
appendix). Thus the system of Eqs. (400) falls
into subsets each corresponding to a given J and
3L Moreover, it follows from general considera-
tions that the coef6cients C„,have the same value
for all the magnetic substates M of the given
states C„„.. Therefore the systems of Eqs. (400)
belonging to the same Jand different 3Es will all
be equivalent.

is valid and we obtain" by averaging over an
energy interval e.

XX2

(~"ac)~= dE Q (2J+1)
(2s+1)(2i+1) e, z-
U'r J Pr'J U'r J U'r'J

&» &s Qq Qq
X (404)

(E E—,g+ ,'iF-, g)(E E—;g ,'—iF—,g)

(The u's and T's have been replaced by the U's

and F's because each term rJgives an appreciable
contribution only near resonance, cf. $52.) The
integration is to be extended over an energy
interval e large compared to the spacing of the
levels D but small compared to the particle
energy E itself. The integration can be carried
out immediately and gives

1
(e'"a.)"= —E(2~+1)

(2s+1)(2i+1) e &

U"~. ,U"~q U"~p U"~q (F„g+F„g)
FF (IB ~ ) (E&J E&t j) + g (F&J+F& J)i

(404a)

Cb56. FAST PARTICLES: AVERAGE OVER THE

REsom, wcEs, WIDE LEvEI.s

If the incident particle is fast, it wi11 in general
not be possible to de6ne its energy accurately
enough to observe resonance effects. This will be
particularly true if the bombarded nucleus is
heavy and has therefore closely spaced energy
levels. Even the best sources (H6) of nuclear pro-
jectiles give particles whose energies Auctuate by
about 1 percent, which means 10 kv at 1 MV
particle energy. On the other hand (cf. $53) the
spacing between neighboring energy levels is less
than 10 kv probably for all nuclei containing
more than about 50 particles, and it is only a few
volts for heavy nuclei (A = 100 or more, cf. II53).
For fast particles and heavy nuclei, it will there-
fore only be possible to observe the average cross
section of a nuclear reaction, averaged over a
large number of resonance regions. It is the pur-
pose of this section to calculate this average.

A. Vhdth smaQ compared to spacing

We assume 6rst that the width of the levels of
the compound states is small compared to their
average spacing. Then the general formula (260)

The sum has to be extended over all levels rr'
in the energy interval e. Here the mixed terms
r'$r can be neglected for two reasons. Firstly,
they contain in the denominator the energy
differences E,J—E„Jwhich are at least of the
order of the spacing of the levels, while the terms
r'= r contain the width F„Jinstead; but we have
assumed from the beginning that the widths are
smaller than the spacing. Secondly, the numera-
tor in the mixed terms will be positive for about
as many terms as negative which makes the
mixed terms cancel each other. Thus (404a) re
duces to (cf. (261))

27r2X2 1
(~'"s.)"= —P(21+1)

(2s+1)(2i+1) e ~
frJ prJ

X Q . (404b)
r (in e)

' Ke use in this section the kinetic energy B=EJ of
the incident particle rather than the energy of the systemS'=8+8'g+ 8'~, and the resonance energies Er as de6ned
in (258) rather than the total energy S't:, of the compound
nucleus in state r. Moreover, we replace the effective
widths y by the true widths F (width at resonance) which
is always allowed when dealing with fast particles (cf. $52).
The indices jllj'' are unimportant for our considerations
and are therefore left out.
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Since the energy interval e is supposed to contain
many levels, we may replace the sum over r by
the number of levels of angular momentum J
times the average value of each term. Now the
number of levels is e/Ds, where Ds is the average
spacing of levels of angular momentum J in the
given energy region, so that we 6nd

2%2X2

(& qq) Av Z(21+1)
(2s+1)(2i+1) z

(&'~uI'~ e)
x( ——~, (4o5)

rgDg P A

where the index r has been dropped because we
are no longer referring to a specihc level of the
compound nucleus.

B. General formula for high energies

(405) may be simplified if we admit that the
average in (405) may be taken by averaging
r~q, /rq and r p„/Dq separately. This amounts
to the assumption that the partial widths F~p„
and I'q, have no correlation, i.e. , that the levels
of the compound nucleus cannot be classified into
levels which easily emit a particle I' and others
which preferably emit Q. This is actually the
basic assumption of Bohr's model of nuclear dis-
integrations and is equivalent to the statement
that the nuclear wave functions are very diferent
from "Hartree" wave functions and correspond
to "ideal random motion" of the nuclear
particles.

The expression (I pp/D~)A, which now occurs
in (405) may be expressed in terms of the "stick-
ing probability" gppq (cf. (358a)), i.e., the proba-
bility that a particle P colliding with nucleus A
in state p will stick and form a compound nucleus
of angular momentum J. We find (cf. (358a))

(~"qq)A, =2~&'(&/&')Z)py J(r qq/r J)A, (4o6)

or, if we assume further that r q, /r~ is inde-
pendent of J, and use the dehnition of I" in
(356a) and X'=it'/2ME:

( „)„„=R g„(r„/r)„, (407)

where 6 p=Zb pz

is the total sticking probability of particle I'.
The very simple result (407) is actually not

surprising, It can be expressed as follows: The
probability of any nuclear process is equal to the
probability of formation of the compound nucleus
from the initial particles, times the probability of
its disintegration into the particular final par-
ticles in question. The probability of formation is

~g p ——irR'$p„, (408)

i.e., the geometrical cross section of the nucleus
times the "sticking probability. " In fact, (408)
may be considered as the dehnition of the sticking
probability f

The compound nucleus, once formed, must dis-
integrate in some way; therefore (408) must rep-
resent the total cross section for all nuclear
processes together. The probability of a Particular
mode of disintegration is given by the partial
width for that mode divided by the total width,
averaged over a sufFiciently large number of
levels. Expressed in a formula,

~""q./~p. =(rq./r) A' (409)

7p p =R/'A p p and lq q
=R/t q q, (410)

respectively. Therefore the compound nucleus
may be formed in any state with J&l~„,and, ac-
cording to our assumptions, the probability of a
given J((lp„)is simply proportional to the sta-
tistical weight 2J+1.On the other hand, a com-

This equation expresses the statement that the
disintegration of the compound nucleus is inde-
pendent of the way in which it has been formed,
i.e., independent of the nature and the quantum
state of the initial particles. This statement may
be considered the simplest expression of the ideas
of the Bohr theory of nuclear disintegrations. It
is equivalent to the absence of correlations be-
tween the partial widths I'p„and F~, which was
used above in the proof of (407).

C. Limitations; angular momentum

The selection rules for the angular momentum
may cause "correlations" between the partial
widths which invalidate (407). For simplicity, we
may suppose that initial nucleus, incident par-
ticle, outgoing particle and 6nal nucleus all have
zero spin. Then the total angular momentum J
of the compound nucleus is equal to the orbital
momentum of incident and outgoing particle.
These orbital momenta must be smaller than
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pound state J can disintegrate into a particle Q
and a residual nucleus in state q only if J(/q~.
If /g, &/p„ the compound states with 7 between

/q, and /p„cannot disintegrate in this way.
Therefore, if I'q, denotes the average of Fq~g over
all levels for which this quantity is not zero (i.e. ,

with J&lq,), the cross section (407) will be re-
duced by a factor

sq, ——(fq,/lpp)2=MqEq, /MpEp„(if s &1). (411)

Under these circumstances, the relative proba-
bility of two modes of disintegration will not
be independent of the way in which the com-
pound nucleus is formed. Compare, e.g. , the dis-
integration products I'p and Qg. If fp„)lq„the
probabilities of emission of Pp as well as Qg are
given directly by (407), if the incident particle is

Qq. But if the incident particle is Pp, the proba-
bility of emission of Qg is reduced by the factor s
which is smaller than unity. Thus the selection
rule for the angular momentum introduces a cer-
tain correlation (in contrast to the fundamental
assumption made in 8) which favors elastic
scattering as compared to other processes, i.e.,
favors the reemission of a particle of the same
kind as the incident one.

This correlation due to the angular momentum
can easily be treated in the way indicated in

(411).Moreover, the influence of this correlation
on the probability of reactions is comparatively
small. It will be even smaller if the spins of the
nuclei concerned are not zero. However, the fact
remains that the existence of a constant of motion
such as the angular momentum will necessarily
cause a more or less serious breakdown of the
assumption of "random motion" of the nuclear
particles and of random distribution of the par-
tial widths. According to all our knowledge, there
is no other constant of motion besides the energy,
the angular momentum and the parity (behavior
of wave function with respect to a change of sign
of all coordinates). If there were, we should flnd

a more pronounced failure of the "random"
assumption,

D. Total vridth large compared to spacing of
levels, but partial width small

As we have shown in II54, the total width of
highly excited nuclear states will in general be
large compared to their spacing. We shall show

c,=c„/(E—E„+QF,).
Then, according to (398) (392a},

2w qw, *H"q,(„,'H'q, i

„(+—+„+@
The averaging over energy gives, similarly to {404a),

(412)

+As*II"q&im II'q~fm(~~+ ~.)
(4&3a}'

A . {8—E )'+-'{I'„+j.;)'
In distinction from {404a), the resonance denominators
are not much smaller for r &s than for r =s. But, as we have
assumed, II"and II' will have opposite signs for about as
many pairs rs as for which they have the same sign, while
JI"II"*is always positive. Consequently, we expect that the
contribution of the terms r =s will be approximately propor-
tional to the number of terms r, i.e., to the number of
levels in the energy interval e, which is e/D. On the other
hand, the contribution of the terms res will be approxi-
mately proportional to the square root of the number of
pairs rs which give an appreciable contribution. Since the
contributions are negligible if 8,—E.P)(I',)A„ there are,
for each r, about I'/D contributing levels s, and therefore
altogether ~I.'/D' contributing pairs rs. The contribution
of these pairs is, according to the foregoing, proportional
to (eF)&/D as compared to e/D from the diagonal terms.
Therefore, if we only average over an energy interval
large compared to the average width of the levels, only
the diagonal terms will be important and (413a) will

reduce to

(~ pqgim)Av=(2~/sD) ~q. ~'5'"qg )Av/(&. )Av, (&&3b)

using the relation {257b) and replacing the sum over r in

(4$3a) by the number of terms times the average of each
term. This result is the same as for total width small
compared to the spacing.

that this does not invalidate the formulae de-
rived in 2, 8 provided that (1) the partial widths
are all (or practically all) small compared to the
spacing, and that (2) the partial widths of various
nuclear states have no correlation. The second
condition is in line with our general assumptions;
the first amounts to assuming the sticking prob-
ability to be small compared to unity.

Mathematically, assumption (2) means that of the terms
in the sum (400a) some will be positive and some negative
if s/r, while they are, of course, all positive for s=r.
Therefore it is reasonable to expect that the nondiagonal
elements C„are in the average much smaller than the
diagonal elements C„,the ratio being approximately equal
to one divided by the square root of the number of terms
in the sum (i.e., the number of di6'erent modes of dis-
integration). Ke shall therefore neglect the "nondiagonal"
coefFicients C,. entirely. This can be shown to make no
appreciable difference in some special cases.

Kith this assumption, (400) reduces to the form (390}
familiar from the one-level case and has the solution
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E. Partial vridth large corn.pared, to the spacing
of levels

The case of large partial width can be treated
rigorously if only one sort of particles can be
emitted by a given compound state. The system
of linear equations (400) has the general solution

C„,= ~II„FI,', (414a)

where FI„is an abbreviation for II '"p, ~o. Simi-
larly, according to (400b):

and similar expressions for the other c„.If only
one kind of particles P may be emitted and only
one value of the angular momentum I is possible
(m = 0), then (400a) reduces to a single term, vis.

Q3 ~ ~ ~ a„=AV„, (414b)
—z CI2 —z C22+E2 —8 —z C32

CI=— —.C,„+h„,(E„—E)

311I

(414)

where A is a constant.
To evaluate the determinant N in the denom-

inator of (414), we take out of the rth row the
common factor —zmH, *,and out of the rth column
the factor FI, Then we have

X= ( iir
l

—Hi l')( iir '—Hil ')

1+i(E,—E)/ir IH, l'

1+i(E, E)/—~ lH, l

' 1 . (415)

Ke subtract the first row from each of the other rows which does not change the value of the de-
terminant; then we have

1+i(E, E)/—~lH,
l

' 1 ~ ~ 0

&=II(—iver
l
H„

l

2) i (Ei E)/ir
l

—Hi
l

' —i(Ei E)/rr
l
Hi —

I

i 0 (415a)

The determinant contains now zeros everywhere
except in the diagonal, where the general element
is i(E,.—E)/ir lH, l', in the first row which con-
tains unity everywhere except for the first ele-
ment, and in the first column whose elements
(except for the first) are all equal to —i(Ei —E)/
sr lHi l'. The determinant can now be evaluated
easily, giving

which we take only the factor A. Then

~ ~ ~

X 1 1+i(E~ E)/rr I H,
l

' —1 . (417)

~IH ['q
Xl 1+ir.

~ E,—E)

Subtracting the first row from each of the
others, we obtain a diagonal matrix with
i(E, E)/irlH, l' as t—he general diagonal term
(except for r=1). Therefore

Kith
this yields

2~lH,
l
=r„

Mi ——AHi II (E„—E). (417a)

I'.
X=II(E,—E)l 1+ .'iP — --- l. (416)

~ E,—E)

The determinant M in the numerator can be
evaluated even more easily. We take out the same
factors as before except from the first row, from

Dividing (417a) by (416), we find

(418)

From (418) we obtain immediately the scatter-

AII, ( I'„
ci —— —

l
1+2iip-

Ei EE "E, E)— —



ing cross section (exclusive of potential scatter- I', t' I'i I'g

ing), using (393) (398) (392a) (414b) (400b): =I,+-, I(E—
o)

o =4m'V(2l+1) (I'i+ I'2)'
(E—Ep), (419b)

O'FiF2~II, ~'
t

I',
X P "—

(
I+-.'iP '—

)
. (418a)

~ E,—E ( ~ E,—E)
~here D =E2—E~ is the spacing of the levels. The

Using (416a) and considering that the parenthesis average of (419) over the energy interval from

is independent of r: E~ to E2 is then

-'(ZI'. /E. —E)'
o =4irX'(2l+1)- —.(419)

1+—,'(QI'„/E,—E)'

This shows that the cross section is always
smaller than 4+X'(21+I) which represents the
area of the incident beam corresponding to the
angular momentum l. However, if the F„are
large, the dMerence between the cross section
and 4irX'(2l+I) is, in general, very small. This
means that practically every particle of the given
angular momentum is scattered if the widths of
the levels are large.

There are, however, certain energies at which
the scattering will sti11 be small. Between any
two energy levels, there is one value of the energy
for which ZI'„/(E„—E) vanishes. For this sum
has the value —~ if E is just larger than one of
the resonance energies E„,and it is + ~ just
below the next level E,+~. In between, it rises
gradually and must therefore be zero for some
energy about midway between the levels. For
this energy, the scattering will therefore vanish.
Instead of resonance maxima and practically
zero cross section in between, we find now
"resonance minima" with practically constant
cross section 4xX' in between.

We are interested in the cross section averaged
over an energy interval large compared to the
spacing of the levels. Obviously, only the neigh-
borhood of the minima of the cross section is of
interest, because elsewhere the cross section is
constant. Near a minimum, we may in first ap-
proximation neglect the contribution of a11 levels
but the two neighboring ones, which we denote
by 1 and 2. Then we have for the position Eg of
the minimum the relation

I'i/(Eo —Ei) = I'~/(Em —Eo) (419a)

Near the minimum we find, using (419a),

Replacing 1& and F2 by some average value I",
we find finally

oar =4m X'( 2l+1) (1 ——,'~D/I'). (420)

The number of particles rot scattered is thus pro-
portional to D/I'.

The theory given in this section applies to the
elastic scattering of particles if no inelastic scat-
tering and no transmutations are possible to any
appreciable extent, and if furthermore scattered
particle and scattering nucleus have zero spin.
Then the orbital quantum numbers l and m =0 of
the scattered particle are identical with the angu-
lar momentum quantum numbers J and M =0 of
the compound nucleus. There will be a set of
equations of the form (400) for each J, and each
J will give a contribution of the size (420). The
total cross section can be obtained by summing
over all J up to J=/p„(cf. (410)) similarly to
section A of this II. The total cross section be-
comes then

oi.,——4~R'(I ——,
' ~D/I'). (420a)

The case of large partial width and many kinds
of emissible particles seems rather more difficult
to treat. However, the total cross section must
obviously be again of the order ~R', and the
probability of emission of a given kind of particle
will be related to its sticking probability in a
way similar to the case of small partial width.
This means that the emitted particles should
have approximately the Maxwellian distribution
discussed in II54D.

o A„——4ir X'(2l+ 1)

( 1
X~ 1 ——

~i
~

(419)
D ~si 1+—,'(QI', /E„—E)' )

=4 X (2l+I)[1—2 DI,r,/(I, +I,) j.
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X. Neutrons

$57. SLOW NEUTRON PROCESSES. CLASSIFICATION

AND HIsTGRY. (F13, A7, A10, A11, D23,
812, 832, 851, etc.)

The phenomena produced by slow neutrons
have been of the greatest importance for the de-
velopment of the modern theory of nuclear
processes. They supply the most detailed infor-
mation yet available on the energy levels of
heavy nuclei. Therefore in our discussion we shall
treat the slow neutron processes 6rst and later
proceed to the processes produced by charged
particles. In the treatment of the latter we shall
make use of the results obtained from neutron
experiments.

By "slow neutrons" we understand neutrons
of energies up to a few thousand volts, including
neutrons of "thermal" energy of the order kT.
Slow neutrons are produced by surrounding a
source of fast neutrons with paragon, water or
other substances containing hydrogen. The
mechanism of the slowing down process and the
energy distribution of neutrons in hydrogenic
substances will be treated in $59. Sources of fast
neutrons will be discussed in $92.

The processes which may occur when a slow
neutron interacts with a nucleus are mainly of
three types:

A. Elastic scattering

The largest elastic scattering cross section
(12 10 "cm') has been observed in hydrogen (cf.
II14); it is used for the production of slow neu-
trons ($59).The elastic scattering is also the most
probable process in most of the other light nuclei
(except Li', 8" and possibly N", cf. C and D)
and a number of medium heavy nuclei such as
Fe, Ni, Cu. The cross sections for these elements
vary between about 2 10 " and 10 i0 " cm'.
For nuclei which capture neutrons strongly (such
as Rh, Ag, Cd, Hg) the scattering cross section is
known to be sma11 compared to the capture cross
section (D23) but it may weH be of the same
absolute order of magnitude as for the elements
mentioned before. No thorough investigation of
the scattering of slow neutrons as a function of
their energy has yet been made. A more detailed
discussion of the scattering will be given in $63.

B. Simple capture of neutron with emission of
y-rays

Processes of the type"

gA+ ~1 ZA+1+ ~ (421)

~9 Z~ denotes a nucleus of charge Z and mass number A.

are known for a great number of nuclei Z". In
these "simple capture processes, " the bombarded
nucleus is transmuted into its isotope which is
one mass unit heavier. This isotope may be either
stable or radioactive. In the latter case, the
capture process is most easily detected by the
radioactivity produced. This production of arti-
6cial radioactivity was discovered by Fermi and
his collaborators in 1934 (F13). Since then, 93
radioactive isotopes have been produced by
simple capture of neutrons. About the production
of stable isotopes by neutron capture, our infor-
mation is necessarily less complete: We can only
infer it from the absorption of the neutrons.

The p-rays from capture processes have actu-
ally been found (A11) and their energy (F25,
R3, K10, K11) and intensity (K9, G23) meas-
ured. They will be discussed in $90.

Not long after the discovery of the neutron-
capture processes, Fermi, Amaldi, d'Agostino,
Pontecorvo, Rasetti and Segre (A7) found that
the e%ciency of the neutrons in producing radio-
active isotopes increased greatly when the neu-
trons were slowed down by passing through paraf-
6n or water. Cross sections up to 3000 i0 '4 cm'
(Cd) were measured for the capture of these slow
neutrons, i.e. , cross sections more than a hundred
times the geometrical cross section of the cap-
turing nuclei.

Attempts were made by several authors (A7,
812, P6) to explain these large cross sections
quantum mechanically using a one-body model.
The neutron was assumed to move in a certain
potential produced by the capturing nucleus.
This model gave a capture cross section inversely
proportional to the neutron velocity and could
thus quite well explain the large increase of the
cross section observed when slowing down the
neutrons. Moreover, it gave the absolute cross
section for slow neutrons reasonably well, and it
was also capable of explaining the wide Auctua-
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tions of the capture cross section from element to
element by diHerences in the neutron wave func-
tions in the respective potentials. "

However, a serious difFiculty soon arose in the
ratio of scattering to capture cross section. The
one-body theory predicted that the two cross
sections should, for neutrons of thermal energy,
be always of the same order of magnitude so that
a large capture cross section would in every case
imply large scattering as well. But experiments
of Dunning, Pegram, Fink and Mitchell (D23)
showed that in the strongly absorbing Cd the
scattering cross section was less than I percent
of the capture cross section.

The Anal blow to the one-body theory was the
selective absorption of neutrons found by Moon
and Tillman (M26), Amaldi and Fermi (A7) and
Szilard (S29).These authors found that neutrons
which made one substance radioactive had very
little effect in activating another substance and
vice versa. This was quite irreconcilable with the
prediction of the one-body theory that the cross
section should be inversely proportional to the
neutron velocity for any capturing nucleus.

The phenomenon of selective absorption, while

discrediting the one-body theory, led Bohr (B32)
and Breit and Wigner (B51) to the correct
theory of neutron capture based on the many-

body concept of nuclear processes. The selective
absorption of given "groups" of neutrons by
given nuclei must be interpreted as a resonance
eAect of the neutrons with a virtual energy level

of the "compound nucleus" formed by the tem-

porary addition of neutron and capturing nu-

cleus. whenever the neutron has an energy coin-

ciding with one of these resonance levels, there
mill be a large probability of neutron capture. As
the resonance levels will be diferent from nucleus
to nucleus, each nucleus will in general have its
own characteristic group or groups of neutrons
which are easily captured.

The Breit-Kigner theory of neutron capture
will be discussed in the next section ($58), its
application to the experiments in II)60-62. In
these latter sections, we shall discuss the experi-
mental results about the position and spacing of
the resonance levels (II60, cf. the theoretical dis-
cussions in $53), the width of the levels (I!II61, 62,

"There was, however, a difFiculty about the dependence
of the cross section on atomic number (VS}.

cf. II54) and the absolute magnitude of the cross
section ($62).

Z~+'* denotes the compound nucleus which is
temporarily formed in an excited state (asterisk!).
This type of reaction is known to occur with Li'
and 8".The reactions involved are

Li'+ e' =He4+ H',

8"+n' =Li'+ He'.

(422a)

(422b)

These reactions were discovered (A8, C12) by
observing the heavy particles (H' and He')
produced. The cross sections are very large,
about 3000 ~ 10 "and 900 ~ 10 "cm' for the boron
and the lithium reaction, respectively, with neu-
trons of thermal energy. The reactions are there-
fore used as sensitive methods for the detection
of neutrons (of. also )60).

D. Production of protons

This type which may be schematically written

Z"+n,'= (Z —1)~+H' (423)

has only been observed in a single instance, vi2.

N"+n' = C'4+H'

It is likely that also the process

(423a)

B"+n' =Be"+H' (423b)

occurs; it has not yet been observed, but it is
energetically possible. Other processes of this

type are probably not possible energetically,
which may be seen as follows. ' The bombarded
nucleus Z~ is transmuted into an isobar with a
nuclear charge smaller by one unit. Since the
nucleus Z" is known to be stable, (Z —1)"must
have a larger atomic weight than Z~. On the
other hand, the neutron is heavier than the
hydrogen atom only by 0.8 MV (cf. Chapter
XVIII). Therefore the reaction (423) is only
possible energetically if the mass difI'erence

(Z —1)"—Z" is smaller than 0.8 MV. It is very
improbable that this mass diAerence lies just

C. Production of e-particles

The slow neutron is captured and an n-particle
emitted, according to the scheme

Z"+n'~Z "+'*~(Z 2)—" '+ He4 (4. 22)
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between 0 and +0.8 MV, as it has to in order to
make the process possible. In the cases (423a)
and (423b) this condition happens to be fulfilled,
but these are the only cases among the lighter
nuclei. For heavier nuclei, a reaction of the type
(423) would be extremely improbable even if
energetically possible, because the protons pro-
duced have very low energy (&0.8 MV) and
therefore cannot possibly penetrate the potential
barrier of a heavy nucleus with any appreciable
probability.

E. Other yrocesses

Other processes produced by slow neutrons
seem impossible. This is certainly true for ordi-
nary inelastic collisions because "slow" neutrons
do not have sufficient energy to excite even the
first excited level of the bombarded nucleus
which is usually several 10,000 volts above the
ground state (cf. $88). Similarly, it seems ener-
getically impossible that a deuteron could be
emitted upon slow neutron bombardment.

Thus we are left, besides the elastic scattering,
with only three possible types of slow neutron
disintegrations, vis. simple capture, O.-emission
and proton emission. Of these, the y-emission
seems relatively very improbable for light nuclei,
simply because the interaction between nuclear
matter and the radiation held is so much smaller
than between the nuclear particles themselves.
On the other hand, for heavy nuclei the emission
of charged particles after slow neutron bombard-
ment is very improbable because of the high po-
tential barriers. Thus we have, with a given
nucleus, in general only either simple capture or
emission of charged particles. (This is not true
for reactions produced by fast neutrons, II65).
Moreover, only in one case (8") can a-particles
and pmtons be produced from the same initial
nucleus. Thus we say that cs a rule sly neutrons
can cause only a single type of transmutation,
either simple capture or n-emission or proton
emission, with a given nucleus.

II58. THE BREIT-WIGNER THEGRY oF SLow
NEUTRoN PRocEssEs (851, 815)

We apply our general formula (269) to the
special case that the incident particle is a slow
neutron. With s= ~~, we obtain

o"'q, —— Q (22+1)
2(2i+1) ~i'i'

)Ps'J UrJ, , 2

X . (424)
E—E +-'iy

Here N denotes the neutron, the index 0 after N
indicates that the initial nucleus is in its ground
state, Q is the emitted particle, g denotes the
state of the final nucleus, l' and 1' the orbital and
total angular momentum of the emitted particle.
i and J are the angular momenta of initial and
compound nucleus, r labels the states of the com-
pound nucleus. E„is the kinetic energy of a
neutron which is in exact resonance with the
state r of the compound nucleus (cf. (258)).
E is the kinetic energy of the incident neutmn, I
and X„the neutron wave-lengths (divided by 2m)

corresponding to E and E,. The U's are the
matrix elements corresponding to the emission of
neutron or particle Q from the state r of the com-
pound nucleus, and y„is the eRective width of
state r. It has been assumed that the emitted
particle Q has high energy compared to the neu-
tron, so that u"Jq, does not change appreciably
with the neutron energy and may therefore be
replaced by U'~q, (cf. $52, (265)). For the scatter-
ing of the slow neutrons themselves, we have
according to ((340) (265a))

o"'+0= Z (2J+1)
2(2i+1) ~

X M+ P (425)
~ E—E„+-2~y„

where I N —(U Xo) (425a)

is the true neutron width of the nuclear level r.
From the formulae (424) (425), the cross sec-

tion could be calculated as a function of the
energy if the matrix elements and the energy
levels of the compound nucleus were all known.
The mathematical expressions are, however,
rather complicated and not easy to interpret.
Fortunately, they simplify very much in the
cases which are of the greatest practical impor-
tance, namely when the cross section (424) is
large. This is the case

(a) if one of the resonance denominators is
small, i.e. , if the energy is near a resonance level.
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In this case, the sum over r in (424) reduces to a
single term; we obtain a one-level formula similar
to (270);

(b) if X is large, i.e., if the velocity of the inci-

dent neutron is very small. In this case, the
variation of the resonance factor with energy is
negligible compared to the variation of X. The
cross section is then proportional to 'A, i.e. , in-

versely proportional to the neutron velocity v.

1 q Xt, I'~I'q,
o"'o,———

I
I& --

)

— — . (426)
2 & 2i+ I) (E E,)'+ —,'y,—'

The + sign stands according to whether the
angular momentum J of the resonance level in
question is i+~2 or z —~; for i =0, only the + sign
is possible and the value of the parenthesis be-
comes 2.

The width y in the denominator of (426) con-
tains a term due to the possibility of emitting a
neutron and a term due to emission of other par-
ticles. The neutron width varies as the square
root of the neutron energy while the other term is
practically independent of the neutron energy,
if all the other particles are fast compared to the
neutron. Thns we have

~=r (E/E„)t+PI'„. (427)

A. The resonance case

Formula (424) reduces to the Breit-Wigner
one-level formula

where (428a)

is the total "particle Q width" of the nuclear level
and F~ the total neutron width. Now we know
from the general discussion in P7 that ordinarily
only one kind of particles can be produced with
appreciable probability under slow neutron
bombardment, viz. either y-rays or O.-particles or
protons. Furthermore, we know that the neutron
width F& is usually small compared to the con-
tribution of the particles Q to the width (cf. (427)
and the remarks after (432)). Therefore we may
write in all practical cases

F,=F. (429)

If we measure the cross section in cm' and all
energies, including the widths, in volts, (428)
may be rewritten thus:

with
o qN ——(o /(Io+x')) (E,/E) & (430)

x = 2(E—E,)/r, (430a)

( 1 ) 1 I'~
oo ——1.30' 10 '8~ I &——

~

——.(430b)
2i+1) E„I'

1 q h'
o"s=Zo"o.=-l I ~ .

2 E 2i+I) 2M(EE„)&

I QFQ
X—,(428)

(E—E,)'+ —,'I'

Because of the small neutron energy E, the neu-
tron width is usually small compared to the
other contributions to the width. " Then y be-
comes independent of the energy and equal to the
true width

(427a)

In general, we are interested in the total cross
section for the production of particles of the kind

Q and of the corresponding final nucleus 8, rather
than in the partial cross section referring to a
given state

IGt
of the 6nal nucleus j3. Therefore

we sum (426) over all possible states g and obtain

"This follows directly from the experimental ratio of
scattering to capture probability of slow neutrons, see
below.

(430b) shows that the maximum cross section, at
exact resonance, gkes a direct measure of the
ratio of the neutron width to the total width This.
is the basis of the experimental determinations of
the neutron width.

In (430) the factor E,/E may be put equal to
unity over the whole resonance region provided
the width F of the resonance level is small com-
pared to the resonance energy E„which is true
for most of the neutron levels known. In this
case, the "shape" of the resonance level reduces,
according to (430), exactly to the familiar shape
of the optical lines. The cross section is one-half
of its maximum value if the energy di8ers from
the resonance energy by one-half of the width"
F. The case that E, and F are of the same order
will be discussed below.

The elastic scattering (425) becomes, if only one
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level is important and the potential scattering is
neglected, "

making again the assumption (427). The ratio of
elastic scattering to the capture (or disintegra-
tion) cross section (428) is

o"~/o"o=(F~/F o)(&/E.)' (432)

Experiments by Dunning, Pegram, Fink and D.
P. Mitchell (D23) have shown that the scattering
of slow neutrons by Cd is very small, probably
less than one percent of the capture. Quahtatively
the same seems to be true for other strongly ab-
sorbing substances such as Ag, Rh etc. (M19,
M20). This shows that the neutron tvidth is
general1y much smaller than the y ray touBh-for
medilm heavy nuclei. This justifies our neglecting
F~ compared to Fo (cf. (427)). The result is
furthermore of great importance in order to de-
cide which values to deduce from the capture
experiments for the neutron width F~ and the
emitted-particle width Fq'. The capture cross
section (428) contains only the product Fa Fo and
the sum F=F~+Fq of the two widths. From
measurements of the capture cross section we
can therefore deduce F~ and Fq but cannot de-
duce which is which. The scattering experiments
mentioned show that the larger of the two quanti-
ties must be identified with Fq, the smaller one
with F~.

3. The 1/v region

If the energy of the incident neutron is small
compared to all the resonance energies" E„,the
change of the resonance denominators in (424)
with neutron energy is negligible compared to
the change of the factor X. Therefore, for sug-
ciently snzcll neutron energy, there mill almays be a
region in totuch the capture cross section is in
versely proportional to the neutron velocity Just.
how large this region is, depends on the position
of the first resonance le~el (of positive or negative
energy) and also to some extent on its width
(see below).

By virtue of the large factor X, the cross section
will in general be quite large in the 1/v region.
(Exceptions may occur if there is destructive
interference between the contributions of various
nuclear levels r for small neutron energies E.)
The cross section of a given nucleus for slow neu-
trons will therefore, besides the resonance max-
ima, have one maximum at zero energy. While
the resonance maxima lie, in general, at diferent
neutron energies for diferent nuclei, the maxi-
mum at low energies is common for all nuclei
affected by slow neutrons. In order to separate
the characteristic resonance e6ects from the
eiTect of the very slow neutrons, it is customary
to absorb the latter by a suitable absorber. Such
an absorber is Cd; it absorbs strongly all neutrons
up to about 0.4 volt energy (cf. Cb61), a thickness
of 0.3 mm being sufhcient to reduce the intensity
of very slow neutrons to less than one percent.
The very slow neutrons strongly absorbed in Cd
are known in the literature as the "C group" (C
=cadmium). The activity produced in most de-
tectors, under conditions specihed in the next
section, is in the average due in about equal parts
to the C neutrons and to the neutrons in the
resonance groups.

A closer examination of the validity of the 1/v
law is possible if we accept the one-level formula
(428) as valid in the 1/v region. This is in general
not justified from experiment, as will be shown in

II61. Only if the first resonance level lies very
near zero'4 and if, in addition, this resonance level
is "strong, " i.e. , has large widths F~ and Fq for
the neutrons as well as for the produced particles,
may we expect the one-level formula to hold.
This seems to be the case for Rh and Cd, but,
e.g. , not for Ag and I. However, the conditions
for the validity of the 1/v law will not be very
different whether the one-level or the many-level
formula is to be used.

The one-level formula (428) may be written,
after summing over q and putting y=F (cf.
(427a))

~ The role of the potential scattering will be treated in
$63."If the resonance energy E, is negative, E must be small
compared to ( E, [ .

""Near" must be understood in comparison with the
average sparing of the levels. However, the 6rst level will
of course lie at an energy much higher than the limit of
validity of the 1/e law. Cf. remark after (434).
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The condition for the 1/'v law is that the relative
variation of E & with energy shall be larger than
that of the denominator in (433), vis. :
I(dldE) (log E ')

I

» l(dldE) 1 g [(E-E.)'+!I'jl (433 )

This yields

4E
I E, E

I
(((E—„—E)'+ -', I'. (434)

This is certainly fulfilled if E is small compared
to the larger of the two quantities" E„and I'. In
words: The 1/v law holds if the neutron energy is
small compared to the ftrst resonance energy, or is
small compared to the width of this resonance level

From this rule, we must expect that the 1/v law
holds only for a very small energy region in

heavy nuclei whose levels are very dense ()53, 60)
and narrow ($54, 61), but holds up to rather high
energies for light nuclei, corresponding to the
large spacing and width of their energy levels. In
heavy nuclei, the first resonance level is often
found at a neutron energy of about one volt
(e.g. , Rh, In, Ir, cf. CI60) in which case the 1/v
region will not extend much beyond thermal
energies (hT=1/40 volt at room temperature).
In some cases, such as Cd and Dy, the first
level lies even lower ()61) so that even in the
thermal region the cross section shows no pro-
portionality with the reciprocal velocity. On the
other hand, in light nuclei such as Li, B, N, the
average spacing between nuclear levels may be
expected to be of the order of hundred thousands
of volts, and thus the first level will in general lie
at an energy of this same order. But even if, by
accident, the resonance level would lie very close
to zero in one of these cases, its width would be
very large: Ke know from experiments on the
capture of protons by light nuclei that the width
of the levels of light nuclei corresponding to the
emission of particles is of the order of several ten
thousands of volts if the particles are sufticiently
fast (more than about 1 MV energy). This latter
condition is certainly fulfilled for the slow neu-
tron reactions in Li' and 8" in which n-particles
are produced (cf. (422a) (422b), $64). For these
reactions the 1//v law will therefore hold up to
quite high neutron energies, of a few thousand

"This condition is only suScient if j. &&&I'q. Other~ise,
F will itself depend on the energy and a more stringent
condition holds.

volts at least. On the strength of these considera-
tions, the absorption coeScient in boron has been
used (S29, F33, W5, A7, HS, H9, G17, G18, cf.
also $60) for determining the energy of the
various resonance groups of neutrons activating
various elements.

A very direct experimental test of the 1/v law,
at least in the region of thermal energies, was
made by Rasetti, Mitchell, Fink and Pegram
(R5) for boron, and by Rasetti, Segre, Fink,
Dunning and Pegram (R4) for cadmium and
silver. A steel or aluminum disk of 50 cm diameter
was coated with the substance to be investigated
and rotated at 6000 r.p.m. so that the linear
velocity at the edge was about 140 meters/sec. ,

comparable to the velocity of thermal neutrons
(2200 m/sec. ). A beam of slow neutrons was sent
through the disk near the edge at an angle of
about 65' with the normal to the wheel so that
the relative velocity of the neutrons with respect
to the absorbing nuclei in the wheel di8ered
greatly according to whether the wheel was ro-
tated in the direction or against the direction of
the neutron beam. In spite of this change in
relative velocity, no change in the absorption of
the neutrons is expected when the 1/v law holds:
For the time the neutrons need for traversing the
~heel is independent of the velocity of the wheel,
and the 1/v law just means that the capture
probability per unit time is independent of the
velocity. Any deviation from the 1/v law must,
however, show in a diA'erent absorption of the
neutrons for the two directions of rotation of
the wheel.

The neutron intensity was measured by the
number of disintegrations produced in Li with
the help of an ionization chamber (cf. II94). No
change in the absorption, outside the statistical
error, was found for the 8 and Ag absorber, show-

ing that they obey the 1/v law at least in the
region of thermal energies. For Cd, however, an
increase of 6.3 percent in the absorption coeffi-
cient was observed when the Cd disk was moved
against the neutron beam. This corresponds under
the conditions of the experiment to a cross section
almost independent of the velocity (cf. )61).

C. Special cases of the one-level formula

For the applicability of the one-level formula
to slow neutrons, it is only necessary that the
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nearest level is very close as compared to the
second nearest level, but it is not necessary that
the nearest level is a real resonance level of posi-
tive energy. It is just as likely that large cross
sections for slow neutrons are due to a "negative"
level with a negative resonance energy E„.In this
case, of course, the substance in question would
only abosorb the "C group" of neutrons and
would not show any cko,racteri stic neutron absorp-
tion band, at least not at low energy. The cross
section would be given by

1 q lI' 1
o~q= — I +

2 ( 2i+I) 2MIE„II E&

X (428b)
(E+ IE I)'+ lF'

it would decrease monotonically with increasing
energy, first as E &, later as E "'.

Another case in which no characteristic ab-
sorption can be observed but only absorption of
very slow neutrons, is the case of a resonance
level very c1ose to zero energy whose width is
comparable to the (positive) resonance energy.
Fig. 1I gives the behavior of the cross section as a

0
0 O.g f.O gy

FIG. j. 1. The cross section for neutron capture as a
function of energy for various ratios of width F to resonance
energy E„. Width I' = —,'E, (pronounced resonance},
—————j."=42', (almost case of Cd), —.——F =48, (al-
most 1/v law). The abscissa should be denoted Ej&
rather than E/E0.

function of the neutron energy, for various
values of the ratio «=E,/F. There is a mono-
tonic decrease of the cross section with energy for
negative and very small positive e. For E„

= (5I/4)F=0. 56F the curve contains a point of
inHection with horizontal tangent at E=-',E„.
For larger ~, we find curves containing a minimum
and a maximum at the energies

E;„-"= 0.6E, a(0.16E,' —0.05F') '. (435)

With increasing ratio E,/F, the two extrema be-
come more pronounced and more separated from
each other, until for E,»I' we have (cf. (430),
(430a) )

E;„=—,'E„E..=E„(435a)
o;„=(5"'/64) (F/E, ) 'o o =0.87(I'/E, )'o o, (435b)

where pro =0,, „
is the cross section at exact

resonance (430b).

)59. DIFFUsIQN QF NFUTRoNs (A11, F18, F17)

A. General

Before we can discuss the various methods of
determining position, total width and neutron
width of resonance levels, we must investigate the
behavior of the neutrons in the hydrogen-con-
taining substance (parafiin, water) etc. which is
used to slow down the neutrons.

The questions to be answered are mainly the
following:

(1) What is the energy distribution of the
neutrons in a pure infinitely extended hydro-
geneous substance?

(2) What is the distribution of the neutrons in

space, and how does it depend on the neutron
energy?

(3) How are the distributions affected if an
absorbing substance is placed inside the hydro-
geneous substance)

There are some further problems which are
connected to those mentioned.

The approach to these problems is partly
theoretical and partly experimental. We shall
start from a few theoretical assumptions which
seem reasonably certain, and rely on experi-
mental determinations of the constants involved
such as the mean free path of slow neutrons, their
lifetime in hydrogeneous substances, etc. Since
most experiments were made in paraffin, we
speak of "paraffin" as representing hydrogeneous
substances in general. We shall follow closely
the theoretical treatment of Fermi.
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The basic theoretical facts about the scattering
of neutrons by protons are the following:

(a) In each colhsion with a proton the neutron
will lose energy. As long as the neutron is fast
compared to the proton, the probability that the
neutron energy lies between E and E+dE after
the collision, is

m(E)dE =dE/Eo,

where Eo is the neutron energy before the colli-
sion. This means that any value of the Anal

energy of the neutron, between 0 and the initial
energy Eo, is equally probable.

The proof follows immediately from the
energy-momentum considerations given in )14,
together with the fact that the scattering of neu-
trons by protons is practically spherically sym-
rnetrica126 in a system of reference in which the
center of gravity of the two particles is at rest
($15). If y is the deflection of the neutron in the
collision, the energy after collision is

~ =~o cos p (436a)

(cf. (49d)), and the number of neutrons deflected

'" Recently, additional experimental (H15) and some
theoretical material has been advanced which is in contra-
diction with the spherical distribution of scattered fast
neutrons. The theoretical calculations of Morse, Fisk,
SchiS and Shockley (M28, M29, F22, F23) were made
using a potential between neutron and proton of the form

V= —A(e 'I' ——,'e 2"')

as suggested by Morse. It was found that such a potential
indeed gives larger asymrnetries in the scattering than a
"rectangular hole" of equivalent radius. The reason is that
the Morse potential (and similarly an exponential or a
Gauss potential) is finite though small at fairly large
distances, and therefore has a greater efkct on the "P
wave" {l=&) which causes the deviation from spherical
symmetry. The actual calculations were made assuming a
"range of the nuclear forces" which is about 50 percent
larger than that expected from the binding energies of
light nuclei; this will tend to increase the asymmetry.
Kith this range, the pronounced asymmetry found experi-
rnentally by Kurie (K29) and by Harkins, Kamen and
Newson {HI5) could be duplicated theoretically if a
neutron energy of 25 MV was assumed. The average energy
of the Be+Rn neutrons used experimentally, is about
5 MV ($998). Thus, even with the Morse potential which
is particularly favorable for an asymmetry, only a few
percent of the observed asymmetry would be expected if
the correct neutron energy and range of the nuclear
forces are used. In any case, an asymmetry in the scattering
can certainly only exist for fairly high neutron energies
and will be negligible below 1 MV, i.e., in the region in
which we are primarily interested. Added ie proof: The
most recent experiments of Dee (private communication
of Dr. Cockcroft) and of Kruger and Schoupp with 2.5
MV neutrons from the reaction H&+He=He~+8' give a
spherical distribution of the recoil protons within the
experimental error.

between s and y+dq

const sin p cos qadi (436b)

(cf. (72)). Combining (436a, b), we obtain (436).
From (436) it follows, that the arithmetical

mean" of the energy of the neutron after one
collision is —,Eo, while the geometrical mean E, is
given by

Ep

log (E /Ep)j =J log (E/Eo)dE/Eo ———1 (436c)

so that (437)E.=Ep/e.

After n collisions, the geometric mean of the
neutron energy will be

oe- . (437a)

The actual energy distribution of the neutrons
after a number of collisions with protons was
calculated by Condon and Breit (C31).

(b) The mean free path between two collisions
decreases very rapidly with decreasing neutron
energy. In paraf6n, it is about 5 cm for neutrons
of 2 MV (theoretical value, cf. (62)) and de-
creases to about 1 cm (experimental value) for
slow neutrons. The mean free path should be
constant below, say, 10,000 volts (cf. (62)). For
still slower neutrons whose energy is comparable
to the vibrational energy of the hydrogen in

parafFin ( 0.4 volt) or smaller, the mean free
path decreases further (see Sec. C) to about 0.3
cm for thermal neutrons (experimental value)
and 0.2 cm for energy zero (theoretical, cf.
(451), (464)).

Therefore the 6rst part of the slowing down

process will require a great amount of space, but

"There has been considerable controversy {A7, W15,
G19, C31) about which average to use. It seems to us that
the geometrical average originally suggested by Fermi
(A7) is certainly preferable. This is already borne out by
the fact that the arithmetical average of the logarithm of
the energy (which is identical with the log of the geometric
mean) decreases linearly with the number of collisions
(cf. 437a) while the arithmetical average of the energy
itself decreases exponentially, showing that {log E)Ay is the
more suitable quantity. Moreover, the actual values of
log E after n collisions form very nearly a Gaussian dis-
tribution around (log E)Ay whereas there is nothing as
simp)e as a Gaussian distribution if we plot the probability
against E itself. If any average other than the geometrical
is taken, it seems to us that the average efficiency of the
neutrons in producing radioactivity etc. should be chosen;
assuming this efficiency to be roughly proportional to
1/e ~ E &, we would have to define the "efficiency average"
E* after one collision by

E*-~/Eo-~= (EIE.)-~dE/ED=2;
0

therefore E~ = )E0.
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when the neutrons have once been decelerated to
about 100,000 volts, the remaining energy loss
will occur in a relatively very small region of
space. Ultimately, after 20 to 30 collisions, the
neutron energy wiH be reduced to thermal energy.
There will then, of course, be no further energy
loss, but the neutrons will only diffuse in the
parafhn. This will continue until they are ab-
sorbed, either by the protons in the paraf6n
themselves, or by some other absorber inserted in

the parafFin.
The lifetime of the neutrons in pure parafFin

may be calculated from the theoretical probabil-
ity of the capture of neutrons by protons (cf. $17,
(97a)) or from experimental data (see below, sub-
section E) and is found to be about 10 ' sec.
This compares to a time of about 1.3 40 ' sec.
which is necessary to slow the neutrons down to
1 volt energy. A lifetime of '10 ' sec. corresponds
to somewhat over 100 collisions (cf. (485)) be-
tween neutron and protons after the neutrons
have reached thermal equilibrium. Therefore a
large fraction of the neutrons present in the paraf-
6n will have thermal energies, and consequently
a large part of the radioactivity produced in any
detector placed in the paraf6n will certainly be
due to thermal neutrons.

In spite of the long time during which the
neutrons have thermal energies, they will not
diffuse over a very large distance in that time,
owing to their very small mean free path.
Measurements of Fermi give in the average a
total "diffusion length" of about 3-', cm, taken
from the point at which the neutron first reaches
thermal energies. This may be compared with
an average path from the source to the point of
absorption, of over 18 cm. Thus we can say that
the neutrons spend most of their time as thermal
neutrons, but that the region in which they move
as thermal neutrons is small and its position is

almost exclusively determined by the path of the
neutron while it is fast. The spatial distribution
of fast and slow neutrons will show only little
difference. This has the practical consequence
that it is impossible to shield a region of space
against neutrons by just absorbing the slow

ones, e.g. , by Cd screens: The slow neutrons will

be regenerated unless the fast ones are absorbed
as well which is only possible by using sufficient
amounts of paraffin. About 70 cm of water (50

cm of paraffin) are necessary to reduce the num-
ber of neutrons to one percent. (The density of
neutrons decreases more rapidly because of the
geometrical factor 1/r'. )

B. Energy distribution above 1 volt

The energy distribution of neutrons has been
derived by Fermi (F18) under the assumptions
that the energy distribution of the neutrons after
one collision with a proton is uniform, from zero
up to the initial energy Eo (cf. (436)). This will
be true as long as the neutron energy is large
compared to the vibrational energy of the protons
in paraffin (cf. Section C). Therefore, the validity
of the formula to be derived will be restricted to
energies above about one volt. The mean free
path l(E) and the probability of absorption
(capture) of the neutron per unit time, 1/r, may
in the following be arbitrary functions of the
energy.

We 6rst derive the energy distribution for the
case of negligible absorption. This assumption is
justified for pure paraffin or water, because the
mean lifetime v of a neutron msth respect to cap-
ture by a proton, is extr'emily long compared to
the total time required for the slowing down to
thermal energies.

Let Q be the total number of neutrons per
second emitted by the source, and E(E)dE the
number of neutrons of a given energy E present
at any time in the whole paraffin. The decrease in
the number of neutrons of energy 8 per second
because of elastic collisions is, according to the
dehnition of the mean free path,

E(E)vdE/l(E). (438)

The number of neutrons thrown into the given
energy interval dE by a collision, is

gp

QdE/E, +J
dE'1V(E') [v'/l(E') jdE/E'. (438a)

The first term represents the neutrons coming
into the energy interval dE by the 6rst collision
after being emitted from the source, dE/Eo being
the probability that the neutron energy falls into
the interval dE after the collision and Eo being
the initial energy of the neutron. The second term
gives the neutrons of energy E produced by later
collisions: N(E') v'dE'/l(E') gives the total number
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To solve this integral equation, we differentiate
with respect to 8:

/cVvl 1 Xv

dE&2) E I
(439a)

of collisions of neutrons in the energy interval
E' to E'+dE', and dE/E' gives the probability
that the energy of such a neutron is reduced
from E' to E.

If the distribution N(E) is to be stationary,
(438) must be equal to (438a), i.e. ,

X(E)v Q ps' X(E')v' dE'
(439)

&(E) Eo "z f(E') E'

The distribution function (441b, c) simplifies
considerably if, below a certain energy 1imit, l
and 7 are independent of the energy. This is
almost certainly true in pure paraffin in the
energy region from 1 to about 10,000 volts. It
would also be true (with a smaller r) if the paraf-
fin (or water) contained a neutron absorber of
small atomic weight such as Li and B. It would,
however, not be true if an absorber with a large
number of res'onance absorption bands were con-
tained in the paraffin —i.e. , practically any sub-
stance of higher atomic weight. If we make the
assumption of constant 7 and l, the integral in
(441b) can be evaluated and we obtain

which integrates immediately to

Ev//l = const//E. (439b)

Inserting this into (439) we determine the con-
stant and find:

l(E) dE
X(E)dE =Q E

In the region of slow neutrons (below 10,000
volts), l(E) becomes independent of E, so that

X(E)=
(v+l/r) '

a =2Q/m,

where m is the neutron -mass.

(442a)

The constant a can be determined by comparing
(442) to (440) because there is a region in which
I is practically independent of the energy and at
the same time I/r is negligible. Then we find

+(E)~E—t (440a) C. Energies below 1 volt. Influence of chemical
binding (F17)

In the more general case of finite absorption, we
have instead of (439):

( v 1) Q s'N'v'dE'
X(E) i + i=—+-

i, l(E) r) Eo
441

i' E'

N(E) =
v/l+1/r

E'dE v
exp ( ~

—.—I. (441b)
E v+I/. )

Inserting this expression for E=EO into (441)
fixes c:

(441c)c= Q/Ep.

where the second term on the left represents the
neutrons of energy E absorbed per unit time.
Differentiation gives

d (vx]-+-i =—
dE kl r)

(v 1) v
= —E( -+—

)
— . (441a)

r) (v+1/r)E
The integral of this is

1.General remarks. —The ordinary formulae for
the scattering of neutrons by protons (f14, 15)
are derived assuming that the proton is free.
This assumption is justified as long as the neutron
energy is very large compared to the "binding
energy" of the proton which may be identified
with h times the frequency of vibration of the
hydrogen in the paraffin molecule. This frequency
is about 3000 cm ' for the CH bond, correspond-
ing to about 0.4 volt. For slow neutrons, of
energies less than about a volt, the binding of the
protons must therefore be considered.

This binding has two eAects: The first is that
it is no longer possible to freely impart energy to
the proton. The vibrations of the paraffin mole-
cules may be divided into two groups. Firstly,
vibrations in which a hydrogen atom moves rela-
tive to the rest of the molecule without any ap-
preciable motion of other atoms, and secondly,
vibrations of whole CH2 groups with respect to
the rest of the molecule. The transfer of energy
to the first kind of vibrations will be similar to
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that to free protons inasmuch as there is a con-
siderable probability that the neutron loses prac-
tically all its energy in one collision. However,
such a transfer of energy is only possible as long
as the neutron energy is larger than 5 times the
frequency ts (number of vibrations per 2x sec.)
of the respective vibrations which is rather high.
A neutron of smaller energy can transfer energy
only to the vibrations of the second kind; and the
eRect of the collisions will then be similar to that
of collisions with a free' CH~ molecule of mass 14.
This fact will reduce greatly the average energy
loss of the neutron per collision. Thus the neutron

energy m'll decrease more slyly once 6 has reached
the "region of the chemical bond

The second eRect of the proton binding is to
change the probability of the collisions. %e shall
show that the cross section increases so that the
mean free path decreases with decreasing energy
In the limit of very small energies, the mean free
path is theoretically one-quarter of its value for
neutrons above 1 volt energy (cf. (451)). As far
as the efficiency of the slowing down is concerned,
this eRect will work in the opposite direction of
the first, i.e., it makes the neutron lose energy
faster.

Another eRect of the binding is a change in the
angular distribution of the neutrons after scatter-
ing: This distribution will be uniform (per unit
solid angle) over the whole sphere at small ener-
gies while no neutrons are deHected through more
than 90' by free protons ()15).

Z. Validity of the Born approximation If there. —
is an elastic force (natural frequency a&) on the
proton and an interaction V between neutron
(coordinate $) and proton (coordinate x), the
wave equation of the system is

(h'/2m) (D.+5t)@+(W —pmts'x'

—V(ix —pi))0=0. (443)

This wave equation looks, at first sight, rather un-

manageable: On one hand, it is not separable, and on the
other hand, it cannot be solved by regarding the inter-
action V as a small perturbation because V is of the order
of 10 MV when neutron and proton are close together, and
the Born perturbation method (cf. M32, Chapter VII)
is only applicable when the perturbation is small compared

28 Provided the neutron energy is still large compared
to the quantum energies of all the oscillations of the CH~
groups with respect to each other. For still lower energies
of the neutron, the effective mass of the atomic groups
with which the neutron collides, would be still 1arger.

to the energy of the particles. However, we can show that
V may be replaced by an auxiliary potential U which may
be so chosen that it gives the same results as V for the
scattering, and at the same time can be treated as a small
perturbation.

That this is possible is due to the fact that V is restricted
to a very small region of space (~10 " cm) while the
oscillator potential maPx', the wave functions of the proton
in that potential, and the plane wave representing the
neutron, change only over very large distances (~10~cm).
Therefore we may solve (443) for small distances ~x —([
between neutron and proton without paying any attention
to the oscillator potential, and join the solution to a
solution of (443) which is valid at large distances and in
which the nuclear potential is neglected. For this joining
on, which may be effected at some medium value s of
~x —(~, it is immaterial how% behaves for small (x—f ) &s.
Therefore the solution of (443) at large distances, and
consequently the scattering, will remain unaltered if V is
replaced by another potential U provided only the asymp-
totic behavior of the wave function for distances

~ g
—x~

large compared to the range of the nuclear forces, is the
same in the two potentials U and V.

To discuss this asymptotic behavior, it is sufficient to
consider the wave equation of the relative motion of
neutron and proton, neglecting the oscillator potential:

(k2/m) s„p+(E.' —V(~))y =0, (444}

where n=g —x and -', tn is the reduced mass. If g is ex-
panded in spherical harmonics, the radial wave functions
of the partial waves l/0 will be the same as for free
particles, owing to the short range of the nuclear forces.
This means spherical symmetry of the scattering ($15).
For l=0 we have (cf. f14, Eq. (51)}

where

{445)

{445a)

(445) corresponds to a scattered wave of amplitude rp in
any direction. ~' The total scattering cross section fJp is

0 0
——4mrp'. {445b)

(In the notation of )14, r 0
——1/P if the spins of neutron and

proton are opposite, and rp ———1/e if they are parallel. )
%e compare the solution (445) with the solution of the

differential equation

(446)

where the "auxiliary potential" U is defined by

U= —Up for q (R,
U=0 for g &R.

If U is chosen so that the Born method is applicable, the
amplitude of the wave scattered in the direction 8 is

"The scattering amplitude is generally (cf. M32, p. 24)
00

f(O) =2.&p (2l+1) (e"~&—1)P~(cos O),
0

where bg is the phase shift of the partial wave of angular
momentum l (cf. f14). In our case, hi=0 for /&0 and
Bp=Xrp (cf. {51p), (445)), so that

f{8)=2iXrp/2iX=rp.
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U0«~'. (448a)

This condition is reconcilable with (447a) and (448) be-
cause combination of (447a) and (448a) gives

m U'0R'/3k'«mE'/3k'E, '= 1j'3E, (448b}

which is actually fulfilled according to {448) {r0=10 "cm;
1/%=reciprocal neutron wave-length =10~ cm or more).
It is therefore possible to choose U0 and R so that (447a)
and (448a) are fulfilled simultaneously.

3. Calculation of cross section The Sc.—hrod-
inger Eq. (443) can now be solved by the
Born method: In zero approximation, we take
plane waves for the neutron, and oscillator wave
functions for the proton. Let fo and f„bethe
wave functions of the proton before and after the
collision, k and k' the initial and final wave vector
of the neutron. Then the difkrential cross section
per unit solid angle dao is, according to the Born
formula

2ss
o.(ct)dco=dco ——I exp [i(k —k') )j

V 4mk2~

X &(i x —hi)A(x)|t. '(x)dxd5 . (449)

Now the potential U extends only over a region
R small compared to the wave-length of the
neutron, and small compared to the amplitude of
the proton oscillator (cf. (447a)). Therefore in the
exponential ( may be replaced by x. Then the in-
tegration over & can be carried out, and we ob-
tain, using (448),

ed~= (e'/o)(2ro)'l J' exp [i(k—k') xj
Xcto(x)f *(x)dxl 'dco. (450)

(M32, p. 88, Eq. (5}and p. 87, Eq. (1))

f(O) = -(m/4wh') J'U(o) exp (tE(no —n) «)ctr, (44')

where n0 and n are unit vectors in the direction of incident
and scattered wave.

A, If we want this result to be identical with the scatter-
ing from the true nuclear potential, we have to fu1611 the
following conditions:

(1) f(8) must be independent of 8 {cf. above {445)).
This means that the extension R of the "auxiliary poten-
tial" must be small compared to the wave-length 1/E, i.e.,

ER« f. {447a)

(2) The amplitude (447) must be equal to r0. Since the
exponential reduces to unity, owing to (447a), we have
with (446a)

f(a) =m U+3/3k~ =r,. (448)

B. In order that the Born approximation is applicable,
Up must be small compared to E'.

In the limiting case of eery st/l neutron
energies, only elastic collisions are possible so
that e'=e. Also, k and k' are then very small so
that the differential cross section per unit solid
angle is 4ro'dcd, independent of the angle T.he total
cross section is (cf. (445b))

0 = 16mr02 ——40.(„ (451)

i.e., four times the cross section, for free protons.
This factor 4 may be directly understood from
the Born approximation, once the validity of this
approximation has been established. According
to (449), the scattering cross section in the Born
approximation is proportional to the square of
the mass m, for a given potential energy. Now if
the protons are tightly bound, the neutron mass
has to be inserted for m, while in the case of free
protons we must use the reduced mass rn/2

For the calculation in the general case (neutron
energy comparable to ha&) we assume that the
proton is initially in the lowest vibrational state
which will practically always be true. The wave
functions of a one-dimensional oscillator are:

where

f„=(2or)
—'n!-&e—&t'II„(g),

&
=x(h/2mco)-& (452a)

and the Hermitian functions are defined by
Uahnke-Emde, Tables of Functions, p. 105)

dn
II„(P)—eHo (e i (h cc)c)—-

do."
(452a)

CO

A.=(2or) &n! tl e-&«—&'+'o &d$
l (453)

Edn"— i. o

with g.= (k.—k.') (Ic/2mcd) &.

Elementary integration gives

A, = (ig.)"n!-te-&o.'. (453b)

(450) reduces to

2'~ 2ssy~ 2ne

odco =4ro'(o'/o)dc e—o' (-454)
Sg ogjt tS g ~

t

The normalization of (452) is such that J'ct„'d$
= 1. Our matrix element (450) then is a product
of three integrals referring to the x, y, and s co-
ordinates. The x integral is
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Then
0 g2$

o.(8)d«i= —e "dq'.
n ~

(456a)

The total cross section for excitation of the nth
vibrational state can be obtained by integration
between the limits

q;.=c&—(e —n)&, q ..=e&+(c—n)&. (456b)

The total cross section for excitation of level n
becomes

FrG. 12. InBuence of the chemical binding of the protons
on the slowing down of neutrons in a hydrogenous sub-
stance. Isotropic binding of hydrogen atoms assumed.
Abscissa: &=ratio of neutron energy to quantum energy
of the vibration of the hydrogen in the molecule. Ordinate:
Ratio of the cross section to that for free protons. Solid
lines: total cross section and energy loss cross section,
(The average energy loss per collision is one-half the neu-
tron energy times the ratio of energy loss cross section to
total cross section. ) Broken lines: contributions of elastic
collisions {m=0}and of one (m=1) and two (m=2) quantum
excitations to the total cross section.

with

q' =q.'+qy'+ q.' = (!'t/2mco) (k —k') '

= (E+E'—2(EE') & cos 8)/!'t«i. (454a)

0 is the angle of deflection of the neutron and

n,n„n, the vibrational quantum numbers of the
excited state of the proton in the three directions
of space. In (454a) it has been tacitly assumed
that the vibrational frequencies are the same for
the three directions of space, but (454) will be
generally true even for anisotropic binding of the
proton (cf. below).

4. Isotropically bound protons. Under the as-—
sumption of isotropic binding, (454) may be
summed over all the substates n,n„n,of the state
of total vibrational quantum number

For n=0 (elastic collisions) o reduces to

o.-«= («/~)(I —e ") (458)

which decreases from 4crp at &=0 to 0.980p at
6= 1.

For large energies e and all values of n not
very near e, the second term in the square
bracket in (457) is negligible while the first is
practically unity. Then

o =«/e, (e))1) (459)

independent of n. The maximum value of n is
equal to e by definition (456). Therefore the total
cross section for large ~ is ap, and any energy loss
between zero and the total energy shou is equally
probable, just as we found assuming free protons.

Fig. 12 gives the cross sections for elastic
scattering (n=0) and excitation of the first and
second vibrational state for neutron energies be-
tween 0 and 34'. The total cross section is given,
and the "cross section for energy loss"

o.= (oo/e) [f.({~ —(~ —n) & I')
—f-({~'+(~—n)'I')3 (45&)

with

( x x2 xpf.(~)=e *{ &+-+ + "+—{. (4»a)
~! 2! n ~)

n=n, +n„+n„ o,=( 2/)Pn~. (460)

e =E/h«i; e —n =E'/i't«i. (456)

the summation giving

o d«i =4ros(E'/E) &q'"e-&'2~ sin 8d8/n!. (455)

With (454a), we may write

dq'= 2(EE') & sin Id'/h«i. (455b)

Furthermore, we introduce the abbreviation

This definition of r& makes it equal to Op for high
energies. For the energies considered, o i (in con-
trast to o&,&,i) remains smaller than oo, but down
to almost &=i the difference is not large. This
means that the eSciency of the parafFin in slow-

ing down the neutrons remains practically the
same down to a neutron energy equal to the
energy Aced of the proton vibration.
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5. Quantitative considerations. Energy distrsbu
tion besom l volt.—The calculations given are not
yet directly applicable to our problem because the
protons in paraffin are not bound isotropically.
The vibration frequency in the direction of the
line joining the carbon and hydrogen atom is
about v~ ——3000 cm ', in the directions perpen-
dicular to it, v2

——800 to 900 cm '. According to
the foregoing, a noticeable effect on the slowing
down of the neutrons will not be found until the

neutron energy has decreased to about he2 ——Z~hcv2.

This means that the neutron distribution law

(440) should hold approximately down to the
energy E=hco2=0. 1 volt, with nearly constant
l(E). There will, of course, be a slight deviation
from (440) in the direction of a larger number of
neutrons for energies below, say, 1 volt, but, ac-
cording to Fig. 12, this deviation will probably be
less than a factor 2 for all energies above 1.25
hro2 =0.13 volt.

Only for energies smaller than h~2, the transfer
of energy to the C —H vibration will no longer
be possible, and any further slowing down can
only occur by transferring energy to the CH2
groups as a whole. This is equivalent to an in-

crease of the "eRective mass" of the hydrogen
from M=1 to 14 (molecular weight of CHg).
Accordingly, the average energy loss of a neutron
per collision is reduced to 2m'/(M+m)'=1/8
times the neutron energy. Therefore, if, e.g. , we
let neutrons pass from a block of hot paraffin to
one of cold paraf6n, it will take 8 collisions rather
than one to "cool" the neutrons to the new
temperature (more accurately: to reduce the
diRerence between neutron and paraffin "tem-
perature" to 1/e times its initial value).

It might be thought that the distribution func-
tion of neutrons at energies below hcv~ will be
affected accordingly, so that the number of neu-
trons of energy E would be roughly 8 times the
number given by (440). This is not the case,
simply because energies of this order are no longer
in the domain of the validity of any formula
similar to (440) but are already in the domain of
the Maxwell distribution. The entire energy dis-
tribution of the neutrons can be divided into two
parts: The high energy region where the neutrons
lose energy continuously, and the low energy re-
gion where energy gains in a collision are about as
frequent as losses. In the first region formula

(440) will hold, with possible corrections for the
efFiciency of the decelerating process. In the
second region, we shall have a Maxwell distribu-
tion. The total number of neutrons in the Max-
well region will be equal to the number produced
per sec. Q, times the mean life r of a neutron.
Therefore the number having an energy between
E and E+dE is:

The right-hand side is identical with the number
N of collisions before absorption, introduced by
Fermi (cf. (484)), except that the mean free path
at energy &ok T stands instead of that for energy
kT. Assuming the ratio of the mean free paths to
be 2.8 (cf. 464), the right-hand side becomes
N/2. 8=53, using Fermi's determination of N.
Then (461a) has the solution

co ——8, (461b)

corresponding to about 1600 cm ' at room tem-
perature. The Maneell distribution thus extends

up to about twice the energy of the weaker hydrogen
bond, and joins directly to the distribution (440)
with constant l (of course, all these statements are
approximate only).

6. Anisotropic binding of hydrogen We now. —
consider the inRuence of the anisotropic hydrogen
bond on the elastic scattering cross section at
thermal energies. The diRerential cross section
(455) becomes

O.id' sin gdx=4ro'2~ sin ddt~ sin ydx

e "' '~2 ~s'=oo sin fdic sin y

yo—2(1—cos8)(E) coH ++f2 8 )() (462)

where @ is the deflection of the neutron (angle
between lr and lr'), x the angle between the vector
k —k' and the direction of the strong bond, and

61 E/hN 1 62 E/h&2 (462a)

so that 1&1= g&2. (462b)

Since the energy is supposed to be small com-

N(E)dE=27r &Qr(kT) &E'e s''rdE (461)

The limit of validity between distributions (440)
and (461) will be given by that energy eokT for
which they give the same number of neutrons.
We find

eo 'e&= r(8kT/7rm)~/t(eokT) (46.1a)
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pared to both the bonds h~i and hau2, we can ex-

pand the exponential in (462). Then the integra-
tion is straightforward and gives for the total
cross section

32
o.~

=4ao 1 —2e'+ —(e'e, + ~aP)
15

I
' '2 + ~'~ '2+

35 E 24 j
2048

+ (c'&g'+ )+, (463)
1575

= 3@i+3 62. (463a)

lgg = 0.3 cm. (465)

From this together with (464) we would conclude
a mean free path for neutrons above one volt of
about

lo=0.85 cm. (465a)

Amaldi and Fermi also measured the mean
free path of these faster neutrons directly. A
detector for such neutrons, e.g. , a sheet of Ag
or Rh screened by Cd, was placed on top of a
parafFin block. An absorber of the same material

2'" Fermi (F17) gives 3.3 00, assuming the hydrogen bond
to be isotropic with t =3000 cm '.

At room temperature, kris about 200 cm ', so
that ~2=-'„e&=—,'„~'=—,', . Then the elastic cross
section becomes

0'gi = 2.80'O.

Thus the mean free path of thermal neutrons will

be about 2.8 times smaller than that of neutrons
above one volt energy. "'

7. Conclusions. Mean free path of neutrons at
and above thermal energies. —Amaldi and Fermi
(A11) have measured the mean free path for
thermal neutrons by determining the number of
thermal neutrons which were scattered out of a
neutron beam by varying thicknesses of parafFin.
The number of thermal neutrons was measured

by the difference in the radioactivities produced
in a piece of rhodium with and without a screen
of cadmium. Since Cd is known to absorb the
thermal neutrons, such a measurement will in-

deed yield the number of thermal neutrons fairly
accurately. The mean free path found in this way
by Amaldi and Fermi was

It seems that the measurement of l&h is some-
what more accurate, and we accept therefore

~0
——0.9 cm

as the true value of the mean free path. Taking
the density of paraffin as 0.90, the scattering
cross section becomes

0' =14 10 '4 cm' (466)
2 ~ 6.05 10" 0.90 0.9

where 14 is the molecular weight of CH2 and 2

the number of hydrogen atoms per CH& group.
Inserting this into (62), we find for the energy of
the virtual '5 state of the deuteron

e' = 105,000 volts. (467)

This Figure replaces the figure of 40,000 volts
given in (62a) which was erroneous because the
eRect of the chemical binding of the scattering
proton had not been taken into account.

D. Spatial distribution of the neutrons in parafBn

The spatial distribution of the neutrons is a
result of their multiple scattering during the
process of being slowed down. Fig. 13 gives the
distribution as observed by Amaldi and Fermi
(A11) for two neutron energies (thermal and Ag
resonance"). The quantity given is the number

30 The distribution of the Rh and I resonance neutrons
was also given by Amaldi and Fermi (A11, Fig. 7'). These
distributions are very similar to those of the Ag resonance
neutrons.

was inserted in the parafhn, at various depths x
below the surface. The decrease in the activity of
the detector bA was measured as a function of
the depth x simultaneously with the activity Ao

of the lower surface of the absorber itself. Then
bA jAO gives the probability that a neutron with

an energy equal to the resonance energy of ab-
sorber and detector, is able to travel a distance x
in parafhn without losing its property of being in

resonance. Since all known resonance levels have
a width small compared to the resonance energy,
almost every collision will throw a neutron out of
resonance. Therefore the measurements referred
to will give directly the mean free path lo of the
resonance neutrons. From both the measure-
ments with Ag and Rh, Amaldi and Fermi de-

duced
lo= 1.1 CI11.
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of neutrons found in a spherical shell of radius r
surrounding the source. The distribution curves
show an increase at small r because of the increase
in the area of the spherical shell, and then a de-
crease which is for large r practically exponential
with a decay constant of 0.106 cm—'. Since we
know that the spatial distribution is primarily
determined by the diBusion of the neutrons while
fast (cf. A), the reciprocal of the decay constant,
i.e. , 9.4 cm, will be a measure of the mean free
path for fast neutrons. The very complicated
energy dependence (62) of the cross section for
collisions with hydrogen atoms must be taken
into account. , and 1t must be cons1dered that the
neutrons which have suffered a collision have a
smaller mean free path than those which have
not. Furthermore, collisions with oxygen atoms
are very important for fast neutrons, firstly be-
cause of the rapid decrease of the hydrogen cross
section with increasing neutron energy, and
secondly because a collision with an oxygen atom
may cause a deflection of the neutron by a large
angle while the deflection in collisions with hy-
drogen atoms can at most be 90'. The very diRer-
ent eR'ect of oxygen and hydrogen collisions on
the energy and the direction of the neutron makes
the treatment of their combined eRect rather
diFficult. Moreover, considerable uncertainty is
introduced in the calculations because the magni-
tude of the cross section of oxygen for fast neu-
trons is known only approximately and its de-
pendence on energy not at all. Finally, the whole
problem is further complicated by the inhomo-
geneity of the neutrons from the source
(Rn+Be).

Fermi has given a general formula for the
mean square distance (r')A, of slow neutrons from
the source, taking into account all the eRects
mentioned (F17). This rather complicated for-
mula was applied by Horvay (H38) to the problem
of neutron diRusion in water. Assuming for the
cross section of oxygen the reasonable value
2 10 '4 cm', Horvay 6nds that the observed
value of (r')A„requires an initial average energy
of the neutrons of about 3 MV which seems
quite reasonable in comparison with the observed
distribution of neutrons from a radon-beryllium
source (D21).

Bethe (unpublished) has tried to obtain ap-
proximately the shape of the distribution curve,

Nri)

FIG. 13. Distribution of neutrons in a large volume of
water, according to Amaldi and Fermi (A 11, Fig. 1').
Abscissa: Distance r from source in cm. Ordinate: Number
of neutrons of group A and C with distance between r
and r+dr. Solid curves: observed. Broken curves: calcu-
lated with rough assumptions.

using very simpli6ed assumptions about the
diRusion process and determining a constant
(essentially the mean distance traveled by fast
neutrons) from the experimental data. The result
of this admittedly rough calculation is also given
in Fig. 13.

In this section, we shall limit ourselves to a
calculation of the difference between the mean

square distances of slow neutrons of diRerent
energies from the source. This diHerence can be
used for a determination of neutron energies
(A11, cf. below) and is comparatively easy to
calculate because between 1 and 10,000 volts the
mean free path is practically independent of the
energy.

Let rj be the distance traveled from the source
by a neutron of final energy Ei and r&=r&+r
that for energy E2. Then we want to calculate

(r, ')„„—(r, ')„„=(r') „„+2(r,r),„.(468)

The "correlation term" (ri r)A„may be neg-
lected" if a large number of collisions is neces-
sary" to slow the neutron down from E& to E&.
We now denote the number of these collisions by
N, and the distance traveled between the n —j.st
and eth collisions by p„.Then

"It can be shown that this term is actually compensated
by other neglections made in the course of the calculation.

~This can always be achieved by choosing E& large.
E.g. , we may choose E1 equal to 10,000 volts throughout.
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(469)

where 8 is the angle between the vectors p
and y„.The three quantities in the last term are
statistically independent of each other. Denoting
the mean free path between two collisions by l,
we have"

(p.') ~. = 2P, (u-) a. = I, (469a)

and therefore

(r') i„——2XP(1+ Q (cos i1„„)i,) (470)
m—n 1

=2' P (cos a.. .+i)&,.
k~o

(470a)

cos 8"~, ~+I =cos 8~„&+q q cos 8~+1—i, ~+a

+sill i7«, «~i; i sill 8«+i; i, «+i cos y. (472a)

The second term vanishes upon averaging over
y. Therefore we have, with (472),

(Cos i! «, «+k) iy = (COS 8«, «+Q—i) Av(cos 6«+i 1, «+i)Av'—
=(cos ~.. -+i)A.'=(3)'.

Therefore the sum over k in (470a) gives 3, and

(r') A„——6NP =6P log E,/Ei. (473)

This is the formula used by Amaldi and Fermi.

» The probability of a given value of p, is e p "dp„'l
{definition of the mean free path).

The sums have been extended to infinity because
the terms decrease rapidly with k.

Ke shall 6rst assume that only collisions with
hydrogen atoms occur. Then the average number
of collisions necessary is (cf. (437a))

N = log (Ei/Eg). (471)

The average cosine of the angle of deflection in a
collision is (cf. (436b))

(cos i1„,„+i)i„——Jo""cos i1 cos 0 sin 8d8 —:

Jo "cos 8 sin i1d0= 2. (472)

If y is the angle between the plane of y +k I, y
and the plane of y„+~ ~, y +~, we have

Now we take the collisions with oxygen atoms
into account. Let 20. be the ratio of the cross
sections of oxygen and hydrogen for slow neu-
trons (1 to 10,000 volts). Then the number of
collisions will now be (one oxygen atom per two
hydrogen atoms!)

N=(1+a) log (Ei/Ei),

and the mean free path

(474)

/=Io/(1+a), (474a)

where Io is the mean free path with hydrogen
only. After a collision with an oxygen atom, the
direction of motion of the neutron will be prac-
tically random. Therefore the average cosine in
(472) lnust be multiplied by the probability that
the collision is with a hydrogen atom, giving

(cos 8, +i)„„=2/3(1+a). (474b)

(472b) will remain unchanged except for the last
expression. Therefore we obtain instead of (473)

(r')"= [64'/(1+3 )J log (E /E )

a=3.3/2 14=0.12.

Inserting in (475), we have

(475a)

(r'),„=4.8 log (Ei/Ei) cm'. (476)

The numerical factor 4.8 diRers appreciably from
the value used by Amaldi and Fermi (9.7). The
diRerence is due partly to the neglection of the
rather large eRect of oxygen collisions, partly to
a diRerent value used for the mean free path in
parafFin (1.1 instead of 0.9 cm). The ~alue given
in (476) agrees very much better with the meas-
urements of Amaldi and Fermi ($60) than their
old value.

At energies below one volt, (476) will fail. We
may divide this low energy region into two parts:
The region between 1 volt and thermal energies,

lo is known from the measurements of Amaldi
and Fermi, its value is 0.9 cm in paraffin (cf.
(465c)). In water, it should be larger by the ratio
of the number of hydrogen atoms per cm' i.e., by
the factor 0.9.18/1.0.14=1.16, giving lo ——1.04
cm. The cross section of oxygen for slow neu-
trons was measured by Dunning and others (D23
and Table XXVII) and found to be 3.3 10 "cm'
so that (cf. (466))
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(r )Mexeell (477)

where I. is the diffusion length" of Maxwell
neutrons. I. has been measured by Amaldi and
Fermi and found to be 2.1 cm in paraffin so that

(r'-)M„„„~~=26cm' paragon

On the other hand, Amaldi and Fermi have
measured the difference in (r')A„between thermal
neutrons and neutrons of about one volt energy
(resonance group of Rh). In water, this difference
is 50cm'. This would mean that (r')A„increases by
50 —35=15 cm' when the neutrons are slowed
down from 1 volt to thermal energies. This figure
is, of course, not very accurate.

and the Maxwell region. In the 6rst region, the
mean free path l, the energy loss, and the angular
distribution of the neutrons will be complicated
functions of the energy (cf. Section C), so that
the increase in r' cannot be calculated in any way.
In the Maxwell region we have complete diRu-
sion and, according to (487b),

and therefore
g=const. , AJ'=0

(480)

The total number of neutrons throughout the
parafhn is fFdv= Qr, (480a)

where Q is the total number of neutrons emitted
per second by the source.

Z. Production of neutrons in a plane x=0.—We
have q =q'8(x) where 8 is Dirac's b function. The
solution is

F—
1q~( r ~D) 1e—I

z'
, (o r) (481)

neutron with respect to capture. The second
term, q, is the number of thermal neutrons pro-
duced in the volume element per second by the
neutron source; in a homogeneous block of paraf-
fin, g will be a slowly varying function of the co-
ordinates whose variation ~e shall neglect. We
shall treat the solution of (479) for various cases
which are of practical importance:

1. Homogeneous paragon, no absorber, homo

geneous production of neutrons. We h—ave

E. Diffusion of thermal neutrons It satis6. es the condition

~dF q—lim 2D(
~

=q'.
E dx),

When the neutrons have been slowed down to
thermal energies, they will diffuse through the

paragon Assuming that the mean free path is in The current starting from x =0 is equal to (cf.

dependent of the neutron velocity, and that the
scattering of thermal neutrons by protons is
isotropic, we have for the diffusion coefficient
the well-known formula

where

D = -', lt,hv„

v. = (8h T/n. m) l (478a)

is the average velocity of thermal neutrons, and
l the mean free path of thermal neutrons (cf.
(465)).

For a stationary distribution, the diffusion
equation takes the form

BF/i7t =DAF+q F/r = 0. —(479)

Here F is the number of neutrons per cm'. The
first term on the right represents the neutrons
entering a given volume element per unit time
by diffusion, the 1ast term the number disappear-
ing from it by absorption, v being the 1ifetime of a

(Factor 2 for the two sides of the plane. )
According to (481), the probability that a

neutron emitted at x=o, reaches the plane x
without being absorbed, is proportional to

where

p(x) =e *",

I = (Dr)' (482a)

is the "diAusion length. "
I has been measured by Amaldi and Fermi in

the following way: An absorber of thermal neu-
trons (Cd) is placed at a certain plane x=0 in
paraffin. Then the neutron distribution will be
given by (480) minus (481) where q is the numbers

of neutrons produced by the source per cm' and
sec. , and q' the number absorbed in the absorber
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per cm' and sec. The activity in a detector placed
at a distance x from the absorber, is then meas-
ured with and without the absorber. The differ-
ence turns out to be indeed an exponential func-
tion of x; its rate of decay measures the diffusion
length 1.. The result of the measurements is

I.=2.1 cm. (482b)

In the actual experiment, the detector was kept
fixed at the surface of a paraffin block and the
absorber placed at various depths x. Since the
density of neutrons near the surface of a paraffin
block is a function of x, it was necessary to meas-
ure the number q' of the neutrons absorbed by the
absorber itself by measuring its own activity.
The decrease in activity of the detector due to the
insertion of the absorber, divided by the activity
of the absorber, must then be proportional
to e

3. Lifetime of neutron in paragon. —Using the
definition (478) of D and (482a) of L, we have

experimental and theoretical value of Xo is not
very good.

4. Point source of neutrons W—e assume now
q=0 everywhere except at r=0. Vte find

and therefore

D d'(rF)/dr'=rF, 'r,

rF = ce "~~

(487)

(487a)

J'r'Fr'dr
(r') g„—— ——6I.' =2'', (487b)fFr'dr

a result which has been used in (477).
5. Absorption of neutrons by a thick plane ab

sorber. —If there is an absorber at x=0 which
absorbs al/ neutrons striking it, the neutron
density will, in first approximation, be zero at
x=0. If neutrons are produced at a rate q per
cm' per sec. , the neutron density at a distance +x
from the absorber is (cf. (480), and (481) with
q' chosen so as to make F(0) =0)

I —3 lghvg T. (483) F=qr(1 —e *ic). (488)

Q'e define the "average number of collisions be-
fore absorption"

The neutron current is, according to the defini-
tion of the diffusion coefficient

Then we have

E=o.r/l, h (484)

(484a)

5= —D grad F.

Therefore the current of neutrons falling on the
absorber from the right-hand side

S=D(8 F/Bx) 0 qDr/L =qL.——
With I.=2.1, /ii, =0.30 (cf. (465)), we find

(485)

Considering the ratio 2.8 of the mean free paths
for faster neutrons and thermal neutrons (cf.
(464)), we find

¹=8 r/l 0150/2. 8 =53.

A theoretical calculation of r on the lines of )17
gives, with the value ~e'~ =105 kv (cf. (467)) for
the energy of the '5 state of the deuteron:

Xo = 182 if the '5 state of the deuteron
is stable, (486)

Xo ——75 if the state is virtual.

The experimental value (485a) thus decides
uniquely in favor of a virtual '5 state of the
deuteron. However, the agreement between the

All the formulae given are valid only inside the
paraffin. Near the surface of the paraffin, the
density of neutrons of more than Maxwellian
energy will be smaller than inside, and will de-
crease towards the surface. Therefore the rate of
production of Maxwell neutrons g will vary
fairly rapidly and in a complicated way with the
coordinates so that the solutions given are no
longer valid. All quantitative measurements of
the absoj ute activity of detectors should therefore
be made inside the paraffin rather than at its
surface. The effect of an absorber for thermal
neutrons, usually Cd, in the interior of the paraf-
fin differs from that of an external surface in that
the Cd does not disturb the distribution of the
neutrons of more than thermal energy, and leaves
therefore the rate of production of thermal neu-
trons constant all over space although their actual
density will not be constant.
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F. Angular distribution of the neutrons emerging
from pars%ri. Activity of detector in interior
of parsn and near absorber. Albedo (F17)

One of the most important practical questions
about the distribution of thermal neutrons in
paraffin is the problem of the activity produced
in various conditions in a detector. The two most
important cases are:

(1) A thin detector is placed in the interior of
the paraffin, without any absorber near it.

(2) The detector is on one side covered by an
absorber for thermal neutrons (Cd).

Case l.—If Ii is the density of neutrons at
some point in the interior of the paraffin, the
number of neutrons crossing unit area of the
detector at an angle 0 with respect to its normal,
is per unit time (from both sides together)

Fv cos8 sin ddt. (490)

The number absorbed per unit time in a thin
detector of area s, thickness b g/cm' and absorp-
tion coefficient K cm'/g is accordingly

v/2

A =s Fv, cos 8 sin 8d8Xb cos 0

and the activity by

A =K JI f(8)(b/ o 8) R BdP=K ( + b)-
(492b)

so that
A =SKu (a+ 2ib)/( -,'a+ ,'-b)- (493)

We may also define the "effective density" from
the activity by means of (491)

F ff(0) = (S/v, )(a+ ,'b)/(--', a+ ', b) -(49. 3a)

According to (493a), the neutron density is
not exactly zero at the absorber, as we have as-
sumed in (488). On the other hand, it will still
be true (cf. (488)) that F is approximately linear
in the distance x from the absorber. %'e may thus
write

F(x) =a+Px (494)

and have, according to (488a) (493a) (478)

viously given by

u/2

5= 0 sin Bd8=2a 3b 492a
0

= Fv,Kvi, (490a)
P=S/D=3S/lv. , (494a)

where m =sb is the weight of the detector. Thus
we can define the density of neutrons by the
activity produced in a detector

F=A/v Kw.

Case Z.—The activity produced in a detector
placed on the front side of an absorber will be
closely connected to the neutron current emerg-
ing from the paraffin near the absorber (cf. (489)).
The connection will, however, involve the angu-
lar distribution of the neutrons emerging, which,
near an absorber, will not be uniform as in the
interior. Let us assume that the number of neu-
trons striking unit area of the absorber (and de-
tector) in the direction 8 per second is given by an
expression of the form

f(8) sin 8dili = (a cos 8+b cos' 6) sin Ddt,

= (S/v, ) (a+ ,'b)/( ,'a+ 'b-). -(494b)

We may now use (494) in order to calculate
the angular distribution of the emerging neu-
trons. A neutron which has a collision at the
depth x and moves in the direction 8, has the
probability exp (—x/l cos 0) of emerging from
the paraffin without further collision. The num-
ber of neutron collisions per sec. at a depth be-
tween x and x+dx is dxF(x)v, /l, by deFinition of
the mean free path l. Assuming isotropic colli-
sion, the fraction -', sin Bdd of the neutrons col-
liding will have the direction 8 after collision.
Thus the total number of neutrons emerging in
the direction will be

y(e) Sill ada=2 Siil ada I dxF(x)(v, /l)8 *i' "'~
(495)

f(&) =0,
0&a &x/2 (492)

s/2 &0&v.

Inserting (494) and integrating over x, we obtain

f(8') = ', v, (n cos i—li+Pl cos' 8). (495a)

This proves the distribution assumed in (492),

a = —',cxv. , b = ', Plv. —(495b.)

VA shall show below that the distribution actu-
ally has this form. If it does, the current is ob- with
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Inserting this into (494b), we find

~ = (~/s. )(~+kPI)/(k~+ 3PI) (495c)

Comparison with (494a) gives

-/»=l( +!pI)/(! +HOPI)

where lo is the mean free path of the neutrons if
only collisions with hydrogen are counted, and 0.

is one-half the ratio of the cross sections of carbon
and hydrogen, i.e. , about 0.14 (cf.Table XXVII).
Thus we should expect for neutrons above
thermal energy in paraffin

and therefore
(496)

—x, =+3 0.9/1.42=1.1 cm. (499a)

Inserting this into (492) (495b), we find for the
angular distribution of the neutrons

The activity of the detector becomes, if we in-

sert (496) (495b) into (493),

f(8) cos 8++3 cos' 8. A. =+3SEw (500a)

xo ———0.18 cm. (498b)

This would mean l = 0.31 cm, in very good agree-
ment with the direct determination of the mean
free path 1=0.30 cm (cf. (465)).

As has already been mentioned, these con-
siderations are also valid for neutrons of higher
than thermal energy at the surface of paraf6n.
In calculating the e8'ective mean free path, it
must be considered that the directions of motion
before and after a collision are correlated. By an
argument similar to that in Section D, it may be
shown that

1=3lp/(1+3a),

This means that relatively more neutrons are
emitted in the forward direction than would be
expected according to the simple cosine law
which is valid in the interior of the paraffin (cf.
(490)). This agrees with observations of Fink
(F20). The law (497) may be expected to hold
not only for thermal neutrons emerging from
paraffin near an absorber, but generally for all

neutrons leaving a paragon block at a surface
(provided only the mean free pa, th of the neu-

trons is small compared to the dimensions of the
paraffin block).

The density distribution (494) becomes with

(496)
F=p(x+1/g3). (498)

This means that the straight line representing
the density as a function of the distance x from
the absorber, would cut the x-axis at

xo ———I/g3. (498a)

Amaldi and Fermi have observed the density
distribution (A11, Fig. 8); it is sufficiently nearly
linear and may be extrapolated to a cut with the
abscissa at

so that
A; = g~v, Km =pl~i,EKm (501)

A;/A. =¹. (502)

The activity of a thin detector in the interior of
the paragon should thus (cf. (485)) be about 12
times greater than near an absorber. Direct ex-
periments by Amaldi and Fermi gave a ratio of
about 11., again in excellent agreement with the
value deduced from the ratio of diffusion path to
mean free path.

The ratio (502) can be interpreted using the
concept of the "albedo. " A, is the activity ob-
served at the surface of a paraffin block. If we
have paraffin on both sides of a detector, and if
the two blocks of paraffin did not influence each
other, the activity wouM be 2A, . In reality, each
paraffin block reflects the neutrons coming from
the other. If p is the reflection coe%cient (albedo),
then the number of neutrons once rejected will be
2A,P, that of the neutrons twice reflected 2AoP'

etc. , and the total activity

A, = 2A, /(1 —P)

so that the albedo has the value"

(502a)

P = 1 2E & =0 83— .(503)

'» Added in Proof: Halpern, Lueneburg and Clark (H11a)
have given a vigorous solution of the albedo problem. They
find

P=1-2.31M & (503a)
if the incident neutrons are distributed according to the
cos 6 law and

P=1--2.48M &

for a cos2 0 distribution.

(503b)

and, with (489) (484a),

A, =+3gI.Ew= ply, ¹'Xm. (500)

This may be compared with an activity in the
interior of the paraffin of (cf. (490a), (480),
(484))
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II60. NEUTRoN REsow~ea ENERGiEs (G17,
G18, G18a, F33, A11, H8, H9, H10)

The most satisfactory method for determining
neutron energies is a mechanical device which
measures directly the neutron velocity. Such a
mechanical velocity selector was constructed by
Dunning, Pegram, Fink, Mitchell and Segre
(D25, D26, F19, F20) and used in order to deter-
mine the velocity distribution of the neutrons
absorbed in Cd. The velocity selector consisted of
four Duraluminum disks each of which bore 50
sectors of sheet cadmium, the spacing between
the sectors being about the same (3.5') as the
angle subtended by each sector (3.7'). Two
disks were mounted on a rapidly rotating shaft
(up to about 5000 r.p.m. ), a distance d =54 cm
apart; the other two were hxed within 5 mm of
the rotating disks. Each pair of disks, one rotat-
ing and the adjacent 6xed one, represents a shut-
ter for the neutrons absorbable in Cd, the shutter
being opened and closed 50n/60 times per second
where e is the number of revolutions per minute.
The two pairs of disks act as a velocity selector:
Neutrons of velocity v are strongly absorbed by
the shutters if

s = (100n/60) d. (504)

Thus, with 0=54 cm, a speed of about n=2500
r.p.m. is necessary to absorb the "Maxwell neu-
trons" of s = (2k T/nt)& =2.2 10' cm/sec.

The experiments gave in fact a decrease in the
number of transmitted neutrons, as detected by
the disintegrations produced in boron with the
help of an ionization chamber. The decrease was
largest when the velocity selector rotated at a
speed of about 2500 r.p.m. As a function of the
speed of rotation, it followed closely the curve
calculated from the assumption of Maxwellian
distribution of the neutrons absorbed in cadmium
(Fig. 14). This shows that (1) Cd is indeed a
strong absorber for neutrons of thermal energies,
(2) that boron is a good detector for such neu-
trons, (3) that thermal neutrons are present in

large quantity in the interior of the paragon and

(4) that their distribution is practically Maxwel-
lian, as we have concluded from our theoretical
investigation of the diffusion of neutrons in paraf-
fin ($59). A further confirmation of these points
is found in experiments which show a shift of the
maximum absorption to slower rotation upon

5

X
O

l~
t l~

cooling of the paragon used for slowing down the
neutrons.

The mechanical velocity selector, while suc-
cessful with thermal neutrons, does not seem ap-
plicable to the resonance groups of neutrons. As
we shall see in this section, the energies of the
neutrons causing resonance disintegration of
nuclei, range from about 1 to several hundred
volts, corresponding to velocities from 6 to j.00
times thermal velocity The .rotational speed of
the velocity selector would have to be increased
in the same ratio, i.e., to between 15,000 and
250,000 r.p.m. which appears at present not to
be feasible.

Another rather direct method which might in
the future become usable is the diHraction of
neutrons by a suitable scatterer which would
serve as a measurement of the neutron wave-
length. Thus far, however, only qualitative indi-
cations of neutron diHraction have been ob-
tained (M23).

A. The boron absorption method

According to the foregoing, we are forced to
make use of less direct methods for determining
the neutron energy. The simplest of these meth-
ods is based on the assumption ($58) that the
absorption coefficient of slow neutrons in boron
and lithium is inversely proportional to the neutron
velocity. This assumption is amply justi6ed
theoretically by the small density and large width
to be expected for the energy levels of light nuclei,

,0 l000 2000 RP1 3000 4000 SOOO
SQPOO i80+00 Q5 2%@00 380.000 4SQOOO

S KC.

FIG. 14. Velocity selector of neutrons. Distribution of
slow neutrons measured with the mechanical velocity
selector by Dunning, Pegram, Fink, Mitchell and Segre.
The solid curve represents the Maxwell distribution at room
temperature.
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($58B). In addition, it has been confirmed by
the following experiments 34

(1) Dii'ectly in the region of thermal energies

by Rasetti, Mitchell, Fink and Pegram (R4, R5)
using a mechanical arrangement which measures
directly the deviation from the 1/s law (cf. II58B,
end);

(2) Indirectly for higher energies by the fact:
that the absorption coefficients of Li and B
change in the same way with energy (G17, H8);

(3) Approximately by the agreement between
the observed ratios of the resonance energies of
various elements derived by two diR'erent

methods, vis. the absorption in boron and the
spatial distribution of the resonance neutrons in
paraffin (A11, cf. (60B);

(4) Qualitatively by comparison with experi-
ments showing the order of the resonance levels
of various nuclei in the energy scale (H10, cf.
)60C).

Of the two light nuclei showing strong absorp-
tion of slow neutrons, boron is the more suitable
because its absorption coefficient (per g/cm') is
about 10 times as high as that of Li. A high ab-
sorption coefFicient is desirable in the first place in
order to keep the required thickness of the ab-
sorber small and thus the geometry manageable.
But even more important is the fact that scatter-
ing can be expected to be relatively smaller com-
pared to the capture probability if the total ab-
sorption coefFicient is higher because the scatter-
ing cross section will be of the same order for all
light nuclei. Now the observed absorption is

equal to the absorption by capture plus the ab-
sorption by scattering. The capture cross section
decreases with increasing energy as E & while the
scattering cross section remains constant. There-
fore the total absorption coe%cient wi11 cease to
depend sensitively on the energy when the cap-
ture cross section becomes equal to or smaller
than the scattering cross section. %'e estimate
the scattering cross section to be about 4. 10 "
cm' (average of other light elements, cf. D23 and
Table XXVII). This must be corrected because
in the experiments neutrons moving in all direc-

"A breakdown of the 1iu law for boron was announced
by Arsenjewa-Heil, Heil and westcott (A16) who main-
tained that all the resonance levels found experimentally
lie actually inside the thermal region. This is due to a
faulty interpretation of their experimental results, cf.
footnote 37.

E„,=Kg, (lt u,/K„,)'. (505)

There is some question as to what to insert for
the thermal energy. This problem is, however,
well-dehned if we remember that both the ab-
sorption in boron and the activity produced in the
detector are proportional to I/s, i.e., to E &.

Denoting by Xo the absorption coe%cient in

tions inside a hemisphere are counted. Therefore
we assume the efkctive scattering cross section
to be half the total, i.e., 2 10 '4 cm'. Then we
find that capture and scattering will become equal
at about 7 volts for Li (a«~&. ——34 10 "cm' at
Z= kT =1/40 volt) and at about 2500 volts for
8(o;.p~.

——600 10 " cm' at 8=AT). Lithium
would therefore be useless for all resonance
groups which lie at neutron energies higher than
"I volts (cf. H9). Even for boron, the observed
absorption should be corrected for scattering
which introduces quite an appreciable correction
to the energy especially if the resonance energy
lies high. At the same time, since the scattering
cross section of boron can only be estimated
roughly, a fairly large uncertainty will remain in
the energy values given, even after the correction
for scattering has been applied.

The principle of the experiment is very simple
indeed: the absorption coefhcient of boron must
be measured, once for thermal neutrons and once
for the resonance neutrons of the detector in
question. As we know ($58), any neutron detec-
tor is made radioactive by thermal neutrons as
well as by its particular "resonance neutrons. "
To separate the two activities, a sheet of Cd is

placed between the neutron source and the
detector: Cd is known to absorb all the thermal
neutrons and to be practically transparent for
the neutrons of higher energy ("resonance neu-
trons") (cf.. $61G). Thus the difference of the
activity in the detector with and without the Cd
absorber will give the activity produced in it by
thermal neutrons, while the activity with Cd
shield must be attributed to the resonance neu-
trons. Both the activities, resonance and thermal,
must be measured without the boron absorber
and with boron, preferably as a function of the
thickness of the latter. From these measurements,
the absorption coeHFicients for the two groups of
neutrons can be deduced. The energy of the
resonance group is then
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boron of neutrons of energy k'1, and introducing

x= (8/kT) & (505a)

we have for the activity transmitted through a
thickness l of boron:

3 0 s g rtl

I(l) =4m.—&Io I xse s'dxe '«o-'s&' (506)

(506a)I(l) =Ioe ~~s'.

The average absorption coefficient K~i, is defined

by

The "effective thermal energy" to be inserted in

(505) is then

(506b)

where the function

I= Io&(E/), (508)

e(x) =Jl did(1++3u)e-s~"/(1+is+3) (508a)

has been calculated by Fermi and is given in A11,
~ More extensive calculations on the transmission. of

thermal neutrons by boron were made by Zahn (Z1a} and
Laporte (L1b}.

For very small thicknesses of boron, we obtain
by a straightforward integration (B15)

Eoi,= (rr/4) k T. (507)

For larger thickness the integral must be evalu-
ated numerically; the result is given in Fig. 15.
Here the efI'ective "thermal energy" A~i, to be
inserted in (505) is plotted against the (natural)
logarithm of the transmission coefficient I/Io
which follows directly from experiment. It is
seen that E&& rises only very slowly with increas-
ing thickness of the boron. For a transmission of
50 percent which is most convenient for experi-
ments, we have E~i, almost exactly equal k'1 as
was already found by Goldsmith and Rasetti and
used in the evaluation of their experiments. "'

Another point which requires some attention,
is the oblique incidence of the neutrons on the
absorber. If the experiments are made at the sur-
face of the paraffin, the angular distribution of
the emerging neutrons is approximately given by
the law (497), f(8) cos 0++3 cos' 8, for both
thermal and resonance neutrons. The absorption
will thus not be exactly exponential, but will
follow the absorption law

FIG. 15. Absorption of thermal neutrons in boron. The
detector is assumed to obey the 1/v law in the thermal
region. Abscissa:

~
log F

~

where F=I/Io is the transmission
coefFicient of the boron absorber. Ordinate: "Effective
thermal energy" as a fraction of k'r. In determining the
energy of resonance neutrons by the boron method, the
"effective energy" obtained from this Figure should be
inserted for the thermal energy.

Fig. 1i and in Fig. 16 of this report. From the
given transmission ratio I/Io, the value of x =XI
can be read from the curve and therefrom the
absorption coefficient Eobtained. If the absorber
thickness for each detector is chosen so that the
transmission coeScient is the same for all
detectors, the absorption coefficient in boron for
the. various resonance groups will be inversely
proportional to the respective thickness of the
boron absorbers used, independently of the
angular distribution of the neutrons.

The most extensive measurements have been
made by Goldsmith and Rasetti (G17). The
results are listed in Table XXII. The values
given by Goldsmith and Rasetti have been cor-
rected for scattering, a cross section of 2 10 '4

cms being assumed (cf. above), corresponding to
an absorption coefficient of 0.11 cm'/g due to
scattering. This makes all the energy values
slightly higher than those given by Goldsmith
and Rasetti.

The top row in Table XXII refers to thermal
neutrons, "measured with a Rh detector as the
difference between the activities without and
with Cd. The other figures refer to resonance
groups. In general, one figure is given for each
activity produced. This will represent the
energy of the strongest resonance group, or some

Ii' According to Fig. 15, the "effective energy" of thermal
neutrons corresponding to a boron transmission of 35
percent, is 1.09k T=0.028 volt.
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TARSI.E XXII. ¹Ntron resonance energies
(from boron method).

DETEC-
TOR

Rhs
25 Mn
29 Cu
33 As
35 Br
45 Rh
45 Rh
47 Ag
47 Ag
47 Ag
49 In
49 In
53 I
75 Re
77 Ir
79 Au

FILTER PERIOD

Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd+Ag
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd
Cd

44"
150'

5f
26 hr.
18'

22lf
22" »

2.3'
13/I
54'
25'
20 hr.
19 hr.
2.7 d

THICK"
NESS
OF 8
AB-

SORBER
g/em~

0.02
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.58
0.081
0,054
0.108
0.108
0.58
0.108
0.081
0.58
0.23
0.108
0.108

TRANS-
MIS-
SION

70

35.2
43
50
54
50
50

63
60
51.5
50
53
53
64
46
53

ABS.
COEFF.

K
{cm~/g)

28
0.73
0.57
0.49
0.57
4.15
4.6
2.8
2. 1
0.54
3
3.8
0.50
0.83
3.5
2.8

K
CoR-

RECTED
FOR

SCAT"
TERING

27.9
0.62
0.46
0.38
0.46
4.05
4.5
2.7
2.0
0.43
2.9
3.7
0.39
0.72
3.4
2.7

(volt)

0.028
60

100
150
100

1.3
1.1
3.0
5.5

120
2.6
1.6

140
40

1.9
3.0

s Thermal neutrons.
b 8 group.

average energy, if there are several resonance
groups of about equal intensity.

Only in the case of the short period of Ag (22"),
a separation into two resonance groups may
easily be carried out, because part of the Ag
"resonance neutrons" are very strongly absorbed
in Ag (A group), another part (8 group) much
less strongly. This behavior suggests the presence
of two resonance levels, a narrow one (A) and a
broader one (8). The neutrons of the A group
have an average absorption coeFficient of 20
cm'/g in Ag; therefore a layer of 0.25 g/cm' Ag
will absorb them almost completely while

practically not affecting group 8 (Z 0.3 cm'/g
in Ag). The activity due to neutrons passing
through such a layer of Ag may thus be ascribed
to the 8 group, the rest of the activity to A.

It is seen from Table XXII that there are
several resonance levels near 1 volt, vis. Rh 44",
Rh 3.9', In 54', Ir 19 hr. These resonance levels
can be shown to overlap ($61E) ("D group" of
Amaldi and Fermi). The same is true for the
"A" level of Ag 22" and the level of Au (A group,
energy near 3 volts). VAth the exception of
In 13"and of the "8" level of Ag 22" (5 volts),
all the remaining levels lie between 40 and 160
volts. The determination of their position is
certainly not very accurate, partly because of
the uncertainty of the scattering correction. It is
plausible to assume (cf. G17) that these higher
values actually represent averages over several
levels'" while the lower values give the true

"" This view is confirmed by experiments of Ruben
and Libby (R17a) who show that the boron absorption

GROUP

Goldsmith and Rasetti
Amaldi and Fermi
v. Halban and Preis-

werk

Rh 44" Ag "A" Ag "B"

4.15
4.7
6.3

2.8
3
3.4

2.1
2.3

I Br

0.5 0.57
1.0
0.7 0.35

The agreement is in general satisfactory. It is
likely that for Br the determination of v.

coefficient of the neutrons producing activity in iodine
decreases by about a factor 7 if the neutrons are first
filtered by an iodine absorber.

positions of the resonance levels. If the first
resonance level lies very low compared with the
average spacing between levels, its eRect will in

general be much larger than that of higher levels,
because the activity is cet. par. proportional to
E„&(cf. (550a)). If the first resonance energy is

of the order of the spacing of the levels, the
second, third . . . levels will give contributions
of the same order as the first.

From these considerations it seems that the
average spacing between the energy levels of
medium heavy and heavy nuclei (Z)40) is

probably of the order of 10 to 30 volts, near zero
kinetic energy of the neutron (cf. )53).

For the lighter nuclei (Mn to Br), the energy
values observed are consistently high. It seems
reasonable to assume that they represent the
true position of the lowest level in spite of
being "high, " because lighter nuclei are ex-

pected to have a larger spacing between the
levels ()53) and because no "low" values are
observed for this lighter group. This spacing
would then appear to be of the order of a few
hundred volts, for Z near 30.

Other observations with the boron method
have been made by Amaldi and Fermi (A11)
and by v. Halban and Preiswerk (H8, H9).
Amaldi and Fermi find values of the absorption
coefficient in close agreement with Goldsmith
and Rasetti, except for the thermal neutrons
(38 cm'/g instead of 28 cm'/g). The value of
Goldsmith and Rasetti was taken for the com-
putation of Table XXII; it agrees with a value
found by the same authors using an approxi-
mately parallel beam of neutrons, vis. 30 cm'/g,
whereas Livingston and Hoffman (L33) find a
value (36 cm'/g) near that of Amaldi and
Fermi. The values found for the absorption
coefFicient of "resonance neutrons" in 8 are
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I:Ag: Rh=20: 3.S: &. (509)

The agreement with the result of the boron
method (160:3.5: 1) is rather satisfactory con-
sidering the extreme sensitivity of the energy
ratio to small errors in (r')A„. The corrections
suggested in II59D improve the agreement con-
siderably as compared to the values given by
Amaldi and Fermi (4.5: 1.9:1).

C. Transformation of one resonance group into
another

v. Halban and Preiswerk have pointed out
that a neutron resonance group of high energy
will be transformed into a group of lower energy
by passing through paraf6n, and have used this
fact for establishing the order of various neutron
resonance levels in the energy scale. The experi-
mental arrangement is as follows: Neutrons
emerging from a large paraftin block pass
thmugh seven thin paraf6n plates of 3 mm
thickness each. At the end of this series of plates,
a neutmn detector is placed, screened by
cadmium. An absorber A can be interposed
between any two of the parafhn plates, or at
the end of the series right in front of the de-
tector. The activity in the detector is measured
as a function of the position of the absorber.

Halban and Preiswerk is better, since from other
evidence (cf. Section C) it seems that the Br
level lies higher than the I level.

B. Method. of the d.istribution of resonance neu-
trons in @rater

Amaldi and Fermi have also used an alter-
native method, based on the fact (fj59D) that
the mean square distance of the neutmns from
the source increases with decreasing energy
(cf. (476)). The activity of various detectors
(Rh, Ag, I), screened by Cd against thermal
neutrons, was measured at various points in a
large tank of mater which contained the neutron
source at its center. The distributions are shown
in AIi, Fig. 7. They show a small but de6nite
shift towards larger distances from the source in
the order I, Ag. (short period, A+8 groups),
Rh (short period, marked "D" in figure). The
values of (r')A„measured are 262.2, 270.6 and
276.6 cm' mater, respectively, for I, Ag and Rh.
From (476) we have then for the ratio of the
energies

Immediately behind the absorber, the charac-
teristic resonance group of the absorber will be
missing in the neutron spectrum while otherwise
the spectrum will be unaR'ected. However, when
the neutrons pass through parafFin after trav-
ersing the absorber, the "hole" in the neutron
distribution will shift to lower energies. There-
fore, if the detector is made of the sante material
as the absorber, its activity will be strongly
reduced if the absorber is placed right close to it,
and mill be much less reduced if parafBn is
interposed between absorber and detector (v.
Halban and Preiswerk, HS, H9). From such
measurements, the mean free path of the
resonance neutrons in para%n may be deduced
(A11, cf. $59. C7).

If the detector has a resonance level higher
than that of the absorber, the result will be
about the same except that the inRuence of the
absorber is much smaller to start with, because
it is only due to the overlapping of the neutmn
levels of absorber and detector. E.g. , v. Halban
and Preismerk found that a certain Ag absorber
reduced the activity of their I detector by only
5 percent but that of their Ag detector by 80
percent when there was no paraffin between
absorber and detector.

However, when the resonance energy of the
detector is lmver than that of the absorber, the
"hole" made by the absorber in the neutron
distribution, will gradually cover the resonance
region of the detector when the neutrons pass
through paraftin. Therefore, in this case, the re-
duction of the activity of the detector by the
absorber will increase with increasing thickness
of the paraf6n interposed between absorber and
detector up to a certain maximum, and start
decreasing only then. The position of the maxi-
mum will be an approximate measure of the
ratio of the resonance energies (cf. method 8)
awhile its height will be connected to the width
of the resonance level of the absorber.

VA'th the method described, v. Halban and
Preiswerk were able to determine the relative
positions of the resonance levels of various
elements. They found that the resonance energies
could be arranged as follows'.

Br (18'))I)Ag (22"))Rh(44") In Ir. (510)

This order agrees in general with the order found
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by Amaldi and Fermi from the diffusion method
8, and with that determined by the boron
absorption method A.

The value of the method of transformation of
neutron groups into each other lies firstly in the
qualitative confirmation of the assumptions made
about the boron absorption. Secondly, it is
superior for establishing the order of high
resonance energies which cannot be measured
very well by the boron method (cf. above,
scattering correction!). E.g. , it shows that the Br
level is higher than that of I while the evidence
of the boron method is contradictory on this
point. Moreover, it will indicate, at least
qualitatively, when a nucleus has several reso-
nance levels: If one level of nucleus A lies higher,
another lower than the resonance level of a
given other substance 8, then we should expect
an increase in the reduction of activity upon
interposing paraffin boy when A is used as ab-
sorber and 8 as detector, and when the arrange-
ment is reversed. Applications of the method to
the determination of the width of levels will be
discussed in the following section.

D. Resonance levels of nuclei which are not
activated

The determination of the position of resonance
levels is much more difticult if the nucleus in
question is not made radioactive by neutron
capture. Ke can, in this case, only measure the
absorption of the activity of other detectors in
the substance in question. The information which
can be obtained about nonactivated neutron
absorbers is about the following:

(1) The absorption of thermal neutrons in the
substance can be measured. The number of
thermal. neutrons can be measured either by the
activity produced in any detector, or by the dis-
integration of Li or B. In each case, the diR'er-

ence between the number of disintegrations
observed with and without a screen of Cd,
gives the number of thermal neutrons. By this
method, the absorption coefhcients of almost all
elements for thermal neutrons has been measured
by Dunning, Pegram, Fink and Mitchell (D23)
and for some additional elements (rare earths) by
Hevesy and Levi (H31).

(2) The average absorption coefficient for
faster neutrons can be measured, using a 8 or Li

chamber shielded by Cd. The ratio of this
absorption coefficient to that for thermal
neutrons R~ is a characteristic of the substance 5.
It may be compared to the corresponding ratio
8& for boron. If R~ is approximately equal to R&,
the 1/v-law holds approximately for the sub-
stance. Then the substance 5 will in general not
possess any resonance levels at low energies.
If R8 &R~, we shall expect a resonance level of 5
at low energy but above thermal energy. The
result R8&R~ indicates a resonance level in the
thermal energy region itself or at small negative
energy.

(3) The absorption coefficient for neutrons of
certain known energies can be measured, using a
detector whose resonance level is known. E.g. ,

we may measure the absorption of one-volt
neutrons by using Rh (44"), that of three-volt
neutrons by using Ag (22") as a detector, the
detector being in each case screened by Cd.
The interpretation is similar to, but more definite
than in (2). For a number of absorbers, notably
Cd, IIg, Sm and Gd, it has been found that the
absorption coefFicient for D neutrons (Rh reso-
nance group) is almost negligibly small com-
pared to that of the thermal neutrons. The ratio
is about 1:100 in Cd, Sm and Gd (G17), as
compared to 1:7 in boron. This shows that the
absorbers mentioned must have very low resonance
levels. Their exact position depends on the width
assumed and can therefore be determined only
in connection with other experiments measuring
the width of the levels (cf. $61G).

It may happen that a given absorber shows
very strong absorption for the neutrons of a
known group. In this case, we would conclude
that the absorbing substance has a resonance
level coinciding with this group. No such case is
known among the nonactivated absorbers, and
it is indeed rather unlikely to find the level of an
absorber in this way because the energy regions
for which we possess speci6c detectors are very
narrow and widely separated.

(4) The approximate position of the resonance
levels of nonactivated absorbers may be ob-
tained by the method described in C. A number
of detectors must be used whose resonance
energies form an increasing series. The absorber
to be investigated is placed between the paraffin
plates and the reduction in activity measured as
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a function of the thickness of paragon for the
various detectors. Then it will be found that for
the low-resonance detectors the intensity re-
duction will increase when a small amount of
parafhn is interposed while it will decrease for
the high-resonance detectors. The resonance
energy of the absorber will lie between that of
the last detector which shows the increase and
the first one which does not. No experiments of
this kind have yet been carried out.

(5) If the absorption of the substance is
detectable by the boron or lithium detector, the
energy of the resonance level can be estimated by
interposing a boron absorber, in addition to the
given substance, between neutron source and
boron detector. The reduction of the neutron
intensity by the substance can then be measured
as a function of the thickness of the additional
boron absorber, which determines the boron
absorption coefficient of the resonance neutrons
of the substance.

$61. Tome. (y-RAv) WiDTH oF NEUTRoN REso-
NxNcE LEvELs (815, A11, G18a,

M2a, R4, L32)

According to the general formula (430), the
capture cross section for neutrons of a given
energy E may be written

oN(E) = o 0/(1+ (E—E,/-', I')') (511)

provided the energy of the neutron is not too
diferent from the resonance energy E,. Oo is the
cross section at resonance (cf. 430b), I' the total
"natural width" of the level.

A. Doppler effect

In comparing this formula with experiment,
it is in some cases necessary to take account of
the Dopp/er effect The velociti. es of the capturing
nuclei are not negligible compared to the neutron
velocities, and the Doppler width introduced in
this way is sometimes comparable to, sometimes
even larger than, the natural width.

If e, is the velocity of the capturing nucleus in the
direction of motion of the neutron, then e—u will be the
relative velocity of neutron and nucleus. The relative
kinetic energy is then, neglecting terms of the order u'/e,

E'= $es(e —@,)~ =E—{2mE)&N„(522)
where E is the absolute kinetic energy and m the mass of
the neutron. Now the probability of finding a nucleus of

~($, E) = J'~N(E')(E')dE'=«4(k, &)
with

g = {E—E„}/-'r
g= r/s,

—'P(~—u) ~

0(t, &)=~ )f„(+,4'

= (E'-E,}j-,'r.

(524)

(514a)
(514b)

(515)

(515a)

f($, x) is in general a complicated function of x. Simple
expressions are obtained

(a} for & very large (purely natural width)

C(~, ~}=1/(1+"} (515b)

and (514) (515) reduce to (511);
(b) for g very small (pure Doppler width) and x&&( '

o(s, ~}=!'~-~"'; {515c)

(c} for verv large x&& P
2 and any &

0(.", ) =1/(1+ ');
(d) for x'=0 (exact resonance) and any g

y(P, 0) = —,'~&ge&&
I 2 —e(-,'g}g,

where 4 is the Gaussian error function

e(-,'(}=2~-& J;&& e-~Z~.

(515d)

(516)

In the special case of large g (natural width), (526) reduces
to unity, meaning (cf. (514)} that in this case the cross
section at exact resonance is equal to «. In the case of
small & (Doppler width) we have P(g, 0) =$m~g, meaning
that the cross section at resonance is reduced to

D(E.) =' ~ or/& (516b)

Experimentally, the quantities measured most
easily are the total activation, and the absorption
of this total activity by thin absorbers of the
same substance ("absorption coefficient for self-
indication"). The total activation is propor-
tional to

C= J'n(E)cr($, E)dE,

if n(E)dE is the number of neutrons in the energy
"5 is here defined as one-half of the quantity denoted by

the same letter in the paper of Bethe and Placzek (B15).

velocity I, is given by the Maxwell distribution function

m(N )de, = (M/2mkT)4 ~" 'i2~~de (512a)

where 3E is the mass of the capturing nucleus. Inserting
(512), we find for the probability of a given E' (for fixed E):

zo(E')dE'= ~e (E' E) /~ dE'/6, (513)
where

a =2(mE„kT/M) & (513a)

is the "Doppler width. ""E, has been written instead of E
because the neutron energy is supposed to be near the
resonance energy E,.

The energy to be inserted in (511} is, of course, the
relative energy E'. The effective cross section for neutrons
of energy E is then
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interval dE. Since 0 varies rapidly, e slowly with
the energy, we have (cf. 514, 514a)

C= -', 7rFn(E, ) (ro. (518)

A thin absorber will absorb a fraction c~(v, E)
of the activity produced by the neutrons of
energy E, where c is a constant depending on the
thickness of the absorber in g/cm', and v =F/6'
where 5' is the Doppler width for the absorber.
This may be diRerent from the Doppler width 6
for the detector because the temperatures may be
diRerent. The eRective absorption "cross section
for self-indication" is then

J'n(E)n((, E)a(v, E)dE
~.(k, v) = —,(519)

J'n(E)a($, E)dE

The integral in the numerator may be evaluated
(B15);then (519) becomes

~.(t v) =k«4(i o) (52o)

f =2fv(~'+v')-: .(520a)

In the usual case of equal temperature of ab-
sorber and emitter this becomes

(520b)

According to the definition (514b) (513a) of $,
this means that 0, is one-half of the resonance
cross section at one-half of the temperature of
absorber ao.d detector. If the temperatures of
absorber and detector are not equal, one-half
their arithmetical mean should be inserted,
according to (520a).

From the total activity and the eRective cross
section for self-indication 0, we can define the
"eRective width" of the neutron level

F.fg ——C/n(E, ) cr
„ (521)

so that (cf. 518, 520)

F.„=~F/y(i'll, 0). {521a)

For natural width, $(gv2, 0) = 1 (cf. (516)) so that

C = n(E,)~.', F J—'dory(P, ~). (517a)

As can easily be seen from the definition (515) of
f, the integral has the value m. independent of $

so that we obtain

B,=n(E„)s,F.(fK,w. , (524a)

where n(E, )dE is the number of neutrons per
cm' in the energy interval dE about E„,and
therefore n(E„)s&Ethe number of neutrons in
"The effect eras incorrectly interpreted by these authors

as evidence that the Ag resonance neutrons had actually
thermal energies.

~ This experiment was first suggested and preliminary
results reported by Frisch (Copenhagen Conference, June
1936).

"The relation between B, and C (cf. I'5f7), 4,'518), 521))

while for pure Doppler width f()v2, 0) = (s/2) &f.

and (cf. (514b))

(523)

For intermediate values of &=F/5, a power
series and a graph for I',«have been given by
Bethe and Placzek (B15, Fig. 2 and $5).

If the Doppler width is large compared to or of
the same order as the natural width, the cross
section for self-indication, and therefore also the
eRective width, will change with temperature. In
the extreme case $«1 (pure Doppler width), o,
will be inversely proportional to the Doppler
width, i.e., proportional to 1—

&. This behavior is
exactly the same as would be expected for
thermal neutrons assuming the validity of the
1/v law. A temperature eRect of this type has
actually been observed for the resonance activity
of Ag by Arsenjewa-Heil, Heil and Westcott
(A16)." If Doppler width and natural width
are comparable, the temperature dependence of
the cross section a, may serve for a determina-
tion of the natural width I' from the .known
Doppler width (513a)."
B. Measurements of the effective width from

activity and absorption coefBcient

The eRective width may be deduced (cf. (521))
from the total activity produced in a given de-
tector by the resonance neutrons and the cross-
section for self-indication if the number of neu-
trons per unit energy n(E,) is known. Let K be
the eRective absorption coeScient of the detector
in cm'/g for its resonance neutrons, so that

K, =0,/M,

where 3f is the mass of one atom of the detector.
Then the total activity of a thin detector of
weight w (in grams) is"

F,g( = 7rF, (I' ))6), (522) B,= (me, /M) C. {524b)
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n(E,)v, =gl, /E„, (525)

where g is the number coming from the source
per sec. and cm' and 30 the mean free path of
neutrons above thermal energy. q is connected to
the total number Q coming from the source per
sec. by

Q= fqdQ, (525a)

the integral being extended over the whole voI™
ume of the paraffin. We should thus measure the
activity of our detector as a function of its
position, and integrate over the whole parafFin;
then we find

this energy interval striking unit area of the
detector per sec. The "activity" is here defined as
the number of neutrons captured per sec. , or the
number of P-rays emitted per sec. by the radio-
active substance produced, immediately after an
infinite time of irradiation. The detector must be
so thin that it absorbs neither the resonance
neutrons nor the P-electrons to any appreciable
extent; otherwise corrections have to be applied
(cf. A11).

The number of neutrons n(E„) can be ex-
pressed by the number emitted from the source
with the help of (440):

where Q has the same meaning as in (526).
Combining (526) and (527a), we find"

F.ii ICii, L+3E„E„
where Y= fB&n/fB, bdn (528a)

is the ratio of the activities. According to the
measurements of Amaldi and Fermi, 1.=2.1 cm
(cf. (482b)), lo ——0.9 cm (cf. (465c)) so that

+3L/lo 4.0, ——

F,(i/E„=4.0 YE)i,/E„. (528c)

The actual measurements are complicated by
the fact that the activities must be measured all
over the paraffin. This can be avoided if only
relative values of the "fractional width" F.if/E„
are required, i.e., e.g. , when F,i&/E„has already
been determined for one substance. The spatial
distribution of various resonance groups is
sensibly the same (cf. A11, Fig. 7). Therefore if
8~ and 82 measure the activities of two detectors
at any one place (e.g. , near the maximum neutron
density), we have according to (524a) (525)

l B,dQ = QloK„wF.n/E, . (526) (Feii) &Fen'i ( Br &

I
—:I—

I
=I(E„)i EE„)g EE„TV)i (K„w)p

Q may now be obtained from measurements of
the activity produced by thermal neutrons (in any
detector). This activity is conveniently measured

by determining the activity of' the detector when

it is covered by Cd from one side, and subtracting
therefrom the activity obtained with Cd on both
sides. Kith a Cd cover on one side, the activity
of the detector due to thermal neutrons is,
according to (500),

Big =+3g LKigw, (527)

where I is the diffusion length ($59E), Z&i, the
absorption coefficient of the detector for thermal
neutrons and g' the number of thermal neutrons
produced per cm' and sec. Owing to the diferent
distribution of thermal and resonance neutrons
in the paraffin (cf. II59D, Fig. 13), q' will in

general be diHerent from q. However, by integra-
tion we obtain

J B&i,do =QL+3X&i,w,

A further complication is the finite absorption
of neutrons and electrons in the actual target.
This correction is somewhat ambiguous since the
absorption coefficient for resonance neutrons de-
creases rather rapidly with increasing thickness
of the absorber (cf. below, Section C) and this
decrease depends on the ratio of, natural to
Doppler width (cf. above, Section A). Amaldi and
Fermi corrected their results assuming a constant
absorption coefficient which means an over-
correction, i.e., an overestimate of the true
resonance activity without absorption and there-
fore an overestimate of the width F.ii (cf. (528)).

"It is, of course, not necessary that the activity of
thermal and resonance neutrons is determined in the same
detector. This fact was made use of in the determination
of the width of the iodine level by Amaldi and Fermi. The
activity produced by thermal neutrons in iodine is very
small, therefore a Rh detector was used to determine the
number of thermal neutrons. The numbers given for
thermal neutrons in the I column of Table XXIII refer
therefore to Rh, not to I.
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TABLE XXIII. S"idths of neutron resonance Levels. TABLE XXIV. Test of the one-Level formula.

SUBSTANCE

J'8 resdQ

J 8th dO
K, (cm'/g)
Eth (Cm~/g)
~ eff/~r
E'„(cf.Table XXII)
v, ff (volts)
(27'. ) &3(cf. {513a))
I'

Rh

1.16
1940'
0.7
0.17
1.3
0.22
0.09
0.07

0.72

20
0.25
0.036
3.0
0.11
0.13

&0.03

0.045

0.38
0.7
0.33

140
50
0.9

15(.')

'O'This large value for the resonance absorption coef6cient of Rh
was given recently by Manley, Goldsmith and Schwinger (M2a) on
the basis of their own data and those of v. Halban and Preiswerk.
It is almost 10 times the value originally given by Amaldi and Fermi
(2.0 cm~fg) which causes large changes of all results about the Rh
level (cf. 815).

'A'e have recalculated the correction using the
absorption curve for resonance neutrons given
in Fig. 16, curve e. %e find that the A group
activity in the Ag detector of-Amaldi and Fermi
(thickness 0.057 g/cm') is reduced by a factor
of 0.45 by absorption (Amaldi and Fermi give
0.35). For Rh, we used the most recent value of
the resonance absorption coefficient (M2a), viz.
l.9 cm'/g (A and F give 2.0) and find 0.079 for
the absorption factor (A and F give 0.193).

The results of Amaldi and Fermi are given in
Table XXIII. For Rh, the effective width ob-
tained is 2.5 times larger than (2n.)& times the
Doppler width (cf. (523)), therefore the natural
width is certainly much larger than the Doppler
width and may be calculated from (522). For Ag,
F f f as obtained from the activity is exactly equal
to (2n)& times the calculated Doppler width.
Therefore the natural width must be very small
compared to the Doppler width and cannot be
calculated from I', ii (Possib.ly measurements at
lower temperatures would allow a determination
of the natural width. ) For iodine, the situation is
the same as for Rh. However, the natural width
of 15 volts obtained seems implausibly high ($87).
The reason for this is, we believe, that the ac-
tivity in iodine is due to a large number of
resonance levels of various energies, the observed
I f f being the sum of the widths of all these levels.
This assumption is plausible because the "eAec-
tive" resonance energy of I lies very high (cf. the
remarks after Table XXII)."b

Thus the measurement in Rh seems to be the
only reliable 6gure for the natural width of

SUBSTANCE

F
& from (535)
& from Table XXIII

1.16
7.5
2

Ag

0.72
13

3
3.3

40

B,= ql0', ~~,mI'/ME„ (531)

independent of the ratio of Doppler width to
natural width (cf. (518)). For thermal neutrons,
we have simply to insert the average cross section
(averaged over the Maxwell distribution) into
(527). Assuming that the first resonance energy
E, is large compared to both the level width 1
and the thermal energy A=AT, we find

B h = +3g'L(w/M) i0o1'E;&(E-&) „(532)
where (E &)A, is to be calculated as the average
over the thermal neutrons striking the absorber.
Since the number of such neutrons in the energy
interval dE is proportional to the number of
Maxwell neutrons of energy E, M(E)dE, times
the velocity v E&, we have

J'M(E)dE 1
532afM(E)E&dE (E&),

where (E&) is the average of E& over the Maxwell
distribution,

nuclear resonance levels which is available at
present. According to the considerations in )58,
this width must be interpreted as the "y-ray
width, " i.e. , as giving the probability of p-ray
emission from the excited state of the com-
pound nucleus. The lifetime of this state is
i'/I'=1. 0 10 '4 sec.

C. Test of the one-level formula

If we assume that the cross section is, from
zero neutron energy up to the first resonance
level E„determined by the first level alone, we
have (cf. (430))

~E y k

IT=00] —
)

. (530)
&E) 1+(E„E/',r)—-

We may apply this formula to obtain the ratio of
the activities due to thermal and resonance
neutrons. For resonance neutrons we have, ac-
cording to (518), (524b), (525):

4'b It is also conhrmed by measurements of Ruben and
Libby (R17a) (cf. reference 35a). (E').= (4/~) '(&7') '. (532b)



Kith the values lo ——0.9 cm, L, = 2. j. cm, this gives

I' 1.'?5

(E kT)& F
(534a)

In contrast to (528), I' is the nalsiml width of the
line. The denominator on the left-hand side is

proportional to the Doppler width; therefore we
have (cf. (513a), (514b))

I'
I

~q I (Mq I l, 1 088Ai

E3i &~i I. I' (535)
V

For the three elements listed in Table XXIII, the
results are given in Table XXIV.

The result is fairly satisfactory only for Rh.
This substance is just the one for which the one-

level formula may be expected to hold best
because it has a resonance level at very low

energy which in addition is fairly broad and can
therefore be expected to give a large contribution
to the cross section at thermal energies.

For Ag, there is no agreement at all. From the
one-level formuIa w'e should conclude a natural
width much larger than the Doppler width while

actually we found that the natural width is
negligible compared to the Doppler width. This
means that the cross section for thermal neutrons
is much larger (F much smaller) than would be
expected from the one-level formula. This again
is understandable because the Ag level is ex-
tremely narrow and thus cannot be expected to
give a large contribution to the thermal cross
section. Probably the "8"level (cf. Table XXII)
gives a much larger contribution.

For I, the data on the thermal activity which
are available are rather scarce, the value of Y
being estimated. The situation is here the oppo-
site of that with Ag, showing that the I' obtained
in Table XXIII is probably grossly overesti-
mated. VA suggested already in view of the very
high value of I' obtained in Table XXIII that

Thus (532) becomes

B i, =o(3 )&il'L(w/M)ooI'E, &(kT) &. (533)

As in Section B, we integrate the activities (531)
(533) over all the paraffin and obtain for the ratio

J'B-.d& . t'~q & lo (E.kT)I
I = =4( —

~

—— —. (534)
J'Bihd0 I 3i I. I'

the "resonance" activity in iodine is presumably
due to a number (n, say) of levels. Assuming this,
(528) will give n times the average value of
I',n/E, . Furthermore, if it is assumed that the
interference terms between the contributions of
various levels to the thermal cross section average
out, 8th will be given by a formula of the type
(532) with I times the average of ooI'E, & over
all the levels replacing the simple 001'E, &.

Therefore, with this assumption of negligible
interference, formula (534) should give the aver-

age value of $ for the resonance levels contribut-
ing, while from Table XXIII we should get
approximately n times this average value. This
would mean that about 40/3. 3=12 levels con-
tribute to the iodine activity which seems
plausible. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to
assume that the P derived from (534) may still be
suSciently in error to make the actual average of
P of order unity or even smaller, corresponding to
natural widths of the individual iodine levels of
the same order as for Rh.

o, = -', oro oI'/I'eii

and from (530) (532a) (532b)

a ih =—o'm. &ir oI"/E„&(kT) &.

(536)

(537)

The ratio of the absorption coeRicients is thus

a formula which could have been obtained also
from (528) and (534). If the Doppler width is
small compared to the natural width (which can

D. Widths from the one-level formula

From the considerations of Section C, we may
conclude that the use of the one-level formula is
justified for substances which have a not too
narrow resonance level at low energies. For these
substances, the one-level formula may be used to
calculate the width from the absorption coeffi-
cients for resonance and thermal neutrons, in the
absence of measurements of the total activity.

For this purpose, we compare the cross section
for self-indication (520) with the average cross
section for thermal neutrons which we calculate
from the one-level formula (530). We have from
(520) (520b) (521a)
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TABLE XXV. IVidtks fronz one-level formul g.

SUBSTANCE Rl 44" I&54~
Ag 22" Ag 22"

Ir Au (Group A) {8)
Kr (cm~/g)
xth (cm~/g)
B„(cf.Table XXII)
I' (from 538, volts)
$ =I'/6
Calculated Y

(cf. (535))
Observed Y

19
0.7
1.3
0.13

3.8
0.6
1.6
0.34
9

1.0 4
1.0 0.25
1.9 3.0
1.0 0.34

30 9

20 03
0.2 0.2
3.0 5.5
0.14 1.7
2.7 23

2.2 1.0 0.4 1.3 3.4 0.4
1.16 — — — 0,72 ~.3

(538a)

This is fulfilled for a11 cases except for the A
group of Ag.

The results for various elements are given in
Table XXV. The absorption coefficients are due
to Amaldi and Fermi. "'The absorption of ther-
mal neutrons must be corrected if more than one
activity is produced in the same substance, as in

Ag and In. In Ag, the ratio of the long period to
the short period activity (initial activity after
infinite irradiation) is about 1:3 (private com-
munication of Professor Goudsmit) so that 4 of
the absorption coefficient is due to the short
period. In Indium, the ratio of the activities is
In54 . In~~ ——3:2 (cf. A11) so that 60 percent of
the absorption of thermal neutrons is due to the
long period. 4' These figures have been used in
Table XXV. All other substances have only one
strong activity. %here possible, the absorption
coefficients measured with detector of the same
substance as the absorber were taken. kT is
taken as 0.026 volt.

As can be seen from the Table XXV, the
natura1 width I' turns out to be much larger than
the Doppler width in all cases except for the A
group of Ag. Thus the widths derived ought to be

be checked from the result) we have, according
to (522):

F=2 &E„&(kT)~(Eh/IC, )&. (538)

The condition I'»6 is equivalent to (cf. (513a))

fairly reliable for all cases except the Ag A group.
A check is provided by calculating F from the I'
obtained in.Table XXV, and comparing it to the
observed ratio Fof resonance to thermal activity
wherever the latter is known. The calculated
values of F seem to be of the right order of
magnitude (about unity) for all cases except Ag
A, the observations giving approximately equal
activity from resonance and thermal neutrons for
most substances (A11), (G17). A reasonable
agreement (as good as for Rh) is also obtained for
the 8 group of Ag, supporting the hypothesis
that the 8 level gives the main contribution to
the cross section at thermal energies.

The widths found vary from 0.13 to 1.6 volts
which seems reasonable. Broad levels are gen-
erally connected, with small absorption coeffi-
cients for the resonance neutrons. One of the
broader levels is that of Ir. The width given for
it may, however, not be quite reliable because the
absorption coeKcient was measured by Amaldi
and Fermi with Rh and In as detectors, and the
resonance energy of Ir seems to be somewhat
higher than for these two substances. This makes
it likely that Z„has b~en underestimated, and
therefore F overestimated, in Table XXV.

E. Overlapping of levels

In some cases, energy levels of various sub-
stances are known to overlap. This is true for Rh,
In and Ir ("D group") and for Au and the A level
of Ag (A group). In these cases, an estimate of
the difference of the resonance energies of the
substances in question may be obtained by
measuring the mutual absorption coefficients of
the resonance radiation and comparing them with
the absorption coefficients of each substance for
its own radiation. The width must be known for
at least one of the substances.

If the resonance energies are E1 and E2, the
widths I'1 and I'~, the absorption coefficient of
substance 1 for the activity of substance 2 is
given by

(539a)

"'Except for Rh, vrhich is due to v. Halban and Preiswerk and to Manley, Goldsmith and Schwinger.
"Since me are here only interested in the ratio of the absorption coefficients, the abundance of the isotope re-

sponsible for the absorption is immaterial.
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FIG. 16a. Absorption of resonance radiation. Abscissa: Eg where E, is the average absorption
coefficient of the resonance radiation for self-indication and small absorber thickness 8. {The 6gures
on the abscissa should read 0.2$, 0.5, 0.7$, 1.0 etc.& Ordinate: Transmitted intensity. Curve s corre-
sponds to a collimated incident beam of neutrons, curve m to an angular distribution cos 0+ g 3 cos 0.
For comparison, cuhre c gives the absorption for the same angular distribution with constant absorp-
tion coeScient, according to Amaldi and Fermi (A11, Fig. 2).

where Ei(0) is the absorption coefficient of
substance 1 at its resonance. If the natural width
is large compared to the Doppler width, Ei(0) is
twice as large as the absorption coefFicient for
self-indication, XI~. Then we obtain by evaluat-
ing the integrals

2ri(ri+ru)

Eii 4(&i—K)'+(ri+»)' (539)

For Ej ——E~ and I'& ——F~, the right-hand side re-
duces to unity.

If all four absorption coe%cients E» E» E»
Eg2 are known, the ratio of the widths can be
determined from (539)

ri/rn ——Ei2Eyn/EiiEgi. (540)

The right-hand side is the product of the two
absorption coefFicients with the second substance
as indicator, divided by the product with the 6rst
as indicator. This determination of the ratio of
the widths does not make use of the one-level
formula except in the immediate. neighborhood of
the resonance where it is well justi6ed. The

diHerence of the resonance energies becomes,
according to (539)

2EIgXg2 —1 . (541)
-ElRERR+E11E21

The only case in which all necessary data are
available, "' is that of Rh (44") and In (54'). Ac-
cording to Amaldi and Fermi,

Rag Rg =2.0, Xai, 1~
——1.6,

Ein ai, =3.0, Ein i„=3.8, (541a)

showing that for a given absorber the absorption
is noticeably stronger when the detector is of the
same material as the absorber. The ratio of the
widths becomes according to (540)

ri, /rai, =2.0 3.0/1. 6 3.8=1.0 (540a)

in good agreement with the result found from

~' ¹te added ie proof: Kith the large change in Xag Rg
{from 2 to 19) necessary according to Manley, Goldsmith
and Schwinger (M2a), the data given in (541a) and the
conclusions drawn below seem very unreliable.
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FK;. 16b.

the one-level formula with the use of XRg ~g
=2.0, v~s.

I'g /I'ay =0.34/0. 40 =0.8. (540b)

The difference in the resonance energies is

(cf. (531))
2 2.0 3.8

~
&r.—&m

~

=
~ (I'i+I'i)—

2.0 3.0+1.6.3.8

=-', (I'g+Fu) 0.50. (541b)

With I'g„——0.34 ev (Table XXV) and I'g. = I'ag,
we have 0.1.7 volt for the energy diHerence. The
sign cannot be determined from these experi-
ments, but it can be found from the absorption
coef6cients of other substances, measured with a
Rh and In detector. According to Amaldi and
Fermi, the absorption coef6cient of Hg is larger
(0.0"/ cm'/g) with Rh than with In (0.04 cm'/g)
as detector, while the ratio is inverted for Ag
(0.06 cm'/g with Rh, 0.09 cm'/g with In de-
tector) and Au (0.03 and 0.04). Since Hg has a
resonance level at very low energies (cf. end of
)60, $61G), these measurements suggest that the
In level lies higher, in agreement with the con-
clusions from the boron absorption measurement
(Table XXII).

Measurements of the overlapping of levels

would be useful (1) to check the level widths ob-
tained by other methods, (2) to check the
positions of the levels obtained from the boron
method, (3) to test whether the activity of a given
substance is due to a single level or to several-
the latter conclusion being suggested in any case
where there are serious discrepancies in the tests
(1) and (2). The "mutual absorption" method

may be one of the most sensitive for indicating
more than one level.

F. Absorytion of regonanee radiation

Thus far, we have only considered the absorp-
tion coe%cient for very thin absorbers. In the
case of thick absorbers, the transmitted intensity
is given by

Iop dx
~(&) =- &-SZ„SI( I+&&)

1+@~
(542)

where b is the thickness of the absorber in g/cm',
X„the absorption coefticient for thin absorbers
(=one-half the absorption for exact resonance,
cf. (520)) and x=(Z —E,)/yi'. It has been as-

sumed that the Doppler width is negligible com-

pared to the natural width which is true in every
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case investigated thus far, except for the A
group of Ag.

The transmission coefficient s(E,b) =I/Io is
given in Fig. 16, a and b, as a function of y =X,b.

We have

s(y) =s "Io(V),

where J0 is the Bessel function of zero order. For
small and large thickness, this gives:

x=1—y+'y'- (5/2)y'+
if y =Z,b((1, (542b)

s= 1/(2iry)& if y =E„ii»1. (542c)

According to (542c), the transmitted intensity
decreases very slowly with thickness for thick
absorb ers.

If the incident neutrons are distributed ac-
cording to the law cos 0++3 cos'8 (cf. (497)),
the transmitted intensity is

«/2

u(y) =Jt sin ada(1+3& cos a)
0

X t 1+i23&j 's(y/cos 8), (543)

where the detector is again assumed to be thin.I is also given in Fig. 16. For small and large
argument we have

u =1—0.31 y(log y+2.3)
+0 40 y'(log y+3.75)+ (y«1) (543a)

m=0. 29y & (y»1). (543b)

6. Very low resonance levels

As already mentioned at the end of )60, several
elements have very low resonance levels, near the
thermal region, whose energy cannot be measured
directly. A method for determining the position
and width of these levels is to measure the devia-

Further corrections must be applied for thick
detectors.

Investigations of the whole absorption curve
of a given detector for its own resonance radia-
tion might show deviations from the laws (542a)
to (543b). Such deviations, in particular a still
slower decrease of the intensity at large thick-
nesses than that indicated by (543b), would indi-
cate the. t the substance possesses more than one
resonance level.

tion from the 1/v law in two different energy
regions.

The possible experiments are:
(1) In the region of very low energies: Deter-

mination of the dependence of the capture cross
section on temperature.

(2) Near k7.': Wheel experiment of Rasetti and
collaborators (R4, R6) described in $588.

(3) Measurement of the "absorption limit" of
the substance in question by determining the
boron absorption coefFicient of the neutrons pene-
trating through the substance, using boron or
lithium indication (L32).

(4) Determination of the absorption coefficient
of the substance for D group neutrons (Rh de-
tector) and comparison with the absorption co-
efFicient for thermal neutrons (A11).

The 6rst two methods have the advantage
that they make use of the "one-level dispersion
formula" only over a very limited energy region
(0 to kT). On the other hand, the experiments
are not very accurate; in case (2) because of the
smallness of the effect, and in case (1) because it
is very dificult to cool neutrons efhciently to a
temperature below room temperature (F19) so
that it is not clear what to insert for the eRective
temperature of the neutrons. Method (4) de-
pends on the validity of the one-level formula in
the substance investigated up to 1 volt (resonance
level of Rh); moreover it is experimentally rather
difhcult to measure the very small absorption of
the substance for the D group. However, such
measurements have been carried out by Amaldi
and Fermi for Cd and Hg; the absorption eoe%-
cients for D neutrons are 0.05 and 0.07 cm'/g,
respectively, as compared to 14 and 1 cm'/g for
thermal neutrons. Method (3) is, in principle
capable of higher accuracy than (1) and (4), but
thus far only preliminary data on Cd are avail-
able (F33; Hoffman, Livingston and Bethe,
H34, L32).

The experiments are conveniently discussed in
terms of the capture probability p, i.e. , the cross
section times the neutron velocity, or the ab-
sorption coefhcient times E&. We have

P%)-~&'-L(&—&.)'+(21')'3 ' (544)

The measurements (1) (3) and (4) give ratios of
the capture probabilities at different energies.
Besides the absorption coef6cient of Cd at
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thermal energy, p~h=15 cm'/g, we shall use the
"absorption limit" of Cd. This absorption limit
has been measured (L32) by determining the
boron absorption coefficient of the neutrons just
able to penetrate ~ mm of Cd. We may estimate
that these neutrons have in Cd an absorption
coefficient of about

e is positive (and therefore E„)kT) if the
capture probability increases with increasing
neutron energy, i.e. , if the absorption coefFicient
is larger when the wheel moves opposite to the
neutron beam.

From (544b) and (546) we have

pl, =2 cm'/g.

The boron absorption coe%cient was found to be
9.5 cm'/g as compared to 36 cm'/g for thermal
neutrons. This means that the energy of the
absorption limit is

where

El,'+2XkT —(kT)'
E ——

2(EI,+X—kT)

&= &(p h —pr)/pL.

(546a)

(546b)

pu, 15 (kT) & (Er, E)'+-,'r-'
(544b)

p. 2 iE,) (E, —kT)~+-', rn

Besides, it follows from (544a) that Cd absorbs
not only thermal neutrons but also neutrons of
considerably higher energy.

Rasetti's wheel experiment gives the logarith-
mic derivative of the capture probability with
respect to the energy, at thermal energy. This
derivative can conveniently be expressed by the
quantity

e= (dE/d log p) E gr,

which has the dimension of an energy. If Ap/p is
the relative change in the absorption coefficient
when the direction of rotation of the wheel is
reversed, then

E= 2mQVg SlI1 8 p/Dp, (545a)

where v, = (2kT/m)& is the Maxwell velocity of
the neutrons (2200 meter/sec. for room tem-
perature), u the velocity of the edge of the wheel
(140 m/sec. in the experiments of Rasetti and
collaborators) and 6 the angle between neutron
beam and the normal to the wheel (65' in ex-
periments). The observed value of hp/p was 6.3
percent. Therefore, for Cd,

e =0.095 volt.

Theoretically, according to (544) (545)

(E,—kT)'+(,'r)'
2(E,—kT)

(546)

EJ.=0.026 (36/9.5)' = 0.37 volt. (544a)

According to (544), we have

%e find for Cd

E„=0.16 vo'lt,

I'=0.17 volt.

(547)

(547a)

This result is, unfortunately, very sensitive to
small errors in Ap/p (cf. (545a)) and in the
"absorption limit" EI.of Cd. E.g. , if ~ is changed
to 0.11 volt, the result is E„=0.157 and I"=0.216
volt. Therefore, all that can be said at the
moment is that B„andI' are of the same order
of magnitude and are both about 0.15 volt.
Similar conclusions are reached by using the
absorption coe%cient for D neutrons (B15).

The cross section as a function of the energy is
given in Fig. 11 ($58), for I'/E, =VX. The curve
shows a very broad region of approximately
constant cross section which, for Cd, will extend
from about thermal energy (0.026 volt) to about
0.2 volt.

Other elements with very low resonance levels
are Sm and Hg. The main evidence comes, in
both cases, from the temperature dependence of
the cross section. Sm, like Cd, shows hardly any
change of the absorption coeScient upon cooling;
its resonance level should therefore also lie
slightly above thermal energies. For Hg, the in-
crease of the absorption at low temperatures is
slightly over normal which suggests a resonance
level at negative energy. The position of this level
may be estimated from the ratio of the absorp-
tion coefFicients for D neutrons and thermal neu-
trons which is about 1:15 (A11) as compared to
1:7 for boron and other substances obeying the
1/s law. A value E,= —0.3 volt would fit the
experimental data.
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where I'~ is the "neutron width" of the resonance
level, I' the total (y-ray) width, E, the resonance
energy, i the spin of the capturing nucleus.
The ~ sign stands according to whether the
angular momentum of the compound state
(resonance level) is i+ ~ or i ', ;—si—nce we have
no way of knowing this angular momentum, we
neglect the term 1/(2i+1). 00 is measured in
cm', E„in volts. The absorption coef6cient, in
cm'/g, at exact resonance becomes then

=7.87 10'—
A rE„ (548a)

where A is the atomic weight of the capturing
element, e the abundance of the capturing
isotope in the element in question, and I,
Avogadro's number.

The observed resonance absorption coeAicient
with self-indication is connected to Eo by Lcf.
(520) (521a)J

E,= (m.I'/21', ff)EO,

ZQE„I',(f
1.23 j.0'a

(549)

If the total activity is known, I', ff can be
expressed by (528c) so that:

E„'A 3&I
E4h ~.

1.23 10'a lg

$62. THE NEUTRON WIDTH AND THE ABSOLUTE

CRoss SEcTtoN (815, A11, D23)

The cross section at exact resonance is, accord-
ing to (430b),

130' 10 ' ( 1 q I'~
(548)

8, ( 2i+I) I'

In this formula, only directly observable quan-
tities occur. However, in many cases the reso-
nance absorption coefFicient is known wheh the
total activity is unknown. In this case, (549)
may be used directly, and I',«may be replaced
by xF if it is known that the natural width is
large compared to the Doppler width (cf. $61A).
The results are given in Table XXVI. For Cd,
the absorption coe%cient at resonance is about
1.7 times that at thermal energies, if the data
(547, 547a) are used. The isotope responsible for
the large cross section is probably one of odd
mass (cf. B13, p. 340). Both the odd isotopes
(111, 113) have about the same abundance
(10 and 12 percent) so that A/a 1000.

The neutron widths observed vary mostly
between 0.5 and 2 millivolt, except for iodine
for which the data are uncertain because of the
superposition of several levels ($60A, 61C). The
neutron widths are very fundamental for nuclear
theory because they are the only existing data
on the particle width for heavy nuclei. They
form the basis of the calculation of the nuclear
radius from the n-decay (Cb67) and also the
basis for the estimate of the "sticking proba-
bility" ($54) of nuclear particles for which they
give a value of 0.01 to 1.

According to the theory ()58), the neutron
widths should cet par. incr.ease as the velocity
of the neutrons so that I"~'=F~E, & should, in
the average, be independent of E„.In fact, when
the very uncertain value for Cd is excluded no
trend of I'~E„&with the energy can be observed
in the data in Table XXVI, all values lying in
the very small region between 0.4 and 1.2 10-'
volt&.

Inserting I'~'E„&for the neutron width F~, we
find for the cross section at exact resonance (548)

ao, r~'/I'8„&

TABI.E XXVI. Neutron widths.

SUBSTANCE

a/a
E', {cm'/g)
I',ff~ {volts)
j. ~ {millivolts)
20001"pE, & {volt&)
1000I &/I

Rh 44"

2.3
100

19
0.22~
0.44
0.4
6

rn S4'

1.6
120

3.8
1.2
0.65
0.5
1.8

1.9
190

1.0
3.1
0.9
0.6
0.9

3.0
200

4
2.1
2.1
1.2
6

Ag(A)

3.0
220
20

O. 2 2*
1.2
0.7

&30

Ag(B}

5.5
220

0.3
5.3
1.6
0.7
0.9

140
130

0.38
~2f

6
0.5

Cd

0.16
~2000

~25
0.55
1.8
45

12

*Wh~ Fey was obtained from the activity, the value is marked by an asterisk. The other values of Fete are from the one-level formula ($61D}f (2~}&h (cf. Table XXIII). It is assumed that the width of the iodine levels is primarily determined by Doppler broadening.
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and for the total activity (531)

8, I'~'E„&. (550a)

Therefore, if we assume I'~' and I' to be in the
average independent of the number r of the
resonance level, the absorption coefhcient for
neutrons at exact resonance becomes inversely
proportional to the square root of the resonance
energy E„.This "1/o law" holds also for the
average absorption coefticient, averaged over an
energy region large compared to the spacing D
of the resonance levels which is (cf. $56)

oa= (oo,7rp/2D) a, Fn '/DEt. (550b)

From (550a) it follows that the contribution of
a resonance level E„to the total activity is,
under otherwise equal conditions, proportional
to E, &, a fact which we used in interpreting
Table XXII.

In the last rom, we have tabulated the ratio
of the neutron width to the p-ray width. This
ratio determines the ratio of resonance scattering
to capture (jtI58, 63). The ratio is seen to be
extremely small„of the order of one-thousandth,
except for Ag (A group). Only for this latter
element may we thus expect to find observable
resonance scattering, and even there the pre-
dicted magnitude of the scattering is very low

(o../o..„)1/30).
The values given for the neutron width should

be very reliable for Ag (A group) and Rh 44"
(D group) because in these cases the total
activity has been determined. The other neutron
widths (In, Ir, Au and Ag B) depend on the
applicability of the one-level dispersion formula
to thermal neutrons ($61D), which, however, is
probably justified in these cases. The data for
iodine and cadmium are rough estimates.

The cross sections observed at resonance are
very large, ranging up to about 10 " cm'.
They are usually much larger than at thermal
energies so that many resonance groups may be
recognized by the fact that the activity trans-
mitted by cadmium is more strongly absorbed
in the substance of the detector itself than the
part of the activity which is absorbed in cad-
mium. Table XXVII gives the known cross
sections for thermal neutrons, resonance neutrons
and "fast" neutrons (one to several MV). The
rmeasurements of thermal and fast neutrons are

TABLE XXVII. ¹utroe cross sections (ie lo "cm').

CRoss SICTION
EM- MhIN
MsNT PRocass TslIRM. Kiss. FhsT

CROss SECTION
ZLE- MhIN
MmT PRocass THERM. ass. FhsT

18 E
1D E
3 Litt a
4 Be E
5B+ a
6C E
7N 8+@
80 E
9F

11 Na
12 Mg
13 Al
14 Si
15P
16S
17 Cl
19K
20 Ca
21 Se
22 Ti
23 V
24 Cr
25 Mn
28 Fe E+C
27 Co
28 Ni E+C
29 Cu
30 Zn
82 Ge
88 As
34S
35 Br
88 Sr
39Y
40 Rr
41 Cb
ti2 Mo
44 Ru
45 Rh 44"
46 Pd

404
4.0

900t
5.3

8000t
4.1

11.8
3.3
2.5
4.2
3.5
1.5
2.5

14.7
1.4

89
8.2

11.0
25&
11.9
10
49

14.8
12.0
85
15.4
7.5
47

~75
9

19
12

80
17

~14
7

12
125
10

14~ 1,7
1.7
1.8
Lv
1.6
1.i
1.8

2.6

8.0

8.2
3.3

6000

47 Ag 22"At 180f 14000
22-Bt
28t

total 55
48 Cd C 2600 ( 80000$)
49 In 54't 85/ei 1500/tII

16"~ 55go~
total 140

50 Sn 4.Q 4.3
51 Sb 8
52 Te 8
53 I 9.4 150 4.6
56 Ba 140
57 La 80
58 Ce
59 Pr 25
60 Nd 220
62 Sm C 4800
68 Eu 2500
64 Gd 80000
65 Tb &1000
66 Dy 700
67 Ho 150
68 Er 120
69 Tu 500
70 Yb 9Q
71 Lu ~400
78 Ta 27
74 %' 23
75 Re 90
76 Os 27
77 Ir C 280 600
78 Pt 25
79 Au C 90 2500
80 Hg C 440
81 Tl 11
82 Pb 9
83 Bi 8
90 Th 32
92U 48

5.8

*Cf. )59C. The figure for "resonance" refers to slow neutrons
above the thermal region.

t Cross section of the isotope responsible for the absorption. In the
case of indium, aI and aa give the abundance of the two isotopes; it is
not known which isotope is responsible for each of the two activities.
For Ag, the abundance was taken as 50 percent for each of the two
isotopes. For Cd, 12 percent was assumed.

C =capture,
F =elastic scattering,
a, p =a and proton emission.

mostly due to Dunning, Pegram, Fink and
Mitchell (D23) supplemented by data of Amaldi
and Fermi (A11), Hevesy and Levi (H31) and
of Powers, Fink and Pegram (P14). The reso-
nance data are due to Amaldi and Fermi. The
6gures refer to the cross section at exact resonance
which is twice the observable cross section for
thin absorbers.
Remarks on TaQe XXVII:

The main process responsible for the observed
absorption of thermal neutrons is indicated
wherever there was direct experimenta1 evidence
about it. Thus hydrogen, deuterium, carbon and
oxygen are known to capture neutrons only very
slightly, showing that the cross section observed
is mainly due to elastic scattering (E). For
cadmium, it has been observed that the scatter-
ing is extremely small compared to the capture
(C) (cf. Cb63). On the other hand, iron and nickel
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are known from scattering experiments to have
large elastic scat:tering besides capture ($63).
Mainly capture has also been assumed in all
cases where the cross section is known to change
rapidly with energy and to show marked reso-
nance effects such as Rh, Ag, In, Sm. Generally,
capture may be assumed whenever the cross
section is large (more than, say, 10 10 '4 cm')
for not too light nuclei (Z&10, say); but in
these cases no remark about the main process
has been made in the table. Small cross sections
are usually due to scattering. o.-disintegration is
produced by slow neutrons in Li and 8, proton
disintegration in nitrogen. —For fast neutrons,
scattering, 0.- and proton disintegration occur.

The data about the rare earths are in general
not very reliable because of the dif6culties in
purihcation. The cross sections given for some
of the rare earths may be spurious due to im-

purities of Gd, Sm or Eu.

$63. ScATTERING oF SLow NEUTRQNs

(D23, MI7-20, B5)

The elastic cross section for neutrons (s=-', ),
including potential scattering, is in the case when
only one resonance level is important:

ir
tr~~ —— —(27+1) 2R+X„

2(2i+1) E—E„+-,'iI'

+ (4i+ 1 —2J)4R' (551)

7r ( 1 ) 4R(E—E,)+X,I'~()i„I„—
2 & 2i+I) (E—E )'+-'I"

Here R is the (effective) nuclear radius, )i„the
wave-length at exact resonance, E„the resonance
energy, F~ the neutron width and F the total
width of the resonance level. In the hrst line, the
erst term in the square bracket gives the e8'ect
of' resonance and potential scattering for angular
momentum J, the second term is the potential
scattering for the other value of the angular
momentum possible by selection rules, vis. 2i —J,
for which there is no resonance scattering. In
the last line of (551), the first term represents
the potential scattering, the second the reso-

nance scattering and the interference term be-
tween the two.

The behavior of the cross section (551) near the reso-
nance level E, mill be governed by the ratio

p =X,F~/RF. (552)

me have
~= {E—E,)/2F, (553a)

(553)

This cross section has a minimum and a maximum near
the resonance energy E,. These extrema occur at

max y ~{1 (553b)

and have the values

/~0=I+*(I+I/(2i+I)) pL~(~4p'+I)I+~apj (554)

If p(&1, the resonance will have no a.ppreciable effect
on the scattering. We have a minimum at E=E,—qF and
a maximum at E,+qF, but they will dier only by the
relative amount p(1 &1/{2i+1)). Essentially we have
simply the potential scattering 0~=4xR'. Even for p)&1,
this potential scattering will be the main term if the energy
E is far from resonance. In almost all elements, the
scattering observed for thermal neutrons will be largely
potential scattering.

If p is large, the minimum of the cross section occurs at

&Inin = p ~ Emin =Et' FN~~/2R

and has the value

(555a)

0. ;n = —,'o„(1+1/(2i+1)). (555.

The maximum occurs practically exactly at E„its value
is given by (552a).

However, as already mentioned, the resonance
scattering will in general be negligible compared
to the potential scattering, except in such extra-
ordinary cases as the A level of Ag (22") where
the total width is unusua)ly small and therefore
the neutron width a large percentage of the total.

This ratio determines the ratio of the cross section at
exact resonance to that of the potential scattering alone,

./ =1+ '(1~1/(2~+1))p' (552a)

According to Table XXVI, the ratio F~/F in (552) is of the
order 10 3 for most resonance levels observed, at resonance
energies of a few volts, corresponding to X,~3 10 '0 cm.
With R~10 "cm, this gives values of p smaller than unity.
This means that the resonance scattering will, for the
resonance levels listed in Table XXVI, not difkr markedly
from the potential scattering. Only for cases like Ag A
(cf. Table XXVI) where F~/F is about 30 times larger,
may we get an appreciable increase of the scattering cross
section at resonance, to 100 or more times the potential
scattering.

Introducing the abbreviation p, and writing
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Thus, as a rule, we can consider the scattering
cross section as independent of the neutron
energy.

I'~)f)&48,/A. (556)

This is fulfilled for all neutron levels listed in Table XXUI,
except for the A level of Ag, for which the two quantities
are of the same order. But only in this last case is the

"In these experiments, even greater care has to be
taken to avoid secondary scattering, especially by sub-
stances containing hydrogen. Firstly, the scattering of
hydrogen is known to depend sensitively on energy (chem-
ical bond, cf. $59C), and secondly, the scattering by
hydrogen means a considerable energy loss. Thus neutrons
of high energy may be scattered by the primary scatterer,
then scattered again by the secondary scatterer and slowed
down to the resonance energy of the detector. Then the
detector would measure the scattering cross section of the
scatterer for a much higher energy than the detector's
resonance region.

The measurement of the scattering overs some
experimental difficulties, mainly because it must
be made sure that the observed scattering is
actually due to the scatterer investigated. Or-
dinarily, when scattering is measured, the de-
tector is shielded against the direct neutron beam

by absorbing materials. Even then, there will be
some activity induced in the detector even with-
out the scatterer in position, because there is
always some "stray" scattering material around.
It is, in this case, not always sufficient simply to
subtract the activity without scatterer from that
measured with the scatterer in place, because of
the possibility of double scattering from the
stray material and the scatterer investigated. All
substances containing hydrogen (paraffin, water,
wood, etc.) are, of course, particularly dangerous
in this respect.

The dependence of the scattering on energy may be
measured" by using suitable detectors, such as Ag and
Rh, and absorbers, such as Cd or the detector material
itself. In such experiments, the change of neutron energy in

the scattering process must be considered; but this repre-
sents a negligible correction unless the scattering cross
section depends sensitively on energy in the region investi-

gated, i.e., in all cases except the resonance scattering.
For the resonance scattering, we have to find out whether

the change of the neutron energy in the scattering process
will throw the neutrons out of the resonance region so
that they can no longer be detected by a detector of the
same material as the scatterer. For backward scattering
by an atom of weight A, the decrease in the netron energy
is 4E„/A where E, is the original neutron energy. The
energy loss in the scattering mill be immaterial if -it is
smaller than the effective width of the neutron level:

We want to discuss the actual evaluation of
scattering experiments for the case of backward
scattering, assuming there is no secondary scat-
tering material. For simplicity, we shall treat the
problem in one dimension, and shall later discuss
the three dimensional problem in some special
cases.

Let f+(x) be the number of neutrons moving to
the right (away from the source) at a depth x
from the entrance plane of the scatterer, and f
the number moving to the left. Then of the
neutrons moving to the right, a fraction a will be
absorbed (captured) per unit path, and a fraction
~s will be scattered back where a is the absorp-
tion and s the scattering coefficient. (-', s enters
because, with isotopic scattering, half of the
scattered neutrons will still move forward. ) In
this way, we find the differential equations

df+/dx= —(a+ ', s)f++ ',sf,——
df /d—x= —(a+ ,'s)f +-', s-f+

The solution is

(557)

f+ ase '+ps——e"*,
(557a)f = (2a+s —2X)ne —"*+(2a+s+2k)Pe"*

with 7 = (s+a) &a&. (557b)

a and p are two integration constants. If the
thickness of the absorber is d, we must have

P = —ns '""(2a+s—2X)/(2a+s+27). (557c)

The intensity of the back scattering (reflection
coefficient) is

$(I 8
—2Xd)f (0)R= (558)

f+(0) 2a+s+2X —(2a+s —2X)e '"~

For small thickness, this reduces to the we11-

known expression

investigation of the resonance scattering of interest, be-
cause in all other cases the resonance scattering is expected
not to differ appreciably from the ordinary potential
scattering (cf. above). It is generally true that the reso-
nance scattering is large only if j. is small (cf. (552)),
but that small F means, at the same time, that the condi-
tion (556) will in general not be fulfilled. Thus, whenever
the resonance scattering is large, the neutrons will be
thrown off resonance by the scattering process itself, so
that the scattered intensity can no longer be measured by
a detector of the same material as the scatterer.
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For large thicknesses, we have

(558a)

2Q+s frI tI+s) I
(559)

s (s s)'

Actual exper&eentaI data on the scattering are
very scarce. Measurements have been made by
Dunning, Pegram, Fink and D. P. Mitchell

"In this case, measurements of the back scattering will
serve to determine the cupfuls rather than the scattering
cross section, the scattering cross section being practically
equal to the total cross section measured in absorption
experiments.

a formula first derived by Bayley and Goudsmit
(85). Thick scatterers are, in general, more con-
venient especially for strong neutron absorbers,
of which extremely thin layers would have to be
taken in order to make (558a) valid. According
to (559), the back scattering from thick scatterers
gives directly the ratio of scattering to absorption
(capture) cross section s,/at. =s/u. If o,» s..(good
scatterers), (559) reduces to"

8= 1—2(o./s, ) I

whereas for sma11 scattering cross section

R = o,/4o. o.» s .. (559b)

These 1ast two formulae may easily be checked by a
three&imensional calculation. The case of small absorption
was treated in $59F for paragon. For the reHection coefKi-

cient (albedo) we found (cf. (503)) exactly the formula
(559a) PF in (SOB) is defined (cf. 484) as s,/s, ].For strong
absorption, the observed back scattering will depend on
the angular distribution of the incident neutrons. Ke may
treat the cases

(a} of a collimated beam striking the scatterer per-
pendicularly

(b) of an angular distribution f(8)~cos &)+ac cosm 8 of
the incident neutrons (c a constant). In case e, the number
of neutrons arriving at a depth x, is e 6 . Of these, a
fraction $s sin 848 is scattered into the direction d. The
probability that the scattered neutrons can escape from
the scatterer, is e ~'~' ~. Thus we have

/2 QQ

R=)s sin ado e &'+'~ '~)dg
0 0

= (s/2g) (1—log 2) =0.153s/g.

In case {b), a somewhat longer calculation gives

-,'(1 —log 2}+3c/16 s 0.205+0.187c s
(560a)1+c 6 1+c 6

so that 8 is approximately equal to o,/5a„ in close but
not exact agreement with the "one dimensional" formula
(559b).

(D23) and by A. C. G. Mitchell, Murphy,
Langer and %hitaker (M17—20). Dunning and
collaborators measured the scattering from cad-
mium and found that the cross section must be
less than 1 percent of the capture cross section.
This was of great importance in disproving the
one-body theory of neutron phenomena (cf. fi57),
but is in agreement with the present many-body
theory. According to Table XXVI, we expect the
resonance scattering at thermal energies to be
about 0.45 percent of the capture cross section
(with a considerable uncertainty), while the cross
section due to potential scattering may be esti-
mated as 6 to 8 10 "cm' which is 0.2—0.3 percent
of the capture cross section.

Mitchell and his collaborators showed that the
scattering of thermal neutrons is very small from
Ag and Cd but large from C, Mg, Al, S, Fe, Ni,
Cu, Zn, Sn, Pb and Bi, with Cr, Mn and Hg
giving medium values. This is to be expected from
the magnitude of the total absorption cross
sections listed in Table XXVII. Assuming a
scattering cross section of a few times 10 '4 in

each case, and attributing the rest of the ob-
served absorption to capture, we 6nd that the
cross sections of absorption and scattering will be
comparable for all the substances for which
"large scattering" was found in the experiments
but that the scattering should be negligible com-
pared to the capture in Ag and Cd. A quantita-
tive interpretation of the experiments of Mitchell
and Murphy seems not possible because the
scatterer was placed on top of a paraffin block so
that the scattered neutrons could again be
scattered by the paraffin, then again by the
substance etc. , thus increasing greatly the ob-
served scattering coefficient (85).

e)64. DISINTEGRATION BY SLOW NEUTRONS

%'ITH EMIss IQN oF CHARGED

PARTICLES (AS, C12)

Disintegrations by slow neutrons with emission
of charged particles have been found in three
cases:

Li'+n' =H'+ He',

810+~1=L17+He4

N14+ ~1 C14+H1

Probably the process
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BIQ+nl Be10+H1 IV

7 (E) =e(E/E )~1' (561)

is also possible. All other processes giving protons
are energetically impossible with slow neutrons

(CI57D), although they are caused with great
probability by fast neutrons. Other reactions
giving a-particles also seem energetically im-

possible, on the basis of the atomic masses, for
all elements up to phosphorus except for the rare
isotopes Ne" and Si" (Table LXI). Even for
these, the energy of the emitted n-particle would
be so small (1.0 and 1.7 MV, respectively) that
it would have a very sma11 probability of
escaping through the potential barrier.

The processes are observed through the ioniza-
tion produced by the charged particle emitted,
viz. O', He' and H' in the three processes men-

tioned. They are used as sensitive detectors for
slow neutrons, their absorption coefficient follow-

ing the 1/s law ($588). The absorption in boron
is used as an energy gauge for slow neutrons
($60A).

In the reactions I and II above, the particles
produced are rather fast, eiz. 4.6 MV and 3.0 MV,
respectively (total kinetic energy of both par-
ticles). They will therefore go over the top of
the Coulomb potential barrier. 44 Therefore it is
reasonable to assume that the "widths" I'g cor-
responding to the emission of these charged
particles are of the same order as for neutrons of
the same energy. V'A'th this assumption and
assuming the width to be proportional to the
velocity, we have then for the neutron width

o~q ——5 10 "c/L1+4E,'/I'j. (562)

The observed cross section of B" for thermal
neutrons is

0~@——3.0-10 "cm' (562a)

(cf. Table XXUII). From a comparison of (562)
and (562a) we conclude that the resonance level
E„mustbe of the same order as F, which may, by
analogy to other levels of light nuclei, be assumed
to be of the order of 100,000 volts. For the com-
pound nucleus B" this means an excited level
with an excitation energy approximately equal to
the diHerence in mass between 8' +n' and 8",
i.e. (cf. Table LXXIII)

8"+n' —8"= 11.5 MV. (562b)

The cross section of Li' for thermal neutrons is
smaller, viz.

0 9 ~ $0—2& cm2 (562c)

Therefore the lithium resonance level should be
somewhat farther away from zero neutron energy
than the boron level. The corresponding reso-
nance level of the Li' compound nucleus lies at an
excitation energy around 7 MV.

In the case III above, the protons emitted are
very slow, having an energy of about 0.62 MV
(including C" recoil, cf. CI1028). The potential
barrier of C" for protons is probably (599) about
1.7 MV, i.e. much higher than the proton energy.
The penetrability of the potential barrier for
protons of 0.62 MV is about (cf. 600, Fig. 18)

cm and X=2.8 10 ' cm. Therefore, neglecting
E= k T compared to E„,we obtain

where 8 is the neutron energy, Zq the particle
energy and t, a constant of order unity. Using the
one-level formula (262), we have therefore:

P=e "=1/27.
The proton width mill then be

(563a)

( 1 ) p~I'q
0"q=p~t'~ Ia ~, (561a)

2i+1) (E—E„)'+-',I"
p2

2&CAR
4(E—E„)'+ I' (561b)

where X' is the wave-length of a neutron of energy
Eq. I' has been put equal to I'q, and 1/(2i+ 1) has
been neglected. With Eq ——3.0 MV and a neutron
energy of AT=0.026 volt, we have X'= 2.6.10—"

4' From the general formula (599), the barriers would be
1.4 and 2.2 MV in the tyro cases.

I'q =GqP, (563)

where P is the penetrability of the barrier and
Gq the proton width without barrier. If E„&&1'
which is certainly true in our case, the cross sec-
tion is proportional to I'q (cf; (561a)). The ob-
served total cross section is 11 10 "cm' (Table
XXVII), including the elastic scattering which
may be 3 10 '4 cm'. This leaves 8 10 '4 cm' for
the cross section of process III, which is just one
percent of the cross section of Li'. This is about
what would be expected from the penetrability of
the proton of 1/30, and from the fact that even
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Gq must be expected to be smaller than the j.'q
for the Li' reaction because the width without
barrier is known to increase with the energy of
the particle. Thus the observed cross section of
N" for. slow neutrons may be interpreted by as-
suming a resonance level at about the same
neutron energy as in Li', probably a few hundred
kilovolts.

All the numerical values given in this section
should be regarded as estimates only; actually at
least the cross sections at two diHerent neutron
energies (e.g. zero and a few hundred kilovolts)
are necessary to determine width and position
of the resonance levels.

II65. FxsT NEUTRoNs (832, 833, W7, D2,
E1, A7, K7, K9, L19, F13)

A. Classi6cation of processes

Fast neutrons, of energies of several MV, may
interact with nuclei in a great variety of ways,
MS.:

(a) Elastic scattering.
(h) Inelastic scattering, the initial nucleus

being left in an excited state.
(c) Simple capture, leading to the formation of

an. isotope one unit higher in atomic weight.
(d) Disintegration with emission of a-particles.
(e) Disintegration with emission of protons.
The processes c, d, e may be observed very

easily if the nucleus formed in the transmutation
is radioactive. Many instances of such transmu-
tations have been found, particularly by Fermi
and his collaborators (F13, cf. $102 of this re-

port). If the resultant nucleus is stable, the proc-
esses d, e may be ascertained by observing the
particles emitted in the process itself (a-particles
or protons). This is usually done in a cloud
chamber (cf. $94).

Process h (inelastic scattering) is certainly very
probable for all nuclei of medium and high atomic
weight. This w'as 6rst shown by Danysz, Rotblat,
Wertenstein and Zyw (D2) and then conFirmed

by Amaldi, d'Agostino, Fermi, Pontecorvo,
Rasetti and Segrh (A7) and by Ehrenberg (E1).
These authors investigated the change of the
radioactivity induced in various substances due
to interposing various "scatterers" between a
source of fast neutrons and the detector. Scat-
terers made of C, Sio~, Ag, Au and Pb produced
a marked increase in the radioactivity induced in

Ag and Rh indicators but a decrease in the radio-
activity in Al and Si. The two latter detectors
are made radioactive by processes d and e

mentioned above (n- and proton emission after
the capture of the neutron) which, on energetic
grounds, are only possible with fast neutrons.
On the other hand, the radioactivities in Ag and
Rh are produced by radiative neutron capture
which is much more probable with slow neutrons
(cf. below). Thus the experiments can simply be
interpreted as showing that a/I the scatterers in-
vestigated are very effective in stowing down the

neutrons.
This would be quite impossible if all collisions

between the neutron and the scattering nuclei
were elastic, because then the maximum possible
decrease in energy in one collision would be. only
4/A times the initial neutron energy, for a scat-
terer of atomic weight A. Such a decrease would
not be noticeable at all for heavy substances such
as Ag, Au and Pb. It might be objected that a
large number of elastic collisions, even with a
heavy substance, would slow down the neutrons:
but with the thicknesses of material used (1—3
cm) and the scattering coefficient for fast neu-
trons known from other measurements (0.2—0.4
cm '), ordinarily only one collision can take
place. This was also proved directly by Ehren-
berg, who found a linear increase of the activity of
a Ag detector with the thickness of the Ag
scatterer interposed.

The slowing down must thus be ascribed to
inelastic scattering of the neutrons. 4' The nucleus
is excited to some excited state while the neutron
loses the corresponding amount of kinetic energy.
After the neutron has left, the nucleus will lose
its excitation energy by emitting one or several
y-rays. These y-rays from the "noncapture" exci-
tation of nuclei by fast neutrons have actually
been found by Lea (L19) and by Kikuchi, Aoki
and Husimi (K7, K9) and their intensity has
been measured.

No direct evidence is available for the elastic
scattering (process a), but it may safely be as-
sumed to occur by analogy with the inelastic
scattering.

"Inelastic scattering seems much more likely than
"radiative scattering, " i.e., a process in which an incident
fast neutron produces a slower neutron plus a p-ray in the
held of the nucleus which itself is not excited in the process.
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v~0 ——n.R'g. (565)

This expression does not contain the potential
scattering 0„,~. Since the mixed terms due to
interference of potential scattering and resonance
elastic scattering (cf., e.g. , the term 4R(E—Zo)
in (551)) vanish upon integration over a large

B.Theory

The theoretical treatment of fast neutron
e6ects must, of course, again be based on the
general theory developed in $52. If the spacing of
the nuclear levels is comparable to the neutron
energies used, resonance effects may be observed.
It was pointed out by Gamow (G5) that some of
the resonance levels to be expected could be pre-
dicted from the known resonance levels in n-par-
ticle reactions. E.g. , in the bombardment of
Si" by neutrons, the compound nucleus Si" is
formed whose resonance levels are known from
the reaction Mg" +He'-+Si"*—+AP'+H' (ob-
servable through the radioactivity of AP'). A

great number of similar examples could be given.
However, it is not quite certain whether the
neutron resonances thus predicted will actually
be observable: The o.-particles producing the
resonances have energies less than or comparable
to the potential barrier, and therefore can only
penetrate into the nucleus when they have small
orbital momentum (CITES) while the neutrons have
high energy and no potential barrier and there-
f'ore can have high orbital momentum. This
means that many more resonance levels will inter-
act with neutrons than with n-particles, which may
smooth out the resonances in the neutron case.

For heavier nuclei, the nuclear energy levels
will become very closely spaced and it will no

longer be possible to define the energy of the
incident neutron accurately enough to observe
any resonances. All we can do in this case is to
observe an average value of the cross section,
averaged over an energy region large compared to
the spacing between the levels as discussed in $56.

Applying formula (407) of $56 to our case, and
summing over all states g of the final nucleus, we
obtain

o~'q= nR'&I's/I' (564)

for the total probability of the production of
particle Q by a fast neutron. If we further sum
over all possible particles Q which may be pro-
duced we hnd

energy interval, we have for the total cross sec-
tion

&wo —&R $+&poa. (566)

"The resonance part of the elastic scattering is cer-
tainly for fast neutrons quite small compared to the
inelastic scattering, because there is only one possible
final state, the ground state, in the elastic resonance
scattering but a great number of final states are possible
for the inelastic scattering.

This cross section will determine the total
"absorption" of fast neutrons as measured by
the decrease in the intensity of a collimated
beam of fast neutrons when passing through
matter. On the other hand, the elastic scattering
may be practically eliminated from the measured
"absorption" by surrounding, e.g. , the source of
fast neutrons with a sphere of the material to be
investigated and using a detector which responds
only to fast neutrons. Now the elastic scattering
will be practically equal to the potential scatter-
ing. 4' Therefore, if we eliminate experimentally
the elastic scattering, we shall measure the cross
section (565), which gives immediately the
"sticking probability" $.

Experimental data

Quantitative data on fast neutrons are not
easy to interpret. The reasons are firstly, that
the neutrons obtained from most sources are
not monochromatic so that it is not known to
which neutron energy the results refer. Secondly,
the methods for detecting fast neutrons vary
enormously in efhciency with changes in the
neutron energy: E.g. , the number of recoil pro-
tons formed by a neutron in a thick layer of a
hydrogenous substance is about proportional to
the neutron energy (/94). Endoergic reactions
such as Si"+n' =AP'+ H' are only possible
above a certain neutron energy, and their yield
will depend on the energy even at higher energies.
For most of these reactions, the dependence of the
yield on the neutron energy is unknown so that
no exact interpretation is possible. The experi-
mental data can thus give only qualitative ideas
about the probability of various neutron
processes.

C. The cross section for inelastic scattering

The cross section for inelastic scattering may
be deduced either from measurements of' the
p-rays emitted by the nuclei after excitation by
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fast neutrons (L19, K7, K9) or from measure-
ments of the total absorption of fast neutrons
after elimination of the elastic scattering.

The productioe of y-mys by fast neutrons was
first measured by Lea (L19), using neutrons from
a Po+Be source which have in the average
energies of the order of 5 MV. He deduced from
his experiments a cross section of about 2 or
3 10 "cm' for Fe and Pb, and much less for C.
He could also show that the y-rays were in all

probability due to inelastic scattering rather than
capture of the neutrons. This is confirmed by the
experiments on the sluing down of neutrons by
heavy nuclei (see below). The cross section may
be considered an upper limit because the excited
nucleus wil. l, in returning to its ground state, often
emit more than one quantum ($90).

Kikuchi, Aoki and Husimi (K7, K9) measured
the y-rays produced by the fast neutrons of 2 MV
from a D+D source. They investigated a great
number of elements all over the periodic table.
The cross section was about 1 ~ 10 '4 cm' for Cu
and Fe, i.e., slightly less than found by Lea with
his faster neutrons. For heavier elements, larger
cross sections were found, " for light elements,
smaller ones. No detectable y-rays (less than 5
percent of those from Cu) were emitted by any
element up to oxygen, This is easily explained by
assuming that these light nuclei do not possess
any excited states below 2 MV, and can therefore
not be excited by 2 MV neutrons. This is in

agreement with Lea's result that carbon has a
small but dehnite excitation probability with
his faster neutrons. The increase of the excitation
probability with increasing weight of the nucleus
should partly be due to the fact that there will

be more and more energy levels below 2 MV,
partly simply to the increase in the nuclear
radius (cf. (565)), partly perhaps to an increase in
the "sticking probability" f of the neutron.

Experiments on the effective absorption of fast
neNIroes will give the cross section for inelastic
scattering only if all other processes, such as cap-
ture, a- and proton disintegration, are rare com-
pared to the inelastic scattering. This condition
is probably fulfilled for not too light nuclei (cf.
Section D). As a measure of the intensity of fast

"The exceptionally high value found for Cd {more than
4 times the copper value) is probablv due to an admixture
of slow neutrons in the beam, giving capture y-rays.

neutrons, the activity induced in a silicon detec-
tor may be used (D2, E1).The activity is due to
the process Si~ +o'=Al'8+H' which requires
neutrons of atleast3 MV energy (cf.Table LXI II).
Ehrenberg found that this activity was reduced

by 23 percent by aAg cylinder of j.5 mm. thickness
surrounding the source of fast neutrons (Be+Po).
This would correspond to a cross section of about
3 10 '4 cm' for Ag, which is compatible with the
y-ray evidence of Lea and Kikuchi.

The amount of energy lost by a fast neutron in

exciting a nucleus in the Ag scatterer may be
estimated experimentally from the increase in the
activity induced in a detector„which responds
preferably to slower neutrons (e.g. Ag or Rh).
According to the experiments (D2, E1) the radio-
activity induced in Ag increases about twice as
much as that in Si decreases. Thus, if we assume
that the decrease in the Si activity measures the
number of inelastically scattered neutrons, the
scattered neutrons must be captured three times
as easily by Ag as the original ones are. Hence we
conclude that the energy loss of a fast neutron in
an inelastic collision with a nucleus in the Ag
scatterer must be fairly large.

This is in agreement with theoretical expecta-
tions. The nucleus possesses much more levels at
higher excitation energies and each level has, in

the average, the same probability of being the
final state in the inelastic collision (Cb54D). Using
the theoretical expressions for the level density
of the final nucleus ()53),we find that the average
kinetic energy of the scattered neutron will be
only of the order of the "temperature" of the
residual nucleus (evaporation model, P4E).
This temperature is only of the order of j. MV for
heavy nuclei and 10 MV excitation energy ($53,
Table XXI) so that fast neutrons lose in the
average perhaps 90 percent of their kinetic
energy in an inelastic scattering process. Keiss-
kopf (W7) has investigated this problem in detail.

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that the
observed total cross sections for fast neutrons
(cf. Table XXVII) are of the same order as the
cross sections for inelastic scattering. This shows
that certainly a very large fraction of the "total
cross section" observed is due to inelastic scatter-
ing. Elastic (potential) scattering can, accord-
ingly, at best be of the same order as the inelastic
scattering.
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If we take a value of 3 10 "for the total cross
section for inelastic scattering, and. put R =10—"
cm (medium sized nuclei), formula (565) gives a
"sticking probability" near unity (cf. II54D, E).

value obtained in II87 (~~ volt). The neutron
width F& may be written as

(568)

D. Cayture of fast neutrons

A quantitative estimate of the capture cross
section for fast neutrons is even more difFicult to
obtain than for the inelastic scattering. Since the
capture cross section is known to be extremely
large for slow neutrons, a small admixture of slow
neutrons in a fast neutron beam may produce
larger effects than the fast neutrons themselves.
Doubts of this kind seem justified in view of the
fact that Fermi, Amaldi, d'Agostino, Rasetti and
Segrh (F13) found, in their pioneer work with
supposedly fast neutrons, large activities in all
those elements which were later found to be
strongly activated by slow neutrons, and in no
other cases of capture reactions. Now it is incon-
ceivable that the capture of fast neutrons should
have anything to do with that of slow ones. Large
capture of slow neutrons is, as we know, due to
strong low resonance levels which have no in-
Auence on fast neutrons.

The ccHeity produced by fast neutrons should
be of the same order of magnitude for all heavier
nuclei which become radioactive by neutron cap-
ture, which must be true of 8,11 nuclei of odd
charge, for simple stability reasons'7' (cf. II10).
Thus a measure of the capture probability for
fast neutrons may be found in the smaller activi-
ties observed by Fermi and collaborators with
odd elements. In this way, one may estimate cross
sections of the order of 10—"cm' or less for the
capture of fast neutrons.

Such a figure seems compatible with theoretical
considerations. If only scattering and capture
are possible, the cross-section for capture is

o",= s R'$F,/(I'~+ F,),
where I'~ is the total radiation width and I'~ the
total neutron width. The radiation width will

presumably not change very much with the
neutron energy (cf. fj87); its value is, according
to the slow neutron experiments, about 0.1 to 1
volt which agrees very well with the theoretical

" Only if the radioactive element produced has a very
long life can the apparent activity be smaller than usual ~

where the sum goes over all levels of the final
nucleus (which is, in this case, identical with the
initial nucleus) which can be excited by the inci-
dent neutron, i.e., whose excitation energy U, is
less than the kinetic energy 8 of the incident
neutron. Each partial width I'~, is, at not too high
energies, proportional to the velocity of the
neutron which is emitted when the nucleus is
left in state g, i.e. ,

(568a)

The constant I'~,' can be estimated from Table
XXVI and is about -', to 1 ~ 10 ' volt~. Thus Fg, is
of the same order as F~ if the neutron energy
E—U, is of the order of 1 MV. Therefore, even
if no excitation of the nucleus (i.e. , no inelastic
scattering) is possible, the neutron width will be
larger than the radiation width for neutron
energies larger than about 1 MV. Then we may
write approximately

Fm/1', =P(E)E~, (569)

where N(E) is the number of states of the scatter-
ing nucleus with an excitation energy less than
E, and E is measured in MV.

Since the number of states of a nucleus in-
creases extremely rapidly with increasing excita-
tion energy, the capture cross section (567) be-
comes negligibly small as soon as the neutron
energy is sufFicient to excite many levels of the
scattering nucleus. Thus reaBy fast neutrons (of
several MV energy) should have extremely small
capture probability, and only medium fast neu-
trons (E of the order of a few hundred kilovolts)
will be appreciably captured. It should be possible
to confirm this point by experiments with neu-
trons of definite energy such as those from the
H'+ H' reaction.

We may thus distinguish altogether four en-
ergy regions for neutron capture:

(1) Thermal region.
(2) Resonance region (~~ to, perhaps, 1000 or

10,000 volts).
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2ME F~
(570)

The subscript c denotes that an average over the
resonance levels near the neutron energy E
should be taken, D is the average spacing of these
levels. Since the region of medium energy is
dehned by the fact that the radiation width is
larger than the neutron width, we have F =F~,.
Furthermore, we put

I'~0 = F~o'&~ (570a)

I'xo ~xo'
(0N ) =&' =2.03 10—" cm', (571)

2nD Z& Dz~

where D and E are to be measured in volts, I'~o'

in volt&. If we put for medium heavy nuclei (cf.
Table XXVI, and after Table XXII)

(3) Medium fast neutrons (1 or 10 to about
500 kv).

(4) Fast neutrons (&-', MV).

In the region of medium fast neutrons, it will

scarcely be possible to investigate the individual
resonance levels. Only the general trend of the
capture cross-section with energy can be found.
This is obtained by averaging the dispersion
formula over the resonance levels which gives
(cf. (405), s=p, 7=i)

of the compound nucleus whose excitation energy
is the kinetic energy of the neutron plus the neu-
tron dissociation energy Q. Table XXVIII gives
F~jF», i.e. , the ratio of inelastic scattering to cap-
ture, for various nuclei and neutron energies, for
)=1. Table XXUIII shows the extreme small-
ness of the capture probability for high neutron
energy.

E. o.-particle and proton eznission

Reactions in which an incident fast neutron
causes the emission of an O.-particle or a proton
are known in great number among the lighter
nuclei. The cross sections seem to be of the order
10 "cm', as should be expected from the inelastic
scattering of neutrons (Section C). As long as
there is no potential barrier to prevent the
charged particles from escaping from the nucleus,
the "proton width" and "e-particle width"
should be of the same order of magnitude as the
fast neutron width.

In many cases, the O.-particles and protons pro-
duced have been observed in the cloud chamber
(for references cf. $102) and their energies meas-
ured. As far as these measurements are reliable,
they show that the residual nucleus is left in an
excited state as often as not."This is to be ex-
pected from our general theory, because the

TABLE XXVI I I. Ratio of the probabilities of inelastic
scattering and radiative capture for fast neutrons.

D=10 volts, FN, ——10 ' volts&, (571a)
NEUTRON

ENERGY v A =20 50

(0~„).= 2 10-"E-&.cm'. (572)
2 MV
5 MV

10 MV

1.6 ~ 104
10'

3.5 10'

6.103
5 104
2 10'

4 10'
4 ~ 104

1.8 10'

4 10'
4 104
2 10'

For E~100 kv, this is of the order of 10 "cm'
For high energies, the ratio of radiation width

to neutron width may be expressed approxi-
mately in terms of the entropy, with the help of
the formula (359) for the partial neutron width,
(347) for the number of levels of the initial nu-

cleus below the excitation energy E, and (729a)
for the radiation width. The result is

F~/F, 1 ~ 10'EA &&es&E& s&8+~&. (573)-
Here E is the neutron energy in MU, ( the stick-
ing probability, A the atomic weight of the scat-
tering nucleus, S(E) its entropy corresponding to
an excitation energy E, and S (E+Q) the entropy

"Kith a monochromatic group of incident neutrons, the
produced particles should fall into several groups according
to the state q of the residual nucleus, the energy of the
emitted particle being

z, =Ep+w, —w (q),
where 8'~ is the energy of the initial nucleus in the ground
state, IVg(q) that of the 6nal nucleus J3 in the excited
state q. Unfortunately, the neutron sources available do
not give monochromatic neutrons, so that the neutron
energy itself has to be determined from the resultant
momentum of particle Q and recoil nucleus B. Such de-
terminations are extremely uncertain, giving apparent
neutron energies of all orders of magnitude, including many
which are much higher than the known maximum energy
of the neutrons in the beam (B41). Such experiments can
therefore easily lead to spurious excitation levels, or even
to results entirely irreconcilable with reasonable expecta-
tions (K31).
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"partial widths" I.'q, corresponding to the various
states g of the residual nucleus, will be of the same
order whether q is an excited or the ground state.

For elements heavier than Zn (Z=30), the
potential barriers become too high to allow the
escaping of charged particles from the nucleus to
any appreciable extent (812). Capture of fast
neutrons plus subsequent emission of charged

particles has not been observed with elements of
higher nuclear charge than 30 (F13) except for
thorium and uranium (H7, M15). For this ele-
ment, as for other natural radioactive elements,
the large energy set free by spontaneous a-dis-
integration, plus the kinetic energy of the neu-
tron, are sufficient to bring the produced Q.-par-
ticle over the potential barrier.

XI. n-Radioactivity

V= zZe'/r, (574)

where a=2 is the charge of the n-particle and r
the distance between the n-particle and the
center of the nucleus. %hen the cx-particle is in-
side the nucleus, the Coulomb potential (574)
breaks down and is to be replaced by a much
lower potentia1 energy. This potentia1 energy
may be assumed to be constant over the interior
of the nucleus, so that

V= Vo (r&R), (574a)
49 Z is, of course, the charge of the nucleus which re-

mains after the emission of the a-particle. The radioactive
nucleus itself has therefore the charge 8+2.

$66. THEORY OF u-RADIOACTIVITY ACCORDING

To THE ONE-BQDY MGDEL (G6, G7,
GS, G10, C32, L4, 842, S10, Sii)

The theory of the emission of O.-particles by
radioactive nudei was the 6rst successful appli-
cation of quantum theory to nuclear phenomena.
As is well known, the theory was given simul-
taneously by Condon and Gurney (C32) and by
Gamow (G7). Subsequently, a great number of
authors (GS, G10, G6, L4, 842, S10, S11) have
given alternative, and partly more rigorous,
mathematical methods for arriving at the same
result. All these methods are based on the one-

body model, the O,-particle being considered as
moving in a certain potential created by the
nucleus. They must, accordingly, be modi6ed to
take into account the principles of the many-
body problem ($67).

The star ting point of the one-body theory is to
assume a suitable potential between an a-particle
and a nucleus of charge' Z. If the o~-particle is far
away from the nucleus, the two particles will

repel each other according to the Coulomb law,
the potential energy being

where R is the radius of the nucleus. The exact
value of V0 is of no great importance. It is usually
positive but in any case smaller than the kinetic
energy E of the O.-particles which may be emitted
from the radioactive nucleus.

The potential as a function of the distance r
is shown in Fig. 17. Its maximum occurs at r =R
and has the value

8=zZe'/R. (575)

B is often called the top of the potential barrier.
It is, for the natural a-emitters, much Iorger than
the energy E of the emitted a-particles.

If we consider n-particles of a given energy E,
we may divide the whole space into three re-
gions, vis. :
(1) The interior of the nucleus, r&R: Here, the

potential energy Vo is less than the energy
E of the o,-particle.

(2) The region of the potential barrier, i.e. , r
between R and

rg = zZe'/E. (575a)

In this region the potential energy is
greater than the energy of the o.-particle.

(3) The outside region, r)re, in which again
V& E.

According to classical mechanics, the O.-particle
could only move in regions 1 or 3. Once it was
con6ned in one of these regions, e.g. inside the
nucleus, it would be compelled to stay there
forever. 'In wave mechanics, we have the well-
known possibility of penetration through the
"forbidden region" 2. This enables a particle
originally in the nucleus, to "leak out" and to
appear, sooner or later, as a free O.-particle out-
side the nucleus (in region 3). Wave mechanics
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FIG. 17. Potential energy of an a-particle in the held of a
nucleus according to Gamow.

k (2MB)&/k (577a)

and A and B some constants. The 6rst term represents an
outgoing wave, the second a wave converging towards
the nucleus, as can be seen by multiplying the time factor
e '~"& with (577). In the physical problem, an a-partide
may leave the nucleus but none comes towards it from
outside, and we are therefore interested only in the 6rst
term, tris.

Q =Ae'~". (577b)

allows us to calculate the probability for this to
happen in a given time, and thus to compute the
lifetime of radioactive nuclei in a perfectly
straightforward way.

Hardly any other problem in quantum theory
has been treated by so many authors in so many
different ways as the radioactive decay. All the
proposed methods are, of course, equivalent
(insofar as they are correct) but they di8er in

rigor and complication. Ke shall give a method
which seems about the simplest of the correct
ones.

First of all, we shall assume in this section that the
wave function of the a-particle is spherically symmetrical,
corresponding to an "s state" of the a-particle in the
nucleus. Then the wave function of the a-particle can be
written

P =Q/r,

where Q satis6es the equation

d'Q/dr~+2MItt~(Z —V) Q =0, {576a)

V being given by (574, 574a) and 8 being the experimental
a-particle energy. At large distances from the nucleus, V
is small (cf. 574) so that the solution of (576a) becomes
simply a sine or cosine function, or more generally

Q ~geskt+Be ski'

Q =BiQi+BtQg. (579}

In order to make Q have the form (577b) we must choose

Bg =iBi. (579a}

Since for large distances r, the potential energy may be
neglected, we have in this case

c =2MB/A~=km

and, therefore, comparing (S77b) and (578):

IXI = IB1Ik &. {580a)

For r between R and rg, C (cf. 578b} would be negative.
The solution Q in this region is of an exponential rather
than a wave type. The continuations of the functions
QtQg (cf. 578, 578a) in the barrier region are:

111(1}=
I C (1) I

' «p L+J"s I ~6 ) I 'd~3 (58&)

Q1(r) = $Ie(r) I
& exp [—J;"s Ie(p) I&dpi', (S81R)

Qi decreases from the nucleus outwards, Q~ increases.
Inside the nucleus, we have assumed constant potential

energy V= Vo so that the wave function becomes

Q=c sin «r, (582}

where «= (2M)&(B- Vo)&/k. (582a)

At the boundary of the nucleus (r =R), the solution (582)
must be identical with the outside solution I (579) to
(58ia}1as to the value of the wave function and its 6rst
derivative. In all practical cases, Qi(R) will be much larger
than Q~(R), because Qi contains an exponential with a
large positive exponent, Q2 one with large negative ex-
ponent. We may therefore put

Q{R)=c sin «R =BiQi(R)
=%IS(&)I '~xp [Js'~IC'(I) I'HEI j 'PS3)

(dQ/dr) g = ac cos «R
= —&1

I
~'(~)

I
' «p [ja'~I@4» I'd~j (5S3&)

Dividing the lower equation by the upper, we have

The constant A determines the number of a-particles
leaving the nucleus per unit time:

I=54wr'I1PI'=411 IA I'v, (577c)

while the form of (577b) determines also the f'orm of the
wave function at smaller distances from the nucleus,

To obtain the wave functions for smaller values of r,
and especially inside the nucleus, it is simplest to use the
Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation {%'IO,
K24, B61) in the form due to Kramers (K24}. According
to this method, the solution of (576a) is approximately

QI(r) =4 &(r) cos (J;~"C»(p)dp+)x) (S78)

or Qt(r) =4 &{r) cos (j;z"C»{p}dp—gx} (578a)

in region (3) ("outside" region) Here

e{r)=2M(E- V)/h~ (578b)

is proportional to the kinetic energy E—V(r) which the
a-particle has when at the point r. rg is the classical dis-
tance of closest approach of an a-particle of energy E
falling on the nucleus from outside as deaned in (575a).
The most general solution of the Schrodinger equation

outside" is
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~ cot aR= —lcl2t} (&. i583b) with (cf. (575)) x=ER/zZe'=E/B. (589a)

Since the Coulomb potential V is very large at the top
of the barrier, 4(E) is large, and usually much larger than
x. Therefore practically

cot xR= —~,
~R=x,

cos W= —1.

This gives, according to {583a),

81 ——m~c(R) (
&e c

with C =&z'I ~(n) I
'&n

(584)

(584b)

(585}

(585a)

The constant c may be obtained by normalizing the internal
wave function (582) to unity:

which gives
4mt @~dr= 1,

c=(2mB) &.

(586)

(586a)

7=33 j.0 "e'~ (588)

The most important factor in this formula is e'~,

where C is given by (585a). Inserting C from

(578b) and V from (574), we have

C= (2M) &h 'J( (zZe'r ' E)&dr (5—88a).

The integration is straightforward and yields

(2M)& sZe'
t ER~ &

C= arc cos
h E& sZe'

/ERq ~p ERy &

E zZe') ( zZe')
= (2sZe' ~he)(arc cos x~ —X~(1 —x) ~j
"Other solutions, vf's. ~8=3~, 5~ etc. would correspond

to excited a-particle states. Since a-particles obey Bose
statistics, there is no exclusion principle for them. In the
ground state of the nucleus, all a-particles will therefore be
in the lowest level.

"Since )' is not sensitive to the factor multiplying
e '~, we may replace that factor by an approximate value.

From (577c) (580a) (584a) (585) (586a) we

obtain for the number of o.-particles emitted per
second

m'A'e '~
X'= —e-'~ =V2 —.(587)

kR'~ C (R) j
& M&R'(zZe'R ' —E) &

The half-life is given by r=(log 2)/X'. If we
insert" for R the value 0.9 10—"cm derived with
this model from experiment in $68, for Z the
average nuclear charge of radioactive elements,
i.e. , about 86, and for E some average energy,
let us say, 6 MV, w'e 6nd

P=e—'~

with C given in (589), and

(591)

70 ——3 3 10 "sec. (591a)

would be the lifetime without potential barrier
which is of the same order as the "period of
vibration" of the O.-particles in the potential of
the nucleus.

For the comparison with experiment, cf. tl68.

f67. MANY-BQDY THEQRY oF THE

a-DEcAY (B14)

According to the many body concept (cf.
Chapter IX), the a-particle must not be con-
sidered as moving free.y in a potential created
by the residual nucleus. Only when the O.-particle
has left the nucleus and is suf6ciently far away
from it, will it be justihed to consider Ot-particle
and residual nucleus as two separate entities.
%hen the O.-particle is "inside" the nucleus, its
four constituent particles take part in the com-
plicated motion of the compound (initial)

For a rough approximation, we may neglect E
compared to 8=zZe'/R, and replace arc cos x~

by -,'~ —x&; then

C = see'/hz (—2e/h) (2zZMR) & .(589b)

The error in C committed when using this
approximate formula, is about 1.5 for E=6 MV.
Correspondingly, the penetrability e '~ would
come out about 20 times too large.

According to (589, 589b) the "Gamow ex-
ponent" C is the larger, the higher the nuclear
charge Z, the slower the a-particle, and the
smaller the nuclear radius R. This is very
plausible, since increasing Z increases the height,
decreasing v increases the breadth, and decreasing
R increases both height and breadth of the
potential barrier, and the penetration of the
barrier will of course be the more difficult the
higher and broader the barrier.

The formula (587) for the lifetime may be
written as follows:

r= ro/P

where P is the transmission coefficient of the
potential barrier,
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I'gEO &=4 10 4 volts& (592)

nucleus and are in no way distinguishable from
the other particles in that nucleus. The O.-particle
can thus not be considered to "exist" in the
radioactive nucleus before its emission but only
as formed at the moment of its emission. Accord-
ingly, the probability of' O.-decay is the product
of two factors:

(1) The probability of formation of the n-

particle.
(2) The probability of penetration through

the potential barrier.
The first named probability will presumably be

quite small, making the decay constant of
u-radioactive nuclei small even in the absence of
a potential barrier. The lifetime of radioactive
nuclei would, perhaps, be 10 "sec. (cf. (593a))
if they had no potential barrier. This time, it is
true, is much shorter than the actual lifetimes of
o.-radioactive nuclei, but it is very much longer
than the "period of vibration" so=10 " sec.
(cf. 591a) which would give the lifetime without
barrier in the one-body model.

Since the lifetime without barrier is much
longer in the many-body than in the one-body
theory, it is obvious that much lower and
narrower barriers are required in order to explain
the observed lifetimes of the o,-radioactive nuclei.
Indeed, the nuclear radii deduced from the
many-body concept are about 40 percent larger
than those derived from the one-body model

(cf. Table XXIX), corresponding to a potential
barrier of only seventy percent of the height
required in the one-body theory.

In order to derive the nuclear radius from the
experimental data, it is, of course, necessary to
separate the probability of penetration through
the barrier ("2" above) from the probability of
formation of the n-particle ("1"above). In order
to estimate the latter probability we assume that
the emission of an e particle by a n-ucleus would,
in the absence of the potential barrier, be just
as Probable ds that of a neutron of the same energy.
The latter can be obtained from the "neutron
widths" measured for slmo neutrons ($60), if we
admit that the neutron width is proportional to
the neutron velocity ($54, 56).

According to Table XXVI we have in the
average

where F~ is the neutron width of a resonance
level at the neutron energy E().Taking Eo ——6 MV
which is about the average energy of n-rays,
we find

I'g =1 volt. (592a)

The decay constant in the absence of a barrier
would then be

G /k=10" sec. '

and in the presence of the barrier

(593a)

where I' is the penetrability given in (591)
Numerically we have;

logio X = logio I'+15.2 = 15.2 —0.869&, (594a)

where C is given by (589).

$68. CoMPARIsoN wITH EZPERIMENT (G9, G10)

The relation (588), (589) between the life-
time and the disintegration energy of o.-radio-
active nuclei was discovered by Geiger and
Nuttall (G13) as early as 1911, on a purely
empirical basis. With the help of the approximate
formula (589b), the relation can be written in
the form

log r=2nzZe'/ho K, —

where E is a constant involving, according to
(589b), the radius of the radioactive nucleus
(or, more accurately, of the nucleus produced in
the o.-disintegration). Assuming the radius to be
about the same for all radioactive nuclei, we find
a linear relation between the logarithm of the life
time and the reciprocal velocity of the n particle. -

Therefore, relatively small changes of the n-par-
ticle energy correspond to very large diHerences
in the lifetime: The slowest O.-particle, that from
thorium, has an energy of 4.3 MV, the fastest
(from ThC') one of 8.9 MV, i.e., only a little
more than twice as much. The corresponding
lifetimes are 2 10" years and 2. 10 ' sec. ,

differing by a factor 10".This huge variation of
the lifetime is correctly represented by (595),
with almost the same X throughout, i.e. , almost
the same nuclear radius.

We assume for the cx-radioactive nuclei that the
"0, width in the absence of a potential barrier"
would also be

G =1 volt.
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FK'. 18. The function 7(x) determining the penetrability of the potential barrier {cf. (600)).
x is the ratio of particle energy to height of barrier.

Gamow (G9, G10) has compared all experi-
mental data with the theoretical formula (595).
It is most convenient to use the experimental
data for the decay constant and the energy of
the o.-particle, and to compute the nuclear
radius from these data, with the help of the
theoretical formula. If the formula is correct,
the radius R must come out about the same for
all radioactive nuclei. This is actually the case
for both the one and the many-body theory, as
can be seen from Table XXIX. With the one-
body method, all radii are between 8.2 and
9.8 10 " cm, with the many-body model, they
vary between 11.3 and 13.2 10 "cm. Exceptions
are, in both cases, the radii for the C and C'
products.

Our values for the nuclear radii from the one-
body model are, in the average, about 0.5 10 "
cm larger than Gamow's. The main reason for
this is that we have used the exact formula (589)
rather than the approximate one (589b), for
calculating C.

Much larger are the differences between the
radii derived from the one- and the many-body
concept. In part A of this report, the radius

from the one-body concept was used (cf. $8, 26,
30, etc.). The effect of the introduction of the
new, larger radius on calculations concerning
the stability of nuclei is considerable. In the
present part 8 the radius derived from the
many-body problem has been used throughout.

To judge the accuracy of the nuclear radius
obtained from the many-body problem, we
investigate the in8uence of an error in the
estimate of G (cf. (593)) on the calculated
radius. According to (594), a given error in G
means an equally large error in P, only in the
opposite direction. Now, according to (589b),
small variations of R and P are connected by
the formula

bP bR 2e—=——(2MsZR) &.

P
(596)

Inserting the numerical values (R=12.3 10 "
cm), this gives

bP/P =SOAR/R. (596a)

Now our estimate for G will probably be
correct within a factor 100. This means an
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g = (2MsZe'R) &/l
= 0.37,(ZsAa/A+a) &A&, (600a)

y(x) = x—
& arc cos x~ —(1—x)&, (600b)

For 3f the reduced mass has been inserted. E' is
the total kinetic energy (of particle p/us recoil
nucleus) in the system of reference in which the
center of gravity of nucleus and particle is at
rest. The function y(x) is plotted in Fig. 18 as a
function of x. If we neglect in (600a) a compared
to A and put then A =2Z we have

g = 0.42 (as) &Z&. (600c)

Values of g for various nuclei are found in Table
XXXIII, $70.

In computing Table XXIX, it is of course,
necessary to take for v in formula (589) the rela-

uncertainty of &10 percent in the nuclear
radius. Thus we may write our result for the
average radius of the a-radioactive nuclei

R = 12.3.10 "em&10 percent. (597)

From this radius, we may obtain the radii of other
nuclei if we assume proportionality between
nuclear volume and number of particles in the
nucleus:

(598a)

where A is the atomic weight. Taking the average
of all the radioactive nuclei with the exception of
the C products, we 6nd

ro 12.3g 10-——".219.6-&= 2.05 10 "cm. (598)

Accordingly, the height of the potential barriers
becomes

B=sZe'/R =0.70sZA &MV. -
In the particular case of light nuclei we may put
A=2Z so that

8 =0.55sZ&. (599a)

With the values (598) (599) for nuclear radius
and height of the potential barrier, the formula
for the penetrability of the potential barrier of a
given nucleus of charge Z and mass number A by
partides of charge s and mass number 0 takes the
simple form (cf. (591a) (589))

&=exp L
—2gv(&'/&) l.

TAm. E XXIX. a-disi etegrati on, .

DISINTE-
GRATING PRODUCT

NUCI. EUS

Th
RdTh
ThX
Thn
ThA
ThC
ThC'

UI
UII
Io
Ra
Rn
RaA
RaC
RaC'
RaF

MThI
ThX
Thn
ThA
ThB
ThC"
ThD

UXI
Io
Ra
Rn
RaA
RaB
RaC"
RaD
RaG

Pa
RdAc
AcX
An
AcA
AcC
AcC'

Ac
ACX
An
AcA
AcB
AcC"
AcD

Nd

NUCLEAR
RADIUS R

IN 10 13 CMDECAY
ENERGY F CONSTANT

MV IN SEC. OLD NEw

8.7 11.3
8.8 12.3
9.0 12.5
9.1 12.3
8.9 12.7
7.0 10.6

(13.9}

88 4.34
88 5.52
86 5.79
84 6.40
82 6.90
81 6.20
82 8.95

90 4.15
90 4.76
88 4.67
86 4.88
84 5.59
82 6.11
81 5.61
82 7.83
82 5.40

89 5.16
88 6.16
86 5.82
84 6.95
82 7.51
81 6.74
82 7.58

60 2.55

1.2 .10 18

1.15 10 '
2.20-10~
1.27 ~ 10~
5.0
6.7 -10 '
L4. 107/*

9.8 13.2
9.6 13.0
9.5 13.1
9.0 12.5
9.0 12.6
9.0 12.5
7.2 10.9
9.4 13.9
8.2 11.5

5.0 ~ 10 "
(7 10 14)

2.9 ~ 10 "
142 ~ 10 "
2.10.10~
3.8 ~ 10 '
2.3 ~ 10 7

7 10+4
5.7 ~ 10 8

8.6 11.6
8.4 11.4
8.8 12.1

8 5 12.0
8.8 12.8
7.3 10.6

(13.9~

6.9
4.25 ~

702
177
3 5 0

5.3
Li.

10 "
10 '
10 '
10 '
10'
10 '
10+4j*

1.7 10 " 6.7 9.4

+ Calculated from radius by means of the theoretical relation. The
radius was assumed equal to that of RaC'.

tive velocity of a-particle and recoil nucleus which
is (A+4)/A times the velocity of the u-particle
itself if A is the atomic weight of the product
nucleus. Similarly, the energy E includes the
kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus.

Table XXIX includes samarium which is known (L35)
to give a-particles of 1.28 cm range, i.e., 2.46 MV energy
(the figure in the table includes again the recoil energy).
The number of a-particles emitted is about 4 per cm' of
SmgOs per min. (R17). From the range of the a-particles
and the stopping power of Sm and 0, we may estimate that
about 1.5 10Is Sm atoms per cm' are close enough to the
surface so that their o-particles may be detected. Con-
sidering the (uniform) angular distribution of the alphas,
one in four emitted particles will actually be detected.
Assuming that the radioactive isotope of Sm has an
abundance of 10 percent, we find for the decay constant
) =4 4/60. 1.5.10I8=1.7 10 "sec. '. The radius turns out
to be 9.4 ~ 10 " cm, i.e., about what would be expected
from (598a).

It is of interest to note that no a-particles of less than
4 MV have been observed from nuclei of the radioactive
families. Indeed, an energy somewhat below 4 MV would
make the penetration of the potential barrier so rare that
no radioactivity could be detected. Assuming that one
a-particle per hour per cm' constitutes the limit of observa-
bility, we may easily calculate the minimum energy of
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the e-particle necessary to give an observable radio-
activity. If we assume a range of the a-particles of 1.5 cm
air, and make observations with a pure element, there
are about 2 10"atoms per cm~ whose a-particles may be
detected. Then an activity of one particle per hour per cm~

is equivalent to a decay constant X= 1/3600 2 10". Ac-
cording to (594a), this means about C=44. Inserting this
into the approximate formula (589b}, and assuming the
nuclear radius R to be proportional to Z&, we 6nd for the
limit of a-activity

E m. =3.9Z /(44+2. 41Z&)'.

As a function of the nuclear charge, this gives:

(601)

Of particular interest among a-emitters is Be'.
This nucleus is known to be formed in some trans-
mutation processes (Chapter XVII) and seems
to have a mass just larger than that of two
n-particles, the diHerence being of the order of a
few hundred thousand volts. Be' should therefore
break up spontaneously into two O.-particles
(This process has not yet been observed. ) The
lifetime will depend on the "size" of the O,-particle,
i.e., on the maximum distance R up to which two
a-particles exert attractive forces upon each
other. For the values 8=2.5 10—"and 5 10—"
which are probably too low and too high respec-
tively, and assuming G =1 MV for a nucleus as
light as Be, we find the values for the lifetime
given in Table XXX.The lifetime should there-
fore be exceedingly short, even if the energy of
Be' is only 50,000 volts higher than that of two
O.-particles.

The derivation of nuclear radii given here is
open to criticism on three points: Firstly, it is
questionable whether the "width without bar-
rier" is the same for O.-particles as for neutrons;
secondly, the width may be larger f'or the ground
state than for a highly excited state; and thirdly
the radius obtained is probably the sum of the
radii of nucleus and O.-particle rather than that
of the nucleus alone.

On the first point, we have very little informa-
tion. It is not known experimentally whether the
partial width f'or the emission of n-particles is in

Z 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Emjri, 0,13 0 41 0 77 ie2 1@65 2 15 2 65 3 15 3o7 MV

Thus cx-particles of less than 3.7 MV energy would give
no observable radioactivity for a nuclear charge of 90,
and even for Z as low as 40, an energy of more than 1.2 MV
would be required. This fact is important for considerations
about the stability of nuclei against a-decay ($8).

TA.sLE XXX. Estimated lifetime of Be' as a function of tjze
energy excess E over two n-particles (in seconds).

F (IN MV) 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40

r for R=2.5 ~ 10» cm 4.10»
v for R=5 ~ 10» cm 7.10 i'

3 .10-is 2 .10-is 2 ~ 10-is 5 ~ 10wo
4 10 '~ 3 10 's 3 10 ss 1.10~0

the average larger or smaller than that for the
emission of neutrons or protons (leaving out the
penetrability of the potential barrier in each
case). Some experiments with light nuclei indi-
cate a larger probability for a-emission (e.g. ,
F"+ni +N'8+He'or 0'9+Hi cf. $102), others a
larger probability for emission of protons (e.g. ,
Na" +H'= Na'4+H' or Ne" +He', cf. $101).The
rather scarce evidence on heavy nuclei is com-
patible with about equal a priori probabilities for
e, and proton emission. Theoretically, it may be
argued that the neutron width should be larger
because the neutron is an elementary particle,
but also that the a-width should be larger be-
cause there might be some slight tendency for the
preformation of o,-particles in nuclei due to their
great stability. We are rather inclined to think
that, if anything, the neutron width would be
larger.

As regards the second point, some dependence
of the width on the excitation of the nucleus
seems plausible. If nuclear states are described in
terms of "configurations" of the individual par-
ticles (Hartree approximation), the ground state
may be a mixture of a smaller number of such
configurations (perhaps a hundred) than an ex-
cited state (containing perhaps a million con-
figurations). If this is true the partial width of the
ground state corresponding to disintegration into
a definite state of the residual nucleus, plus an
e-particle, might be considerably larger than
that of an excited state; this would give some
intermediate value for the nuclear radii between
the one-body and the many-body result. Perhaps
a better estimate of the a-particle width (without
barrier) of the ground state will ultimately come
from the matrix element of P-disintegrations
(Nordheim and Yost, in course of publication).

The third question is: what exactly is meant by
"top of potential barrier" and "nuclear radius" P

It must be admitted that the cx-particle itself has
a finite radius, and also that the nuclear forces
have a finite range. Therefore it will not be
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necessary for a breakdown of the Coulomb law
that the center of the O.-particle enters the nu-
cleus and not even that the a-particle "touches"
the nudeus. The effective radius, measured in the
radioactive decay, will be approximately the sum
of the radii of the nucleus itself and the o.-particle,
plus a quantity of the order of the range of the
nuclear forces. Therefore the radius of the nucleus
itself may be appreciably less than the value de-
rived from the radioactive decay constant. Thus,
presumably, a smaller radius should be used in
calculations of the nuclear properties such as the
contribution of the Coulomb energy to the nu-
clear forces (CI9), the semi-empirical formula for
nuclear binding energies ($30) and the density of
nuclear levels ()53). We have used the larger
radius derived from (594a) in all our calculations
but mainly because there is at the moment no
way of obtaining the radius of the nucleus itself.

For calculating the probability of nuclear dis-
integrations and especially the transmission co-
efhcients of nuclear potential barriers, it seems to
be far preferable to use directly the nuclear radius
derived from the many-body picture of radio-
active decay. In all transmutation problems, the
eRective radius will be determined again by the
sum of the radii of the initial nucleus and the
incident particle, plus a quantity of the order of
the nuclear forces. If the particle is an n-particle,
the situation will therefore be exactly the same as
in the natural u-decay and the nuclear radius
may be taken over immediately. For protons and
neutrons, the size of the particle itself is zero but
the extension of the forces will probably be larger
than for the saturated O.-particle so that in eRect
the O.-particle radius may again be a good ap-
proximation. For deuterons, a larger eRective
radius may be taken, perhaps 2 10 "may be a
fair estimate of the additional term in the eRec-
tive radius (i.e., of the difference between the
radii of a-particle and deuteron).

While these problems about the exact meaning
of the nuclear radius remain to be settled, there
can be no doubt that in principle the many-body
picture must be applied to the natural a-decay
just as much as to other nuclear processes. This
can most easily be seen by going to the limit of
extremely large nuclei (which do not exist in
nature), for which all the correction terms men-
tioned would be negligible.

)69. CQMPLEx n-SPEcTRA. LEvELs QF RADIo-
ACTIvE NUCLEI (RSa, R12, R14,

R14a, R22, R23, L23, G6)

In many cases, the u-rays emitted from a radio-
active nucleus are not homogeneous but consist
of groups diRering in energy. These groups have
been studied by Rosenblum (R12, R14, R14a)
and by Rutherford, Wynn-Williams, Lewis and
Bowden (R22, R23, L23) using a magnetic
spectrograph. The main resu1ts are given in
Table XXXI.The elements not quoted, vis. UI,
UII, Io, Rn, RaA, Po, Pa, AcA, AcC', Th, Thn,
and Thh, emit homogeneous a-rays. The dis-
integration energy is equal to the kinetic energy
of the n-particle times A/(A —4) where A is the
atomic weight of the emitting nucleus. The
relative numbers of particles in the various
groups are given in percent for the spectra
denoted as "type I," in particles per million for
"type II."

The complex n-spectra fall naturally into two
types, I and II. The spectra of type I consist of
rather closely spaced lines, the spacing being of
the order of 100 kv, of ahold ella/ intensity, the
groups of homer energy being usually ass intense.
This type comprises most of the O.-spectra.
Spectra of type II contain one very strong group
and several very weak groups of much higher

energy, the energy differences being of the order
of 1 MU and the ratio of intensities between 10'
and 10'. This type is only found for the very
short-lived af-emitters ThC' and RaC'. The
interpretation is as follows:

Type I spectra correspond to transitions from
the ground state of the initial nucleus to various
excited states of the final nucleus. This hypothe-
sis, which was first suggested by Gamow (G6) is
confirmed by the internal conversion of the y-rays
emitted by the final nucleus when left in an
excited state ($88A). (The energies of the con-
version electrons correspond to the electronic
energy levels of the atom produced in the a-dis-
integration rather than of the atom emitting the
a-ray. ) The longest range n-group observed
(group 0) must be attributed to a transition to
the ground state. The difference in disintegration
energy between any group n and group 0 gives
the excitation energy of the level in which the
final nucleus is left after emission of group n.
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The excitation energies derived in this way are
listed in the fourth column of Table XXXI.The
spacing between adjacent levels is smallest (about
40 kv) for the nucleus produced by a-emission
from radioactinium, vis. actinium X; in the aver-
age over all radioactive elements, the spacing is
about 100 kv.

Transitions to excited levels are in general less
probable because of the smaller penetrability of
the potential barrier for the slow n-particles
corresponding to such transitions. From the
general formula (589b) we find that the pene-
trability decreases approximately by a factor

I'(E)/P(E bE) =ex—p (170bElE~i) (602)

for a decrease in disintegration energy by bE,
where bE and the disintegration energy E itself
are measured in MV. For E=6 MV, this cor-
responds to a factor of about 3 for each 400 kv
decrease in disintegration energy. This means e.g.
that the disintegration probability eAhogt barrier
must be about the same for the groups 1 and 4 in

the disintegration of thorium C, since the ob-
served numbers of particles for the two groups
are about in the ratio of the expected penetra-
bilities. On the other hand, groups 7 and 9 of
radioactinium have evidently an enormously
larger disintegration probability without barrier
than group 0 because they contain about as
many particles as the latter group although the
penetrability is about 30 times smaller for them.
The decrease of the penetrability is obviously the
explanation for the absence of e-groups of very
low disintegration energy, i.e., very high excita-
tion energy of the hnal nucleus.

The nuclear energy levels obtained from
O.-groups can be checked by the p-rays emitted
from the product nucleus after the Ot-disintegra-
tion ()88). The most extensive comparison has
been made for ThC", i.e., the nucleus formed by
cx-decay of ThC. Table XXXII gives the possible
combinations between the levels of ThC" as
derived from the n-groups ("calculated" hv,

column 2) and the observed y-rays (column 3).

Teal.s XXXI. Complex n-spectra, .

ELE-
MENT+

RaTh

ThC

GROUP
No.

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10

DISINT.
ENERGY

MV

Type I
4.879
4.695
5.612
5.550
5.517
5.431
6.2007
6.1607
5.8729
5.7283
5.7089
6.159
6.127
6.097
6.0Z5
6.030
5.975
5.921
5.869
5.847
5.822
5.776

EXC1T.
ENERGY

kv

0
184

0
62
0

86
0

40.0
327.8
472.4
491.8

0
32
62
84

129
184
238
290
312
337
383

AcX

45
55

An
15
27.2
69.8

1 80 AcC
0.16
1.10

24
2

19

3

3
22

1
18
3

RaC'

ThC'

RELAT.
NUMBER ELE-
OF PART. MENT+

GROUP
No.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
0
1
2

D1S1NT.
ENERGY

MV

5.823
5.709
5.634
5.543
6.953
6.683
6.556
6.343
6.739
6.383

Type II
'7.829
8.437
9.112
9.242
9.493
9.673
9.844
9.968

10.097
10.269
10.342
10.526
10.Z09
8.948
9.674

10.745

EXC1T.
ENERGY

kv

0
114
189
280

0
270
397
610

0
356

0
608

1283
1412
1664
1844
2015
2139
2268
2440
2513
2697
2880

0
726

1797

RELAT.
NUMBER
OF PART.

40
35
18

7
70
15
ii
4

84
16

10'
0.43
0.45

22
0.38
1.35
0.35
1.06
0.36
1.67
0.38
1..12
0.23

106
34

190

*Element enxittieg the a-particles.
t Rosenblum, Guillot and Percy (R14a) report 18 instead of 11 a-groups for RaAc and about 10 for Acx. According to the authors,

most of these new groups require confirmation as to their exact position and some as to their existence.
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TABLE XXXII.Possible combinations between. nlclear levels
of Thc" and observed y-rays.

kv (kv) hv (kv)

COMBI-
NATION CALC.

DZSIG- C�OMB-
IOB. NATION NATION CALC. OBS.

DESIG
NATION

4~3
4~2
4~14~
3~2

19.4
164.0
451.8
491.8
144,6

451.1

3~13~
2~12~1~

432.4
472.4
287.8
327.8
40.0

431.7
470.9
286.9
326.7
39.9

"y2

73
p4
p5
'V6

The agreement is perfect within the experimental
accuracy. Of the 10 possible combinations, 6 are
"allowed" by optical selection rules. From obser-
vations of the internal conversion of the y-rays
it can be shown (CI888) that all the observed
y-rays correspond to quadrupole radiation.

Type II a-spectra are interpreted as being due
to various states of the initial nucleus emitting
the a parti-cle Such. an emission of n-particles from
an excited state is only possible if the emission
probability is comparable with the probability of
the emission of a y-ray by which the nucleus
mould go over into a lower quantum state. Since
the lifetime of nuclear states against y-emission is
only about 10 " sec. (see below, and $87, 88),
a-particle emission from excited states isonly
possible if the respective O.-particles have ex-
tremely high energies. Accordingly, the emission
of n-rays of longer range than the normal group
has only been observed for the nuclei RaC' and
ThC' for which the normal a-particles are already
very energetic.

Neither RaC' nor ThC' seems to have any
a-spectrum of type I, i.e., any groups of u-par-
ticles having energy lower than and intensity
comparable to the main group (0).Thus it seems
that the Final nuclei formed in the disintegrations,
6s. RaD and ThD, respectively, have no excited
levels of importance. The observed long range
o,-groups should thus give directly the excited
levels of the initial nuclei RaC' and ThC'. The
level schemes obtained from the n-groups can
again be checked, to a certain extent, by the
y-rays accompanying the a-disintegration. These
y-rays are, in this case, alternative to the emis-
sion of long range o.-particles and not following it.

The number of n-rays in a given long range
group is proportional to

(603)

Here F is the probability of formation of the
excited state from which the group originates, in
the preceding disintegration, i.e. , in the P-disin-
tegration of RaC and ThC, respectively. F and
I'~ are the probabilities of emission of a-rays and
y-rays from the given excited level. The number
of p-rays emitted from the same excited level
would be

(603a)

By comparing the number of p-rays and u-rays,
we can therefore determine the ratio F„/F . The
results are approximately (cf. $88) F~/F =10',
90, 4000 and 100 for the levels 1 and 3 of RaC'
and the levels 1 and 2 of ThC', respectively. This
means that y-emission is more probable in all
cases which agrees with reasonable theoretical
expectations ($88).

The most important application of the ob-
served ratio F~/r is to estimate F». The prob-
ability of emission of a-rays may be estimated by
the usual formula I' =G e '~ where we put the
"n-ray width without barrier" G again equal to
one volt, and calculate the penetrability exponent
C from the general formula (589), with the nu-

clear radius 8= 13.9.10 "cm as observed for the
ground state (group 0) of RaC'. Thus we obtain
h/F =2.7 10 ', 9.5 10 ', 1.6 10 ' and 6.10 n

sec. , and therefore h/r ~ =3, 800, 4 and 6 10 "sec.
for the four levels mentioned. This is the only way
available for determining the lifetimes of excited
states of radioactive nuclei for y-radiation. For a
discussion of this lifetime, cf. $87, 88C.

Since j."~ is always much larger than I', the
number of nuclei formed in the excited state is
practically equal to the number of emitted
y-quanta. For all the four levels of RaC' and.
ThC' mentioned, the probability of formation is
much less than the probability of formation of
the ground states of the respective nuclei, vis.
about 0.4 and 0.0025 for the excited levels no. 1

and 3 of RaC', and 0.14 and 0.02 for the two
excited levels of ThC'. The reason for this small
probability of formation is obviously the fact
that the probability of P-decay increases with
increasing ti-energy ($41) and is therefore greater
when the P-decay leads to the ground state unless
this transition is forbidden.

Complete level schemes using both n- and
y-ray data have been given by Ellis (E2, E3, E4,
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E7, ES, E9) for the radioelements ThB, C, C',
C" and D. From these level schemes, the first
evidence for the neutrino hypothesis was derived
($39), since it could be shown that the total en-

ergy evolution in the disintegration ThC—C —D
was the same as in the alternative disintegration
ThC—C"—D when the maximum energy of the
P-rays was considered as the disintegration
energy. Ellis (ES, E9) has also given a scheme of
levels for RaC'.—In all cases, the relative excita-
tion probabilities of the various levels have been

worked out. From these, the average excitation
energy can be calculated which may be compared
to the total energy evolution in the disintegration
as measured calorimetrically. The agreement is
fairly good (E2).—Attempts have been made to
assign quantum numbers (angular momentum)
to the various states, using the results about the
character (dipole or quadrupole radiation) of the
various p-rays emitted and the selection rules
indicated by the absence of certain p lines. The
results are still questionable.

XII. Scattering of Charged Particles by Nuclei

$70. GENERA?. REMARKs

The scattering of cx-particles by nuclei is one
of the oldest methods for exploring nuclear fields.
More recently, the scattering of protons by pro-
tons (CI18) gave the most convincing proof for
the existence of forces between like particles. The
scattering of protons and deuterons by deuterons
and n-particles will probably provide an excellent
test of our theoretical ideas about the nuclear
forces and of the approximate wave functions
used for these light nuclei (cf. Chapter III). The
scattering by slightly heavier nuclei, from Li to
Si or P, has given and will give evidence about
nuclear resonance levels. It appears that the
scattering of charged particles is very sensitive
to small deviations from the Coulomb field and is
therefore well suited to investigations of nuclear
forces and resonance levels. For this reason, it is
regrettable that so little attention has been paid
to this field of nuclear physics in more recent
years. Of course, it must be admitted that scatter-
ing experiments are useful only for the lighter
nuclei; for the heavier ones, the Coulomb scat-
tering is too large and masks all other eRects
even if particles of sufficient energy are available
to penetrate through the Coulomb field into the
nucleus.

The theoretical treatment of the scattering is, of course,
most conveniently carried out in a coordinate system in
which the center of mass of scattered particle and scatter-
ing nucleus is at rest {C system, $14). If MI is the mass of
the scattered particle, Ms that of the nucleus, and 0 the
de8ection of the scattered particle in the C system, then
the observed deRection 0 of the particle in the laboratory
coordinate system (R system) is given by

Ml sin 0
tan 0= )

MI+Mg cos 0 {604)

provided the scattering nucleus is initially at rest. Con-
versely, 8 may be deduced from the observed deHection 8:

sin (8—8) =(M /M ) sin 8 (604a)

or, approximately, for M~)) MI.
O'= 0+(MI/M2) sin O. (604b)

The scattering nucleus itself experiences a recoil; the
angle between its direction of motion and that of the
incident particle is simply

y = $(x —8). (604c)

The number of particles scattered through an angle be-
tween 8 and 8+dO& in the ordinary coordinate system, is

N(O~) sin OdO=N(8) sin 8d8
&(d}/MI cos O~+(Mp —MI sin O)&j2

sin 8d8, (605)
(MP —BED sin~ Q)&

where N(8) is the number scattered per unit solid angle in
the C system. For MI«M& this reduces to:

N(0) $1+2(MI/M2) cos 0j sin O. (605a)

The mass to be inserted into the Schrodinger equation
is the reduced mass

M = MIM2/(Ml+ Mg). (606)

The kinetic energy associated with the relative motion of
scattered particle and scattering nucleus is

E = M+p/(MI+ M2) = gMv, (606a)

where v is the velocity of the incident particle in the
laboratory system and Ep ———,'M~v its kinetic energy meas-
ured in the ordinary way. The energy transferred to the
scattering nucleus in the collision is

E =4EpMI Mg( MI +Mg) si nl -', 8. {607)
The maximum fraction of the energy of the incident
particle which can be transferred is thus

&'max/Ep =4MIMg/(MI+Mg}' (60'7a)

the scattered particle goes, in this case, back into the
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direction from which it came (8=8= j.so') with a velocity
equal to (HEI iV-&)/(kf&+kf&) times its original velocity.
All these relations follow from elementary application of
conservation of energy and momentum.

If only the Coulomb force acts between scat-
terer and scattered particle, the cross section~
for scattering through an angle between 8 and
8+d8, is given by the well-known Rutherford
law

n(&) sin Ddt =2s (sZs'/2Ms')'
X(sin -', 0) ' sin ldll, (608)

where Ze is the charge of the scattering nucleus,
m that of the scattered particle, M the reduced
mass (606) and s the velocity of theincident
particle.

The Rutherford law (608) has proved correct
for the scattering of o.-particles and protons by all
heavy nuclei. As is well known, the scattering of
O.-particles by heavy nuclei was the original basis
of Rutherford's proposal of the nuclear atom
(R26). The accuracy of the Rutherford law for
heavy nuclei is so great that the nuclear charge
can be determined from the scattering of
a-particles (C11).

%e are interested in deviations from the
Rutherford law. Such deviations will occur (1)
if the incident particle has an energy great enough
to overcome the potential barrier of the nucleus,
and (2) if there is resonance, i.e., if the kinetic
energy of the incident particle plus the internal
energy of the initial nucleus is equal to the
energy of one of the states of the compound
nucleus.

Experiments on the scattering of particles by
nuclei can therefore be used to 6nd resonance
levels and also to find the height of the potential
barrier. If there is a stl"ong deviation from the
Rutherford law which is restricted to a small
energy interval, we shall attribute it to resonance.
On the other hand, a deviation which setsin
rather gradually with increasing energy, and does
not disappear upon further increase, is in general
interpreted as showing that the particle can go

6'The cross section is so defined that the number of
particles scattered by a substance containing N scattering
nuclei per cd, is

I=XI«(a) sin ede,
where I6 is the number of incident particles per cm' per
sec. , and I the number of particles scattered per sec.
through an angle between 8 and 8+d8.

z
A

NUcr. EUs

2
4

He

4 10 20 30 SO
9 20 40 66 112

Be Ne Ca Zn Sn

70 92
174 238
Yb U

Height vf
barrier for

Protons 1.1
Deuterons 1.3
a-particles 3.5

1.5 2.7 4.2 5.3 7.3
1.6 2.8 4.3 5.4 7.4
3.9 6.2 9.0 11.0 1S.O

8.8 10.4
8.9 10.5

18.0 20.9

Critical Protons 0.6
orbital Deuterons 0.8
momentum a-particles 1.3

1.0 1.9 3.1 4. 1 5.9 7.5 9.1
1.4 2.6 4.3 5.8 8.3 10.6 12.8
2.5 5.0 8.4 11.5 16.4 21.0 25.S

over the top of the potential bat'rier. (For the
exact explanation, cf. $71.)

It must be admitted that the heights of poten-
tial barriers obtained from scattering are not
very accurate. The reasons for this are (1) that
the penetration through the barrier is already
fairly probable when the particle energy is still
well below the height of the barrier, (2) that the
penetration of particles of higher angular mo-
mentum keeps increasing even for energies
higher than the barrier ($78), (3) that resonance
may occur even for energies above the barrier
height ($/78, 82).

As far as the evidence goes (fi $74, 75), the radii
deduced from scattering experiments seem com-
patible with the assumption that the nuclear
volume is proportional to the number of particles
in the nucleus. With this assumption, we have
found (cf. (598), (598a))

R=2.05 10-"A& cm (608a)

and the expressions (599), (599a) for the height
of the potential barrier, B. In applying these
formulae, it must be kept in mind that only the
relative kinetic energy is available for overcoming
the potential barrier. Kith the notations used in
the beginning of this section, the relative kinetic
energy is Ms/(Mt+Ms) times the total kinetic
energy of the incident particle, provided the
bombarded nucleus is at rest. Therefore, if
a=M~/Ms (Ms ——proton mass) is the atomic
weight of the incident particle„ the kinetic energy
must be greater than

8= 0.70 zZ(A+a)A «s MV (6-09)

in order to overcome the potential barrier. Table
XXXIII gives the effective heights of (he poten-
tial barriers of various nuclei for various incident
particles according to (609).

The fastest n-particles available are those from
ThC' which have an energy of about 9 MV. Thus

TABLE XXXIII. Effective heights 8 of potential barriers in
MV. "Characteristic orbital nsomenta" g(Z).
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&o =R/& (610)

At low energies, when the Coulomb 6eld is im-

portant, the problem is much more complicated
(CI72, end). We may, however, formally apply
(610) to an energy just sufFicient to overcome the
potential barrier: Then the wave-length is

the scattering of o.-particles may give evidence
about the nuclear 6eld for nuclei up to about
Z=20 (calcium). Actual experiments have been
carried out up to Z=13 (Al, cf. $75).

From Table XXXIII we see furthermore that
about 10 MV is required for protons and deu-
terons to go over the top of the potential barrier
of uranium. Such energies will probably soon be
available from cyclotrons.

An important point for the scattering, espe-.

cially for the angular distribution of the scattered
particles, is the orbital momentum of the inci-
dent particle. If the kinetic energy of the particle
is large compared to the potential barrier, par-
ticles of orbital momentum l will in general ap-
proach the nucleus to a minimum distance of lX

(cf., e.g. (54b, c, d)). The particles strongly
affected by the nuclear held will therefore be
those for which /X(R, i.e., whose orbital mo-
mentum is less than

where M is the reduced mass (606),

n =sZe'/kv,

k = Mv/k = (2ME) &/k,

e*'«=1'(1+in)/(F(1+in) ~.

(612a)

(612b)

(612c)

Alternatively, we may write the Coulomb wave
function as a sum over the partial waves of
diferent l, vis.:

Pe= QAif, (r) Yio(8)/r. (613)

The radial function fi behaves asymptotically as
(cf. M32, p. 39)

fi = sin (kr n log —2kr ', lir+7fi)—, -(613a)

where

I'(1+1+in)

~
1'(1+1+in)

~

The first term in (612) represents the incident,
the second the scattered wave. The square of the
absolute value of the second term, multiplied by
r'des, gives just the Rutherford scattering cross
section for the element of solid angle

dao=2~ sin Pd8.

Xe =kR&/(2 Me'sZ) &

and (610) becomes (cf. (600a))

fo(&) =g(Z).

(610a)

$71. GENERat. THEoRv oF ScaTTERiNo oF
CHARGED PARTICLES

and
(4m) &(2l+ 1)4'

(613c)

(1+in) ()+in)
~imp (613b)

(1+n') & '(7'+'n') &

The wave scattered by the nucleus has, ac-
cording to (373a) (383b), the general form

0~ = ZPpi-(&fi+gi) 1'i-(&v)/r (614)

where fi is the regular solution (613a) in the
Coulomb potential" and g~ the solution which is

"This means that we identify the particle potential U~
(cf; )55, (367)} with the Coulomb potential. Actually,
it would probably be a better approximation to take,
inside the nucleus, a constant repulsive potential. Ke
would then have the Coulomb scattering, potential
scattering from the repulsive auxiliary potential between
nucleus and particle, and resonance scattering. Ke have
not included the nuclear potential scattering in order not
to make our formulae too complicated; also, not much
useful information can be gained by including this poten-
tial scattering.

The general theory of scattering is contained
in $55 in which the dispersion formula for nuclear
processes was derived. It is only necessary to
make a few slight changes in order to represent
correctly the asymptotic behavior of the wave
functions of a particle in a Coulomb 6eld. This is
particularly essential because in the Coulomb
scattering the contributions of high orbital mo-
menta is very important, in contrast to the scat-
tering in all other types of fields.

In a pure Coulomb field, the wave function of
the scattered particle normalized per unit cur-
rent is (cf. M32, p. 35, and this article (100))

P, = v &e'" '+'~ '—I "&'—'&+ (sZe'/2Mv'r sin' ,'c9)—
Xv—f ikr eia log 2kr —ia log sin& i8—+ir+2igg (6]2)
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irregular at r=0. We have (cf. (376), (376b))
asymptotically

8i ( Ir,r—a log 2kr —$l ~+rfl} (614a)

The coefFicients f3 can be expressed by the A' s
(cf. (613c));we have (cf. 380, 391, 392a)

A i.H'"pi. ~'"p,„*
Ppi = —irP

E—E,+-',zq,
(615)

A change of the magnetic quantum number of
the orbital motion of the particle from 0 to m is,
of course, only possible if at the same time the
spin of the scattering nucleus or of the scattered
particle or both change their direction. We there-
fore write (615) more fully:

~ I
Plm4i "' PiPs =

A l'H™Pl'OP,s'Ps'H

E—E,+ ,'iy, - (615a)

where p p, ,' are the components of the spins of
scattering nucleus and scattered particle before
the collision, p, ;p, the same quantities after co11i-

sion, and M the magnetic quantum number of
the compound state. We have the selection rule

re+ gi+ Ii a =~= fi s +Ii s (615b)

~
—$8ijr, «+ia log k(r—«)gPiPs 4i Pi PsP s

ri
—,sikr i a log 2 r+2iiq r ifOai'pl' —— (616a)&sPs

with

zz82
PiPs 8—ia log 8in2 $8 $4iPi PsPs

23Iv2 sin' —,'8

+2o.&X+ Fim(Bio) Q i' '(27,'+1)i~i&ei+ni' 'no&—

We insert (613c, 614a, 615a) into (614) and
add the result to (612). Then we obtain for a
given pair of spin quantum numbers p;p, , of
nucleus and particle,

o (i7)dio = If"""'' '"(so) I'
(2i+1)(2s+1) ai'i. i'ar

(616b)

In (616b), the average has been taken over all

possible directions of the spins of nucleus A and
particle I' in the initial state and the sum over
all directions in the final state. As a result, the
cross section (616b) is independent of the
azimuth q.

The expression (616), (616b) for the cross
section is rather complicated and no simplified
form of it has yet been worked out in the general
case. However, in some special cases it is not
difficult to reduce the expression to a simpler one.

A. Scattering nucleus and scattered. particle
having zero spin

In this case, the sum over p, 'p, 'p;p, in (616b)
reduces to a single term p =p, ,'=p;=p, ,=0.
The selection rules (615b) require that the com-
pound state r have zero magnetic quantum
number M. Moreover, its angular momentum J
must be equal to l'. Similarly, H~"P&„can only
be different from zero if /= J=l' and m=0.
Furthermore, we have

2iiI H~r~ppi. oI'= yrsp (617)

since the given state r of the compound nucleus
can only emit particles of angular momentum l'
and magnetic quantum number zero, again
owing to the selection rules. Inserting 8"(&' &0}

from (613b), and remembering that

Fio ——(4o.) &(21+1)&Pi(oi),

we have from (616):

o(i7) = ia log 81IL

23A2 sin' -'8

+ 2&Z(2~+1)&s(&)

(1+in)'. (5+in)'
X (618)

(1+n') (J'+n') " E E,+ oiv,z—
Of special interest is the case of resonance, in

which the sum over r and J reduces to a single
term. Replacing the "effective widths" y by
the "true widths" I' (cf. $52), and introducing

The cross section for elastic scattering through
the angle 0 is then:

XH~r~pi oi i a, Her~pin„„*/(E E„+,'iver). —-
(616)
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the abbreviations

XI"" p„23A'sin' —,'0
(2J+1) Pg(8) =2(2J+1)

e'sZ

)& (hv/e'sZ) (I"p /1'„)sin'

'OPS�-(P)

= p, (618a)

(1+ia)' (J+in) '
~se log 8&n = e't, (618b)

(1+m') (~J'+n')

2(Z 8,)/1—', =x, (618c)

(e'sZ/2&v' sin' -', 8)'=op, (618d)

we obtain for the cross section a(0):

~(6) p'+2p sin f +2px cos f
— =1+ (619)

0O 1+@'

ao is the Rutherford scattering cross section.
The ratio of resonance scattering to Coulomb

scattering is primarily determined by p. This
quantity is (cf. 618a) in general greater -for

large scattering angles than for small ones.
Thus the backward scattering (ct=m) will show
the most pronounced deviations from the
Rutherford formula (cf. (74, 75). p increases with
increasing energy as v E& (see, however, re-
mark 1 below). For a given energy, it is larger
for light than for heavy particles (v M &) and
larger for a small charge s of the scattered
particle than for a large charge. From this it
would follow that protons will show more pro-
nounced resonance scattering than deuterons,
and deuterons more than n-particles. However,
this factor is probably more than offset by the
considerations given below, cf. remark 3. Reso-
nances with levels of high angular momentum J
are stronger than for low J, provided they can
occur at all (cf. end of $72).

The factor of greatest importance is 1'"p„/1'„.
It represents the ratio of the partial width of
the resonance level (corresponding to emission
of the incident particle I' with the scattering
nucleus being left in the ground state p) to the
total level width. In order that this ratio be
large, it is necessary that no other processes but
elastic scattering can occur with great proba-
bility. The conditions for this are:

(1) The scattered particle must not have too
high energy, because otherwise inelastic scatter-
ing will occur. Particularly if the energy E~ is

high enough so that many levels of the scattering
nucleus can be excited, the total width corre-
sponding to all the excited states of the scattering
nucleus will in general be much greater than the
partial width corresponding to the ground state.
This fact will in many cases more than offset the
factor v in (618a), and will lead to a decrease in
the strength of resonances voith increasing energy

(2) The scattering nucleus must not be too
heavy because otherwise it will have many
excited states of low energy so that again
inelastic scattering will be very probable.

(3) The compound nucleus C must not dis-
integrate with emission of particles other than I'
with any great probability. This condition will be
most easily fulfilled if I' is an a-particle. Because
of the large mass defect of the n-particle, most
nuclear reactions p'roduced by O.-particles are
endoergic, and unless the kinetic energy of the
O.-particle is very high, no nuclear reaction can
in general occur, especially if the scattering
nucleus itself has a very high mass defect. This
is the case for most nuclei of zero spin, which
are, strictly speaking, the only ones for which
our formulae are valid (see above).

Deuterons, and to a lesser extent protons, can
almost with every nucleus cause a variety of
nuclear processes, owing to their large internal
energy. In these cases the total level width I'„
will in general be much larger than the partial
width referring to the incident particle, I'"~„.
It is therefore likely that the strongest resonance
effects are found in the scattering of n-particles,
less strong eRects with protons and very weak
resonances in the deuteron scattering. This will

be true in spite of the factor 1/s in (618a) which
would tend to make the proton and deuteron
resonances stronger than those for u-particles.

To obtain an estimate of the absolute magni-
tude of p, we may consider the n-particles of
polonium (energy 5.3 MV). Let us assume that
the partial width F"» is equal to the total I'„,
and that the scattering angle is 180'. Then
approximately

p = 7.3(25+1)/Z. (619a)

Thus for elements up to X(Z= 7), p would be
larger than unity even for J=O, i.e. for S levels
of the compound nucleus. This means, according
to (619), that the resonance scattering backward
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wi11, at its maximum, be more than twice the
Coulomb scattering whatever J. For elements
heavier than nitrogen, the resonance scattering
by an 5 leve1 of the compound nucleus mill
increase the Coulomb scattering by less than a
factor two: VA'th the limited accuracy of the
scattering experiments, it will. then be difhcult to
observe resonance scattering of Po O.-particles by
S resonance-levels. P resonances (j=1), on
the other hand, will correspond to an increase
in the cross section by a factor of about 1G for
nitrogen and will therefore be easily observable
up to rather high atomic number, probably as
long as the nuclear potential barrier is at all
penetrable for Po a-particles. This is a fortiori
true for D resonances.

We shall nom discuss the behavior of the scattering cross
section (619) near resonance. As in all. cases, the resonance
scattering is restricted to an energy region of width F,
about the resonance energy E,. An investigation of the
scattering cross section as a function of the energy of the
incident particle will therefore indicate the width of the
resonance level. The cross section has a minimum and a
rnaximurn at

where

. max ~(1+cd))—c,

c=(p/2 cos g)+tan g.

(620}

The maximum and minimum cross section are given by

o' ' /a' =1+pI &($p~+p sin /+1)&+ p+sln fj. (621)

If p is large, i.e., if the resonance scattering is large com-
pared to the Coulomb scattering, the minimum of the
cross section occurs at

i.e. (cf. 618c),

&min = p/cos |,
~ =~.—8'.p/cos 0

(622)

(622a)

The maximum occurs at

XI~=COS t/P, (622b)

which, for large p, is practically at the resonance energy.
The minimum cross section is, for large p.

&min=&0 Sin {623)

and the maximum cross section

cr =crop(p+2 sin f) =~rpp'. (623a)

Inserting the values of oaand p from (618a, d), this becomes

= (2J+1}2X~(r&„/I;)2'(e). (624)

This is the same cross section as without the Coulomb
field. It should, however, be kept in mind that the con-
dition p&&1 mill never be fulfilled for small scattering
ang1es 8, so that for small angles the Coulomb scattering
is always predominant.

B. Any spin of scattering nucleus and. scattered.
particle, but only zero orbital momentum
important

This condition will be fulhlled for slow par-
ticles. The sum over I and m in (616) reduces to
a single term /= m =0, the sum over /' to a
single term l' = 0. The magnetic quantum number
of the compound state 3f is equal to the sum of
the magnetic quantum numbers of the spins of
scattering nucleus and scattered particle p +p, '
=p, ;+@,. A fairly simple calculation involving
the spacial symmetry properties of the matrix
elements jj in (616) (similar to the calculation in
the appendix of B15) gives for the scattering
cross section

o (8) 2J+1 p'+2p sin f+2px cos I=1+
00 (2i+1)(2s+1) 1+x' (625)

similar to (619). Here i and s are the spins of
scattering nucleus and scattered particle, 00 is
the Rutherford scattering cross section (618d),
x the distance from resonance divided by half the
width of the resonance level (cf. 618c), while I
and p have somewhat simpler forms than in
(618a, b) because the orbital momentum of the
incident particle is now zero rather than J.
We have

I = a log sin' ~~8, (625a)

p = (2hv/e'zZ) (1'"p„/I',) sin' -', 8. (625b)
The "shape of the resonance line" (625) is the

same as for zero spin of nucleus and particle (cf.
619). If we compare the scattering of particles of
orbital momentum zero in both cases, we see that
the intensity of the resonance scattering is re-
duced by a factor (27+1)/(2i+1)(2s+1) by the
existence of the spins of particle and nucleus. 54 On
the other hand, there will be @sore resonances: if
the spins s and i are zero, and the orbital mo-
mentum /=0, only S-states (J=O) of the com-
pound nucleus can give rise to resonance scatter-
ing, whereas, if s and i are different from zero,
any compound state with J between ~s i

~

and-
s+i will give resonance scattering. '4

"It may be mentioned that there will be no reduction
in the intensity, and no increase in the number of resonances
if only one of the two spins, s or i, is different from zero.
However, this is only true for orbital momentum zero;
for arbitrary l, one spin di6'erent from zero is sufficient to
decrease the intensity and increase the number of eff'ective
levels.
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C. Very high density of levels (high energy)

If we average over an energy interval large
compared to the spacing of levels (cf. $56, $65),
the interference term between Coulomb scatter-
ing and resonance scattering will disappear. Then
the scattering cross section will be equal to the
Coulomb scattering, plus the average resonance
scattering, the latter having the same form as for
neutrons. The most probable process will in
general be a disintegration or inelastic scattering.
The elastic scattering will be primarily Coulomb
scattering at small angles and nuclear potential
scattering at large angles.

ft72. PENETRATION OP THE POTENTIAL BARRIER
AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The scattering is, according to (616, 618a),
primarily determined by the matrix elements II,
or by the partial width I'"~~ of the nuclear reso-
nance level, the latter being proportional to the
square of the former. Thp matrix elements in-
volve the wave function of the incident particle
in the nucleus (or at its surface, if the nuclear
potential suggested in $54A is accepted). This
wave function introduces the well-known pene-
trability of the potential barrier as a factor into
the matrix elements, and therefore into the
partial width of the levels and into the scattering
cross section.

Accurate tables of the wave functions of a
particle in a Coulomb heM have been given by
Yost, Wheeler and Breit (Y2). They must be
used whenever the fundamental assumptions of
the theory are su%ciently justi6ed to warrant
exact calculations, as, e.g. , in the scattering of
protons by protons (B53). Similarly, when only
one resonance level is of importance, and all the
angular momenta concerned are well known, the
use of exact wave functions is desirable. Such a
case seems to be, e.g. , the resonance scattering of
protons of 440 kv by Li' nuclei (cf. $75).

For estimates, especially when the properties
of the nuclei concerned are not well known, it will
be suf6cient to use the &KB method for calculat-
ing wave functions. If we assume the Coulomb
potential to hold everywhere (down to r =0), the
wave function of the particle must decrease ex-
ponentially as we approach the nucleus. In the
notation of $66, we have thus to take the func-

tion ttm (except for the inside part). Therefore, if
the wave function behaves asymptotically as
(cf. 578a)

f(R) = -,' (m/k) I
j C (R) i

( Fg

Xexp (
— l@(p) I'dp ), (62«)

)
where

~

4 (R)
~

=2m'-'(sZe'/R —Z), (626b)

8 is the particle energy, and

rs ——sZe'/E. (626c)

The exponent in (626a) is exactly the quantity C
(cf. (585a)); therefore the square of the exponen-
tial is simply the penetrability of the potential
barrier.

Ke may now change our assumptions and suppose that
there is a constant repulsive potential Vo acting on the
particle when it is inside the nucleus (cf. )54A). %'e assume
that the transition from the Coulomb potential to this
nuclear potential is gradual so that the &KB solution
holds throughout. Then we have inside the nucleus

p(r) =~(-'nz)&{V0—E) &e c'e " " {627)
with .= (V,—Z)&(2m)~/h (627a)

as in {335).If there were no potential barrier, we should
have instead of {627) (cf. 335)

P,{r)= (;m) ~a~ V;~e-"«-"& (627b)
The ratio is

p/|t'0= $[VO /Z{Vo E)]&e— (628)

The most important factor here is, of course, the pene-
trability e . However, there is, in addition, a factor
q)V0/E(VO —Z)J&. This factor arises from the fact that
the potential must be assumed to change suddenly from
zero to V0 when there is no potential barrier, "suddenly"
being understood in comparison with the wave-length of
the particle outside the nucleus. On the other hand, the
potential changes gradually when there is a Coulomb +ld.
The sudden change of potential causes a reflection of
particles at the surface of the nucleus, especially if the
particles are very slow (E&&VO}, tending to make the
wave function of slow particles inside the nucleus relatively
smaller in the case of free particles than in the case of a
Coulomb 6eld. The factor 9 E& in the matrix element,
and correspondingly e~E& in the width of the levels, does

(
It(r) =v I cos

~
4'*(p)dp —~4'

~

(626)=v-I sin (kr a log —2kr+ v~),

its value at the surface of the nucleus (r=R)
will be
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not occur in the Coulomb fieM but only in the case of
free particles.

Practically, this point is of little consequence,
since very slow charged particles wil1 never be
able to penetrate into the nucleus on account of
the potential barrier. Therefore we shall, for our
purposes„write the "partial width" for charged
particles in the form

Pr Gr g 2c Gr P (629)

where 6"p„is the width of the level without po-
tential barrier, and I' the penetrability of the
barrier. A convenient formula for P was given
in (600).

The inAuence of the orbital momentum of the
particle on the penetrability may be calculated
by the %KB method (cf. $66). The only diRer-
ence as compared to the case of /=0 is that we
have instead of (578b)

4 ((r) = 2mb '(E—V) —l(l+1)/r'. (630)

0
J'

I I I

IO g gO

FIG. 19.Critical orbital momentum /, of charged particles
as a function of energy. Abscissa: Ratio of particle energy to
barrier height. Ordinate: l,'/g' where g is the characteristic
orbital momentum for the given nucleus. g=5 corresponds
approximately to deuterons on zinc, g =25 to a-particles on
uranium. The broken curve corresponds to neutral parti-
cles. The curves show clearly the sharp break when the
particle energy becomes equal to the barrier height, and
the rapid rise at energies above the barrier. They also show
that at very low energies the critical angular momentum
is larger for charged than for neutral particles.

Defining C~ in analogy with (585a), vis
l=0 when

y =-'g '(1-x)-' (632b)

I
c'i(u) ( 'de (63Da) which corresponds to

where rI is dehned as the value of r for which C g

vanishes, we obtain

Ci 1 —2x—=-,'x I~ -', x+arcsin
(
—(y+1 —x)'

g (1+4xy) Ii

1+2ytgv&+ (y+1 —x)I]
+y& log (631)

(1+4xy) I

Here g is the abbreviation introduced in (600a),
x=E/B is the .ratio of particle energy to barrier
height and

(631a)y= l(1+1)ig'.

C& = C0+-,'g((y+1 —x) I—(1—x) I]. (632)

For energies not too near the top of the barrier,
and below the top, we may further simplify (632)
and obtain for the penetrability for the orbital
momentum /

Q) —g-2& ) —jpo g-207I(&—~)

This expression falls to 1/s times its value for

For values of / small compared to the "critical
orbital momentum" g, i.e., for y&&1, and for
+&1, this may be approximated by

l +-:=gy '= (lg)'(1 -x)-'. (633)

«= 3e'-
The critical orbital momentum is then

(634)

l,(B)= ( ') &gI = D 91g I -(63.4a).
For a-particles on uranium, this gives l, (B)=8.
Fig. 19 gives l, as a function of x (see $78).

This critical orbital momentum is, for low energy
(x«1), approximately the square root of one-half
the critical momentum g given in Table XXXIII.
Thus, e.g. , slow a-particles (E«20 MV) will be
about equally effective in disintegrating uranium
when they have orbital momentum 3 as for 1=0,
but much less effective when /&&3. Therefore the
angular distribution of the particles produced in
the disintegration of a heavy nucleus by a
charged particle will not be spherically sym-
metrical, even if the wave-length of the incident
particle is large compared to the nuclear radius
(Teller, unpublished; cf. $78).

Kith increasing energy, the critical orbital
momentum l. increases slowly. For x =1, i.e., for
particles which can just go over the top of the
barrier, (633) is no longer valid, but (632) reduces
to (CO=0)
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BxRn, GAUM (8~3.9 MV) CaxnUM (8=20, 8=9.0 MV)

TAsLE XXXIV. Penetrabihties of potential barriers for
various orbital momenta.

this method here although we are aware of its limitations. ~

If we denote by p0 the wave function in the pure Coulomb
6eld (cf. (612)), the wave function in the field of the
nucleus may be written (cf. Mott and Massey, p. 24,
Eq. {17))

E{MV)

1.6 6.2
1.4 5.5
1.2 4.7
1.0 3.9
0.8 3.1
0.7 2.7
0.6 2.3
Q.5 1.9
0.4 1.6
0.3 1.2
0.2 0.8
Q.l 0.4

1
0,63
Q.40
0.20
0.077
0.020
2.0.10 3

5.10 6

6109

1
0.82

1 0.55
0.74 0.29
0.35 0.105
0.20 0.051
0.092 0.021
0028 65*10 3

8.5 1W 1.2.10~
8 10 4 1.4.10 4

1.4.M 6 2.10 4

210' 210'0

Pxrrnu, sn, rrr P/
/=0 /=1 /=2 E /=0

14.4
12.6
10.8
90 1
7.2 0.28
6.3 0.073
5.4 0.011
4.5 6.5 10 4

3.6 1.2 10 &

2.7 2.5 ~ 10 11

18 4 1Q 13

0.9 10 &

1
0.95
0.60
0.039
7.5.10 3

7.5.10 4

3.5 10 6

7.5.10 '
6-10 '0
8.10»
4.10~

0.51
0.165
0.0354.10 3

17.10 s
2.10 6

1.3.10 s
35 108

2.10 '0
2 10'3

1Q 18

10~

0 =ko+ 2 Llr &—if((r)]&~o(+)!r, (635)

where A/ is given in (613c), f/ is the radial wave function
in the Coulomb 6eld whose asymptotic behavior is indi-
cated in (613a), and u/ is the radial wave function in the
actual 6eld, i.e. the Coulomb plus the speci6cally nuclear
6eld. The asymptotic behavior of u/ will be similar to the
Coulomb wave function f/, except for a phase shift 8/, viz. :

I/ =B/ sin (kr —a log 2kr ——,'l7t. +g/+8/). (635a)

For energies we11 above the potential barrier,
the penetrability is no longer important, and
particles of angular momentum up to lo=R/)I
will be efI'ective. As already mentioned at the end
of $70, this means that, above the barrier, higher
angular momenta become rapidly more impor-
tant. Therefore there will often be a further in-

crease of the nuclear scattering above the top of
the barrier, making the barrier appear higher
than it actually is. Indications of this e8ect can
be seen in the data given in $75 where the height
of the potential barriers as deduced from scatter-
ing is sometimes higher than that following from
our general interpolation formula (609).

As illustrations, we give in Table XXXIV the
penetrabilities for n-particles of the barriers of
two nuclei, a very light one (Be) and a medium

heavy one (Ca), as functions of the energy of the
particle for various orbital momenta /. The
critical orbital momentum g is about 2 for Be and
8 for Ca while f, (cf.(633)) is, for small energy,
about 1 and 2, respectively. It is seen that, for the
same ratio of energy to barrier height, the pene-
trability is much greater for Be than for Ca. Also
it is shown by the table that the penetrability is
decidedly less for the higher angular momenta
than for the lower, in accord with the considera-
tions above.

f73. THE ONE-BODY THEORY OF

SCATTERING (M32)

For light nuclei, it may be a fair approximation to treat
the scattering problem as a one-body problem, assuming a
suitable potential to act between the scattering nucleus
and the scattered particle. This method has been used

widely in the past for the analysis and interpretation of
experimental results; mainly for this reason, we discuss

This formula is similar to that obtained with the many-

body model and zero spin of nucleus and particle (618).
The main difference is that the sum over the levels r in

(618) has been replaced by i(e~'~' —1). The behavior near
resonances is also quite similar to that discussed in $7j.h,
only the factor (1'"z~/F, )' in the maximum cross section
(624) is replaced by unity because no processes other than
elastic scattering are being considered.

The similarity between (636) and the many-body for-
mula for particles with zero spin is not accidental. If the
spins of both scattering nucleus and scattered particle are
zero, the scattered wave contains only partial waves of
zero magnetic quantum number. Therefore, for large
distances from the nucleus, we can certainly write the
wave function in the form

0 =4o+Z~o Eo(&)jr, (636a)

where e~ is an outgoing spherical wave. Furthermore, we

know that the orbital momentum l of a particle cannot
change in the scattering process; therefore if we analyze
the total wave function P in spherical harmonics and split
the radial function, multiplying each spherical harmonic,
into an incident and an outgoing part, the amplitudes of
these two parts must have the same absolute value. This
leads uniquely to the form (636) for the scattering cross
section. However, the phases 8/ can in general not. be found

"The method will give incorrect results (1) if the
spins of nucleus or particle are different from zero, (2) if
disintegrations have a probability comparable to scatter-
ing, (3) if inelastic scattering has a probability comparable
to the elastic process.

Bf depends on the nuclear potential and can be calculated
only if this potential is known. 8/ must be determined so
that I/ —A/f/ is purely an outgoing wave. This leads to

a& ——A/e"&. (635b)

Inserting the values of A/, &g, f/, I/ and 1Io in (635), we
find for the scattering cross section per unit solid angle

~(&) = esZ
e
—Qx 10g sH1& 'f8+ ~1'g

2MB sin~ q8

XP(2l+1)(oof ' —1) Pi(coo oI) '. (636)i+ )."(P+
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as the phase differences between the solutions of the radial
Schro*dinger equations with and without the nuclear po-
tential, but they must be regarded as arbitrary constants
of much more complicated signi6cance. Thus it will in
general be possible to determine "empirical" phases BI

suitable to represent the observed scattering, provided
scattering nucleus and scattered particle have zero spin.
But it will usually not be possible to find a suitable nuclear
potential which gives the "observed" BI's (cf. $74).

TABLE XXXV. Scattering of light nudei.

WAVE-LENGTHS X/2a =g
(in 10» cm for

Be=1 MV)
SCATTERED PARTICLE

RANGE OF THE FORCES
(in 10 ~s cm)

SCATTERED PARTICLE
SCATTERING

NUCLEUS

H, n
D
Hs, He»
He'

He D He4 He
9.06 9.60 11.30 2
6.78 6.38 6.78 5~
6.04 5.28 5.27 4.5'
5.65 4.79 4.52 4.5

D He4

~ Estimates (other figures from experiments, see below).

$74. ScarrERtxG av VERv LiGHT NUcLEr (Up
To He') (C2, R25, C3, W22, T6, T7, W13)

The scattering of particles by very light nuclei
claims particular interest. In some cases it has
been possible to draw conclusions about the
fundamental forces between elementary nuclear
particles from the scattering of very light nuclei

($14, 15, 18, and below). Since the scattering of
elementary particles (protons and neutrons) by
other elementary particles has already been
treated ($18, 14, 15), we shall here be concerned
with the scattering of protons, neutrons, deu-
terons and a-particles by deuterons and O.-par-
ticles.

In all scattering experiments carried out thus
far with protons and deuterons, the effective de
Broglie wave-length 'A was larger than the pre-
sumable range of the nuclear forces. Under these
conditions, it is known (II14) that only the par-
ticles of angular momentum zero are affected
strongly by the nuclear forces. This fact has been
made use of in theoretical investigations (T6,
T7, M8). When protons of several MV, fast
neutrons and deuterons are used for scattering
experiments, the situation will be different.

To facilitate estimates of whether angular momenta
higher than 0 will play any role in any particular scattering
process, we have listed in Table XXXV the effective
de Broglie wave-lengths viz.

'A =4.52.10 Ie(A+a)/A (aEs)&, (637)

for an energy E0=1 MV. {aand A are the atomic weights
of scattered particle and scattering nucleus, Es the kinetic
energy of the incident particle in MV in the laboratory
coordinate system. ) In addition, we have tabulated the
estimated effective radius of interaction for the particular
pair of interacting nuclei {see below, under the discussion
of the separate processes). According to the discussion
in $14, strong scattering of angular momentum l can
be expected only if X/ is amaller than the range of the
forces. E.g. , for the scattering of protons by n-particles,
X=5.6580 & 10 " cm while the range of the forces is
about 4 10 " cm. Therefore for proton energies above
2 MV an influence of the angular momentum 1=1 is to
be expected.

Ke turn now to the discussion of' the various
processes.

A. Scattering of neutrons by deutexons

The range of interaction between neutron and
deuteron is determined to a large extent by the
size of the deuteron. The average distance be-
tween proton and neutron in the deuteron is (cf.
iI12) 4.5 10 "cm, therefore the average distance
of either proton or neutron from the center of the
deuteron is 2.2 10 " cm. Kith a range of the
force between two elementary particles of about 2
to 2.5 10 " cm ()21), we may estimate that a
neutron will begin to be in8uenced by a deuteron
at a distance of about 5 10 "crn.

The wave-length characteristic for the process
is (Table XXXV) 6.78 10 "E & where E, is
the kinetic energy of the neutron in MV. Thus
the scattering may be expected to be approxi-
mately spherically symmetrical for neutron
energies up to about 2 MV. For faster neutrons,
the partial waves /=1 etc. will be affected so that
the scattering will no longer show spherical sym-
metry. The "spherical symmetry" refers, of
course, to the C system (cf. $70); this means
(cf. (604)) a distribution of the recoil deuterons
according to a law sin 2qdq, q being the angle
between the motions of neutron and recoil
deuteron.

If the scattering is spherically symmetrical
(Eo&(2 MV), the cross section is determined by
the phase bo of the partia1 wave function I=0
(cf. (635a)). The phase shift bo has been calcu-
lated by Massey and Mohr (M8) with the as-
sumption that the interaction between deuteron
and neutron can be represented by a potential
(cf. below). For a potential hole of radius
4.5 10 " cm which should about correspond to
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reality, they 6nd a pronounced "Ramsauer
eRect" (Fig. 1 of their paper), i.e., the scattering
is low at high energies, rises to a maximum at
about 0.8 MV neutron energy and falls off again
for smaller energies. The cross section at the
maximum is 7-10 " cm', at zero energy only
2.5 1.0 '4 cm'.

Experimentally, the scattering of neutrons by
deuterons has been investigated by Dunning,
Pegram, Fink and Mitchell (D23). They found
the scattering cross section to be 4 10 '4 cm' for
very slow neutrons (absorbable by Cd, energy
probably less than 1 volt, cf. )61G) and 1.7 10 "
for "fast" neutrons, being a mixture of all
energies from 1 volt to about 10 MV.

No better agreement between theoretical and
experimental value at low energy is to be expected
since the inAuence of the deuteron on the neutron
cannot be appropriately represented by a poten-
tial. The deuteron should be regarded as a dy-
namic system, and the proper wave function of
all three partides, the two neutrons and the pro-
ton, be calculated with the actual interaction
between them. This proper treatment of the
problem as a three-particle problem is of course

mathematically very complicated. If the problem
is treated as a two-particle one (deuteron+neu-
tron), then at least the exchange of the incident
neutron with the one contained in the deuteron
and the Majorana type of the forces should be
considered. This refinement of the theory should
be more necessary for the scattering by the deu-
teron than by any other nucleus, owing to the
small binding energy and the small number of
particles in the deuteron.

B.Scattering of protons by d.euterons

If the nuclear forces are symmetrical in neu-
trons and protons ((6, 22), the force between pro-
ton and deuteron should be exactly the same as
between neutron and deuteron, except for the
Coulomb force. The phase shifts b~ should there-
fore be identical for the two cases, only the scat-
tering should be calculated from (636) for pro-
tons, from (53) for neutrons. A comparison of the
scattering of neutrons and protons of Se scans

energy by deuterons wouM therefore provide a
very accurate test of the assumption that nuclear
forces are symmetrical in neutrons and protons.
Of course, it would be necessary to 6nd the angu-

lar distributions in both cases. Experiments on
the angular distribution and the absolute cross
section for the scattering of protons by deuterons
have been made by Tuve, Heydenburg and
Hafstad (unpublished) .

C. Deuteron-deuteron

From the diameter of the deuteron (4.5 10 "
cm) we estimate that the mutual influence of two
deuterons will be appreciable up to distances of
about 7 10 " cm. Accordingly, marked devia-
tions from the Rutherford scattering should set
in at very low energies, of the order of a few
hundred kv. The partial wave l=0 only should
be strongly inAuenced for energies up to about
1 MV. Experiments have been made by Tuve,
Heydenburg and Hafstad (unpublished).

D. O,-particle —proton

The size (radius) of the n-particle is only about
2 10 " cm ($21). Therefore the range of the
forces between n-particle and protons may be
estimated to be about 4 10 "cm. Consequently,
if o.-particles are scattered in hydrogen, only the
partial wave l=0 should be materially affected
as long as the a-particle energy is less than
(11..3/4)'=8 MV (cf. Table XXXV).

Very careful experiments on the scattering of
n-particles of different velocities in hydrogen
have been carried out by Chadwick and Bieler
(C2) as early as 1921:The experiments consisted
in observing the number and angular distribution
of the protons projected by the O.-particles from
a hydrogen-containing substance such as paraffin.
Because of their. longer range ((95) the protons
are much easier to observe than the scattered
O.-particles. The angle p between the directions of
proton and incident o. is connected to the deAec-
tion 0 of the c-particie in the center-of-mass sys-
tem by the simple relation y = —', (~ —0) (cf.
604c). The protons emitted in a forward direc-
tion correspond thus to maximum deAection
(0= 180') of the a's and therefore their number
should show the largest relative deviation from
the Rutherford formula (cf. (618a) and text fol-
lowing (619)).

The results of Chadwick and Bieler show that
the scattering probability is many times as large
as the Rutherford law would indicate. The scat-
tering ratio (ratio of actual to Rutherford scatter-
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ing) increases with increasing energy of the
O.-particles and. surpasses 40 for a-particles of
the highest energy (Eo——7.5 MV). For small
energies, below about 3 MV, the scattering be-
comes essentially equal to the Rutherford scat-
tering. This behavior is to be expected. If we as-
sume a range of the nuclear interaction of about
R=4.5 10 " cm (see below) the height of the
potential barrier is 2e' jR=0 6 MV. But the kinetic
energy in the relative coordinate system in only
one-fifth of the kinetic energy of the a-particle
(cf. 606a) so that the n-particles are able to go
over the top of the potential barrier if their
energy is more than 3 MV.

The data have been analyzed theoretically by
Taylor (T6). He finds that the angular distribu-
tions can be explained very satisfactorily on the
one-body model by assuming a single phase shift
60 for the partial wave of zero angular momentum.
This is to be expected for n-particles of less than
8 MV (see above). The "experimental" phases
80 ean be interpreted theoretica]ly by assuming a
potential energy of the rectangular-hole type
between proton and o.-particle. The depth of the
hole which gives best agreement with the experi-
mental data, is 6 MV, the width 4.5. 10 "em.

In such a potential hole, there should be a
stable energy level at —0.8 MV, corresponding
to a stable nucleus Li' of 0.8 MV binding energy.
Such a nucleus is not known and probably does
not exist. Its energy must be higher than the
energy of He' by the amount of the Coulomb
repulsion between the proton and the o.-particle.
But even He' probably does not exist (W21c)
and is unstable by 0.9 MV against disintegration
into an O.-particle and a neutron. Thus the
potential assumed by Taylor for the scattering,
does not correctly represent the interaction
between proton and O.-particle in the stationary
state. However, it can hardly be expected that
this interaction can be described by a potential.
Moreover, it seems that only a slight change of
the potential would be required to make Li'
unstable, and such a change seems quite possible
in view of the crude approximation given by the
one-body model.

Experimental results apparently different from those
of Chadwick and Bieler have been obtained by Pose and
Diebner {P13).They give a scattering probability equal
to more than 100 times the Rutherford scattering for

cr-particles of only 5 MV, for which Chadwick and Bieler
found only 10 times the Rutherford scattering. Horsley
has pointed out {H37) that such a large scattering ratio
could not be explained if only the angular momentum l =0
were affected by the nuclear field, and therefore postulates
an inRuence of the nuclear field on the p-scattering {'l=1),
contrary to our estimates above. It is true that p-scattering
might occur in a limited energy interval due to a p-
resonance level. However the discrepancy between Pose-
Diebner's and Chadwick-Bieler's results seemed to us far
too large to be explained by experimental uncer-
tainties. Indeed, there is obviously an error in the evalua-
tion of the data of Pose and Diebner: They observe all
protons emitted in all directions making angles less than
5' with the incident alphas, corresponding to a solid
angle 2m (1—cos5 ) =2.4 10 '. The value of the solid
angle given in their paper, and obviously used in their
evaluation, is 2.5 10 '. All their results should therefore
be divided by 10, which makes them agree with Chadwick
and Bieler's values. This change invalidates the conclusions
of Horsley about the p-resonance scattering.

E. Neutron —o.-particle

The interaction here should be the same as
between proton and a-particle, except for the
Coulomb force. Therefore the scattering should
be spherically symmetrical for neutron energies
up to 2 MV. Using Taylor's potential hole for
the proton-alpha-interaction, the scattering cross
section should be of the order 6 10 '4 cm' for
slow neutrons (below about 1 MV). Experi-
mental investigations of the angular distribution
and the scattering cross section are not available,
in spite of the fact that recoil helium nuclei have
been used as a means of detecting neutrons (B40).

F. o.-particle —O.-particle

More extensive work has been done on this
scattering process, both theoretically and experi-
mentally, than on any of the processes previously
mentioned. The theoretical treatment is slightly
different from that of the other processes because
the symmetry of the wave function in the two
u-particles must be considered (M31, T6, T7,
and )18 of this article). a-particles obey Bose
statistics (CICI4, 48) therefore the wave function
must be symmetrica/ in the two particles. The
particles possess no spin, so that the symmetry
requirement applies to the positional wave func-
tion directly. This symmetry condition has the
immediate consequence that no odd angular
momenta I occur in an expansion of the wave func-
tion in spherical harmonics; for we have shown in
$12 that a wave function containing a spherical
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harmonic of odd order l, changes sign when the
two particles are interchanged, while an even
harmonic remains unchanged. This fact aRects,
of course, the condition for the appearance of
phase shifts other than 50 in the scattering: The
first partial wave besides 1= 0 is 1 = 2 rather than
1= 1;but 1 = 2 will only be affected by the nuclear
field if the range of the forces is more than twice
the eRective wave-length X. From Table XXXV
we find that X =4.5 Eo—&. 10 "cm for the scatter-
ing of o.-particles by n-particles. Estimating the
range of the forces to be about 4 10 " cm, we
would expect that the second spherical harmonic
will contribute to the scattering above about 5
MV. This seems to be roughly correct (see below).
The higher spherical harmonics l =4 etc. should,
according to this reasoning, not come in at
energies below about 20 MV. However, there
seems to be a resonance level for l =4 at about 10
or 12 MV n-energy which increases the influence

of the partial wave l =4.
The scattering is most conveniently expressed

in terms of its ratio to the classical scattering in a
Coulomb field,

( 4e' q'p 1 1
~,( sin Od 0 = 8~~(M.v') Esin4 0 cos4 02

Xsin 0 cos OdO, (638)

where M is the mass of the n-particle and
0=-,8 its deflection in the ordinary coordinate
system. The first term in the bracket, (sin 0~)~,
gives the number of u-particles deflected through
0; the second term, (cos 0)~, gives the number of
n's deflected through -', m —0 each of which is
accompanied by a recoil o.-particle in the direc-
tion 0 (cf. beginning of $14, and (604c)). The
ratio of the actual scattering to the Rutherford
scattering (638) is (cf. (636); $18; M32, Chapter
V, or T6, T7)

7 A log sin Q~ ~
—sa log cos OH (1+la)' (i+in) ' 2

+ +—P (2l+1)(e"'&—1) Pi(cos 20)
s1n Q~ CQS2 Hi ~ $ even (1+n') (l2+n')

(sin ' 0" +cos ' 0)
(639)

cx =4e'/hv. (639a)

The first two terms arise from the symmetriza-
tion of the wave function in incident and scatter-
ing n-particle. These terms alone give deviations
from the classical scattering which were first
pointed out by Mott (M31). In particular, for 0
=45', we have sin' 0"=cos2 0~=-*, w'hich makes
the two terms equal and gives I'= 2. Thus at 45'
the scattering of n-particles is twice as large as it
would be in classical mechanics, even if there is
no action of the nuclear force at all. This has
actually been proved experimentally for slow
a-particles by Chadwick (C3). At angles other
than 45', the deviations from elassieal scattering
change periodically with the velocity and the
angle 0, giving sometimes larger, sometimes
smaller scattering than classical. This eRect has
been checked for various angles and velocities by
Blackett and Champion (827).

The sum over l in (639) represents the influence
of the nuclear field. The factor 2 in front of it
arises again from the symmetrization of the wave

function. The sum extends only over the even
values of /, again because of the symmetry re-
quirement. In all other respects, the expression is
analogous to (636).

Experiments were carried out by Rutherford
and Chadwick (R25), by Chadwick (C3), by
Wright (W22) and by Mohr and Pringle (un-
published). A theoretical analysis was made by
Taylor (T6, T7), Wright (W22) and recently by
Wheeler (to be published in Phys. Rev. )."
Wheeler, whose analysis is the most complete,
represented the observations in terms of the three
phase shifts b08284 for the three lowest values of /

possible. For each energy, the phase shifts are
determined provisionally from the scattering at
three angles, preferably 19.6', 27.4' and 35.0'
because for these angles either P~(20) or Pq(20)
varushes. In general, 8 diSyrent sets of values
for bob2b4 satisfy the data for the three angles.
The experimental scattering at a fourth angle,
e.g. 45', is then used to decide between these
8 sets, the decision being in general unique.

"We are indebted to Professor Wheeler for communi-
cation of his results before publication.
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FIG. 20. Scattering of a-particles of 6.9 MV by He nuclei.
Solid curve calculated by Wheeler to pass through the four
experimental points indicated. (We are indebted to Pro-
fessor Wheeler for the permission to publish this and the
following 6gure, )

The agreement obtained with experiment is
very satisfactory, as can be seen from Fig. 20
which shows the scattering of O.-particles of 6.9
MV, the solid curve being obtained from (639)
with the suitably chosen values of the 8's.

Fig. 21 gives the phase shifts obtained in this
way, as functions of the O.-particle energy. The
8's are quite small and vary regularly up to
about 5.5 MV. Above this energy, a rather sud-
den change occurs which is probably connected to
the level of Be' at 3 MV excitation energy which
is known from the nuclear reaction B"+H' ((88).
(The energy in the center of gravity system is
half the kinetic energy of the incident n-particle!)—Wheeler has also tried to calculate the scatter-
ing on purely theoretical grounds, using only
the known forces between neutrons and protons.
These calculations, being very laborious, are
not yet completed.

$75. OTHER EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON

SOATTERING (R8, R9, W11)

Most experimental results on scattering have
been obtained with O.-particles as the scattered
particles. The most comprehensive experimental
paper is by Riezler (R8). In addition, older
experiments by Rutherford and Chadwick (R25)
and more recent supplementary experiments by
Riezler (R9) must be mentioned.

Wenzel (W11) has analyzed Riezler's results
theoretically. '~ His analysis is based on the one-

"Wenzel's formulae contain an error. In his formula
{13)etc. OI should be replaced by 2crE. The error caused hy

FiG. 21. Phase shifts {in degrees) of the partial waves
1=0, 2 and 4 in the scattering of e-particles by n-particles
according to Wheeler.

body model ()73) which, as we have mentioned,
is justified (to the extent that it is used) if both
the scattered particle and the scattering nucleus
have spin zero. For the scattered particle
(a-particle) this is fulfilled, for the scattering
nucleus it is true in the case of C, 0 and Ne
(among the nuclei investigated), but not for
Be, 8 and Al. In fact, Wenzel's analysis gives
very satisfactory results for carbon, and, much
less satisfactory ones for Be and B (the other
cases were not analyzed).

If the spins of both nuclei are zero, the orbital
momentum l of the particle is identical with the
angular momentum J of the compound nucleus.
Formula (618) (or (636)) is valid for the scatter-
ing, and it is easy to estimate J from the reso-
nance maximum of the scattering (cf. the dis-
cussion of carbon, below).

All the results enumerated in the following
refer to the scattering of o.-particles by the
respective nuclei.

Lithium

No experimental data.

Beryllium

Riezler (R8) finds for a-particles of 7.5 MV a
scattered intensity exceeding greatly the Ruther-
ford scattering. The ratio (observed s ctat/.
Coulomb scatt. ) goes up to 43 for a deflection of
165' (in the center-of-gravity system). Such a
large scattering could not be produced if only the
wave of orbital momentum zero were afI'ected by
this is not very great for l =0 and j. , but very considerable
for l=2.
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the nuclear field. p-scattering (I=1) accounts
fairly satisfactorily for the observations if the
one-body model is used (Wenzel). In the many-
body model a higher orbital momentum is
ordinarily required to give the same scattering
()71B).From the size of the Be nucleus and the
wave-length of the O.-particles it should be
expected that just the s-, p- and d-scattering are
seriously affected by the nuclear field, which is

compatible with our reasoning above. Since the
top of the potential barrier lies at about 4 MV
for the scattering of n-particles by beryllium,
Riezler's n-particles go well over the top. No
experiments on the variation of the scattering
with the n-particle energy are available. '

Boron
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Riezler observed the scattering as a function
of the angle for 7.5 MV energy, finding a high
maximum at 180' as should be expected from
(618), (636). He also observed the scattering at
160' as a function of the energy, finding the ex-

pected rise with increasing energy. The highest
ratio observed is 25 (i.e. , observed scattering = 25
times Rutherford scattering) at 167' and 7.5 MV.
The increase of the scattering ratio occurs for
n-particle energies between 4 and 7 MV. The
potential barrier of 8 for n-particles is expected
to be about 5 MV high. Therefore the anomalous
scattering is obviously connected with the over-

coming of the barrier. The height of the barrier
as determined from the experiments turns out in

accord with our expectations, thus proving
approximate proportionality of nuclear volume
and atomic weight (cf. $3, and )25 to $30).
From the nuclear radius and the wave-length of
the o.-particles, we find again that s-, p- and d-

particles should be inAuenced by the nuclear
field. In fact, the observed scattering ratio at
7.5 MV is too high to be explained by s scattering
alone while p scattering would be sufhcient in
the one-body model (W11) (cf. the remarks
on Be). No resonance maximum of the scattering
was observed.

~' O.-particles scattered backwards by Be have an energy
of only (9—4)~/(9+4)'=0. 15 times their original energy.
If the initial energy is low, the range of the scattered
alphas is too short for observation.

Fio. 22. The scattering of a-particles by carbon, according
to experiments of Riezler.

Carbon

In contrast to the scattering by Be and 8,
the scattering ratio for carbon does not increase
continuously with O.-particle energy, but shows
a marked maximum at about 5 MV (cf. Fig. 22).
This is about equal to the height of the potential
barrier for C (cf. 609). The observed maximum
should be ascribed to resonance, as Wenzel has
pointed out. The scattering ratio at the maximum
is 15 for 166 deRection. A perturbation of the
s scattering alone by the nuclear field could,
according to (624), not give a scattering ratio
greater than about 3. Therefore the maximum
must be ascribed to a resonance level with J
different from zero. Indeed, the observed maxi-
mum of the scattering ratio agrees closely with
the theoretical maximum for p scattering (W11).
The width of the resonance peak is of the order
of 1 MV, which seems reasonable.

Nitrogen

No observations.

Oxygen

According to the second paper of Riezler
(R9), the scattering through about 90' begins to
deviate from Rutherford scattering at about
4 MV, decreases continuously with the energy,
and reaches 0.5 times the Rutherford value at
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5.3 MV. The scattering can be explained by
assuming a height of the potential barrier of
about 6MV, ascompared to about 5.5 from (609).

light nuclei confirms, at least qualitatively, the
proportionality of the nuclear volume with the
mass number.

Up to energies of 5.3 MV, no deviation from
Rutherford scattering was observed by Riezler
(R8). This is compatible with the expected
height of the barrier (6 MV).

Aluminum

For about 7 MV energy, Riezler found the
scattering to be considerably smaller than
Rutherford scattering at angles below 158', and
larger for the largest scattering angles. From the
magnitude of the deviations, it seems that the
energy used (7 MV) is approximately equal to
the height of the potential barrier, which agrees
with our general formula (609).

Thus the scattering of n-particles by medium

A case of considerable interest, although no
experiments are yet available, is the scattering
of protons by Li'. The compound nucleus, Be',
is known to have a resonance level at 440 kv
kinetic energy of the protons. From the general
formula (625) it follows that the resonance
scattering should increase the Coulomb scatter-
ing in the backwards direction by a factor of
about 3 (B15, p. 478). In calculating this figure,
the assumption has been made that the width of
the level is almost entirely due to the dis-
integration Be'~Li~+H' which is very plausible
because no other process seems possible (cf. $81)
except the emission of p-rays which certainly
gives a very small contribution to the width of
the level.

XUI. Distintegrations Produced by Charged Particles

(76. CLASSIFICATION OF PROCESSES

The general scheme of a nuclear disintegration
is, as we know,

A +I'—+C~B+Q. (640)

The incident particle P falls on the initial nucleus
A and combines with it to form the compound
nucleus C. The latter splits into an outgoing
particle Q and a residual nucleus 8. In this
chapter, we shall be concerned with processes
produced by charged particles I', of which the
most important are protons, deuterons and
O.-particles.

A. The main nuclear process

The processes may first be classified into two
types according to the character of the outgoing
particle Q. Q may be either a light quantum or a
material particle. In the first case, we speak of the
simple capture of particle I', in the second case of
a disintegration in the strict sense, or a "particle
disintegration. "

In any nuclear process, charge, mass number,
energy and momentum must be conserved. The
conservation of energy and momentum will be

discussed in detail in )96. It determines the
kinetic energy of the outgoing particle in terms of
the kinetic energy of the incident particle, and of
the diRerence in internal energy between the
initial nuclei A+X and the final nuclei 8+Q. In
the case of simple capture, practically'all the
momentum will be taken up by the nucleus 8,
and practically all the energy by the light quan-
tum Q. In the case of particle-disintegrations,
energy and momentum will be shared between
the two resultant nuclei 8 and Q (see $96).

A special case of a particle disintegration is
scattering (elastic or inelastic). In this case, the
outgoing particle is identical with the incident
one. Apart from the potential scattering by the
Coulomb field, there is no essential diFference
between scattering and disintegration, and the
probabilities of the two processes will, in general,
be of the same order. Experimental data on
scattering are scarce except for n-particles ()74,
75). Data on inelastic scattering, especially, are
almost unavailable and the existence of the
process can only be inferred on theoretical
grounds and from analogy with neutron experi-
ments ($65C).
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Simple capture is ordinarily less probable than
particle disintegration, including scattering, be-
cause the "radiation width" of nuclear levels is
usually smaller than the particle width ($81).
Simple capture is therefore probable only when
particle disintegrations are impossible or very
improbable for some special reason, e.g. ,

(1) Because sufficient energy is not available to
make up the masses of the possible produced
particles, or (2) because the potential barrier is
too high for particles which, on energetic grounds,
might be emitted, or (3) because only enough
energy is available for slow particles to be
emitted, so that the particle width is made small

by the factor v contained in it (cf. $52B), or (4)
because the emission of particles is forbidden by
selection rules.

The last case is realized in the simple capture
of protons by Li' and F" (cf. (81), the first in the
capture by C".The conditions 2 and 3 are fulfilled
for the simple capture of slow neutrons by heavy
nuclei. The emission of charged particles is then
impossible because of the high barriers; the re-
emission of neutrons (elastic scattering) is im-

probable because of the small neutron velocity.
In some cases, it is possible to establish the
existence of simple capture experimentally, in
spite of its small probability. This will be the case
when the product nucleus 8 could not have been
produced in any other way and can be detected,
e.g. , by P-radioactivity.

In any nuclear process, the residual nucleus 8
may be left either in the ground state or in an
excited state. All the excited states which are
energetically possible and not improbable be-
cause of selection rules ($83) or because of con-
siderations of the penetration through the po-
tential barrier ($78), will in general be formed. To
each excited level of nucleus 8 there corresponds
a "group" of outgoing particles Q with a certain
definite energy. The group of highest kinetic
energy will correspond to the nucleus 8 being left
in the ground state, and the other groups, of de-
er easing kinetic energy, correspond to excited
states of nucleus 8 of increasing excitation
energy. This will be true for simple capture as
well as for particle disintegrations. In the case of
simple capture, the hu of the y-ray replaces the
kinetic energy of the outgoing particle. By meas-
Uring the kinetic energies of the various groups of

outgoing particles, or the spectrum of the p-rays
from the simple capture process, the excited
energy levels of the final nucleus 8 can be de-
duced. This has been done in a number of cases in
which the outgoing particles are protons, neu-
trons or n-particles (Chapter XVII, and $109).

The probability is, in general, of the same
order of magnitude for an excited final state of
the residual nucleus B as for the ground state (cf.
)54). Thus, if many excited states are energeti-
cally possible, only a small fraction of all disinte-
gration (or simple capture) processes will lead
directly to the ground state of the nucleus. There-
fore, it may sometimes be difficult to find the
group of particles, or the line in the capture p-ray
spectrum, which corresponds to the ground state.
On the other hand, the total disintegration prob-
ability will be greatly enhanced if many final
states are possible ($79).

B. Secondary processes due to the residual
nucleus

If the residual nucleus is left in an excited state
(which, according to the foregoing, is the rule
rather than the exception), we may again have
two cases. Either the excited state is below the
dissociation limit or above it.

ray spectrum In -the fi.
—rst case, the only

"particles" which can be emitted by the nucleus
8, are light quanta. Therefore the residual nu-
cleus will emit one or more p-rays until it finally
arrives in its ground state. These p-rays from the
residual nucleus must not be confused with the
&-rays emitted in capture processes. The latter
are part of the main nuclear process (640) itself,
while the former are emitted after the main
process is finished. y-rays from the residual nu-
cleus have a discrete spectrum depending only on
the levels of nucleus 8, while the frequency of the
capture p-rays depends on the kinetic energy of
the incident particle so that their spectrum is
continuous if the incident particles are not
"monochromatic, " i.e. , if they do not all have the
same energy.

The spectrum of the y-rays from the residual
nucleus has been observed in several cases ($89,
99—102). It provides a very important check on
the scheme of energy levels of nucleus 8 derived
from the groups of particles emitted in the
nuclear process itself. In cases for which these



groups have not been measured, the y-rays from
the residual nucleus may also be used directly to
obtain a scheme of energy levels; ho~ever, the
analysis of the spectrum is often difficult, espe-
cially if there are many lines.

It need hardly be mentioned that y-rays from
the residual nucleus may be emitted after capture
processes as mell as after particle disintegrations.
In the former case, it is extremely dificult to
separate the two kinds of y-rays.

Z. Three par-ticle disintegration If.—the residual
nucleus 8 is, in the main nuclear process, left in
an excited state above its dissociation energy, it
may break up further, emitting material par-
ticles according to the scheme

(641)

The asterisk denotes an excited state, D is the
second residual nucleus, and S the second emitted
particle. Experimentally, such a process will

appear as a three particte d-isintegration, according
to the scheme

A+P +C +P~+Q +—D+—5+Q. —(641a)

Such three-particle disintegrations have been ob-
served in a number of cases ()85, 79, 80, 101D,
E, 102D) and it could be shown that the mecha-
nism is actually as indicated by the scheme
(641a), at least in the case

of

A+P~C~A*+P, A* +D+Q —(642b)

A+P +C +8 ~+—Q, -8* +D+P. (6—42c)

Both are, in principle, equally probable.
"Noncapture" disintegrations seem to occur in

several cases with fast neutrons, the neutron
losing part of its energy which is used to knock
another neutron out of the nucleus ()85, 102D).

The same statements could be made about
nucleus D, as about 8.D may again be formed in
an excited state and may again emit p-rays, or,
if excited above the dissociation energy, may
disintegrate with emission of another particle, etc.

The reaction appears as a noncapture disintegra-
tion according to the scheme

(642a)

However, it should be remembered that actually
the mechanism of the reaction is more complica-
ted. The incident particle is first absorbed by the
initial nucleus A, to form the compound nucleus
C. It is then reemitted, A being left in an excited
state. This excited state then disintegrates finally
into D+Q. Or else, the compound nucleus may
first emit particle Q, leaving the residual nucleus
8 in an excited state, whereupon the reemission
of particle I' follows as the last stage. The two
schemes of "noncapture disintegrations" are
thus:

Bll+Hl~c12~Be84+He4~3He4 (641b) C. p-radioactivity of final nucleus

It seems that a breaking up into three particles
in a single process is very improbable.

The emission of a material particle S by the
excited residual nucleus B~, when energetically
possible, is in general more probable than the
emission of y-rays, just as, in the "main" nuclear
process, particle disintegrations are more likely
than simple capture. The reasons and the excep-
tions are the same as discussed above, in A.

A particular example of a three-particle dis-
integration is the case in which one or both of the
emitted particles 5 and Q are of the same kind as
the incident particle I', so that we have in effect
the reaction

(642)

Then it appears from the final result as if particle
I' had not taken part at all in the reaction, except
by giving part of its energy to the other particles.

The nucleus which is finally formed, after all

particles, p-rays, etc. have been emitted, may be
P-radioactive. It seems preferable not to include
this P-decay in the nuclear reaction at all, not
even in the secondary reactions of the type (641),
because the time required for the P-decay is of an
entirely different order of magnitude than the
time of nuclear reactions. Even the slowest nu-

clear reactions are completed in about 1.0 "sec. ,

this figure corresponding to a width of the com-
pound nuclear level of about 0.01 volt which is
smaller than all widths found experimentally
thus far (cf. $61, Table XXVI and $81). The
same figure will represent something of an upper
limit to the lifetime of the excited levels of the
residual nucleus 8 against y-emission, except
possibly for low metastable levels ($87D). On the
other hand, the shortest lifetime ever observed
for a P-radioactive nucleus is 1/50 sec;, with most
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lifetimes ranging from a few seconds to a few

years. This is 10",or more, times longer than the
duration of a nuclear reaction.

Thus it seems justi6ed to draw a dehnite line
between the nuclear process itself and the
P-emission which may follow it. From this stand-
point we have to say that electrons (positive or
negative) will never be produced in a nuclear
reaction, but can only be given oB later, by the
nucleus produced in the reaction. The interaction
of nuclei with the Fermi field of electrons is so
much weaker than all other interactions that we
can neglect it entirely in nuclear dynamics. We
consider the interaction of the compound. nucleus
with the "fields" of heavy particles of all kinds,
and with the electromagnetic radiation field, but
we leave out the extremely small interaction with
the P-ray field. For this reason, P-emission was
described in part A of this report, which dealt
with stationary states of nuclei rather than with

dynamic processes.
The chief function of P-radioactivity in the

study of nuclear reactions is to provide a con-
venient indicator of the production of certain
product nuclei. In fact, most of the capture proc-
esses of neutrons (Chapter X) and many of the
reactions produced by charged particles (this
chapter) have been discovered through detecting
the radioactivity of the product nucleus.

P-emission may also lead to an excited state of
the 6nal nucleus which will therefore emit y-rays.
These p-rays can easily be separated from the
y-rays produced in the original nuclear reaction
(capture y-rays) or emitted by the residual nu-

cleus of the original reaction, because the p-rays
emitted after P-emission appear with a time lag
equal to that of the P-emission itself.

CI77. GENRRAt. THEoRv

The general expression for the disintegration
cross section is (cf. (260))

(r"&o, Q——(2—J+1)
(2s+1)(2i+1) ~

Q" ~ R" q
X Q . (643)

P —E„+2f'r„

The notations are the same as in $52. The matrix
element I"~~„contains the wave function of the

incident particle P, and therefore (cf. $72) the
factor Pp„&where PI ~ is the transmission proba-
bility (penetrability) of the potential barrier of
the initial nucleus A for the incident particle P.
We put

I I„——zo ~„Pp»r P (644)

where m is the matrix element in the absence of
the potential barrier and P the penetrability.
Similarly,

Q"q& = zo"q& Pq &~, (644a)

where Pq, is the penetrability for the outgoing
particle. It will depend on the kind Q of the
outgoing particle as we11 as on its energy which,
for given energy E of the incident particle, is de-
termined by the quantum state g of the residual
nucleus. The "matrix elements without barrier"
m are connected to the level widths without bar-
rier, G, introduced in (594), by

G"a =(rs"s )' (644b)

For a given energy F of the incident particle,
the penetration factors P are the same for all
levels of the compound nucleus ()52). Therefore
we may write

o "&q,=PppPq, s &sq, (645)

where

$PP q Q(2 1+1)
(2s+1)(2i+1) ~

ZO"Z& QJ"qt7
X P . (645a)"E—E +-'iy,

If either the incident or the outgoing particle, or
both, have sufticient energy to go over the top of
the barrier, the corresponding penetrability fac-
tors must be replaced by unity.

The cross section is thus a product of three fac-
tors, vis.

(1) The penetrability of the potential barrier for
the incident particle PI

„

(2) The penetrability for the outgoing par-
ticle Pq,

(3) The "internal disintegration probability"
s~&
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The discussion of formula (645, 645a) is con-
veniently carried out separately for light and for
heavy nuclei.

A. Light nuclei

'I'he spacing between the resonance levels is
known to be wide, of the order of 1 MV (cf.
)81, 82). The resonances will therefore in general
be observable if particles of suitable energy are
available, and if the width of the resonance levels
is small compared to the spacing so that there is
actually a marked increase of the scattering cross
section at resonance. This latter condition will be
ful611ed if the energy of the resonance level is not
too high. For very high excitation energy, the
ratio of the total width to the spacing is known to
increase rapidly ()54). Therefore it is improbable
that resonances will be observed with deuterons
as the incident particle, since the high internal
energy of the deuteron makes the energy of any
compound nucleus which is formed by adding a
deuteron to an initial nucleus, very high also.

1. In the neighborhood of a fairly narrow reso-
nance level, the penetrabilities Pp„and Pq, may
be regarded as constant and be replaced by their
values at exact resonance. (645a) reduces to a
single term, and (643) to the well-known one
level formula

m V(21+1) I'"p pI"q,
gpss (646)

(2s+1)(2i+1) (E—E )'+-'I' '

AVith

I"p„=G"p„Pp„,I'"q, =G"q,Pq, . (646a)

The 6's are the partial widths without barrier, the
I"s the widths with barrier, and the P's the pene-
trabilities of the barriers at resonance. The total
width I'„may or may not contain other partial
widths besides those corresponding to the emis-
sion of Pp and Qg. The experimental evidence on
resonance disintegration, and the determination
of the partial and total widths from the experi-
mental results, will be discussed in )81, 82.

2. For very low energies there will certainly be
a region in which the penetrability factor Pp„in
(645) changes much more rapidly than the inter-
nal disintegration probability s. This region cor-
responds to the I/s region in neutron disintegra-
tions ((58B).The extension of the "penetrability

region" is determined in a way similar to that of
the 1/v region for neutrons. The penetrability
factor will govern the disintegration function as
long as the kinetic energy of the incident particle
is small compared to the energy or to the width of
the first resonance level, whichever is larger.

A narrow resonance level with small partial
widths I "p„I'"g,can be disregarded for the pur-
pose of determining the extension of the "pene-
trability region. "Such a level will only interrupt
the general trend of the disintegration function
for a small energy interval.

In the "penetrability region, " the cross section
may be written

o =const Pp„Pq,/E, (647)

I~p„——Gp„Pp„Dpp. (648)

Here Gp„is the width without potential barrier
which is, in the average, independent of J,
and is connected to the "sticking probability"
f ()$54, 56) approximately by (cf. 360):

since the factor 9 in (645a) is proportional to
1/E. This formula was first suggested by Gamow
and is well confirmed for small energies of the
incident particle ()78).

For higher energies, the fluctuations of the in-
ternal disintegration cross section (645a) with
energy will greatly affect the disintegration func-
tion. It will then no longer be possible to deduce
the penetrability of the barrier directly from the
disintegration function, as has been done in the
past. Some of the important factors besides the
penetrability are discussed in f79.

B.Heavy nuclei

The spacing between the levels of heavy
nuclei is known to be of the order of only a few
volts, from neutron experiments ()60). No avail-
able source gives fast charged particles homo-
geneous enough in energy to observe such closely
spaced levels. Thus we cannot hope to observe
resonance levels in heavy nuclei with charged
particles. All we can observe is an uwrage cross
section, averaged over an energy interval large
compared to the spacing of levels. This average
has been calculated in f56 (405).

The rather intricate influence of the angular
momentum is treated in )78B. As will be shown
there, we may write
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Gp„—(—1/2m. ) (2i+1)(2s+1)Dgfp„.(649)

I'» is the penetrability of the potential barrier
for particles of zero orbital momentum, and II a
factor which decreases with increasing J and
takes into account the dependence of the pene-
trability on t¹ angular momentum. A formula
similar to (649) holds also for particle Q.

(405) may now be rewritten

(o P&q,)„,= 7rlt'fppPp„ I,'(I'qo/I') A„(650)

where the facto& l,' comes from the summation
over the angulart momenta J (cf. $78) and in-

creases slowly with the energy, while I'q, is a
suitable average of the I'Jq, over J. Two cases
should now be distinguished:

(a) The total level width I' contains mainly
contributions which are not very sensitive to the
energy, i.e. , contributions from the emission of
neutrons or of charged particles of energy high
enough to go over the top of the potential barrier.
Then it is convenient to replace Fq, by Gq,I'~,
and to write

I p& is the penetrability for the incident, I q,
that for the outgoing particle and E the energy
of the incident particle. The penetrability may
be written in the form (600):

where g is given in (600a), y in (600b) and 8 is
the height of the potential barrier (609).

In Table XXXVI (see also Fig. 23), we have
compared the "Gamow disintegration function"
(653) to the experimental data in a few cases.
The agreement is fairly satisfactory for the reac-
tions Li'+H' —+2He4, Li~+H' —+2He4 in which
only incident particles of energy well below the
potential barrier were used. In other cases, the
agreement is not so satisfactory especially when
the particle energies extend over a wide range.
This is to be expected, according to the general
theory given in $77, because the internal disin-

(o "q~)A =s "q.PpuPqe (651)

sp&'q, s.X'l, '(p, Gq, /I'—— (652)

where the "internal disintegration probability" s
is dehned by

Yield

o Ply'~

x /Vc'~

and changes slowly with the energy as compared
to the penetrabilities I'I ~ and I'@,.

(b) The total width contains mainly contribu-
tions from the emission of slow charged particles
which must penetrate the potential barrier.
Then the inBuence of the potential barrier on r
is expressed by

o Pp„Pqo/PA„ (651a)

where IA„ is an average of the penetrability over
all charged particles which can be emitted.

o =const Pp+q, /E. (653)

f78. PENETRATION THROUGH POTENTIAL

B~RRrER

As we mentioned in $77, case A2, there will

always be a region at low energies in which the
disintegration function is governed by the proba-
bility of penetration through the potential
barrier, vis.

io

FiG. 23. Yield of the disintegrations of Mg ' by deuterons.
Solid curve theoretical penetration function, broken curve
sarpe without consideration of angular momentum. Circles
and crosses observed points for the formation of Mg" and
Na2 respectively. It is seen that the experimental disinte-
gration functions rise more steeply than the "theoretical"
curves. The agreement is slightly better when the angular
momentum is taken into account. The remaining dis-
crepancy should be attributed to the increasing number of
possible states of the final nucleus ($79).
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EXCIT. FUNCT. EXCITATION FUNCTION

ENERGY
kv THEoR. ExP.

ENERGY
kv

THEoR.
k=0

THEoR.
ALL I EXP.

Li'+ H' = 2He4
Oliphant, Kinsey and

Rutherford (03)

120
130
147
158
1'73
182

0.33
0.50
0.92
1.26
1.52
2.13

0.19
0.43
0.92
1.16
1.82
2.42

Beo+H2 = QI0+nI
Crane, Lauritsen and

Soltan* (C38)
320 1.0 0.95
400 2.2 2.1
440 2.9 2.8
480 3.8 3.8
520 4.8 4.8
560 5.7 5.8
600 6.8 7.0
640 7.6 7.9

0.3
1,5
2.5
3.7

6.6
8.8

10.7

TwsLE XXXVI. Emigration flnctions of nuclear reactions.
Energies in kv, excitation flnctions in arbitrary nnits.

AIl excitation functions ere reduced to thin targets.

great that only the average cross section will be
measured (cf. $56, $778).

(2) The contribution of each orbital momen-
tum l is proportional to the corresponding pene-
trability of the potential barrier P& (cf. (631)
etc.) .

Furthermore we assume

(3) The spins of scattering nucleus and scat-
tered particle are zero, so that the orbital mo-
mentum / of the incident particle is identical with
the angular momentum of the compound state.
This restriction can easily be removed.

The averaged cross section is given by (405),
vis. (i=s=0)

104
115
130
151
175

Li'+ Hm =2He4+n'
Oliphant, Kinsey and

Rutherford (03)
0.34 0.10
0.51 0.29
0.94 1.01
1.61 1.88
3.2 2.8

F»+HI =016+He4
Henderson, Lawrence and

Livingston) {H22)
730 0.74 0.65 0.14

1050 2.5 2.35 1.1
1180 3.4 3.3 1.45
1280 4.0 4.0 4.0
1420 5.0 5.2 5.7
1770 7.1 8,3 12.9

We insert

pp GppP J& (655)

~ The energies given by the authors have been reduced by 20 percent
(see P2C&.

t The energies have been deduced from the ranges given. They are
in the average 8 percent higher than the energies given by the authors,
which were also deduced from ranges but with the help of an incorrect
range-energy relation.

tegration probability s will change appreciably
over energy regions of the order of a MV or
more. "
A. InQuence of the angular momentum, theory

Except for the very lightest nuclei, particles
with various orbital momenta will be effective for
the disintegration. Attention must then be paid to
the dependence of the disintegration probability
on the orbital momentum / of the incident par-
tide. We shall treat this problem with the follow-

ing simplifying assumptions which will corre-
spond to reality for suSciently heavy nuclei:

(1) The density of levels is supposed to be so

"Henderson, Lawrence and Livingston (H22) to whom
the experiments on the disintegration function of the
reaction F»+HI are due, found what seemed to be good
agreement with the '"Gamow formula" (653). However,
they approximated the function p in the penetrability
formula (600) by y'= $mx & —2, (a)
which gives for the penetrability the "simplified Gamow
formula" (589b), i.e.

P =const -exp {—27re~sZ/ke}. (b)
The usp of this formula is unjustified if the energy of the
particle is comparable with the height of the barrier.

Thy sum over J may, for energies below the top
of the barrier, be extended from 0 to oo because
there is no restriction on J but that imposed by
the decrease of the penetrability PJ with in-
creasing J. (655a) may also be expressed in terms
of the sticking probability for the incident par-
ticle, using (649a):

OP"q, =mX'happ(I' s,/I') Q(2J+1)Pg. (656)

The penetrability as a function of /= J was
calculated at the end of f72. From the formulae
given there, we may compute the "effective
orbital momentum" l, which we define by

le'= Q(21+1)P&/Po. (657)

where t"p„is the average partial width without
barrier which is supposed to be the same for all
values of J, and PJ is the penetrability for par-
ticles of orbital momentum J. (655) corresponds
to assumption 2 above. For the outgoing particle
we assume an energy sufficient to carry it over the
top of the barrier, and to give I'Jq', practically
the same value for all values of J for which the
penetrability PJ for the incident particle is
appreciable. Then (654) may be replaced by

sP"q, 2n'lt'(Gp„I—'—q, /DF)A„P(2J+1)Pg (655a).
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The details of the straightforward calculation
will be given in a future paper by Bethe and
Konopinski. Fig. 19 gives l,m/g' as a function of
x, where x is the ratio of particle energy to barrier
height and g the characteristic angular momen-

tum given in Table XXXIII. One curve (g=5)
corresponds approximately to the disintegration
of Zn by deuterons, the other (g=25) to the dis-

integration of uranium by n-particles. For com-
parison, the figure contains also lo'/g'=x where

lo is the "critical orbital momentum" of neutral
particles lo=R/&

The effective orbital momentum l, becomes
equal to lo at high energies because then the
Coulomb potential may be neglected. At some-
what lower energies but still above the barrier,
we have l, &lo because the combined action of
Coulomb repulsion and centrifugal force pro-
duces an "effective potential barrier" for some
of the orbital momenta just below lo. As the
energy decreases, this eHect becomes more
pronounced. For an energy just equal to the
potential barrier, (cf. (634a))

0 X'Pol, ', (659)

if we neglect (cf. 655a) the variation of I'o, /I'
and of Gi~ with energy. (659) represents the
corrected penetration function of the potential

while lo(8) =g (by definition, cf. 611).The ratio
is here l./lo g & which is about 1/3 for uranium

+O.-particles. For energies below the potential
barrier, l, does not decrease much further while

lo keeps on decreasing as 8&. At very low energies
((-',9), E. reaches a finit limit (cf. (633))

4(0) = (lg)' (658)

whereas lo goes to zero. This effect, which was
already discussed in $72, means that, at low

energies, particles of higher angular momentum
penetrate the nucleus relatively more easily when

they are charged than when they are neutral
(relatively compared to particles of 1=0; the
absolute penetration probability is of course
very much less for charged particles). The
Coulomb potential, so to speak, carries the par-
ticles smoothly into the nucleus.

With our definition of t, (cf. (657)), we obtain
for the cross section

barrier which replaces the simple Gamow func-
tion X'Po. The formula, as well as the considera-
tions leading to it, are valid if we assume that
the critical orbital momentum l, ' for the out-
going particle is much greater than l,. If the re-
verse is true, the critical orbital momentum will
be determined by the outgoing rather than by
the incident particle. If incident and outgoing
particle have about the same l„arule-of-thumb
formula for the cross section is

o X'Pol, 'l,"/(t,i+ l,"), (659a)

where the primed quantities refer to the out-
going, the unprimed ones to the incident
particle.

B. Physical consequences of the angular mo-
mentum

The behavior of l. as a function of the energy
has consequences for the cross section, the
angular distribution of disintegration particles
and the occurrence of resonances.

(1) The cross section is given by (659).
(a) At very low energies, l.i becomes constant

and diferent from zero. In this region, the cross
section depends on the energy as in the Gamow
theory, i.e., as E 'Po. However, the magnitude
of the cross section is considerably (by a factor
l,2) larger than would be expected if only
particles of zero orbital momentum could enter
the nucleus, and also larger than the cross
section for neutral particles multiplied by the
penetrability Po. The factor l,' goes, according
to (658), up to 13 for a-particles on uranium.
'The eRect of the angular momentum is thus
quite appreciable although very small com-
pared to the effect of the penetrability Po.

(b) At higher energies (about 3iB to 23), the
cross section is snsaller than that for neutral
particles times the penetrability Po. The ratio is
given by /, 2/f02 which reaches a minimum of
about 0.05 for e-particles on uranium.

(c) The cross section for charged particles
increases considerably for energies higher than the

potential barrier. E.g. , for a-particles on uranium,
the expression (659) increases by a factor 11
from an energy just equal to the height of the
barrier, to twice that energy. Since Po ——1 in
this region, the increase is entirely due to the
increased importance of higher angular mo-
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menta, This effect is probably the most im-

portant effect of the angular momentum on the
cross section; it means that the disintegration
function will, in general, keep increasing beyond
the top of the potential barrier so that barrier
heights deduced from disintegration experiments
are apt to be too high.

(2) The angular distribution of the disintegra-
tion particles will not be spherically symmetrical,
even at zero energy of the incident particle,
because even then orbital momenta of the in-

cident particle up to l. are effective. This was
first pointed out by Teller (unpublished). It is
remarkable that, in this respect, charged in-

cident particles behave quite differently from
neutral ones which always give, at small

energy, spherical distribution of the disintegra-
tion products,

(3) The rapid increase of the number of
effective angular momenta above the top of the
potential barrier accounts for the fact that in

n-particle disintegrations, resonance maxima can
only be observed for O.-energies up to approxi-
mately the height of the barrier ($82).

Table XXXVI and Fig. 23 give examples of
the influence of the angular momentum on the
disintegration function. In Table XXXVI we
have examples of reactions on which measure-
ments were made only well below the top of
the barrier (8=1.6 MV for Be'+H' and 8=2.5
MV for F"+H'). The effect in this energy
region is not very great, but the agreement with

experiment is slightly improved.
The same is true for the reactions Mg"+H'

=Mg"+H' and Mg"+H'= Na"+He' whose
experimental disintegration functions are shown
in Fig. 23 (data from Henderson, H23). The
reaction giving n-particles has, experimentally,
a steeper disintegration function. From the
standpoint of the theory presented in this section,
the disintegration functions should be approxi-
mately the same because in both cases the
produced particle can go over the top of the
potential barrier. (In f79, the reason for the
difference will be explained. ) The figure contains
the theoretical curves with and without the
angular momentum factor /, '; the former curve,
which rises more steeply, agrees much better
with experiment but is still not quite steep
enough. As will be explained in the next section,
this difference is also understandable.

P = X bR orÃ/, 'P p jpI'o/I',

where bR is the part of the range of the incident
particles in which they are effective and X the
number of atoms per cm' in the disintegrated
substance. K'e want to compute only the order
of magnitude and we are especially interested in
heavy nuclei because for light ones the observa-
tion of disintegrations offers no difficulty. There-
fore, we use the following rough approximations:
We put I'@=I', fp=1, if=7, ii=1.5 10 " cm
(deuterons of 5 MV). Furthermore we replace
MR for the substance by one-third of that
quantity for air, corresponding to a stopping
power of 3 per atom (cf. tl95); we have iV„,
=5 10" and bR„,=S cm considering that the
particles will only be effective in the first part
of their range. 'Arith these constants,

p=10 4P (660a)

Kith a current of incident particles of 10 pa (good
average for cyclotrons) the number of disintegra-
tions per sec. is then

P =10"Pp, (660b)

so that, with good detecting apparatus, a
penetrability of 10 " should be just sufficient
for establishing a process. Table XXXVII gives
the energies of protons and n-particles required
to give penetrabilities of 10 ', 10 ' and 10 ".
For deuterons the energies required are about
the same as for protons for the larger pene-
trabilities (10 ') and somewhat higher than for
protons for the smaller penetrabilities (10 '").

TABI.E XXXVII. Penetration probabilities for various
particles. (The table gives the energy in M V required

for given penetration probabilities. )

PEN ETRATIQN
PRoB. I

10 2

PARTICLE Z =3 7

Proton
a-particle

0.12 0.5
0.94 2.2

11 19 29 50 92

0.8 1.4 2.2 3.7 6.3
3.1 4.8 6.7 10.0 16.0

10-6

10-10

Proton
a-particle

Proton
a-particle

0.04 0.15 0.3 0.6 l. 1 2. 1 4.0
0.34 1.1 1.7 3.0 4.6 7.5 13.0

0.02 0.06 0.12 0.3 0.5 1.2 2.5
0.08 0.6 0.9 1.8 2.9 5.2 10.0

C. Energies required for given yields

It is often useful to know in advance what
energies are required in order to obtain ob-
servable results in disintegration experiments.
The number of disintegrations per incident
particle is approximately
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f79. THE COMPETITION BETWEEN THE NUCLEAR

PROCESSES

A. General formulae

The cross section for a nuclear process,
averaged over an energy region large compared
to the spacing between resonance levels, may be
written

The probability of emission of a given kind of
particles Q is therefore determined by a com-
petition of this process with other possible processes

B. Relative probability of emission of various
kinds of particles

From (661a):

Q Z Qp Qp. (664)

o p„p.gp„X'Pp„l——,' (662)

contains the penetration factor X'PI„I„'which
was discussed in detail in the last section, and
the "sticking probability" t which is expected
($54) to increase slowly with increasing energy.
For large energies, P=1, l, =lp ——R/t (cf. $78)
and therefore

op„=~R'&p„, (2 &&B) (662a)

(cf. (408)). op„ is the total cross section of all

processes which may be produced by particle P;
it depends, at low energies, mainly on the
penetrability, at high energies mainly on the
sticking probability of particle I'.

The fraction of processes which lead to the
emission of particle Q and to the state g of the
final nucleus, is

F„/F (663)

and the total relative probability for an emission
of particle Q by the compound nucleus:

F,/F. (663a)

o" q, =7rX'& „P„l,'1'q, /F, (661)

l Qe GQtl+Qe (661a)

(cf. (656) to (659)). All the quantities such as 1'

and 6 denote averages over a large number of
energy levels in the energy region in question.
P@, is the penetrability for the outgoing particle;
it has been assumed that this penetrability does
not depend sensitively on the orbital momentum
of the particle (otherwise cf. (659a)). Pp„is the
penetrability of the incident particle for angular
momentum zero, P its sticking probability and
l. the critical angular momentum (cf. $78).

(661) may be written as the product of the
probability of formation of the compound
nucleus and the probability of the particular
mode Qg of its disintegration. The probability of
formation,

According to the considerations above and in

)54, an individual Gq, will not depend very
much on the energy. Therefore the width corre-
sponding to a given kind Q of particles will

depend
(1) on the number of possible states g of the

final nucleus

(2) on the penetrabilities Pq, .
Both these factors will depend on the energy

available in the reaction. Let

Qp
——(Mg+ Mp —Me —Mq)c' (665)

be the energy evolved in the reaction when nu-
cleus 8 is formed in the ground state; the ~'s
denote the masses of the respective nuclei. Then
Zp+ Qp will be the total energy available. It will,
in general, be shared between excitation energy
of nucleus B and kinetic energy of particle Q. We
may now distinguish between two cases:

(a) The available energy Zp+Qp is larger than
the height of the barrier Bq for the outgoing par-
ticle. Then there will be some states of the final
nucleus 8 for which the penetrabilities Pg, are
unity. These states will, then, in general give the
largest contribution to the particle width Fq (cf.
also Fig. 10, $54). Therefore, if N(U) denotes the
number of quantum states of the final nucleus B
below the excitation energy U, and Gg, the
average of Gg, over the various states g of nu-
cleus 8, we may write

Fq= &(&p+Qp Bq)GQ'—(666)

Thus the particle width increases as the number
of available levels of the final nucleus. There will
be N(Ep+Qp Bq) different groups —of outgoing
particles with different kinetic energies. Most of
the outgoing particles will have energies between
Bq and Bq+v~ where 7~ is the "temperature" of
the residual nucleus 8 corresponding to the
excitation energy Ep+Qp —Bq (cf. $54).
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(b) The available energy Ep+Q, is smaller than
the height of the barrier Bq. Then the particle Q
will be compelled to penetrate the barrier, what-
ever the state q of the final nucleus. In general,
the penetrability P~, will be very much less for
highly excited states of 8 than for the ground
state. Therefore the nucleus 8 will, in this case,
in general be formed in a low state. Accordingly,
there wi11 be only comparatively few strong
groups of outgoing particles. The partial width is
of the same order as f'or the ground state alone, viz.

~ Q
—GQo~go (666a)

It is obvious that the width I'q in case (a) will
ordinarily be much greater than in case (b).
Therefore the total width I will be determined by
those outgoing particles for which the net avail-
able energy Er+Qo-Bq is largest. Since Ei is
the same for all outgoing particles, the conditions
for large contribution to the width are

(1) Large energy evolution Qo, i.e. , the final
nucleus and outgoing particle must be as stable
as possible.

(2) Low barrier Bq, i.e. , neutrons are preferred
compared to protons and deuterons, and these
compared to O.-particles.

(3) In addition to these factors, of course, the
probability of formation Gq plays a part. This
factor is probably not very different for neutrons
and protons, but presumably smaller for deu-
terons and O.-particles and very much smaller for
p-rays.

From these conditions we conclude:
(1) The formation of stable nuclei is in general

more probable than that of radioactive ones if
both can be f'ormed from the same compound
nucleus.

(2) The emission of neutrons is, for heavy nu-

clei, by far the most probable nuclear process
v hatever the incident particle.

(3) The emission of y-rays usually gives a neg-
ligible contribution to the total width, unless
there are special reasons which make the other
contributions exceptionally small. Such special
reasons seem to exist only in the case of slow
neutrons (cf. especially $61, 62) where the y-ray
width is 100 and more times larger than the
neutron width. The reason for this is that only
one final state is possible for the nucleus after
neutron emission, viz. the ground state of the

TABLE XXXVIII. Average energY evolution for of-particle
and Proton emission in MV.

da/dA
Ua —&e
8 —B~

50

—0.9
1.1
4.3

0
3.8
6.5

150

0.9
6.5
8.0

200 240

11.3
10.0

U —Uir =A(II) +D(A —1)
—D(a) —A(A —4). (667b)

If we assume 6 to be a regular function of the
atomic number, and insert the values h(II) =7.5
MV, 8 (a) =3.7. MV, we have

U —Urr ——3.8 MV+3dh/dA. (667c)

Using the semi-empirical formula for nuclear
masses (cf. )30) up to A =150, and the average
energy of natural O.-particles for A = 200 and 240,
we find the values given in Table XXXVIII. In
this table, we have also listed the difference in the
heights 8 of the potential barrier for n-particles
and protons, according to (609)."It can be seen
from the table that the difference in energy evo-
lution is, in most cases, almost as great as or even
greater than the difference in height of the po-
tential barrier. Apart from the factor Gq which
cannot be estimated easily, the other factors in

"The energy evolved in the reaction, U and U'& resp. ,
is available in the center-of-gravity system. Therefore it
must be compared to the barrier height in the same system

initial nucleus, but very many states are possible
after y-emission, viz. all states of the 6nal nucleus
with excitation energies below about 8 MU
(binding energy of the neutron).

(4) The emission of a-particles will in general
have a probability of the same order of magnitude
as that of protons in spite of the higher potential
barrier for alphas, because this will be compen-
sated by the greater energy evolution. If A(A) is
the mass excess (difference between exact mass
and mass number) in energy units, as a function
of the mass number A, and Ut.- is the excitation
energy of the compound nucleus, the available
energy will be for proton emission,

UH = Uc+a(~) —a(% —a(& —1), (667)

for n-emission,

U. = Uc+~(X) ~( ) ~(W—4), —(667a—)

and therefore the difference is:
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the partial width I'q will be about as favorable
for O.-particle as for proton emission.

(5) The emission of deuterons is usually ener-

getically unfavorable because of the high internal
energy of deuterons.

Ke therefore come to the conclusion that in
most eases the level width I' will be determined
primarily by the neutron emission. If the neutron
emission leads to a radioactive nucleus and the
nuclear charge is not too high, proton emission
may give the main contribution to I'. For a num-

ber of light compound nuclei which are multiples
of the O.-particle, vis. Be' C" 0" Ne' and, per-.
haps, Mg" and Si", the most important mode of
disintegration vill be the emission of an a-par-
ticle. In no known instance is deuteron emission
the most probable process. y-ray emission is the
predominant process only for low excited levels
of the compound. nucleus, vis. when no other
process is energetically possible or when the
available energy for other modes of disintegration
is very small.

The ratios of the probabilities of various proc-
esses may be of the order ten or a hundred for
medium light nuclei. For heavy nuclei, however,
these ratios will reach very large values. Consider,
e.g. , the disintegration of heavy nuclei (A =200)
by deuterons of about 5 MV. Then the available
energy U~ of the residual nucleus wi11 be about
8.5 MV when neutrons are emitted, 9 MVfor
proton emission and 18 MV for o,-emission. Thus
protons and o.-particles will just be able to go over
the top of the barrier when the final nucleus is
left in the ground state, and at the best only
about 1.0 levels of the final nucleus will be possible.
For neutrons, on the other hand, all the final
levels below 8.5 MV can be reached which are
perhaps (cf. CI53) one million in number. Thus the
neutron emission may be about 100,000 times as
probable as the emission of a proton or an
a-par tlcle.

The probability of the predominant process wi)1

have about the same properties as the over-all
probability of all possible processes (cf. 661).
The probability of all other processes wi)l behave
approximately as

is usually characterized by a large energy evolu-
tion, larger than in the other possible processes.
But the partial width Fq increases in general at
the greatest rate when the energy evolution is
small, whether the increase is due to increased
penetrability or to an increase in the number of
possible states of the final nucleus. Therefore it is
likely that I'o in (668) increases much faster with
energy than I". Consequently, the less Probable
processes have in general a greater rate of increase
svith increasing energy. (An exception is the
emission of p-rays. This process is intrinsically
improbable in spite of the fact that the energy
evolution is greatest in this case. It therefore
becomes even more improbable with increasing
energy, cf., e.g. , Table XXVIII, )65.)

More quantitatively, we may say that the
probability of a less probable process will be
approximately proportional to the ratio of the
number of possible final levels for this process to
the number for the predominant process, if in
both cases the produced particle can go over the
top of the barrier. If only the particles in the pre-
dominant process can do so, the probability of
the '1ess probable process will be approximately
proportional to the penetrability for the particles
produced in this process, divided by the number
of final levels possible in the predominant process,
the latter factor being presumably less important
than the former. Finally, if even the particles of
the predominant process have to go through a
barrier, the probability of the other process will

be proportional to the ratio of the transmission
coefficients of the barrier for the particles in

question and the predominant ones. This is
entirely diR'erent from the element, ry theory
(one-body theory) in which, of course, a pene-
trability never appears in the denominator of a
cross section formula.

C. Example: The disintegration of Mg by
deuterons

An illustration of our considerations is the dis-
integration of Mg" by H' for which the disinte-
gration functions are shown in Fig. 23. The most
probable process in this case is no doubt

o P"o = a p„l'o/I", (668) Mg" +H'~AP' —+AP~+ e'. (669)

where F' is the partial width due to the pre-
dominant process. Now the predominant process

Less probable is

Mg"+H' —+Al"~Mg"+H', (669a)
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and still less probable

Mg" +H' —+A1"~Na"+He'. (669b)

The energy evolution in the first case is probably
about 5.5 MV (cf. Table I IX), in the second
4.2 MV (Table LVIII), while in the last it is
3.0 MV (Table LVI). The heights of the barriers
are 0, 2.8, and 5.35 MV respectively. Therefore
we have for the usable energy evolution, i.e.
the difference between energy evolution and
potential barrier:

Q 8=5.—5 MV for neutron emission
I.4 MV for proton emission
—2.4 MV for O.-particle emission.

(669c)

In the experiments of Henderson (H22), a deu-

teron energy up to 3.5 MV was used. Therefore,
with neutron emission, all levels of AP' up to an
excitation energy of 9.0 MV are possible as Anal

states. The number of these levels will probably
amount to about a hundred (cf. Table XXI).
$Vith proton emission, Mg'7 may be left in excited
states up to about 4.9 MV excitation energy
which may, perhaps, correspond to about 10
possible levels. The nucleus Na'4 which is left
after O.-emission, on the other hand, can only
have up to I MV excitation energy —otherwise
the n-particle could not go over the top of the
potential barrier. There will hardly be more than
one or two excited levels in this region, besides
the ground state of Na'4. Thus we expect that the
neutron emission is much more probable than the
proton emission, and the latter in turn more
probable than O.-emission.

On the other hand, an increase in energy will

multiply the number of hnal levels for Na" at a
much faster rate than the number of possible
levels for Mg'~ or A12'. This is due to the fact that
in the formula for the density of levels (cf. )53),

which decreases with increasing excitation en-

ergy U.
These predictions agree with the experimental

results of Henderson for the disintegration func-
tions of the reactions (669a, b)which were meas-
ured by means of the radioactivity of the pro-
duced nuclei. He showed that the disintegration
function for the n-reaction (669b) was smaller
but increased more steeply (cf. Fig. 23) with
energy than that for the proton reaction (669a).
The difference in slope cannot be attributed to
the penetration of the O.-particles through the
barrier because the n-particles produced by deu-
terons of more than 2.5 MV energy are able to go
over the top of the barrier. The eR'ect of the
angular momentum ()78) can be shown to be
small owing to the large mass of the o,-particle.
Therefore the difference in slope should be at-
tributed to the increase in the number of possible
states of the Na" nucleus.

D. Energy distribution of disintegration products

Of great interest is also the distribution of the
particles of a given kind among the groups, at a
fixed energy of the incident particle. For charged
outgoing particles, the intensity in any group is
proportional to the penetrability P@, of the po-
tential barrier for that particular group; for out-
going neutrons, I'q, should be replaced by unity.
Pq, (or unity) should be multiplied by /. '(Qg) (or
/0'(Qg)) if the critical angular momentum /. (or /0)

is less for the outgoing than for the incident par-
ticle (see (659a) for a more accurate expression).
If we assume that the factors lo' and /. ' must be
taken into account, the number of emitted par-
ticles with an energy between Eq and Eq+dE@
is for neutrons

n~(Eq)dEq Eq p(Ep+Qo —Eq)dEq, (671)

for charged particles
log p(U) =a+bU". (670)

nc(Eq)dEq /, 'Pq(Eq)
(a, b, n consta'nts) the exponent n is smaller than
unity (-,'for free particles, 4/7 for the liquid drop
model). Therefore the relative increase in the
number N of levels below a certain energy U
becomes approximately

1 dX(U) 1 dp
=bnU" ' (670a)

dU pdU

Xp(EP+Qo 73q Eq)dEq. (672)— —

Here p(U) is the density of levels of the final
nucleus at an excitation energy U, Qo the energy
evolution in the reaction, Bq, the height of the
potential barrier, Pq(Eq) the penetrability of the
barrier for particles of energy Eq.

The density of levels p increases with increasing
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excitation energy. Therefore neutrons will pref-
erably be emitted, with small kinetic energies
(cf. $54, 65) of the order of the "temperature" of
the residual nucleus B.

For charged particles, the energy distribution
(672) is plotted in Fig. 10 (CI54). It shows a sharp
maximum at a kinetic energy E@ very near the
height B~ of the potential barrier and falls o6
rapidly on the low energy side because of the
penetration factor, on the high energy side be-
cause of the Boltzmann factor. The "width" of
the distribution curve is of the order of the
"temperature" ~ which, for heavy nuclei, is
small compared to the barrier height B.The use
of the energy distribution of charged particles
emitted from heavy nuclei for a determination
of the height of the potential barrier seems very
promising. Such a determination would probably
be more accurate and. more direct than that from
the excitation function ()78) or the natural
a-decay (ft68).

Vs =3.5+Ep Eq. —(673a)

Kith deuterons of EI ——5 MV, and a neutron
energy of 1 MV, we get

U'g =7.5 MV. (673b)

Now a heavy nucleus is always energetically
unstable against a-disintegration, even in its
ground state. The. energy available for n-decay is
approximately, for the ground state and A = 200,

4dh!dA —3.7 =4 MV. (673c)

E. Secondary processes for very heavy nuclei

As we have shown in 8, by far the most prob-
able process for heavy nuclei is the emission of a
neutron. According to Section D, the energy E~
of this neutron is in general of the order of the
temperature v, i.e. , about one MV. Therefore the
excitation energy of the remaining nucleus is
approximately

Us =~(&)-~(Q)
—(a —1)dh jdA+Ep Eq, , (673)—

where a is the mass number and A(P) the mass
excess of the incident particle, and the other sym-
bols have the same meaning as above. If the inci-
dent particle is a deuteron, we have A(P) =13.7
MV, A(Q) =8.3 MV so that (cf. Table XXXVIII)
for A =200:

g A +H2~(g+ 1)A+2~(g+ 1)A+1+ pgl

~(Z —1)"-'+n'+ He'. (674)

Some evidence for such a double process was
obtained by Cork and Lawrence (C35) in the
bombardment of platinum by deuterons. Ac-
cording to our consideration in 8, the most
probable process should be the capture of the
deuteron followed by emission of a neutron. This
would lead to the formation of a gold nucleus,
and from the most abundant Pt isotopes,
Pt'" "'"', the gold isotopes Au"' "' " should
be obtained of which the first two should be posi-
tron radioactive. Actually, no gold activity was
observed. This seems very surprising, although
not too much emphasis should be placed on nega-
tive evidence because the isotopes in question
may have very short or very long lives and thus
escape detection. Instead of a gold activity, two
radioactive isotopes of iridium were found (be-
sides Pt isotopes which are formed by the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips mechanism, cf. $80). The forma-
tion of an Ir isotope would require either a reac-
tion of the type

Ptz+ H2~I rA —2+He4 (674a)

or a double process of the type (674). The emis-
sion of an o,-particle in the primary reaction, ac-
cording to (666), must be (cf. Section B) several
thousand times less probable than neutron emis-
sion. Thus, if we restrict ourselves to primary
processes only, it would be difficult to understand

Therefore a nucleus of 7.5 MV excitation energy
may emit n-particles of 11.5 MV. This is more
than the energy of the fastest natural O.-particles
($69) and, in addition, the nuclear charge is
somewhat less than for natural O.-emi tters.
Therefore the emission of o.-particles by the resid-
ual nucleus will be even more probable than
that of the long range n-groups from RaC' and
ThC'. These latter groups have an emission
probability somewhat smaller than the prob-
ability of p-emission; consequently, in our case
the emission of O.-particles will be at least equally
probable and perhaps more probable than that of
p-rays. Therefore the primary reaction will, in
many cases, be followed by the emission of an
O.-particle from the residual nucleus. The com-
plete reaction scheme would thus be
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why radioactive iridium is formed and not radio-
active gold. However, the results become im-

mediately understandable when we accept the
double process (674). We must only assume that
practically all the Au nuclei formed in the pri-
mary (dn)-process will disintegrate with a-emis-
sion so that as a result Ir remains rather than Au.

According to the scheme (674), the Ir isotopes
formed from the most abundant Pt isotopes 194,
195, 196 wouM be Ir'" '" "'„ofwhich Ir"~ "3
are the known stable isotopes so that only Ir'"
can be radioactive. Observed are two active sub-
stances, both emitting negative electrons. The
second of these must therefore be formed from
the somewhat rarer Pt isotope, Pt"' (abundance
7.2 percent), and must thus be Ir'". In addition,
the formation of Ir'" from Pt'" might be ex-
pected; this iridium isotope should be positron
active but should only be formed in very small
amounts because the abundance of Pt'" is only
0.8 percent.

The emission of an a-particle by the residual
nucleus should become even more probable with
faster incident particles. It may also occur as a
secondary process after the inelastic scattering of
very fast neutrons ()65) . It is probably restricted
to rather heavy nuclei because the energetic in-

stability of the nucleus in the ground state against
n-decay is essential. However, very high kinetic
energy of the incident deuteron will always pro-
duce the effect.

An emission of neutrons by the residual nu-
cleus will occur at still higher deuteron energy.
Such a process would be of the type

Z"+H'= (8+1)"+2n, (674b)

i.e. , it would lead to an isobar of the original
nucleus. If this isobar emits positrons of 1 MV
energy, it must be 2 MV heavier than the original
nucleus. 'The two neutrons are 3 MV heavier than
the deuteron; in addition, they require about
1 MV kinetic energy each. Thus process (674b)
will become probable for deuterons of about 7 MV
energy: it will then, by competition, make the
process (674) improbable.

F. Validity of assumptions

The considerations given here apply primarily
to heavier nuclei and high excitation energies.
These two conditions are needed to ensure a

Uc =Ep+D(P) —A pdA/dA. (675a)

If we take, e.g. , nuclei of mass number around
20, for which these considerations probably just
begin to become valid, we have dA/dA = —1.3
MV. Then we find for the most important pro-
jectiles:

~e =XI +13.7+2.6
=Ep+16 MV for deuterons (675b)

Ep+ 8.3+1.3
=Ep+10 MV for neutrons

Zp+ 7.5+1.3
=EI + 9 MV for protons

(675c)

(675d)

Ep+ 3.9+5.2
=Z~+ 9 MV for n-particles. (675e)

Thus the excitation energy of the compound nu-
cleus will always be very high when deuterons
are used as projectiles: 9/ith 3 MV kinetic energy
of the deuterons, the total excitation energy
would be about 19 MV (in the average) and the
spacing of the energy levels, according to Table
XXI only of the order of about 100 volts for
atomic weights around 20. Thus we believe that
the theory developed here will be applicable to
reactions produced by deuterons for atomic
weights as low as 20, or even lower. gfith neu-
trons, protons and o,-particles as projectiles, the
excitation energies will be much lower, unless the
kinetic energies are extremely high, and the
spacing between levels will, for A = 20, be at least
several kilovolts. In fact, in many cases resonance
levels have been observed for cx-particle disinte-
grations which have spacings. of the order of
hundreds of kilovolts. This large spacing is
probably partly due to sel.ection rules ($82),
partly, perhaps, to incomplete resolution in the

sufficient density of levels of the compound
nucleus in the energy region in question. The
excitation energy of the compound nucleus is

Uc =XI*+A(I')+D(A —A~) —A(A), (675)

where A is the mass number of the compound
nucleus and 2 p that of the incident particle. If
we again assume the mass excess 6 to be a regular
function of the mass number —which, of course,
is a very crude assumption for all nuclei except
the very heavy ones —we have
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experiments. Quite generally, the properties of
the individual levels of the compound nucleus will

not average out as completely for neutrons, pro-
tons and 0-particles as projectiles as for deuterons.
However, for atomic weights of 40 to 50 or higher,
the "averaged" theory given in this section will

probably be true regardless of the incident par-
ticle used, if only the energy of the incident par-
ticles has an inhomogeneity of several kilovolts
or more.

For lighter nuclei the individual properties of
the particular nucleus in question will be more
important. However, the qualitative results of
this section, concerning the relative probability of
various processes, the importance of the number
of groups of outgoing particles etc. will be valid
even for light nudei, as is shown to a surprising
extent by the observed energy distributions of the
emitted particles (cf. above, and (366)).

ZA+ D2 ~@A+I+Hl (676)

follow a diferent mechanism from other reactions
which makes them more probable and less de-
pendent on energy than would be expected from
the ordinary theory. 'The applicability of the
Oppenheimer-Phillips (0-P) theory is restricted
to heavy nuclei for which it will, indeed, increase
the disintegration probability considerably. For
light nuclei (up to about Z=30), the diA'erence

between the 0-P theory and the ordinary
Gamow-Condon-Gurney (G-C-G) theory is un-

observably small, as will be shown below. The
disintegration functions for nuclei such as Na,
Al, etc. by deuterons can therefore not be used as
evidence for the 0-P theory.

The mechanism proposed by Oppenheimer and
Phillips may be described as "partial entry" of
the deuteron into the nucleus. Since the proton in
the deuteron is reemitted in the nuclear process,
it is actually not necessary for it to enter the
nucleus but it is only necessary for the neutron
of the deuteron to come inside the nudeus Z~.
This partial entry has the great advantage that
the neutron does not need to overcome the poten-

$80. DIsINTEGRATION Bv DEUTERONs (OPPEN-
HEIMER-PHILI. IPS THEORV) (011)

Oppenheimer and Phillips (011) have sug-
gested that nuclear reactions of the type

tial barrier of the nucleus because the electro-
static repulsion acts only on the proton in the
deuteron. The partial entry is possible by virtue
of the small dissociation energy of the deuteron
(2.2 MV). Due to this fact, the deuteron has a
very large radius even in the free state, and the
separation between neutron and proton will be
increased considerably when the deuteron is sub-
jected to a large electric held near a heavy nucleus
which will repel the proton and not act on the
neutron.

A. Disproof for light nuclei

The hrst condition for the applicability of the
Oppenheimer-Phillips theory is that it give a
greater probability for the entry of a neutron
than the ordinary theory of Gamow and Condon-
Gurney gives for the entry of the deuteron as a
whole. Now the neutron has to overcome the
dissociation energy I of the deuteron in order to
enter the nucleus alone, whereas the deuteron
has to overcome the Coulomb potential barrier 8
in order to enter as a whole. Therefore the partial
entry will be easier than the total entry roughly if

(676a)

Now I is 2.2 MV. The height of the barrier for
deuterons is just of the same order of magnitude
for nuclear charge around 10. Therefore the Op-
penheimer-Phillips theory will give approxi-
mately the same result for the entrance proba-

Qjg fs'

FIG. 24. The penetration function F in the Oppenheimer-
Phillips theory. Curves are given for various ratios
p = IR/Ze' of the binding energy I of the deuteron to the
height of the potential barrier. p=0.6 corresponds ap-
proximately to Z=17, 0.4 to Z=35, 0.2 to Z=100. For
p =0.2 the penetration function following from the Gamow
theory is given by the broken line. For p =0.6, the Gamow
points fall on the 0-P curve.
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bility as the Gamow-Condon-Gurney theory for
nuclei with charges around 10.

This qualitative result is confirmed by a quan-
titative calculation which will be given in more
detail in an article to appear shortly in the
I'hysica/ Review by the author (B17). Fig. 24
gives the entrance probability according to the
Oppenheirner-Phillips theory as a function of the
energy. The entrance probability has been writ-
ten in the form

2Zs' l'2Mq 1

I'= exp ——
] )

F(Z/I), (677)
& I )

where 3f is the mass of the deuteron. Ii is plotted
in Fig. 24 as a function of the ratio of the kinetic
energy of the deuteron B to the dissociation
energy I of the deuteron, for both the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips and the Gamow-Condon-Gurney
theory. It depends on the ratio of the dissociation
energy of the deuteron to the height of the
potential barrier, vis.

p =IR/Ze'. (678)

Viith the expression (609) for the height of the
potential barrier, we have

p
—4 0g—x

(2Ze'/1z) (2M/I) & = 0.60Z. (677a)

Therefore a difference of 0.04 unit in Ii means,
for Z=17, a factor of about 1.5 in the entrance
probability (cf. (677)).This means that for Z=17
and A= 0.55 MV, the entry of the neutron alone
is 60 percent more probable than that of the
deuteron as a whole. The difference is smaller
for higher deuteron energy, because higher ki-
netic energy helps the deuteron to overcome the
Coulomb potential barrier while it does not help
the dissociation of the deuteron. E.g. , for 1.1 MV
energy the difference may be about 20 percent,

The value p = 0.6, which gives the lowest curve in

Fig. 24, will therefore correspond to Z=17. For
this value of p, the Gamow-Condon-Gurney
theory and the Qppenheimer-Phillips theory
differ by an almost unnoticeable amount. The
difference in F is 0.04 unit at an energy as low
as 4I=0.55 MV; at higher energies, the di fference
ls much less. Now

and for deuteron energies above 2.2 MV, it be-
comes unnoticeable. Such small differences are
quite unobservable and are entirely insignificant
compared to the changes of the internal disintegra-
tion probability ($77) which must be expected
over such large energy intervals.

These considerations hold a fortiori for ele-
ments lighter than Z=17, such as Na, Mg, Al,
etc. This invalidates the interpretation given for
the excitation functions observed in (dp) dis-
integrations" of these elements by Lawrence,
McMillan and Thornton (L17) and by Henderson
(H23). These authors found that their experi-
mental results did not agree with the excitation
function predicted by the simple Gamow-Con-
don-Gurney (G-C-G) theory (entry of the deu-
teron as a, whole) but agreed well with the Op-
penheimer-Phillips (0-P) theory. This is in con-
trast to our result that the two theories give
identical results for the light nuclei in question.
The reason for this difference is that Oppenheimer
and Phillips calculated the excitation functions
only for zero nuclear radius, i.e. , for p=0 (cf.
(678)). In this case there is, of course, a very
great difference between the probability for par-
tial entry and that for total entry of the deu-
teron, because the potential barrier for the
deuteron would become enormously high if the
Coulomb potential continued down to r =0. This
explains the large difference between the "theo-
retical" curves for 0-P and G-C-G theory ob-
tained in the papers mentioned. Moreover, it
happens that the excitation functions for differ-
ent values of the nuclear radius differ only by an
almost constant factor in the 0-P theory; at small
distances from the center of the nucleus the
splitting of the deuteron into neutron plus proton
would obviously be more favorable, and the
penetration of the neutron into the nucleus de-

pends in a hrst approximation only on the disso-
ciation energy of the deuteron and not on the
Coulomb barrier. On the other hand, the G-C-G
excitation function becomes steeper for the
smaller nuclear radii. Consequently, we should
expect that of the disintegration functions calcu-
lated with zero nuclear radius the 0-P function
will depend on the energy in about the correct

"By a (dp) disintegration we understand a process in
which the bombarding particle is a deuteron and the
emitted one a proton.
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while the ordinary G-C-G process may be written
as

Z"+H2~(Z+1)A+2 —qZA+'+H' (679a)

Thus the 0-P process is quite unusual inasmuch
as the compound nucleus is identical with the
6nal nucleus. The process is a pure absorption
rather than a dispersion phenomenon. It requires,
therefore, a treatment diferent (essentially
simpler) from that of the usual processes. The
result for the cross section for a given hnal state
g is approximately (cf. B17)

(~APBq)o-P 22rqg2xf qNp/EH. (680)

Here I'&~-„is the partial width of the compound
(= final) state g corresponding to the emission of
neutrons and to the state p (=ground state) of
the initial nucleus, EH is the energy of the out-
going proton and ~ a constant of the order unity.

"As a special argument for the 0-P theory of (dp)
disintegrations, it was pointed out by Henderson (O23)
that the reaction Mg~+O'= Na~+He4 has a much
steeper disintegration function than Mg++H2 = Mg" +O'
although the initial particles are the same. This was inter-
preted as showing that in the first case the whole deuteron
must enter the nucleus„ in the second only the neutron.
The correct explanation is that the number of final levels
of the final nucleus increases with the energy of the deu-
teron more rapidly for the (da) than for the (dp) reaction
($79).

way ~hereas the G-C-6 function wi11 not. This is
the reason why agreement was found between
experiment and the simplified 0-P theory. ~

B. Discussion for heavy nuclei

The difference between 0-P and G-C-G
theory will be much larger for heavy nuclei. For
uranium, p (cf. (678a)) will be about 0.2. Then
the difference between the values of I" for the
two theories is about 0.09 for 4.4 MV deuteron
energy, which corresponds, according to (677a),
to a factor e' = 150 in the penetration probability,
in favor of partial entry. According to this, the
0-P theory should give markedly different results
from the G-C-G theory for heavy nuclei, and
should therefore be applied in this case.

Before it is possible to say anything definite
about the applicability of the 0-P as against the
G-C-G theory to heavy nuclei, it is necessary to
investigate both in the light of the Bohr model.
The 0-P process follows the scheme

ZA+ H 2~ZA+ H 1+221~ZA+1+H 1 (679)

Ke may express F in terms of the penetrability
of the barrier and of the sticking probability
(cf. 649), itis.

&GN =DB b(U ) &o-P/2 (680a)

U'

+1"~„=(I'o P&NAv/22r) QDBG

I0 PIvNA. U'-/22r, (680b)

where U' is the maximum possible excitation
energy of the final nucleus (see below). Since U'

is of the order of EH, we find finally

(& Bq)o P= qrl~ & gvv-Av(Uq) 2 G-P. (681)

This should be compared with the cross section
for total entry of the deuteron, vis.

(& B )G-c-G qrlt $D(U )PG c GPH/&, --(681a)

where PG c G is the Gamow-Condon-Gurney
penetrability, $z the sticking probability for the
deuteron, I.'~ the proton width and I' the total
width of the compound level (compound nucleus
(Z+1)A+2). The ratio is therefore

Z. , P, (U,) r
K

&G C G~G C-G -h-rv(U. ) f H

Of the factors occurring in (682), the first was
found to be about 100 in favor of the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips theory. As regards the second
factor, we have shown in (54 that the sticking
probability will presumably increase with in-
creasing excitation energy U. The excitation
energy U„ in the case of the ordinary G-C-G
processes is (cf. (675b)) extremely high, ivis. of
the order of 20 MV. In the case of the 0-P
process, we have

U, =h(H2) —h(H') dA/dA+EB EP—, (683)—
where 5 is the mass excess (cf. (667)), E& the
kinetic energy of the incident deuteron and E&
that of the outgoing proton. It can be shown

where D~, is the spacing of the levels of the final
nucleus near the state q, Po p the Oppenheimer-
Phillips penetrability of the barrier and $N the
sticking probability of the neutron which is a
function of the excitation energy U, of nucleus B.
Summing over all states g, we have
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(817) that the proton energy is, in the average,
roughly equal to deuteron binding energy plus
half the kinetic energy of the incident deu-
teron, i.e. ,

E~= 2.2 MV+-', Eg). (683a)

With A(H') =13.7 MU, A(H') =7.5 MV and
dd/dA =1.9 MV (A =200), we find

U, = 2 MV+-', Ez. (683b)

For ED ——5 MV, this is about two MV less than
the excitation energy of a nudeus formed by
capture of a slow neutron, Therefore the sticking
probability P~ will be somewhat less than for
slow neutrons, perhaps about 1/100 (cf. 357b).
On the other hand (D can be expected to be of
the order unity. Therefore the second factor
(sticking probability) will approxims, tely cancel
the first (penetration probability).

Therefore it will depend on 1'Ir/F which of the
two mechanisms will give the greater cross
section. If the proton width FH gives the largest
contribution to the total width, the two kinds of
processes will be about equally probable. How-
ever, for a heavy nucleus by far the la'rgest

contribution to the width will come from the
emission of neutrons (cf. $79) because the number
of possible levels of the residual nucleus is much
smaller for proton than for neutron emission.
Therefore, F~&&I'. This makes the Oppenheimer-
Phillips mechanism much more probable for
heavy nuclei than the Gamow-Condon-Gurney
mechanism.

Our considerations show that the reason for
the applicability of the 0-P theory is quite
di fferent from that naively expected. %hat
matters is not so much the facilitated entry of
the deuteron as the facilitated escape of the
proton. This, again, is not directly affected by
the potential barrier but rather indirectly. The
fastest protons produced by deuterons of about
5 MV will, in practically all cases, be able to
go over the top of the barrier. But the barrier
reduces the number of proton groups able to go
over the top, and this is the reason which makes
the probability of a (dp) reaction small in the
ordinary scheme.

At the same time, we see that the probability
of emission of a proton according to the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips mechanism should be about the

same as that of a neutron in the ordinary
mechanism. This fact may be useful for interpre-
tation of experiments.

A possible experimental test of the O-P theory
is afforded by the energy distribution of the
emitted protons. According to the ordinary
theory, most of the protons should have energies
about equal to the height of the potential barrier.
According to the 0-P theory, the protons do
not come as near to the nucleus and therefore do
not need to have such high energy in order to
escape easily. The most probable energy of the
protons will be approximately equal to the
deuteron binding energy plus half the kinetic
energy of the incident deuterons. Thus, according
to the 0-P theory, the protons should be slower
and have an energy depending on that of the
deuterons.

Since the outgoing protons have comparatively
small energy, the residual nucleus will be left
rather highly excited, the excitation energy
being, in the average, about U, =2 MV+-', E~
(cf. (683a)). This excitation energy will, for
heavy nuclei and very fast deuterons, be suffi-
cient to make the emission of an O.-particle by
the residual nucleus about as probable as that
of a y-ray (cf. $79E). The available energy for
n-emission is, at 2=200, about 6 MV+~ED
(cf. (673c)). The energy required to make cx-

emission as probable as y-emission is about
10 MV (energy of the fastest natural alphas).
This means that deuterons of 8 MV will in

general produce the double process

Z"+H'= (Z —2)" '+H'+He4 (684)

but deuterons of 5 MV will in general not do so
to any appreciable extent; they will cause the
simple 0-P process (676) instead. The process
(684) has therefore a higher threshold than the
analogous process (674) in which a neutron and
an o.-particle are emitted. The reason is, of course,
that the proton emitted in the 0-P process has
in general a higher energy than the neutron
emitted in a de process.

A process of the type (684) has actually been
observed by Cork and Thornton (C36) who
bombarded gold with 7 MV deuterons and ob-
served the formation of a radioactive iridium
isotope. Cork and Thornton suggested the re-
action
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Aul97+ H2~Aul98+ Hl (684b)

This reaction is presumably caused by the
deuterons already slowed down (to 5 MV,
perhaps) in the target. It would be of great
interest to observe the excitation functions of
these two reactions. Up to a certain critical
energy E„the simple process (684b) should be
the most probable and (684a) should be much
less probable. At E„the relative probabilities
will change rather suddenly, owing to the very
rapid increase of the O.-particle penetrability
with increasing energy, so that above E, the
double process (684a) will predominate. Finally,
for deuteron energies of, perhaps, 10 MV, the
nucleus formed in the primary 0-P process will

retain enough energy to emit a neutron, so that
the complete process will be

gA+H2~gA+1+Hl~zA+H1+tl1, (684C)

which is, of course, unobservable except by the
neutron emission itself. For these energies, the
double process (684) will therefore cease to be
probable, because the emission of O.-particles
will be less probable (barrier!) than that of
neutrons as soon as the latter can occur on
energetic grounds.

$81. RESONANCE PHENOMENA IN THE SIMPLE
CAPTURE oF PRQToNs (H4, H6)

Resonance effects with charged incident par-
ticles have been observed for two types of
processes, vis.

(1) processes produced by n-particles (emission
of neutrons or protons).

(2) simple capture of protons.
The simple capture of protons has been studied

extensively in the following three cases:

Li'+H' —+Be'*~Be'+T, (685)

C"+H'-+N"' —+N" +T (685a)

F"+H'~Nemo* —+Ne2O+7. (685b)

In all three cases, the dependence of the yield on

Au'"+H'-+Ir"4+ He'+ H', (684a)

which seems to be well justified theoretically by
our considerations.

Cork and Thornton observed also the simple
0-P reaction

the proton energy was studied (H6, H4) and
resonance maxima were found. The y-spectrum
has also been investigated ($90, D13). The yield
in the reactions (685, 685b) is studied by measur-
ing the y-rays, whereas in case (685a) the radio-
activity of the product nucleus Nla is used. Other
simple capture phenomena which are known to
occur are

Blo+ H1~{ 11+~

gll+ Hl~C12+ ~

QI6+ Hl F17+~

(685c)

(685d)

(685e)

TABLE XXXIX. Resonance levels in the simple capture of
protons.

CAPTURING NUCLEUS
CoMPoUND NUcLEUs

Resonance energy Fo (kv)
Width I' (kv)
Angular momentum J

(probably)
Parity (probably)

Li7
Bes

440
11

1
odd

Cim
Nia

420
&40

F19
Ne'0

328 892 942
&4 &12 &15

odd (or even)
even (or odd)

A

Vield at resonance (cm~)
Integrated yield (10 ~4 volt

cm~)
y-ray width (volts)
Reciprocal proton pene-

trability
Proton width without har-

rier (kv)

10 R7

3.5

0.9 0.9 20 9
0.08 0.6+ 18'' 8+

50 6000 13 10.5

40 &2000 &24000 & 160 & 160

*For J~0. For J =1, one-third of these figures should be taken.

The first and third of these are detected through
the radioactivity of C" (C39) and F" (D28),
respectively, the second is identified by means
of the very energetic y-rays it produces (C50).
The first process has not been investigated for
resonance. The second seems to have a resonance
maximum at 180 kv proton energy (G13a) with
a width of about 15 kv. (The same resonance
level appears in the reaction 8"+H'= Be'+He'
cf. I!88 and W21a.) The reaction (685e) does not
seem to show resonances (DuBridge, private
communication).

The resonances observed by Hafstad, Heyden-
burg and Tuve in the capture of protons by Li'
and F" are extremely sharp. The resonance
energies and the widths of the levels are given in

Table XXXIX. The width in the case of Li is
about 11 kv, at a proton energy of 440 kv. For
the width of the F levels, only upper limits could
be given because the observed width is not larger
than the inhomogeneity of the incident proton
beam. The data for C are taken from earlier
experiments of Hafstad and Tuve in which the
voltage definition of the incident particles was
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less sharp; therefore the width given in the table
is probably much larger than the actual width of
the resonance level.

The small widths observed make it likely that,
in all five cases listed, there is no "probable"
process by which the compound nucleus may
disintegrate. E.g. , the compound state of Be'
concerned in the capture of protons by Li' pre-
sumably is not able to disintegrate into two
a-particles because such a disintegration would
give a very large width of the resonance level.
Similarly, the three states of the compound nu-
cleus Ne" probably cannot disintegrate into an
0"nucleus in the normal state and an o,-particle.
TVe shall assume that in all cases listed in Table
XXXIX, the comPound nucleus can only dis
integrate with the emission of protons or y-rays.

There may be two different reasons for such a
situation: (a) It may be that the emission of
protons and p-rays are the only processes which
are energetically possible. This seems to be the
case for the N" state. Disintegrations with emis-
sion of neutrons, deuterons and n-particles would
lead to the highly unstable or even nonexistent
nuclei N", C" and 8', respectively, 'therefore
these processes will be energetically impossible.

(b) The emission of other particles may be for
bidden by selection rules. It is very easy to see
how this may occur for an excited state of Be'.
This nucleus may break up into two cx-particles.
As is well known, the spin of an n-particle is zero
and its internal wave function has even parity. "
Moreover, two a-particles obey Bose statistics,
therefore the wave function describing the rela-
tive motion of their centers of gravity must also
have even parity and must contain only even
orbital momenta (cf. )74F). Thus the complete
wave function of a "final state" containing two
o,-particles must have even parity and even total
angular momentum. Therefore a state of the
compound nucleus Be' which has odd parity
and)or odd angular momentum, cannot disinte-
grate into two a-particles. Q~e therefore ascribe
odd J or odd parity or both to the level of Be'
responsible for the capture of 440 kv protons
by Li'.

In the case of Ne", we seek a selection rule

forbidding the disintegration into 0"+He'.
These two nuclei have again zero spin and even
parity. However, there is no such strict sym-
metry requirement on the wave function describ-
ing the relative motion of the two nuclei with
respect to each other as for Be'. The only require-
ment is that the wave function should have even
parity for even orbital momentum and odd parity
for odd /. Thus the disintegration of an excited
state of Ne" will be forbidden, if it has even
angular momentum combined with odd parity,
or vice versa. This conclusion is strongly con-
firmed by the absence of a line corresponding to a
transition to the ground state in the p-ray
spectrum ($90).

The disintegration of the compound states of
Be' and Ne" with emission of neutrons and deu-
terons is again energetically impossible as can
easily be seen from the nuclear masses. There
remain therefore only the disintegrations with
proton and y-ray emission. Of these processes,
the p-ray emission certainly does not give a large
contribution to the level width, because we know
the interaction between matter and radiation to
be small. The main contribution to the observed
width of the resonance levels must therefore be
attributed to the protons, i.e. , to the incident
particles themselves. "

The proton width may be split into a penetra-
bility factor I' and a factor G giving the width
without barrier. These factors are listed in Table
XXXIX. For Be', a value of 40 kv is obtained
for 6, giving

GQ —GQEp ——40,000 340,000 l = 70 volts (686)

for the "width at one volt energy"" (cf. (550)).
This is to be compared to values of the order of a
millivolt for the same quantity deduced from
experiments on the capture of slow neutrons by
heavy nuclei. The great difference (factor 100,000)
is due to the much smaller number of levels in the
light nucleus Be' as compared to heavy nuclei.
The average spacing between the energy levels of
Be"may be estimated to be of the order of 1 MV,
either from theoretical calculations such as those
of Wigner and Feenberg (F10), or from the em-
pirical fact that just one resonance level has been

"This means that P does not change sign upon "in-
version, " i.e., upon change of the sign of the coordinates
of all elementary particles in the u-particle.

"For a discussion of other possibilities, cf. H6.
6~ 340 kv is the energy of the proton with respect to the

center of gravity; 340=440 (7/8)2.
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observed in the energy region below 1 MV which
was investigated experimentally. This spacing is
about 100,000 times larger than the average
spacing between neutron resonance levels in
heavy nuclei ()60). Therefore the reduced par-
ticle width G' seems to be approximately propor-
tional to the spacing of energy levels, correspond-
ing to a sticking probability (f154) independent of
the nuclear mass.

For the other resonance levels, only upper
limits for the proton width without barrier can be
deduced from the experimental data. These upper
limits are rather high, and if the proton width is
really the only appreciable contribution to the
total level width, it is likely that the actual
widths of the resonance levels are much smaller
than the upper limits given in Table XXXIX.

The y-ray width I'~ may be deduced from the
cross section at resonance which, with s=-', for
the proton spin, has the value (cf. (262))

0P„=2s tn(2 J+1/2i+ 1)r,/r, (686a)

where I'= I"p is the total width and X the proton
wave-length. The resonance cross section was
only determined for the capture of protons by
Li'; it is about 10 "cm' in this case. The spin of
the compound state is probably J=1, because
this state has a strong optical transition to the
ground state ()90) which is almost certainly a '8
state. The spin of the capturing nucleus Li' is
known to be i = ~3. The wave-length of the protons
is 7.8. 10 " cm. Kith these data, we And 7~=4
volts. This seems plausible in comparison with
the p-ray widths of a few tenths of a volt found
for heavy nuclei (cf. ft61, 90).

The y-ray width can also be inferred from the
integrated (thick-target) cross section (cf. (517))

J' g pdE = s lt'(2 J+1/2i+ 1)F~. (687)

If the energy loss of the bombarding particle per
cm of the bombarded material is written in the
form (cf. $95)

dE/dr =—Xe (687a)

where X is the number of disintegrable nuclei per
cm' and ~ a quantity of the dimension energy
times area, then the probability of capture for
each incident particle is

P = J~0'., dE/E. (688)

This method may be used to determine the p-ray
widths of the carbon and the fluorine levels.

For carbon, Hafstad and Tuve (H4) found,
from the intensity of the produced radioactivity,
a capture probability of about 1 in 10". This
value was confirmed by Allison (A5). For protons
of 420 kv, we have ()95) about a=9 10 " volt
cm'. Therefore f&rdE=9. 10 " volt cm'. With
i=0, J=-', (most probable because of selection
rules), )t=7.6 10 ", we And then F~=0.08 volt.
The much smaller value found here as compared
to the Li case, is probably due primarily to the
smaller energy of the y-rays (2.3 as compared
to 17 MU).

The width of the fluorine levels can only be estimated
very roughly by comparing the yields reported by Hafstad
and Tuve (H4) for Li and F. They found that the p-rays
from a thick LiOH target produced an ionization of
0.26 divisions/min. /pa in an ionization chamber 30 cm
from the target, while the y-rays from CaF2 which corre-
sponded to the 330 kv resonance capture caused an ioniza-
tion of 0.21 div. /min. /pa at a distance of 12 cm. This
means a ratio of the ionizations of 0.21 ~ 12'/0. 26 30'=0.13.
Ke may assume the ionization power of p-rays to be
proportional to the number of Compton electrons produced
times their average energy (or range). This gives about
equal ionization power for the fluorine and lithium gammas.
From the cross section 0.0 of the Li capture at resonance
(10 27 cm') we find then:

Integrated cross section for Li: 27l.FtTp= 2~ 11000'10
= 1.7 10 "cm' volt.

Energy loss constant (~) for 440 kv protons in air: 1.03 10 '4

cm' volt.
Stopping power of LiOH: 2.0 times air per atom of Li,

2.3 times air per atom of I i (considering abundance).
Thus, numberofquantaper proton:1. 7 10 2'/2. 3 1.03 10 '4

=7-10 '0

Number of quanta per proton in fluorine: 0.13 7 10 "
—9 10—11

Energy loss constant for 330 kv protons in CaF2. 2.3 10 "
cm~ volt per F atom.

Integrated cross section for 330 kv level of F: 9 2.3 10 "
=2 ~ 10 '4 cm' volt.

The intensities {integrated cross sections) for the other
two levels of F are, according to Hafstad, Heydenburg and
Tuve (H4), about 22 and 10 times those of the 330 kv
level, respectively. This corresponds to integrated cross
sections of 4.5 and 2 10~'cm' volt. Inserting the nuclear
spin i = q of the fluorine nucleus, and the proton wave-
lengths of 8.4, 5.1 and 4.9 10 "cm for the three resonance
levels, we obtain the figures listed in Table XXXIX for
J=O. It is seen that the y-ray widths of the tv o higher
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levels would appear rather large if J=o, especially con-

sidering the much 1ower quantum energy of the Ruorine

as compared to the lithium radiation.

It may be mentioned that besides the five

resonance levels listed in Table XXXIX, some
indications of other levels have been obtained for
the proton capture by Li', C" and F" (H6, H4).
There seems to be a very broad level of Be' giving
rise to capture of protons of 800 kv and more by
Li', a weak narrow level ancl a weak broad level
of Ne" corresponding to capture of 400—700 kv
protons by F", and a multiplet structure of the
level of N". This shows that, at least for Ne", the
density of nuclear energy levels is already rather
large, the spacing being of the order of 100 kv at
an excitation energy of about 1.4 MV. This
is, however, a somewhat larger spacing than
was calculated theoretically in $53 from the
liquid drop model, showing that this model is

probably not adequate for such a light nucleus.
Some explanation may be necessary for the

fact that no appreciable capture is observed out-
side the rather narrow resonance regions, while

other processes, leading to particle emission, are
observable for all energies of the incident par-
ticle. Presumably, the latter result is due to the
effect of very broad resonance levels whose width
is comparable to their distance apart ((84). Now
the cross section for p-ray emission near reso-
nance is inversely proportional to the total width
of the level (cf. (686a)) and will therefore be much
smaller for a broad level than for a narrow one.
On the other hand, it must be admitted that the
integrated cross section (687) is independent of
the width of the level and depends only on the
partial width for y-emission. Therefore, in thick
targets, there should be about as many capture
processes due to narrow resonance levels as due

to broad ones. The present experimental evidence
does not extend over sufFiciently many cases to
say much about this point; but DuBridge and
his collaborators have shown that at least the
capture of protons by 0" does not arise from
narrow resonance levels.

$82. RESONANCES IN a-PARTICLE DISINTEGRA-

TIONS. RESONANCE AND BARRIER HEIGHT

A great number of resonance levels have been
observed in disintegrations produced by a-par-
ticles. A description of the experiments is found
in )99. The experimental results are given in

Table XXXX. Most reactions have been in-

vestigated by several authors, in these cases we
have given in the table the results which we con-
sider most reliable; usually, these are the most
recent ones.

A. Barrier height and resonances
We have included in Table XXXX the height

of the potential barrier for O.-particles according
to two methods, vis (a) as. derived from the
interpolation formula (609) and (b) the "experi-
mental" values given by Chadwick and Feather
(C10).These authors pointed out that disintegra-
tions should occur at any O.-energy higher than
the top of the barrier, while for lower o.-energies
observable intensities can only be obtained in the
resonance regions.

This consideration while correct in the old one-
body picture of nuclear disintegrations, might at
6rst sight seem somewhat doubtful in the many-
body picture. According to this picture, the
width of resonance levels is determined by the
most probable mode of disintegration of the com-
pound nucleus. Now in all cases listed in Table
XXXX, the particle Produced in the reaction

T-&BLE XXXX.Barrier heights and resonance leveLe from cx-particle disintegrations.

BARRIER IN MV RESONANCE LEVELS

COMPOUND
NUCI. .

C18
NI4
N'8
FI8
Ng88
$188
P81

REACTION

Be8+a =C»+e
B»+a =C»+H
B»+a =NI4+n
NI4+a =QI&+H
F»+a =Ne88+H

Mg84+a =Al»+H
A1»+a =Si»+H

THEOR.

3.9
4.6
4.3
5.2
5.7
6.8
6.9

EXP.

3.5
3.6
3.7
4.1
5.0
6.5
6.8

a-E¹RGY
IN MV

34 487
4.2
3.2?
3.6
3.7; 4. 1
5.7; 6.3
4.0) 4.5;
4.9; 5.3;
5.8; 6.6

EXCITATION
EN. OF COMP.
NUCI. . (MV)

12.8; 13.8?
14.8
13.4?
8.2

14.5; 14.8
13.7; 14.2
12.0; 12.4;
128 13 1'
13.6; 14.3

wIDTH MV

0.3; 0.3
0.5~.4~.15?
0.10; 0.13
0.12; 0.13~.10
0.07; 0.13~.12

REF.

B7
M 16
C7
P2
C13
C13
C10
D19
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&neutron or proton) can go over the top of the
barrier even when the energy of the n-particle is
low, Therefore the width of the levels will be de-
termined by the proton or neutron emission,
especially if the penetrability of the barrier for
a-particles is small. From this point of view,
there should be little difference in the width of
levels below and above the top of the O,-particle
barrier.

However, the selection rules for the angular
momentum may cause a difference in the excita-
tion function below and above the top of the
barrier. Below the barrier, we know that only
n-particles of small orbital momentum can enter
the nucleus ($78) while sufficiently far above the
barrier, much higher orbital momenta are pos-
sible. Therefore below the barrier there will be
resonance only with compound levels of small
angular momentum J, while above also com-
pound levels of large J will be important. This
will make the spacing between "important" reso-
nance levels much smaller above the barrier than
below it, and since the width of the levels will

stay about constant, it is to be expected that the
resonances will overlap each other at energies
above the height of the barrier, and the maxima
and minima will thus become unobservable.

This consideration justihes the reasoning of the
older theory and makes it possible to deduce
approximate barrier heights from the cessation of
pronounced resonance phenomena. This has been
done by Chadwick and Feather; their results
agree surprisingly well with the "theoretical"
values obtained from the rule that the nuclear
volume is proportional to the number of par-
ticles. This can be considered as a fairly good
experimental confirmation of this rule.

In accord with our considerations, most of the
resonances lie below the calculated top of the
barrier. The only exception is a very weak and
somewhat doubtful resonance observed by Ber-
nardini for the compound nucleus C" (reaction
Be'+He4=Ci2+n'). We must expect that such

resonances above the barrier occur occasionally,
especially for very light nuclei. —Several reso-
nance levels are found very near the top of the
barrier, e.g. , the highest levels in the compound
nuclei N'4, Si" and P".

B.Spacing of the resonances

In judging the figures in Table XXXX, we
must keep in mind that a-particle energies of less
than 3—4 MV have not been investigated because
for these energies the penetrability of the n-par-
ticle would be so small that no observable dis-
integration effects could be obtained, even at
resonance. It is to be hoped that the greater
intensity of ar'tificial sources will make the in-
vestigation of the region of low O.-particle energies
possible.

The general impression from the figures in
Table XXXX is that the resonance levels be-
come more numerous and therefore more closely
spaced for heavier nuclei. This is entirely in ac-
cord with out theoretical expectations. The aver-
age spacing is apparently slightly more than 1

MV for the lightest, and about ~ MV for the
heaviest nuclei listed.

The excitation energies U of the compound
nuclei corresponding to resonance are listed in

the sixth column of Table XXXX. If M~, M
and M~ are the masses of initial nucleus, n-par-
ticle and compound nucleus (ground state), re-

spectively, we have

U= (My+ M Mc)c'+(M—~/Mc)E (689).
Most of the excitation energies listed are about
12—15 MV.

C. Wid.th

The width of the resonance levels may be ob-
tained in various ways (cf. C13, C4).

1. If there are few resonances of comparatively
large width the simplest procedure is to measure
the total yield of the reaction from a thin target,
as a function of the a-particle energy. This has
been done for the reactions Be'+O. =C"+n,
B"+a=C"+H, B"+a=N"+n. The method is

apt to give too large widths because of the finite
thickness of the target and the straggling of the
O,-particles. Closely spaced narrow resonances
may disappear entirely.

2. %ith a thick target, the intensity of a given
group of produced particles (usually protons)
may be investigated as a function of the energy of
the O.-particles entering the target. From the
n-particle energy at which the group first appears,
and that at which it attains its full intensity, the
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width of the level may be inferred. The method is
subject to similar criticism as (1). It has been
the one most widely used for determining
widths (C4).

3. The inhomogeneity in energy of the Protons
of a given group will also give the width of the
level, due account being taken of the momentum
relations (recoil of the disintegrated nucleus).
This method is free from corrections due to the
finite thickness of the target and to the straggling
of the a-particles but is influenced by the
straggling of the protons. Also, the proton energy
depends on the direction of emission of the pro-
tons which introduces a further inhomogeneity.
Thus the widths deduced from this method will

again be too large. We have used this method for
estimating the widths in the reaction F"+He'
= Ne" +H'.

4. The maximum range of the protons of a
group may be determined for the O.-energy at
which the group first appears, and for the n-en-

ergy at which it attains full intensity. This
method is the most satisfactory in eliminating
straggling. Unfortunately, it is probably the most
difficult one experimentally. It has been used by
Chadwick and Constable to deduce the width of
the 4.9 MV level in the reaction Al"+o.=Si"+H.
It was found that the maximum range of the
protons increased by about 2 cm (from 28 to 30)
when the O.-particle range increased from 3.25

(first appearance of group) to 3.55 cm. This cor-
responds to an increase in proton energy of
about 0.18 MV. Considering that the protons
were observed in the direction of the incident
O.-particles, we obtain from the momentum rela-
tions ()96) that this corresponds to an increase of
the O.-energy of about 0.17 MV. For the excita-
tion energy only the kinetic energy in the center
of gravity system is available; therefore we must
reduce the width by a factor 27/31 which gives
0.15 MV. Half this value has been taken in

Table XXXX (cf. below).
In accord with our custom, we have given in

the table the uiidth at half maximum -Where t.he

shape of the yield-energy curve was not obtained
experimentally, it was assumed that the disinte-
gration becomes unobservable when the cross
section is about one-fifth of its maximum value.
According to the resonance, formula, this means
that the disintegration will be observable over an

energy region equal to Mice the width F of the
level. Therefore the values given in the table are
smaller than those given, e.g. , by Chadwick and
Feather, by about a factor of 2.

The width of the resonance levels must prob-
ably be attributed mainly to the produced par-
ticle, i.e., proton or neutron. The partial width
due to the o.-particle will be smaller because of the
potential barrier. In almost all cases, several
groups are emitted from each resonance level,
corresponding to several states of the final
nucleus. E.g. , 5 proton groups have been ob-
served for the reaction 8"+a= C"+H, 4 proton
groups for each resonance level of Al'~+ a
=Si"+H, and at least three neutron groups for
Be'+O. =C~+n. The width corresponding to a
golem final state is therefore only about 0.1, 0.06
and 0.02 MV for the compound nuclei C" N"
and P", respectively. The neutrons and protons
emitted have energies of the order of 2—10 MV in

each case. Taking an average of 5 MV, we find
for the reduced width (width at one volt energy)
I"=I'E" & (cf. 685) about 25—50 volts for the
lighter nuclei C" and N'4, and about 10 volts for
the heavier compound nucleus P". These values
fit in very well with the value obtained from the
capture of protons by Li' (cf. )80) vis 70 ~olt.s.
They also show the expected tendency to de-
crease with increasing mass of the nucleus.

D. o.-particle mid. th

The O.-particle width can be deduced from the
integrated disintegration probability if it is
admitted

(1) That the n-particle width is smaller than
the width for the produced particle, and

(2) That no other process of comparable proba-
bility can occur.
Both conditions are probably fulfilled, at least
approximately, in the cases listed in Table
XXXX.

Chadwick and Constable have given the total
yield of protons from n-disintegration of Al and
F. For Al, each resonance level gives about
3.5 10 ' protons per a-particle, The "energy loss
constant e" (cf. (687a), )95) is, for n-particles of
5 MV in Al, about 2.3.10 '4 volt cm'. According
to (688), this corresponds to an integrated cross
section of 0.8 10 "cm' volts. Since for a-particles
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s =0, the formula for the integrated cross section
is (cf. (687))

~
adZ=2~'X. 'I'.(2/+I)/(2i+1). (690)

The spin of Al" is i =-'„the wave-length of 5 MV
n-particles (with reduced mass!) 1.17 10 " cm.
Therefore we find

(27+1)I',=60 kv. (690a)

$83. SELECTIoN RULEs (G15)

Ke have repeatedly drawn attention to the
importance of selection rules. Selection rules for-
bidding otherwise probable disintegrations will

reduce the width of many nuclear levels and will
thus give rise to the very sharp resonance levels
which we observe in the simple capture of pro-
tons ()81). Selection rules inRuence greatly the
y-ray spectrum of nuclei ()90). Selection rules
combined with the small penetrability of the po-

Since the total width is only 90 kv, I' must be
considerably smaller than this amount. Therefore
we must assume that J is not zero. For the given
ratio of O.-particle energy to barrier height, orbital
momenta up to about 3 or 4 will be important.
For J=2, the o.-ray width would come out to be
12 kv. The penetrability of the barrier is 1/14,
giving for the o.-width without barrier about
170 kv, i.e., somewhat more than the proton
width per final level (20 kv).

In a CaF2 target, the yield is 9.2 and 7.2. 10—'
protons per O.-particle for the two resonance
levels of fluorine observed. In pure fluorine, the
yield would be 1.77 times as large (C4) since a
calcium atom has a stopping pov er for o,-par-
ticles about 1.54 times as large as a F atom ()95).
This would give in the average for the two levels
14.5 10 ' protons per n-particle. The energy
loss con.stant j,n F is 2.3$ ~ 10 ' volt cm' for an
n-energy of 3.9 MV (corresponding to the average
of the two levels), therefore the integrated cross
section is 3.4 10 "volt cm'. The spin of F" is
again i = —', (Table XVII), the wave-length
1.40 10 " cm. This gives (27+1)I' =175 kv.
Since the total widths of the levels are about
100—130 kv, the angular momenta of the levels
are obviously again greater than zero.

tential barrier for particles of high orbital mo-
mentum will prevent all compound levels of high
angular momentum from being effective in dis-
integrations caused by a-particles as long as the
O.-particle cannot go over the top of the potential
barrier (f!82A), thus making the resonances ob-
servable for energies below the height of the
barrier while they are not for higher energies.

In this section we shall show that selection
rules also regulate to a considerable extent the
probability of disintegrations which show no
marked resonance effects, in particular disintegra-
tions produced by protons and deuterons in light
nuclei. This was first pointed out by Goldhaber
(G15) who concluded, from such considerations,
that the ground states of Li' and Li' should be a
'5 and a 'P3/2 state respectively, and that B'0

should have a triplet, B"a doublet as its ground
state. The prediction for Li' which was at the
time against evidence from hy perfine structure
(G25, and ref S2 of part A), has since then been
proved correct by the atomic beams method
(M2). Moreover, all the predictions mentioned
agree with our present theoretical ideas about
nuclear energy levels (F10).

The selection rules may be divided into two
classes: Those which should hold generally, for
any "coupling scheme" in the nucleus, and those
which hold only for Russell-Saunders coupling.
The first class concerns only the total angular
momentum and the parity of initial nucleus, inci-
dent particle, final nucleus and outgoing particle.
The second class will give information on the
behavior of orbital momentum and spin sep-
arately.

The selection rules for total angular momen-
tum and for orbital momentum will involve the
orbital momentum of the relative motion of the
incident and outgoing particle. The existence of
useful selection rules depends therefore on the
existence of restrictions on this orbital momen-
tum. Such restrictions will exist (a) for very slow
particles for which only the orbital momentum
zero gives a high probability of entering the
nucleus, and (b) when the two particles (vis.
incident particle and initial nucleus, or produced
particle and residual nucleus) are identical. In
case (b) the symmetry requirements for the wave
function will forbid certain values of the orbital
momentum. The most notable case is that of two



e-particles: Because of the Bose statistics and
the zero value of the spin, only even orbital
momenta are possible (P3F).

i
a —s

i
—i'+s'

i+s
f
i' —s' [. (691)

This selection rule very seldom gives any useful
information because it leaves too many possi-
bilities.

The more useful one of the general selection
rules is that relating to the parity. Any nuclear
energy level has a certain parity, e.g. , the ground
states of all nuclei up to He4 have even parity,
those from He' to 0"are probably even and odd
for even and odd mass number, respectively. The
wave function of the relative motion of two par-
ticles has even or odd parity according to whether
the orbital momentum is even or odd. The selec-
tion rule requires that the parity of the system as
a whole, i.e. , the product of the intrinsic parity
and that of the center-of-gravity motion, remains
unchanged in the process. If both incident and
outgoing particle are slow, and none of these
particles is heavier than He4, this means that the
parities of initial and final nucleus must be the
same. According to the above rule, this would
forbid all processes iq, which a nucleus of even
mass between 4 and 16 is transmuted into one of
odd mass in the same region in the ground state
or vice versa, i.e. , all dp, dn, ap and nn reactions
(cf. Chapter XVII).This very restrictive selection
rule holds, however, only if both incident and out-
going particle are slow (wave-length larger than
nuclear radius), and in no practical case are both

particles slow at the same time.
However, there is one reaction which is

de6nitely "forbidden" according to this parity
rule, if only the incident particie is slow. This is

A. Selection rules between initial and. 6nal
nuclei which hold for any coupling scheme

The vector sum of the total angular momenta
of initial nucleus and incident particle must be
equal to the vector sum of the total angular
momenta of final nucleus and outgoing particle.
Let ss' be the spins of incident and outgoing
particle, i and i' the (total) intrinsic angular
momenta of initial and 6nal nucleus. If, then,
both incident and outgoing particle are slow we
have

Li'+H'=2He'. (692a)

We may, conversely, conclude from the observed
relative probabilities of reactions (692), (692a)
that the parity of Li' is even, that of Li~ odd in

agreement with theoretical views.
As Breit (015) has pointed out, the energy de-

pendence of the disintegration cross section is
not appreciably affected by the orbital momen-
tum for slow charged particles, in contrast to
slow neutral particles. The ratio of the penetra-
bilities of the potential barrier for various orbital
momenta is practically independent of the energy
of the particle if this is small compared to the
barrier height (f72, 78). The reason for this is
that the particle energy is negligible compared to
the Coulomb potential and the centrifugal force.

B. Selection rules between initial and anal
nucleus holding only for Russell-Saund. ers
coupling

It is reasonable to assume that in light nuclei
the resultant spin 0- and the resultant orbital
momentum ) of all particles contained in the
nucleus are good quantum numbers (F10, I1,
R10). This will be true if the magnetic spin-orbit
interaction is small compared to the average
spacing between levels. It is probable (R10) that
the spin-orbit interaction is of the order —', MV.
Therefore Russell-Saunders coupling will break
down when the spacing between the energy
levels of the compound nudeus (not the initial or
final nucleus!) becomes of the order —', MV or less.
This will probably occur for atomic weights
around 15 or 20, so that the Russell-Saunders

the oldest of all reactions produced by artificially
accelerated particles, vis.

Li'+ H' = 2He4. (692)

The ground state of Li' has almost certainly odd
parity (see above) while the intrinsic parity of all
other particles is even. The wave function de-
scribing the relative motion of the two O,-particles
must be even (Bose statistics). Therefore the
process can only occur at all if the wave function
of the motion of the proton relative to the Li'
nucleus is odd. This requires at least /=1, which
makes the process improbable at low proton
energy. In fact, its probability is 30 times smaller
than that of the "probable" reaction
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coupling is restricted to the lightest nuclei.
The first selection rule to be added to the two

general ones mentioned in A, requires that the
resultant spin of the system does not change, i.e. ,

i
s —o

i

—s'+o',
i

s' —o'
i
—s+o, (693)

where the primed quantities refer to the final,
the unprimed ones to the initial nuclei and s
refers to the particle, cr to the nucleus. It was
from this selection rule that Goldhaber derived
the spins of Li' Li' 8"and 8" E g. , from the fact
that (692a) is a probable reaction, and that the
n-particles have zero and the deuteron unit spin,
it follows that Li' must also have unit spin. The
same follows from the probable reaction 8"+H'
=3He' for 8". Similarly, the reaction 8"+H'
=3He4 is probable, therefore 8" presumably
has spin —,. For Li' the situation is a little more
complicated. From the reactions Li'+O'=Li'
+H~ Li +H = 2He +z' which are both "prob-
able" we can only conclude that the spin of Li'
is either —,

' or -', . On the other hand, the reaction
Li'+H'=2He' is improbable (cf. above (692a)).
But we had already found a reason for this, vis.
the change of parity provided the orbital mo-
mentum of the incident proton is zero. It may be
argued that the reaction is not improbable
enough for a reaction violating two independent
selection rules so that the total spin does not
change. This would lead to 0 =-', for Li', in agree-
ment with present theories.

The selection rule for l is not very useful be-
cause there are in general no restrictions on the
orbital momentum of the outgoing particle. "
%here there are restrictions; e.g. in the reactions
(692, 692a), this rule gives the same result as
the parity rule.

C. Selection rules in resonance lisintegrations

As already pointed out in the beginning of this
section, more stringent selection rules hold for
resonance disintegrations than for nonresonance
processes. Angular momentum as well as parity
have to be conserved. This means quite genera11y

"This seems to be the case, e.g. , in the reactions
2H' =H3+ H1 and 2H' =He'+m where the outgoing
particles are fast enough for orbital momentum 1 or even 2.
Ke therefore do not believe that Goldhaber's conclusion
of zero intrinsic orbital momentum for H' and He' from
these reactions is legitimate. From purely theoretical
reasons I',Chapter Iv) zero orbital momentum seems, of
course, very probable.

that either only even or only odd values of the
orbital momentum are possible when a compound
nucleus in a given state breaks up into two given
final nuclei. For the parity is determined for the
compound state C as well as for the final nuclei
8 and Q. Therefore the parity of the motion of
the nuclei 8 and A with respect to each other is
also given, and this parity determines whether
the orbital momentum is even or odd. Explicitly,
we have:

Only even / if all the nuclei C, B and Q have
even parity or if two of them have odd parity
and one even.

Only odd l if all parities are odd, or two even
and one odd.

An application of this parity rule is the excited
state of Ne" formed in the proton capture by F"
()81).Other applications are connected with the
T-ray emission ()90). A further application may
be the capture of slow neutrons by 8", according
to the scheme

810+~1—8ilk —Lj7+He4 (693a)

)84. ABSOLUTE PROBABILITY OF DISINTEGRATION

PRocEssEs; ANGULAR DIsTRIBUTIoN oF
DI sINTEGRATIoN PRQDUcTs

The absolute probabi1ity of processes showing
pronounced resonance effects was already dis-
cussed in f81, 82 and was used to deduce the par-
tial widths for p-rays and n-particles of the levels
concerned. The absolute probability of processes
showing no marked resonances is a much less
clean-cut problem.

for which the experimental determinations (cf.
)102) indicate that Li' is always formed in its
excited state of 0.44 MV excitation energy (cf.
Table LXXIV).

Another important consequence of the even-
odd rule for the orbital momentum is, of course,
that the angular distribution of the disintegration
products must be symmetrical with respect to the
plane perpendicular to the direction of the inci-
dent beam. This was actually found by Kempton,
Browne and Maasdorp (K2) for the disin-
tegration

H'+H'= H'+H',

which may be considered as evidence that even
this disintegration has resonance character.
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A. Light nuclei, total cross section

It is very probable that these processes should
also be described in the general scheme of the
folmat1on and disintegration of a compound nu-

cleus. From this point of view, even the processes
showing no marked resonance are in reality
resonance eHects; but the resonance levels are so
broad compared to their spacing that the maxima
and minima are leveled out. Indications of a very
weak resonance eHect are found in the reaction
most closely investigated, vis.

Li'+H'= 2He'.

The disintegration function for this reaction was
observed experimentally by various authors
(D16, H6, H27, H20, 06) for energies from 8
to 1400 kv, with thin and thick targets. Breit and
his collaborators (014, 15, 16) worked out the
theoretical disintegration function with a special
model, vis. assuming that the proton moves in
the "potential" created by the Li' nucleus, and
that this potential is a simple rectangular hole.
They found that for certain values of the depth
of this hole, agreement could be obtained with
experiment. Furthermore they found that the
relatively high yield of the reaction at low proton
energies is irreconcilable with an orbital momen-
tum 1. of the incident proton unless one assumes
a resonance level fairly near zero proton energy.
The value 1 for the proton orbital momentum is
required by the selection rules for the parity (cf.
$83A) which should be strictly obeyed. The con-
clusion concerning the necessity of a resonance
for slow protons is independent of the special
rectangular hole potential assumed but is simply
a consequence of the penetration of p protons
(/= 1) through the Coulomb potential barrier.

Thus the calculations and experiments may be
regarded as evidence for a resonance level of Be'
at about 17 MV excitation energy, having even
parity and probably angular momentum zero" (in
contrast to the level responsible for the radiative
capture of protons by Liy, $81) and governing the
probability of the reaction (694). This level prob-

"J must be even because disintegration into two a-parse
ticles is possible ($81). It cannot be greater than /+i+s
where /= 1 is the orbital momentum, i 3/2 the spin of Li'
and s=1/2 that of the proton. This reduces the possible
values for J to 0 and 2. The angular distribution of the
a-particles is spherically symmetrical which makes J=o
probable.

TABLE XXXXI.Absolute cross sections.

Rmcrrow

ThRQST

107p (800 kv)
10'p {700kv}
c(750 kv)(in 10» cm& volt)
arose sect. o (in 10~ cms)

X (in 10» cm)
Penetrabibty P
Btichng prob. $

D+D~
Hes+nt

Ds0

S.Q
6.2

12
2.2
7.4
1
0.013

Li'+D~ Bes+D= Li7+I=
2 Hes+st Bts+nt 28e4

Li Be Li

17.1
8.6

10
8.5
4,8
0.5
0.25

9.5
5.9

11
4
4.5
Q4

0.16

0.33
6.0
0.7
0.004

ably has a width of q MV or more, which is pre-
sumably mainly due to the disintegration into
two o.-particles. There can be little doubt that
other processes, if investigated as carefully as
Li'+H'=2He', will exhibit similar weak indica-
tions of resonance phenomena,

Independent of the description of the processes
as resonance effects, the cross section for probable
processes must be of the order of

0Pq = yy7hp'Pp fp, (695)

where Xp, $p and Pp are wave-length, sticking
probability and penetrability for the incident
particle. The partial width Fq for the outgoing
particle has been assumed equal to F which is
approximately true for "probable" processes.
The quantity usually measured is the total
number p of disintegrations per particle of a
given energy E; from this a can be deduced with
the help of the energy loss cross section d (cf.
(688) and $95), viz.s,

Iy=ddp/dE. (696)

Table XXXXIgives the absolute yield for four
reactions for which the yield has been investi-
gated with special care by Amaldi, Hafstad,
Heydenburg and Tuve (H6, A11a). The first and
second row give the total yield p (disintegrations
per incident particle) at two energies (700 and
800 kv) of the incident particle, the third line
gives the energy loss constant e for the target
substance, the fourth the cross section (at 750 kv)
derived from these data, the next two lines give
wave-length and penetrability for the incident
particle and the last the sticking probability (cf.
(695)).

The "sticking probabilities" obtained are of
the order unity for the processes Li'+H'=2He'
+e' and Be'+H'=BIO+nI as should be ex-
pected. This justifies the assumption that these
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processes are "probable" processes. For the reac-
tion Li'+H = 2He', the sticking probability
comes out to be very smail, about 1/50 of that
for the two 6rst named processes, in accord with
the characterization of this process as, in first
approximation, "forbidden" (cf. )83). The prob-
ability of the disintegration of deuterons by
deuterons also comes out to be small. In this
case, it must of course be considered that there
is the alternative mode of disintegration into H'
and a proton, which is experimentally (and
theoretically for symmetry reasons) about as
probable as the disintegration into He'+n'.
Even so, the sticking probability would be only
1/10 of that for Li'+D, and only 0.025 in abso'-

lute value. The reasons for this small internal
disintegration probability are unknown; calcula-
tions using special models (D15) gave even
greater theoretical probabilities (and therefore
a greater discrepancy) than we would obtain
for &=1. For a possible explanation cf. B.

Li'+H'=2He4 (697)

(G14a), for the protons and neutrons from the
processes

H2+H~ =He+Hi (697a)

H'+O'= He'+n',

(K3, N4a) and for the 0;-particles from

B"+O' = Be'+ He4

(697b)

(697c)

(N4a; homogeneous group of alphas of 4 cm
range). In the first case, spherical symmetry was
found with protons of 200 kv, in the other three
cases, marked maxima in the forward and back-
ward direction (about 60 percent more than at
right angles) were observed at 100-200 kv deu-
teron energies. In all cases, the distribution is
symmetrical about the "equatorial plane" as is
required for resonance disintegrations ($83C,
end).

3.Light nuclei, angular distribution

No theoretical calculations on the angular dis-
tribution of disintegration particles have yet been
made. Except in the resonance case, such calcula-
tions would require the use of a special model.

Experimentally, the angular distribution has
been investigated for the a-particles produced in
the reaction

o p'q ——mX' ppgg
(1—x) & I'

(698)

Here the wave-length is about 1.5.10 "cm (for

In the Li case, we assume ($83) that the incident
protons have orbital momentum one and might
therefore expect an anisotropic distribution of
the emitted O.-particles; we conclude that the
compound state of Be' must have J=O (cf. A).
In the deuteron case, at low energies primarily
deuterons of zero orbital momentum should be
effective, giving a spherically symmetrical dis-
tribution, unless l=0 is forbidden by selection
rules. The most tempting hypothesis is to assume
that the compound state of He4 involved in
reactions (697a, b) has odd parity. Since deu-
terons have even intrinsic parity, this means that
only odd orbital momenta would be allowed for
their relative motion, so that /=1 gives the main
contribution. At the same time, this would ex-
plain the smallness of the absolute cross section
(cf. A). Moreover, an odd state ('P) of He' is
expected to lie near the He' dissociation energy
according to calculations of Feenberg (F9a). It
only seems dificult to understand why even
compound states should give no contribution
at all.

The nonspherical distribution of the alphas in
(697c) shows again that I=0 is probably for-
bidden by selection rules. The simplest assump-
tion is that the state of C'~ involved has even
parity; then, since B"has odd intrinsic parity,
only odd I will be allowed for the incident proton.
The outgoing 0. must then have even /', and since
both Be' and He' have spin zero, J must be
even for the compound state. Since J=O is
excluded on account of the nonspherical sym-
metry, and J ~& I+i+s = 2, we must have J= 2.

C. Heavy nuclei

In $77, we have derived a general formula for
the probability of disintegration processes pro-
duced in heavy nuclei which was supplemented in
)80 by a discussion of the special case of reactions
of the dp type. Thus far, quantitative studies of
the yield are only available for the disintegration
of Pt by deuterons of 4—5 MV. This energy,
though large, is decidedly lower than the poten-
tial barrier of Pt ( 9 MV). Thus we may apply
formulae (650), (633), vis.
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oP"@=1.0 10 '4Ppgp (698a)

We assume further that $ = 1 because of the high
excitation energy of the compound nucleus
formed (cf. fl54). The penetrability P& depends
on the nuclear radius. Kith R=12 10 " cm we
obtain

I'=5 10 '
0=5.10 ".

If we take account of the rather large size of the
deuteron by assuming an effective radius of
15 10 "cm, we have instead

4.5 MV deuterons), g = 11.6 for deuterons on Pt,
x=deuteron energyjheight of potential barrier
= o. $p is the sticking probability for the incident
particles, I'p the penetrability of the barrier for
them. Fq is the width corresponding to the pro-
duced particles, I' the total width. According to
$79, the main contribution to the latter will

probably come from neutron emission, a smaller

part from emission of protons, a still smaller part
from O.-particles and a negligible fraction from
deuteron emission. Ke shall in the following as-
sume neutron emission; as was shown in fj80,
the emission of protons, according to the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips mechanism, is about as probable
as that of neutrons according to the ordinary
mechanism. Then we may put I'q=I'.

Kith these assumptions,

The fact that the mechanism of this reaction is
actually as indicated in (699), was first estab-
lished by Dee and Gilbert (D9) from cloud
chamber experiments. Similar to (699) is the
reaction

8' +H' —+C'o*—+Beo*+He4-+3He4. (699a)

Other three-body reactions with light nuclei are:

Be'*+n'

Li'+ H'~Be'* 2He'+n', (699b)

He'*+He4

Be'+He4 Be'*+He4

A(85. THREE-PARTICLE DISINTEGRATIONS

As was already mentioned in the general dis-
cussion in $76, the residual nucleus may be left in

the primary nuclear reaction in a state above the
dissociation energy. Then it will in general dis-
integrate further, emitting a second heavy par-
ticle. A "cascade reaction" of this type will ap-
pear experimentally as a disintegration in which
three nuclei, including the hnal nucleus, are
produced.

The best investigated reaction of this type is

8"+H'~C"'~Be'*+ He4~3He4. (699)

8=1.2 10 ',
0.=1.2 10 ". (698c)

B11+H2 ~CI3* 3He4+ n' (699c)

This last figure agrees as to order of magnitude
with the observed cross sections for the produc-
tion of radioactivity in Pt which are of the order
10 "to 10 "cm' (C35).

In all reactions produced in Pt by deuterons, Huctua-
tions of the yield with energy have been observed which
resemble resonances. It seems practically certain that they
must not be interpreted as such. The excitation energy of
the compound nucleus formed by adding a deuteron to a
heavy nucleus, was estimated in $78 to be about 12 MV
plus the kinetic energy of the deuteron, i.e. more than
16 MV in our case. The spacing of levels at such an energy
for a nucleus as heavy as Pt is probably of the order of a
millivolt or less ($53).The observed fluctuations of the yield
have maxima and minima spaced by about ~~ Mv. They
can therefore not be due to resonance. A possible explana-
tion might be secular fluctuations in the matrix elements
over large energy regions, or competition of various modes
of disintegration.

C12+~1 C].24+ +1

N"+H' —&0"*~C"*+He'~4He'p (699d)

Beo+ni~Beioe~Beos+. ni~2He4+2n (699e)

Of these, (699b) has been known for a fairly long
time and the continuous distributions of both
neutrons (837) and alphas (02, K2, W21c) have
been studied extensively. For the other reactions,
similar but less complete evidence has been given
(cf. Chapter XVII for discussion and references).

Kith heavy nuclei, evidence has been pre-
sented by Heyn (H33) for processes in which an
incident fast neutron knocks out another neutron
from a nucleus, thus decreasing the latter's
atomic ~eight by one unit. An example of this
type of reaction is
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Cu" +n'~Cu'4* —+Cu"*+n'~Cu62+2n' (700)

detected by the positron activity of Cu". Pool,
Cork and Thornton (P11b) have confirmed re-
action (700) and found similar reactions with
Cu", Ag'" Ag'" N" and 0"giving Cu~, Ag'"
Ag"' N" and O", respectively, Other examples
are probably found in uranium and other very
heavy nuclei (H7, M15).

Another three particle disintegration has been
reported by Cork and Thornton (C35, 36) who
found that deuteron bombardment of Au pro-
duced a radioactive isotope of Ir. This means the
emission of three units of charge from the com-
pound nucleus so that they suggested the process

emitted after proton bombardment of boron fall
into three groups, vis. (for 0.2 MV proton en-

«gy):
(1) A group of homogeneous energy of about

5.7 MV;
(2) A fairly homogeneous group at about 3.85

MV;
(3) A continuous distribution extending from

very low energies to about 5 MV.

Group 3 contains roughly twice as many o,-par-
ticles as 2, while group 1 contains, at low proton
energies ( 200 kv) only about 1 percent of all the
particles produced.

Group 1 is to be attributed to the reaction

Au'"+O' =Au"'+ O' = Ir'"+H'+ He'. (700a) I &+H& =Be8+He4 (701)

Such a process is very probable with the Oppen-
heimer-Phillips disintegration as the first step
(cf. )80). We have also given arguments ($79E)
for assuming that a similar process with emission
of neutrons and alpha-particles is very probable
in the reaction of deuterons with heavy nuclei,
e.g. ,

Pt"'+O'=Au"'+n'= Ir'"+n'+He'. (700b)

According to the general theory, three-particle
reactions will have probabilities of the same order
as two-particle disintegrations provided the
necessary energy is available and no potential
barriers prevent the escaping of the emissible
particles. Kith large surplus energy, it may even
happen that three-particle disintegrations be-
come more important than two-particle ones,
because of the frequently mentioned tendency of
the residual nucleus to retain a large fraction of
the available energy (evaporation model, II)54,
65, 79).

VAth the now accepted mechanism of three
body reactions, it is, of course, not possible to
deduce the reaction energy from the upper limit
of the energy spectrum of the disintegration
products as has formerly been done (02, 03).
The maximum energy of the product particles
depends on the particular energy levels of the
nucleus formed in the intermediate stages of the
decay of the compound nucleus.

A. The disintegration of 8"by protons

After considerable controversy (K15, 02, 09,
L5) it has been shown (D9) that the n-particles

as was first pointed out by Kirchner and Neuert
(K15).The Be' nucleus is, in this case, formed in

the ground state. Its mass is almost identical
with that of two n-particles ($108). The energy
evolution in the reaction (701) is 8.5 MV, of
which the O.-particle receives 3, the Be' nucleus
—,', according to the law of conservation of mo-

mentum.
Group 2 should be attributed to the first part

of reaction (699), i.e.,

B"+H'= Be'*+He'. (701a)

Since the average energy of the n-particles in this
group is 3.85 MV, and the Be' recoil energy is
one-half of this amount, the energy evolution
turns out to be 5.77 MV. Several corrections to
this figure have to be applied ()96, 97) but they
happen just to cancel. The total reaction energy
is about 8.57 MU (from the distribution of
group 3, see below). This gives for the excitation
energy of Be'* a value U'=2. 80 MU.

The particles of group 2 do not all have the
same energy, but their energy distribution corre-
sponds about to the dispersion formula, with a
width at half-maximum" of 0.51 MV. Since the

"The most accurate way of determining the width
from the experimental data of Oliphant, Kempton and
Rutherford seems to be the following: The total number
of particles counted by these authors (09, Fig. 7) is 2245.
Of these, 30 belong to group 1. 25 particles should be sub-
tracted because O. K. R. overestimated the number of
very slow particles, assuming the distribution to be
homogeneous down to zero energy, while this is not the
case according to the theoretical distribution (Fig. 25).
Of the remaining 2190 particles, two-thirds=1460 belong
to group 3. Since this group extends almost uniformly
from 0 to 4.7 MV energy, the number of group 3 particles
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and for the velocity of each O.-particle relative to
that center of gravity

s4 = (U/M. ) &. (704a)

If we assume that there is no correlation between
the directions of the two velocities, we 6nd that
the energies of the a-particles of group 3 will be
uniformly distributed between the limits

&-.-"= l t:(Q- U)'~(»)'3'.

With the numerical values given above,

(705)

F16. 25. Energy distribution of the a-particles emitted in
the proton bombardment of 8"{without the discrete group
corresponding to the reaction 8"+O'=Be'+He'). Lower
solid curve: theoretical distribution of the o,-particles
emitted in the primary process, vis. Bn+HI Bes~+H
Broken curve: a-particles emitted in the break-up of the
excited Be' (secondary reaction). Upper solid curve: total
distribution, theoretical. Circles: experimental points
{Oliphant, Kempton and Rutherford, 09).

kinetic energy of the recoiling Be' nucleus must
always be one-half of the energy of the e-particle,
the width of the Be' level turns out to be

I'=-', 0.51=0.77 MV. (702)

This means a lifetime of the excited Be' nucleus of

Be'-+2He4+ U. (703)

If Q (=8.57 MV) is the total energy evolution in
the ~hole reaction

B"+H' =3He4+ Q (703a)

and U that in the disintegration of the excited
Be', we have for the velocity of the center of
gravity of the Be'* nucleus

~, =(Q- V/3m. ) & (704)

per MV energy interval will be 1460/4. 7=310. At the
maximum, the number of particles observed is 1220 per
MV. Thus 910 of these have to be attributed to group 2,
and gerierally the number of particles of energy E in
group 2 will be 910/t 1+4{E-8,)'/y~ j {dispersion formula,
y =width at half-maximum). On the other hand, the total
number in group 2 must be $ 2190 730. Therefore we
have

910 )my=730
from which y =0.$1 MV.

r =5/I'=1. 04 10 "/1.60 10-'0.77
=0.85 10 "sec. (702a)

Group 3 is due to the disintegration of the
excited Be' nuclei:

E; =0.04 MV and E, =4.68 MV.

This distribution, when modi6ed by the width
of the level of Be, is well conhrmed by the experi-
mental data of Oliphant, Kempton and Ruther-
ford (09, cf. D9).

The theoretical distributions for groups 2 and 3
and the total distribution are given in Fig. 25.
The agreement with experiment is excellent on
the high energy side of the main maximum, but
not so good on the low energy side. Part of this
may be due to uncertainties in the range-energy
relation.

The same order of magnitude ( 3 MV) for
the energy of the 6rst excited level of Be' was
obtained from theoretical calculations by signer
and Feenberg (F10).The level is, theoretics. lly, a
'D level which is compatible with the fact that
it can disintegrate into two O.-particles.

B. Other three-particle disintegrations of light
nuclei

The reaction

Bso+H2 Bes*+He4 =3He4 (699a)

follows undoubtedly the same mechanism as
(699). The total reaction energy is considerably
higher, ns. 18.0 MV. If Be' is left in the 3 MV
state, the first a-particle (corresponding to
group 2 in the disintegration of B"by protons)
should receive an energy of ~~. 15=10MV, cor-
responding to a range of 10.5 cm. An almost
homogeneous group of this range seems to exist
(C28) but its width seems to be larger than in
reaction (709). It is very likely that, owing to the
larger energy available, a number of higher
excited levels of Be' can also be formed in this
reaction which makes the observable energy
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Li'+ O' =Be'*+n' = 2He4+ n' (706)

distribution of the cx-particles more uniform and
theref'ore the interpretation more difFicult.

The reaction

the large number of very slow neutrons among
the neutrons produced by n-bombardment of
Be'. According to the evaporation model, the
neutrons formed in the reaction

or Li'+O'= He'*+He'= 2He'+n' (706a)
Be'+He'= C"+n' (707a)

has been studied by Bonner and Brubaker
(B37, neutron distribution) and by Kempton,
Browne and Maasdorp (K2, a-particles). The
neutrons consist of a homogeneous group of
about 13.2 MV energy, corresponding to the
reaction

Li'+O'= Be'+n' (706b)

Be'+He' =3He4+ n' (707)

was suggested by Bohr (B33) in order to explain

"This is in contrast to the interpretation of Kempton,
Browne and Maasdorp. ¹te added in proof: Our view is
strongly confirmed by a recent paper of %illiams, Shepherd
and Haxby (%21c).These authors have investigated the
distribution of the n-particles more accurately and find,
superposed upon the continuous distribution, a fairly
homogeneous group of energy 7.8 MV which they attribute
to reaction (706a) with He' being left in the ground state.
This gives for He' the very reasonable mass value of 5.0137,
unstable by 0.8 MV against disintegration into an a-particle
and a neutron. The width of the a-group is ~ 0.3 MV;
therefore the width of the He' ground state (9/5) 0.3 =0.5~
MV, corresponding to a lifetime of 1.2 10~' sec. which
again appears very plausible. It is possible that Hei can
also be formed in excited states.

and a practically continuous distribution ex-
tending at least up to 12.4 MV. If we wanted to
explain the occurrence of neutrons of 12.4 MV
on the basis of the mechanism (706a), we should
have to assume an excited state of Be at
9/8 (13.2 —12.4) =0.9 MV. This is extremely
improbable in view of the fact that no trace of
such a state was observed in the process Bu+H
=3He', and also from the theoretical calcula-
tions of Feenberg and signer. Moreover, in
order to explain the continuous distribution of
neutrons on this basis, it would be necessary to
assume a continuous spectrum for Be'. This is
again quite contrary to the result from the

+Hi reaction and also contrary to the
fundamental assumptions of Bohr's theory of
nuclear processes. This shows that the mecha-
nism indicated in (706a), with He'+ He' as
intermediate products, besides the mechanism
(706), must certainly play a part in the re-
action. "

The reaction

Beo+He4~C»*~
Be'*+He4+ n'

Be'*+He4

He'*+ 2H'e'

3He4+ n' (707b)

so that the neutrons are emitted either in the
break-up of an excited Be' or an excited He'
nucleus.

The reaction (707) is confirmed by the fact
that the compound nucleus C"when formed from
other initial particles, is known to break up into
3 O.-particles and one neutron. E.g. , the reaction

B"+H' =3He4+n' (707c)

has been established both by observing large
numbers of very slow neutrons (B40) and large
numbers of slow u-particles (C28), in both
cases forming a continuous energy distribution,
The reaction

C"+n' =3He4+n' (707d)

has also been observed, with fast neutrons in a
cloud chamber (C8).

The process

Be'+n' = Be'+2n' (708)

is established by observing an increase in the
number of neutrons when neutrons are allowed
to fall on beryllium (R20). The evidence for

N"+H' =4He'

is the observation of very many slow a-par-
ticles, forming a continuous distribution in
energy (C29).

should have, in the average, energies of the
order of the "temperature" of the C" nucleus
formed, i.e., about 2—3 MV. In reality, most of
the neutrons have less than 1 MV energy
($99, and D21). The mechanism of reaction
(707) is one of the following:
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XIV. y-Rays

$86

$86. CLASSIFICATION OF P-RAYS

The y-rays emitted in nuclear processes fall
into two main classes:

1. y-rays emitted during the nuclear process
itself.

2. p-rays emitted in a secondary process
following the proper (primary) nuclear process.

The most important case~' for class 1 are the
y-rays emitted in simple capture processes.
Such p-rays have been observed from the capture
of slow neutrons by heavy nuclei and of protons
by light nuclei, and their energy has been
measured in a number of cases.

The y-rays of class 2 are emitted whenever a
primary nuclear process of any kind leads to an
excited state of the resultant nucleus. The
primary nuclear process may be:

(a) Any nuclear transmutation process, pro-
duced by any kind of incident particle and with
emission of any kind of outgoing particle
(proton, neutron, deuteron, a-particle, y-ray,
etc.). Incident and outgoing particle may be of
the same kind (inelastic scattering).

(b) A P-transformation.
(c) A natural n deca-y
Since it is the rule rather than the exception

that nuclear disintegrations lead to excited
states of the resultant nucleus, y-rays of class 2

are an extremely frequent phenomenon and
accompany practically every nuclear transmuta-
tion in which any nucleus of atomic weight
greater than 6 is formed.

The probability of the emission of p-rays of
class 2 is given by the probability of the primary
process which usually is connected with emission
of material particles. Since we know that ordi-

narily the emission of material particles in the
primary process is more probable than that of
p-rays, it follows that in general the p-rays of
class 2 are much more intense than those of
class 1. Therefore the capture y-rays can only
be observed:

"Apart from capture processes, y-rays may be emitted
in a transition of the compound nucleus from its initial
state to another state still above the dissociation energy.
Then the later state may afterwards disintegrate with
emission of a particle. These "noncapture" y-rays emitted
in the nuclear process itself have not yet been observed
and are presumably very rare.

(a) When, contrary to the rule, simple capture
is the only possible process. This case is realized
for slow neutrons with heavy nuclei ($57, 60—62),
for the capture of protons by C" (f81) and
probably by a few other light nuclei.

(b) When a primary process with particle
emission is possible but never leads to an
excited state of the residual nucleus. This is
true for Li'+H' since the O.-particles emitted
apparently can not be formed in excited states.

(c) When the capture is for certain energies
enhanced by resonance while the class 2 y-rays
are not. This is true for F"+O', Li'+O',
C"+O' and perhaps other nuclei.

(d) When the energy of the capture y-rays is
much higher than the maximum possible energy
of class 2 y-rays.

In all other cases, the capture y-rays will be
swamped by the much more intense (by a
factor 10,000 for light nuclei) y-rays from the
residual nucleus ("class 2").

Even in obvious capture processes such as the
capture of slow neutrons by heavy nuclei, not
all the y-radiation observed is actually capture
radiation, i.e. , emitted in the capture process
itself. For we know that any primary nuclear
process will in general lead to an excited state of
the residual nucleus especially if a great number
of excited states are available as is the case for
heavy nuclei. This is, of course, also true for
the simple capture ()90). Therefore the capture
process proper will be followed by secondary
processes in which the residual nucleus loses its
excitation energy by emission of one or more
further y-quanta of class 2. Thus the observed
"capture radiation" is actually a mixture of
y-rays of classes 1 and 2.

$87. THE y-RAY WIDTH

It has long been known from the study of the
internal conversion of "natural" y-rays (Cl88)
that nuclear y-radiation has about the same
intensity whether it is dipole or quadrupole
radiation. This is very surprising indeed since
we should expect that the ratio of the two
kinds of radiation is approximately as (R/lt)'
where 2m' is the wave-length of the emitted
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F~ 4 M
2

3 Ac
(710)

where D
„

is the matrix element of the electric
dipole moment corresponding to the transition
in question, and co the frequency of the emitted
y-ray

cv = (8„8)/fi. — (710a)

The dipole moment may be expressed by the
oscillator strength which we define by

f „=2M&'(D „/e)', (710b)

where 3f and e are mass and charge of the proton.
Then

(711)1',/h = (2e'aP/3Mc') f
If we express the quantum energy &co in MV,
we obtain

y-ray and R the radius of the nucleus. Now for
y-rays of 1 Mv energy, we have 'A=2 10 "
cm whereas, even for the heaviest nuclei,
R=1.3 10 " cm. This gives (R/X)'=1/250.
Thus the quadrupole radiation should be about
250 times weaker than the dipole radiation, in
striking contrast to experiment.

A. Elementary calculation of vridth

This discrepancy is emphasized by considera-
tions of the absolute probability of emission of
p-rays. This absolute probability has been
measured for p-rays from natural radioactive
nuclei ($88), for y-rays from neutron capture
((61, 90) and from proton capture ($81, 90).
In all cases, much smaller probabilities are found
experimentally than would be expected from a
simple theoretical consideration.

Generally, the probability of a radiative transi-
tion from a state m to a state n is per unit time

Actually, the observed lifetimes of excited
states of natural radioactive nuclei are of the
order 10 " sec. ($69, 88), i.e. 10,000 times
longer than would follow from (711a) with
leo = 1 and f= 1. Similarly, the p-ray width of
nuclear levels I'~ which is simply 5 times the
reciprocal lifetime, is much smaller than the
values obtained from (711b). One of the largest
widths measured thus far is that of the excited
state of Be' formed in the capture of protons by
Li' ()81): it is 4 volts at a quantum energy of
17 MV, as compared to 1500 volts from (711b)
with f= 1. Again, the widths observed in the
capture of slow neutrons (ft61) and of protons by
F" ($81) are of the order of 0.1 to a few volts,
for quantum energies of about 4 to 6 MV ()90)
for which we should expect about 100 volts
from (711b).

In all these cases, the probability of p-ray
emission is "too small" by a factor of about
100 for dipole radiation and therefore ~ould be
about right for quadrupole radiation if we use a
similarly simple estimate for the intensity of
the latter as in (711b).This fact, in combination
with the observation mentioned above that
quadrupole radiation is of the same order of
intensity as dipole radiation, confronts us with
the problem of explaining why dipole radiation
is relatively so weak in nuclei.

B. Dipole and quadrupole radiation

A clue to the solution may be found in the
fact that a system of particles al/ having the same

specific ckarge, will not emit any dipole radiation
but wi11 emit quadrupole and higher multipole
radiation. The general expression for the "e8ec-
tive electric moment" corresponding to a radia-
tive transition m~n is (cf. B16, Eq. (38.10))

I' /5=8. 0 10"(h&o)'f sec.

F,=5 24(bra)'f volts.

(711a)

(711b)
D„„=kru' 4' ~P exp (ik r;)(e;/m;)q;4' dr,

i (712)

For strong radiative transitions, we might expect
f to be of the order unity, as in atoms. Or more
generally, we may expect the sum of f over all
the lines starting from a given nuclear level to
have a value of the order unity. "

"A still larger value for l~ is obtained by assuming the
dipole moment D in (710) to be of the order of a single
elementary charge times the nuclear radius.

where e; and m; are charge and mass of particle
number j, I; its position, V; the gradient operator
with respect to r;, k is the wave vector of the
light quantum, ao its frequency, and 0 +„initial
and final wave function of the radiating system.
For dipole radiation, the retardation factor
exp (ik. r~) should be replaced by unity:
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D „=fue-' +„'P(e;/m;)g;% dr. (712a)

Quadrupole radiation is obtained by taking the
second. term in the expansion of the exponential.
With k = a)/ c, we have then"

where A is the number of particles. Thus

e =e;—eZ/A,

which gives for protons (e;=e)

e, ' =e(1 —Z/A)

and for neutrons

(716)

(716a)

D„„=ihc'-O'„*Q(e;/m;)(r;) g q; 0 „dr. (712b)

(r;) ~ is the component of r; in the direction k of
propagation of the light wave. Since the direction
of the dipole moment 9 is identical with the
direction of polarization of the light, k must
always be taken perpendicular to D (i.e., to the
direction of the gradient V';).

We must now consider that the wave functions
0' 0 „will,of course, depend only on the relative
coordinates of the particles with respect to the
center of gravity, and not on the absolute co-
ordinate of the latter. If the r; denote absolute
coordinates, the center of gravity is

R=gm;r~/M, M=gm; (713)

and the relative coordinates

(713a)

Let x;, X and &; be the x components of r;, R and

y;, respectively. Then

8m8P; 8e m; 8e
i 8$; 8gq

e; 8%„pe, Pe;q 8%
„

=El ——
l (»4)

mg 8xp I 4m(' M )'8)g

Thus the transformation to relative coordinates
makes the apparent charge of particle j diR'erent

from e;, viz.

where

e,'=e, —m e/M,

c=ge;
(715)

(715a)

'~D as defined in (712b) is k times the "quadrupole
moment" corresponding to the transition, cf. Section C.

is the total charge of the system. In the particular
case of nuclei, all the particles (neutrons and
protons) have the same mass m;, and M=m&

e =—0. (717)

This means that for such a system the dipole
moment uould vanish ideefico, lly who, fever the mo,ve

functions @ and O'„.Thus we may understand
the smallness of the dipole radiation if we can
show that the nucleus, though actually composed
of particles of diferent charge (neutrons and
protons), acts like a system of particles all having
the same charge. E.g. , if the nucleus contains as
many neutrons as protons (A =2Z), this will be
true if we assume the nuclear particles to be
combined in n-particles as subunits. Quite gener-
ally, the dipole moment will be zero if the centers
of gravity of the neutrons alone and of the pro-
tons alone coincide so that the matrix element of
their diR'erence vanishes for 311 transitions. Owing
to the large forces between neutrons and protons,
this does not seem unlikely.

An alternative explanation due to Wigner
would attribute the absence of dipole radiation
in the spectra of natural radioactive elements to
the fact that all low energy levels of a nucleus
have the same "partition" (W17). This explana-
tion would indeed seem much more attractive
than the vague statement that the neutrons and
protons will probably be distributed in a similar
way. However, it does not explain why the p-ray
widths of the high excited states observed in
neutron and proton capture are so much smaller
than would be expected from the elementary
calculation in A.

e = —eZ/A. (716b)

For the problem of emission of dipole radiation,
neutrons should therefore be considered as hav-
ing a negative effective charge equal to about
half an elementary charge whereas protons have
a positive eRective charge which is only about
half their true charge.

For a system whose particles have al/ the same
sPecific charge (i e , r.at.io of charge io mass), we
obtain from (715)
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Whatever the explanation for the smallness of
the dipole radiation may be, there will be no
factors reducing the quadrupole and higher multi-
pole radiation below the value expected from
elementary considerations. E.g. , if we repeat the
calculations leading to (714) for quadrupole
radiation propagated in the s direction, we 6nd

tions of the vector n (direction of propagation of
the light). Quadrupole radiation corresponds to
the second term in the Taylor expansion of the
exponential in (720a) so that

~nXj~ =(co/c)( r n nXjpdr~. (721)

(e; Qe;I; p 8%'
puP/ —I., —i(m; M )8)g

(718)

The expression in the parenthesis does not vanish
when all particles have the same specihc charge
because it contains the coordinates of the
particles.

This shows, at the same time, that multipole
radiation higher than quadrupole will be im-

probable compared to quadrupole radiation by
about the factors expected from elementary con-
sideration, i.e. , by a factor (R/lt)' for each suc-
cessive multipole. Higher multipole radiation
mill therefore, in general, not occur except from
metastable states.

is, according to classical electrodynamics,

C. The radiation width from the 1iquil drop
xnod. e1

Bohr has suggested the use of the liquid drop
model ($53C) to calculate the probability of
emission of radiation. Since in this model only the
density of nuclear matter is considered and not
the density of neutrons and protons separately,
the model can obviously only give quadrupole
radiation (cf. B). Moreover, at low "tempera-
ture" of the nucleus, only surface vibrations are
excited and therefore only the emission of quad-
rupole radiation by these modes of vibration is
important.

The intensity of radiation I from a system of
currents periodic in time

j(r, t) =j,(r) cos opt

Here the current density jo of the radiating sys-
tem may be expressed in terms of the charge
density p; we have from (719) and the continuity
equation:

p= pp sill opt, pp=dlv )o/cu. (721a)

Neglecting the magnetic dipole radiation, i.e. ,

assuming

f
(j o.y jo„x)d r =—0, (721b)

we find for (721)

~nXj
~

= (e&o'/2c)([xy]'+txz]')&, (722a)

where eLxy]= "poxydr
J

(722 b)

is the quadrupole moment of the emitting system.
If we assume that all quadrupole moments, vis.

Lxy], Lxs], [ys] etc. , are equal in size (statistical
equilibrium), the total radiation intensity (720)
becomes

I=e'(cop/4c p) Lxy]'. (723)

The y-ray width is h times the number of quanta
emitted:

I'„=$1/ /go = ~~ (a&/c) Pep Lxy]o. (723a)

lnXjl =(~'/2c)
l~ por n rxn dr[. (722)

Taking the direction of emission n parallel to x,
we have

I= —d~fnXj/', — For surface vibrations, the density of the
Sx c'" nuclear liquid is constant (charge density =Ze/Q

where 0 is the total volume of the nucleus), and

j,(r) exp (p r.n/c)d (720a) only the shaPe changes. If R is the normal radius
of the nucleus, and

and the integration fda extends over all direc- I'(8, po) =I'p(0, e) sin oA, (724)
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the displacement of the surface at a given point
p, then

V= (G 25)J' sin Odgdq

e[xy]=(Ze/Q) JI sin Idly

XJf r' cos 8 sin 0 cos y r'dr, (724a, )
0

assuming the polar axis 0 =0 to be in the x
direction. Integration over r gives

For a given I, the integrand reduces to (I+2)
X(I—1)f'; and if I is given by (724, 725a), the
total energy in the normal mode, which is twice
the time average of V, becomes

E= 2b'G/15R' = 2b'I'/15ro' (727a)

(cf. (314)).Since the frequency of the vibration is
rather low, its excitation energy will in general be

X [lR5+R4f. +0(f 2)] (724b) equal to the nuclear temperature" r, so that

[xy]= (3Z/47rR )J
sill 8 cos 8 cos pdtBy

b 15 2—rp r I' . 727bThe term R' vanishes upon integration over the
angles, the terms containing higher powers of I'0 Inserting (725a) (727b) into (725), we have

[xy] = (1/5)ZRb = (3/10) &Zr021' &A &ri (728)

[xy]= (3ZR/4n))~ f0 'sin 6 cos 8

Xcos yd8d y. (725)

and, with (723a) (726b)

I'&&&P&&2 (2Z) &

r, =
3"'5 hc (Mc')' A'"' (729)

For each normal mode of surface vibration of a
sphere, the displacement g depends on the angles
0 and p as a spherical harmonic Y~ . Higher /

corresponds to higher frequencies. (725) shows
that of all the normal modes only one will give a
contribution to the quadrupole moment, vis. that
for which g depends on the angles as

f0= 6 cos 8 sin 8 cos q. (725a)

This vibration corresponds to the deformation of
the sphere into an ellipsoid; it is the vibration of
lowest frequency possible. The calculation of the
frequency is similar to that given in $53C; the
index L of the spherical harmonic corresponds, for
high /, to kR in the old calculation. For any /,

(311) must be replaced by

~'= (G/~~) (I+2)I(I—1)R ', (726)

so that, with (313) to (314), we have for 1=2

aP =81'/(3Mro'A),

h&u = (8/3) &(I'P) &A-&.

(726a)

(726b)

The potential energy is given by an expression
similar to (307a), vis.

Inserting the numerical values F = /=10 MV,
Mc'=930 MV, we have

I'„=2 10 ~ r (2Z) 2A (729a)

"This will not be true for low excitation energy of the
whole nucleus, e.g. , for the p-rays emitted by natural
radioactive nuclei. In this case, the average excitation
energy per normal mode will be lower.

The factor (2Z)'A ""practically does not change
with the nuclear mass; it increases only from 1 at
low atomic weight to 1.5 at high A. The nuclear
temperature 7 is, for excitation energies of the
order of 10 MV, about 1 to 2 MV. Therefore
generally

F,=0.2 to 0.5 volt.

This agrees surprisingly well with the average
radiation width observed in the capture of slow
neutrons by heavy nuclei (Cl61). For proton cap-
ture by light nuclei, larger widths up to 5 volts
have been observed, probably due to dipole
transitions which are not so rare in this case.

The radiation widths of low states of radio-
active nuclei (Il88) are much smaller, vis. of the
order of millivolts. In our model, this may be
understood by assuming the excitation energy
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per normal vibration (727a) to be much smaller
than at higher temperatures. A more elementary
and more satisfactory treatment seems to be to
deduce the quadrupole moment [xyg from the
observed width by means of (723a). If we meas-

ure co in MV and the quadrupole moment [xy]
in 10 '4 cm', we have

I'„=0.013[xy)'cv' volts. (730)

The quadrupole moments of the transitions listed
in Table XXXXIV are of the order 10 '4 cm'
which seems plausible.

For all but these very low states, the p-ray
width (729a) depends only very slightly on the
excitation energy of the nucleus and on its size.
This fact is in agreement with the observations
(see above) and in striking contrast to the par-
tide width which, for any kind of particle, in-

creases enormously with increasing excitation
energy (cf., e.g. , (65, 78, 79) and decreases very
much with increasing atomic weight ()54, 81).
This means that the emission of radiation (simple
capture) can in general only compete with that of
particles (disintegration) if the nucleus concerned
is heavy and the excitation energy low. The best
known example is the capture of slow neutrons
which is only probable for heavy nuclei ($57ff.).
The capture of fast neutrons ($65) is very im-

probable compared to inelastic scattering, the
capture of particles by light nuclei (II64, 81)
improbable compared to particle disintegrations.

The y-ray spectrum would, according to our
liquid drop model, consist of a single line with a
frequency given by (726b), i.e. , about 1 MV for

heavy, 2—3 MV for lighter nuclei. Of course, this
consequence of the model should not be taken
seriously; but perhaps the spectrum has actually
an intensity maximum near the frequency (726b).

The formulae given (especially 729 to 729b)
refer to the total y-ray width. The width cor-
responding to a given p-ray transition is smaller

by a factor of the order of the number of possible
final states. An estimate of the partial y-ray
width will be given in )90.

D. Metastable states

Weizsacker has pointed out (W9) that some
nuclei may have low excited states whose an-
gular momentum is very different from that
of the ground state, and that such states would

be "metastable" and may have a very long
lifetime against y-emission. As we shall show

below, lifetimes of several seconds, or even
of years, may occur. This would explain the
"isomerism" observed with various P-emitting
nuclei. The best established case of this kind is a
radioactive nucleus formed in Br by capture of
slow neutrons. Bromine possesses two stable
isotopes, Br" and Br" so that two radioactive
nuclei (Br" and Br") would be expected from
slow neutron capture. Actually, three different
radioactive nuclei with three different periods
(18 min. , 4.2 hr. , 36 hr. ) have been observed
(K34), all of them chemically indentical with Br.
Since no other process can occur but neutron
capture, and since no stable isotope of bromine
has been found despite very careful search (B28),
we are forced to conclude that either Br ' or
Br" exists in two modifications with different
half-lives.

A similar case may be indium which also has
two stable isotopes (In"' and In"') and gives
three different periods under neutron bombard-
ment (S28). However, it is possible (L26) that
one of these activities (3-', hr. ) is produced by fast
neutrons through a np reaction and is in reality
an isotope of Cd. Another case of isomerism may
be the natural P-emitters UX~ and UZ (G4).

The existence of "isomeric" P-emitting nuclei
violates the rule that P-emission is in general
slower than any other nuclear process, especially
p-radiation. As a rule, a nucleus formed in any
way, e.g. , by neutron capture, natural o.-decay
etc. , will first emit y-radiation until it arrives in

its ground state, and the time required for that is
usually of the order of 10 " sec. (cf. Table
XXXXIV). The P-emission which takes several
seconds or more, can ordinarily not at all compete
with y-emission so that, in general, P-particles
cannot be emitted from excited states of nuclei.
From this consideration, any nucleus should have
one characteristic lifetime with respect to P-decay,
and isomeric nuclei could never exist.

This wi11 be different only if there are selection
rules making the emission of y-radiation from a
certain (in general the first) excited state much
less probable than it is ordinarily. If this is the
case, the metastable state will have its own decay
period. Its decay may occur in two different
ways, vi2'. :
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(1) The metastable state may go over into the
ground state with emission of y-radiation, where-

upon the ground state will decay further with
P-emission. The half-life of the activity due to the
metastable state is then determined by the prob-
ability of the forbidden y-transition. It can only
be observed as a separate period if it is longer
than the natural P-period of the ground state.
The energy spectrum of the P-rays is exactly the
same for the tmo periods.

(2) The metastable state may emit a P-particle
directly. This mill be the case if the probability of
y-emission is smaller than that of P-emission for
the given metastable state. The lifetime of the
metastable state may in this case be longer or
shorter than that of the ground state. The
P-emissions from the metastable and from the
ground state will in general lead to different
states of the 6nal nucleus because the angular
momenta are very different (cf. below). Thus at
least one of the P-transformations will be fol-

lowed by a y-ray from the residual nudeus, and
the upper limits of the two P-spectra will not be
the same. In the case of Br, the 18 min. period is
also produced by photoelectric disintegration of
Br (CI91, 103) and should therefore belong to Br".
Neither of the other two periods has been found
as yet in the photoelectric process, thus we may
provisionally ascribe them to Br" which would
then be the nudeus possessing the metastable
level. One of the periods (35 hr. ) gives P-rays of
0.8 MV (Al) and gammas (S16a), the other (4.2
hr. ) gives betas of 2.05 MV and no gammas. If
our interpretation is correct, the y-rays should
have an energy of about 1.25 MV. An exact
measurement of the y-ray energy should decide
whether the 35 hr. or the 4.2 hr. activity belongs
to the metastable level of Br".

The probability of emission of multipole radia-
tion of order l is obtained by taking in (720a) the
/th term in the Taylor expansion of the expo-
nential. VA'th the direction of observation n
parallel to the x axis, me have

radiation in (722a). However, it seems to be a
fair approximation to replace (731) by

Roughly, me may estimate

[x y]~KR (731c)

mhere x is of the order unity. Then the probability
of p-emission per second becomes, in analogy
to (723a),

TABLE XXXXII.Lifetime of metastable states.

I',/h = (co/c) "+'(s'/h) «'R"/l!'. (732)

Inserting the numerical values I'= 1, 8= 10 "cm
etc. , we 6nd for the lifetime against y-emission

r =h/I', =5 ~ 10 "l tm(20/hem) "+' sec. , (733)

where k~ is measured in MV.
Table XXXXII gives the lifetimes calculated

from (733) for various l's and excitation energies.
200 kv is about the average excitation energy of
the 6rst excited state in a heavy nucleus; 50 kv
occurs frequently, e.g. , in 3 of the naturally
radioactive nuclei; and 10 kv may occur occa-
sionally. Differences of' the angular momentum
of as much as 4 units should not be very rare
considering that several nuclei are known with
an angular momentum of 9/2 in their ground
state. Thus it seems possible that some nuclei
may possess metastable states with lifetimes of a
year or more against y-emission which, of course,
is ample for the explanation of two "lifetimes" of
the same radioactive isotope. If the lifetime
against y-emission is as long as this, the excited
state of a P-active nucleus will in general decay
by direct emission of a P-particle (mode 2 above).

From our considerations, it is obvious that
sufficiently metastable states mill in general not
exist for light nuclei, 6rstly because of the small

CHANGE OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN TRANSITION TO
GROUND STATE

It seems rather di%cult to replace the current
distribution jo by the charge distribution po in as
rigorous a way as that used for the quadrupole

EXCITATION
ENERGY

(kv)

10
50

200

6 10 4 sec.
2 ~ 10 I sec.
2 ~ 10 Io sec.

7 hrs.
0.3 sec.
2 ~ 10 ~ sec.

l~2 l=3
(QUADRUPOLE) (OCT OPOLE) l=4

5 10' yrs.
10 days
3 sec.

l=5
5 ~ 1018 yrs

10' yrs.
10 days
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density of levels for such nuclei and secondly be-
cause of the relatively small angular momenta.
For heavy nudei, we may expect metastable
states roughly to be as frequent as "stable"
neighboring isobars ($43), of which there are
perhaps 20 examples altogether. Metastable
states will, of course, not be restricted to P-radio-
active nuclei but will also exist in stable nuclei:
In this case, their existence is dif6cult to observe
because the transition to the ground state wi11 be
accompanied by emission of very soft p-rays
only. Finally, there is a (very small) chance that
some stable nucleus may possess a metastable
state with a lifetime of the order of 20' years;
such a nucleus might then appear under normal
conditions in two modihcations, distinguishable
by their spina.

)88. Y-RAYS FROM NATURAL RADIOACTIVE

SUBsTANcEs

A. Frequency of natural y-rays and internal
conversion

More accurate data are available on natural
p-rays than on those emitted during or after
transmutations. This is partly due to the fact that
the natural y-rays have been studied over a
longer period of time. But the main reason is that
there is a method of study available for natural
y-rays which is not applicable to the y-rays from
transmutations of the light elements, vi2'. the
internal conversion.

Crudely speaking, the internal conversion may
be regarded as a photoelectric eRect which the
y-ray produces in the same atom from whose
nucleus it was emitted. This internal photoelec-
tric eRect is very probable because of the high
intensity of the y-radiation in the emitting atom
itself. The process will lead to the emission of one
of the external electrons" of the atom instead of
the p-ray. If the conversion electron is ejected
from the eth electron shell whose ionization po-
tential is E„,its kinetic energy will be

~4 From the historical development of the subject {cf.,
e.g. , Rasetti, Nudmr Physics, p. 12i) it is still customary
to call these secondary electrons "P-particles" and to
speak of them as "discrete p-spectrum" in distinction from
the continuous, true P-spectrum. In the light of our present
knowledge, this must be regarded as a misnomer. The
terms e-, P-, y-particles should be reserved for particles
coming from the nucleus itself. The internal conversion
electrons originate from the electron shells of the atom and
should be named in a way indicating their origin, e.g. ,
conversion electrons.

E=IIv —E . (734)

By magnetic deflection of the conversion electron
its kinetic energy may be measured quite accu-
rately. If the origin of the electron is known the
quantum energy Igv can be inferred from the
kinetic energy by means of (734). The determina-
tion of hv will be quite unambiguous when con-
version electrons are ejected from several shells
by the same y-ray. This can be recognized by the
fact that the diRerence between the energies of
two groups of conversion electrons is equal to the
known energy difference between two electronic
levels of the atom. Then the assignment of
the level of origin to each electron group is
straightforward.

In one case (RaB), 8 groups of conversion elec-
trons have been observed all originating from the
same &-ray (E8) by internal conversion in the
electron shells" I. I, I. II, L, III, 3f I, M II, 3f III,
N I and O. From each of the groups, the same
energy for the y-quantum (52.91 kv) can be
inferred, with a mean deviation of the individual
determinations of about 0.2 percent. In most
other cases, the internal conversion in outer elec-
tron shells is too weak to be observed because
these electrons are too far from the source of the
y-radiation (nucleus). However, for a great num-
ber of p-rays at least 3 groups of conversion elec-
trons have been observed, vis. in the E, L I and
M I shell. Only for very weak p-ray lines, the
number of conversion electron groups is reduced
to one. In this case, there is of course no check on
the p-ray energy as in the case of several groups,
but it is safe to assume that a single group of
conversion electrons always originates from the
X shell" because the probability of internal con-
version decreases approximately as the inverse
third power of the principal quantum number e
of the ejected electron (for s electrons).

In this way„about 50 y-ray lines originating
from 22 diRerent nuclei have been observed, A
list of the results for the quantum energies kv, and
of the conversion groups observed. in each case,
is found in Rasetti's book on Nuclear F'hysics,

p. 224, etc.

"There is no conversion in the E shell because the
energy of the y-ray is not sufficient.

'6This conclusion is quite safe if the energy of the
conversion electron is greater than the difference of the
ionization potentials of the X and L, shell. If this is not the
case, the electron may have originated from the L I shel&.
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The measurements of the electronic energies
are accurate enough to determine the atomic
number of the element from which the conversion
electrons, and therefore the y-rays, originate.
The y-rays observed in a radioactive transforma-
tion A —+8 must in almost all cases be ascribed to
the product nucleus 3, i.e. , an emission after the
cx- or P-particle characteristic of the main trans-
formation. This is in accord with theoretical
expectation (cf. f69).

The y-rays observed have been compared with
the groups of n-particles found in a-disintegra-
tions (f69) and gratifying agreement has been
obtained between the hI of the y-rays and the
differences between the energies of various
a-groups (Ta,ble XXXII).Complete level schemes
have been worked out for various nuclei from o.-

and p-ray data (cf. $69, end).

3. Intensity of y-rays. Dipole and quadrupole
rad. iation

From the observed number of internal conver-
sion electrons, the number of emitted p-rays may
be deduced if the coefficient of internal conver-
sion, o, , is known. This coefficient is defined as the
ratio of the number of conversion electrons to the
number of quanta emitted. The theory of internal
conversion has been given by Taylor, Mott,
Hulme and F. Oppenheimer (H39, T4, T5). It is
found that the internal conversion coefficient
decreases rapidly with increasing quantum en-

ergy and with increasing principal and azimuthal
quantum number of the electron shell from which
the conversion electron originates. The first fact
is mainly due to the rapid increase of the prob-
ability of radiation with increasing energy. The
dependence on the quantum numbers is ex-
plained by the smaller probability of coming near
the nucleus for electrons with higher n and l. The
conversion coefficient depends also on the nature
of the radiation, being about 3 times larger for
quadrupole than for dipole radiation. The theo-
retical dependence of the conversion coeScient
in the X shell, nz, on the quantum energy hv for
dipole and quadrupole radiation is shown in
Fig. 26.

The expressions for the internal conversion
coefficient are rather complicated owing to the
complicated mathematical form of the Dirac
wave functions. An approximate expression may
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FIG. 26. Internal conversion coefficient for y-rays in
heavy nuclei (Z=84), according to Taylor and Mott.
Solid curve: quadrupole radiation, broken curve: dipole
radiation. Crosses represent experimental values deter-
mined by Ellis and Aston.

be obtained (R5a, p. 139) by neglecting relativity
effects and at the same time assuming the fre-
quency of the y-ray to be large compared to the
E absorption limit of the element in question.
The result is, if o.~&&1:

cp 3(Ryp 4 8 4" s

4—
I l lz

E e') I h~)
(735)

g2+n ]

where Ry is the Rydberg energy (= 13.54 volts),
k~ the quantum energy of the y-ray, Z the
nuclear charge and

n,' =

Z'Ry/(Aced

Z'Ry). —(735a)

The values of the conversion- coefFicient obtained
from (735) are, for natural radioactive nuclei,
about 5 times too small, owing to the unjustified
approximations made. 7~

Experimentally, the internal conversion co-
efficient has been measured for a few y-ray lines
by comparing the number of internal conversion
electrons with the number of photoelectrons pro-
duced in some material (usually lead) exposed to
the p-rays. Since the coefficient of photoelectric
absorption is approximately known, both theo-
retically and experimentally, the absolute in-
tensity of the y-rays can be deduced from the
number of photoelectrons observed. These experi-

"However, the formula would be correct for small
nuclear charge Z. It shows that in this case the internal
conversion coeScient would be exceedingly small so that
there seems to be no chance of observing internal con-
version of p-rays in light atoms.
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TABLE XXXXIII. Intensities of y-ray lines from, ThC".

THEORETICAL
~z(%)

CALCULATED
p(%)

LINE 104Pag DIPOLE

Pl
y2

"Y3

Qo

2.2
2.2
09

28
6.1

0.95
1.02
0.88
1.76
1.49

QUAD-
RUPOLE

2.9
3.2
2.7

11.3
7.5

DIPOLE

2.3
2.2
1.0

16
4.1

QUAD-
RUPOLE

0.76
0.69
0.33
2.5
0.81

EXCITATION
FROM

n-GROUPS

0.16

1.8

g4 pl 1.10%,
g3 p2+ p3 = 0.16%%uo

g2=p4+ps 1.80%,
gi= pi pm p4+p—s=6—9 8 —%

The observed number of conversion electrons
from the X shell, pax, is listed in the second

ments are not very accurate and give values for
the internal conversion coefficient which are
slightly (about 20—30 percent) higher than the
theoretical values. The agreement is, however,
sufficient to decide in most cases whether the
p-radiation investigated is dipole or quadrupole
radiation (cf. Fig. 26).

Accepting the theory as correct, the internal
conversion may be used for finding out the nature
of the radiative transition when the corre-
spondence between a-ray groups ()69) and y-rays
has been established and the intensities of the
n-groups are known. This is, e.g. , possible for
ThC" (cf. Table XXXII, $69). We denote by
pi p6 the intensities of the six y-lines yi
observed, in number of quanta per n-disintegra-
tion, and by g&

~ q4 the "excitations" of the four
excited states of ThC", i.e., the number of n-par-
ticles from the parent nucleus ThC correspond-
ing to transitions to the four excited levels of
ThC". Then we have (cf. Table XXXI and Table
XXXII)

column of Table XXXXIII for the hve7S y-rays
y1 ~ ~ .y~. In the next two columns, the theoretical
conversion coeKcients for the known frequencies
of the p-rays are listed, for dipole and quadrupole
radiation. Dividing the observed pa by these
figures, the intensities p of the y-rays are ob-
tained (next two columns). It is seen that for
p4+pi reasonable agreement with the value
deri~ed above (1.80 percent) is obtaint. d by
assuming both the y-lines y4 and y5 to be quadru-
pole radiation while the assumption of dipole
radiation would give about 10 times too much
y-radiation. For level 3 (y2+yi), no agreement is
obtained either way but the assumption of
quadrupole radiation give~ d, less serious dis-
crepancy. Fo" the line p&, either dipole or quadru-
pole radiation may be assumed. Thus the evi-
dence shows that either all the five y-lines from
ThC" or at least four of them are due to quadru-
pole transitions.

In one case, vis. the third excited level of RaC'
(cf. Table XXXI) (excitation energy 1412 kv), no
actual p-ray has been observed but only an in-
ternal conversion electron. This is interpreted by
assuming that the radiative transition from level
3 to the ground state is completely forbidden,
e.g. , because the two states both have angular
momentum zero. Then the internal conversion is
the only way in which the nucleus can go from
state 3 to the ground state.

C. Absolute probability of y-emission

The lifetime of nuclear states against y-emis-
sion may be estimated by comparing the inten-
sity of the long range n-particle groups from the
excited levels of ThC' and RaC' with that of the
p-rays from the same levels. Table XXXXIV
gives, for two levels each of RaC' and ThC', the
observed number Ã, of y-rays (per normal

does not have sufticient quantum energy to
eject a X e1ectron.

TABLE XXXXIV. Jifetimes of excited states of RaC' and Th,C'.

NUCL.

RaC'

ThC'

A
LEVEL (MV)

1 0.61
3* 1.41
1 0.73
2 1.80

X~

0.4
0.0025
0.14
0.02

0.43 ~ 10 6

22 10 '
34 10 6

190 10-6

PrI(MV)

8.437
9.242
9.674

10.745

r (SEC.)

2.7 10 '
9.5 ~ 10 '
1610'

ry (SEC.)

310"
8 10 "
4 ~ 10 "
6 10 "

r~
(MILLI VOLTS)

2
0.01
1.5
1

110'
6104
6 10 '

[n]
(10 s4 CM~)

1.8

0.6
0.004

~ Emits only conversion electrons.
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n-disintegration), the observed number Q of
long range O.-particles, the disintegration energy
Eq for these O.-particles, the lifetime against
n-decay r calculated from the energy by formulae
(594, 600) with G, =1 volt, the lifetime against
y-emission

r, =(N /X„)r, (736)

)89. P-RAYs FRQM REsIDUAL NUcLEI PRoDUcED
BY TRANSMUTATIONS

Not much experimental material is yet avail-
able on y-rays from nuclear transmutations.
Accounts of the experimental methods and re-
sults are given in $99—102. The most important
points in the study of y-rays are the following:

1. Nuclear energy levels. The levels of the
residual nucleus can be deduced from the groups
of outgoing particles emitted in the primary
nuclear reaction ()II99—101, 109). The diHer-
ences between the energy levels so deduced must
agree with the energies of the y-rays emitted by

the y-ray width I'„=k/r~, the oscillator strength

fo calculated from (711b), and the quadrupole
moment Lxy) associated with the transition ac-
cording to P30).

The numbers of the excited levels are the same
as in Table XXXI. N~ is as estimated by Ellis
and Aston (E8, E9). The estimates are based
primarily' on observations of the number of
photoelectrons ejected from a Pt foil by the
y-rays (E9) supplemented by the intensities de-

duced from internal conversion using the theo-
retical value of the internal conversion coefFi-

cient. For the level 3 of RaC' the figure given
is the number of internal conversion electrons
itself because for this transition no actual p-ray
is emitted (end of Section B). The calculated
lifetimes are all of the same order, vis. a few
times 10 " sec. , except for the highly forbidden
transition 3 of RaC' for which it is, of course,
much larger. The y-ray widths of the excited
levels are of the order of a millivolt; they are, of
course, smaller than the widths of neutron cap-
ture levels ($61) because from the levels con-
sidered here only mse radiative transition can oc-
cur while transitions to many different 6nal levels
are possible from compound states responsible
for neutron capture. The quadrupole moments
are of the order 10 "em' as should be expected.

the residual nucleus. Thus the y-rays provide an

importa, nt check on the energy levels derived
from particle groups. EVith light nuclei, it seems

also possible to compare the experimental energy
levels with theoretical expectation (F10) and to
assign quantum numbers to them.

Checks between the data from particle groups
and the p-rays observed have been obtained for
the nuclei B' (produced in the reaction Be'+D
=B"+n'), B" (reaction B"+D=B"+H), N"
(from N"+D=N"+H) and especially C" (re-
actions 8"+D =C"+e') Be'+He4= C"+n' and
N"+D =C')+a). The particles produced in the
reactions are neutrons, protons, and a-particles.
The particle energies ean in most cases be deter-
mined more accurately than the energy of the
p-rays, but the agreement obtained in the cases
mentioned is satisfactory (cf. $99, 101).

2. Transition probabilities. A determination of
the absolute radiative transition probabilities be-

tween the discrete levels of light nuclei does not
seem feasible because, in contrast to natural
radioactive nuclei ($88C), there is no alternative

process of known probability (a-decay!) with

which the p-ray intensity could be compared.
Measurements of the relative intensities of the

p-ray lines starting from the same excited level

of the nucleus will, however, give the relative
transition probabilities. It seems feasible for light

nuclei to calculate these transition probabilities
theoretically from nuclear wave functions such as
those given by Wigner and Feenberg (F10), using

the Hartree model.
The sum of the intensities of all y-ray lines

starting from a given level of the residual nucleus,

minus the intensities of the y-ray lines ending at
that level, must be equal to the intensity of the

particle group in the primary reaction which cor-

responds to the formation of the nuclear level in

question. Such comparisons of the intensity
would serve in the hrst place to confirm the as-

signment of y-rays to given transitions between

nuclear energy levels. In fact, such assignments

should not be called definite before a comparison
of the intensities has been made. Moreover, in-

tensity cornpar'isons of the kind described might

give more information about the efficiency of the

apparatus used for detecting heavy particles as
well as y-rays.

A special kind of "y-rays from the residual
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nucleus" are the y-rays emitted after an inelastic
collision. Inelastic collisions have thus far only"
been observed with fast neutrons ($65). The
y-rays emitted after the collision have been ob-
served by Lea (L19) and by Kikuchi and collabo-
rators (K7, K9, KS) for a great number of sub-
stances throughout the periodic table. The cross
section for the production of the y-rays was found
to correspond approximately to the known scat-
tering cross section for fast neutrons as should be
expected. Measurements of the frequency are not
yet available, but in view of the many levels of
heavy nuclei there can be no doubt that the
y-spectra must be highly complex. Just as in

capture processes ($90), the y-emission will

ordinarily take place in steps. It would be of
interest to determine the average number of
quanta emitted per inelastically scattered
neutron.

Strictly speaking, all the y-rays from capture
processes but the one emitted 6rst fall under the
heading of y-rays from the residual nucleus. This
distinction is, however, not of much practical use.

$90. CAPTURE 7-RAYs

A. Light nuclei

The y-rays from the capture of protons have
been observed for the processes:

Li'+O'= Beo+y, (I)
B"+O'= C"+y (II)
B"+O'= C"+y, (III)
F'o+O'= Neoo+y. (IV)

I. The y-rays from the proton bombardment of
lithium were previously reported as very com-
plex (C51). More recent experiments (D13) have
shown that there is only one strong line at 17.1
MV and probably one or more weak ones be-
tween 10 and 17 MV. The hrst line corresponds
to the transition to the ground state of Be.
From the masses given in Table LXXIII ($108)
the mass difkrence Li'+O' —Be' is found to be
17.0 MV. To this we must add $ (relative mo-
tion!) of the energy of the incident proton of 440
kv, giving a total of 17.4 MV in good agreement
with the observed 17.1 MV. A line at 14 MV may
be expected from a transition to the excited state
of Bes of 2.8 MV excitation energy which is known

"Except for the isolated example Li'+He4= Li'*+He',
cf. $99.

from the study of the disintegration B"+H'
=Be*+He'=3He' (fj85). If this is true, the
line should be rather broad since the state at 2.8
MV has a width of about 0.8 MV ($85).

The occurrence of radiative transitions to ex-
cited states of Bes has been confirmed by Laurit-
sen and his co-workers (private communication)
by the observation of groups of short range
o.-particles when Li' was bombarded by protons
of 440 kv (resonance energy). The observation of
these O.-particles would give the most direct evi-
dence on the position and width of the excited
states of Be'.

From the intensity of the y-rays and simple
theoretical considerations, we can obtain rather
definite information on the angular momentum
and parity of the resonance level of Be' respon-
sible for the capture process. It seems certain
theoretically that the ground state of Be' is a
'5 state of even parity. Since the p-ray width of
the resonance level is fairly large and the transi-
tion to the ground state the most intense, this
transition is almost certainly "allowed"; it may
still be either dipole or quadrupole. If the transi-
tion is a dipole transition, the resonance level
must have odd parity and J= 1.For a quadrupole
transition, we must have even parity and J=2."
However, this is impossible because then the
resonance level could disintegrate into two o,-par-
ticles ($81). Therefore the resonance level must
have J= 1 and odd parity, and the p-ray emitted
must be dipole radiation. The first excited state
of Be' is presumably an even 'D state (F10);
therefore the y-ray transition to this state is also
dipole radiation.

II and III. The y-rays from these two capture
processes are both observed when the mixed
element boron is bombarded by protons (C50).
The data do not yet allow definite conclusions
but it seems certain that there is one p-ray line
corresponding to a transition into the ground
state of C" (energy about 15 MV) and several
lines corresponding to transitions to excited
states of that nucleus (cf. $101B).

IV. The y-radiation from the capture of protons
by Huorine is especially interesting since it is an
excellent example of the working of selection
rules, There seems to be a single p-ray line having

"awhile in general J may change by one unit in quad-
rupole radiation, the transition 1~ is forbidden.
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a quantum energy of 6.0+0.2 MV (D14). The
energy evolution from nuclear masses is 12.9 Mv,
to which the kinetic energy of the incident pro-
tons (0.33 MV resonance energy) has to be added.
It seems therefore that the transition to the
ground state is forbidden. This conclusion is
even more stringent because the method used for
investigating the y-rays, vis. the observation of
electron pairs, is most sensitive to high energy
y-rays.

The fact that the transition to the ground state
must be forbidden, may be deduced directly from
the known properties of the resonance level re-

sponsible for the capture of the protons. Q~e know
that this resonance level must have either even J
and odd parity, or vice versa, because otherwise it
would disintegrate into 0"+He' which would be
irreconcilable with its small width ($81). Now
the ground state of Ne" is, again, almost certainly
a '5 state of even parity. Such a state combines
optically only with states of 1= 1 and odd parity
(dipole transitions) or of J=2 and even parity
(quadrupole transition). Both these possibilities
are excluded for the resonance level; therefore
there can be no strong y-ray corresponding to the
direct transition into the ground state, in agree-
ment with observation. "

The observed y-radiation of 6.0 MV leads to a
state of Ne" with an excitation energy of 7.2
MV. This is 2.5 MV more than the dissociation
energy of Ne'0 into an Q.-particle and an 0'6
nucleus. Unless there are again selection rules
forbidding it, this state of Ne20 will probably dis-

integrate into 0"+He4 rather than emit a further
y-ray, because the potential barrier of 0" for
n-particles is not very high (4.5 MV). It would be
interesting to find these slow n-particles (2.0 MV)

The absolute probability of radiative transi-
tions can be found from the p-ray width of
resonance levels responsible for proton capture
((81). The results are given in Table XXXXV.
Besides the radiation width F~ observed, and the
lifetime of the excited state against y-radiation,
Ii/I'„, we have given the effective oscillator

'The difference between the Ne~ and the Bes case
(cf. I} is that the resonance level of Be' is allowed to be an
odd level with J=1 while that of Ne' is not. The reason
for this is that Be may only disintegrate into two like
particles (a-particles) which are not capable of existing in a
state of odd parity while Ne~ disintegrates into unlike
particles (0"+He4) which may have a wave function of
odd parity if only the angular momentum is also odd.

strength f of the p-ray line emitted in the capture
process as calculated from (711b). The values
obtained (3 10 ' to 0.08) are larger than for
radioactive nuclei ($88C). This is presumably due
to the fact that the number of y-lines starting
and ending at a given level is very much greater
in a heavy (naturally radioactive) than in a light
nucleus, and therefore the f value for any single
line smaller.

Ke assume that the dipole moment Dr, will, in the
average, be of the same order for transitions between any
two states r and s. More accurately, D,. shall not show
any general trend with the excitation energies U, and U,
of the two states or with their difference but shall only
vary irregularly from level to level ~ Then the partial
width of a level r due to a radiative transition to level s,
will be in the average (cf. (710))

y„„=ceo'=c'( U„—U.)',

where c and c' are constants.
With this assumption, we can easily calculate the pri-

mary y-ray spectrum emitted in the capture of a slow
neutron. In this case, the excitation energy U, of the
initial state is equal to the dissociation energy Q of the
nucleus. Let D( U) be the spacing of levels at the excitation
energy U. Then the number of quanta of energy between
Ace and h(co+des) emitted is given by

TABLE XXXXV.Absolute probabilities of capture of proton's.

PROCESS

RADIA«
TION

WIDTH LIFETIME ku
(VoLTs) sEc. MV 10f

(I} Li'+HI=Be'+y 4
(V) CI2+OI =NI3+p 0.08

0.6
(IV} F»+HI = Ne&0+&

8

1.6 10 '6 17 3810" 24 3
1 10" 6.0 3

3.5 10-» 6.S? 80
8 10 " 6.6? 40

B.Heavy nuclei

The y-ray spectrum emitted in the capture of
neutrons will no doubt be enormously complex
because of the extremely large number of energy
levels between the ground state and the com-
pound state responsible for the capture of the
neutron (resonance level). Because of this com-

plexity, it mill, of course, not be possible to de-
duce the binding energy of the captured neutrons
from the frequency of the emitted y-rays. How-
ever, a study of the frequency distribution will

give very valuable information on the distribu-
tion of energy levels over the region between the
ground state and the dissociation energy of the
nucleus.
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I(~)d& =v„kd~/D(Q —kp ) ~'d~/D(Q —M). (738)

We assume for D a formula similar to that derived in $53,
$28.

D(U) =Q exp {—SU"). (738a)

(n = —,
' for free particle model, 4/7 to —,

' for liquid drop model. )
Then we have

1{~)-(h )3 exp P(Q —k )"3. (739}

This intensity has a maximum at k~=Qxp where xp is

determined by

(1—xp)' "xp '=-'nkQ"=-,'n log (Q/D(Q)). {739a)

The intensity falls to half its maximum value for k~
= Q{xp&bx) where (approximately)

1 —x & log 2
5x =x

1 —xn 3
{739b) 0 .I 4 .S .f,S- .6 vr .g p f

The position of the intensity maximum and
the half-width are given in Table XXXXVI for
n=-,'and 4 and for various values of the spacing
of levels D at dissociation energy, i.e., for various
atomic weights (cf. table XXI). It is seen that
the maximum should occur at a quantum energy
of between 4 and ~ of the dissociation energy
while the half-width should be somewhat less
than one-half of the quantum energy at the
intensity maximum. These theoretical figures
compare fairly well with the experimental de-
terminations of the quantum energy by Rasetti
(R3) and by Fleischmann (F25) who found

approximately 4—5 MU, i.e. , about half the
dissociation energy, by a method which favors
the harder components of the y-radiation.

The intensity maximum should lie at a rela-
tively higher quantum energy if the spacing of
levels is large, i.e. , for lighter nuclei. This
tendency is supported by the increase of the
dissociation energy itself with decreasing atomic
weight. Evidence for this trend of the quantum
energy with mass number was also found by
Fleischmann. The apparent quantum energy of
the neutron capture radiation was found to be
7.7, 4.1, and 4.2 for Fe, Cd and Pb, respectively.

TABLE XXXXVI. Position of intensity maximum xp and
half-width Bx of capture spectrum from theoretical

formula (approxi mate).

FiG. 27. Theoretical frequency distribution of the p-rays
emitted in the capture of a neutron by a heavy nucleus.
The curve refers to the radiation emitted in the capture
process itself, not including the y-rays emitted afterwards
by the residual nucleus. It has been assumed that the
optical dipole moment is the same for the transition to
each state of the hnal nucleus.

= {~ yp) Av~e f f(q) {740a)

The expected y-ray spectrum for n=0.6 and
D(Q) =10 volts is shown in Fig. 27. The very
small intensity near the maximum possible quan-
tum energy (A&a= Q) should be noticed.

As the p-ray emitted in the capture process
itself (primary y-ray) uses up only one-quarter
to one-half of the energy available, several
p-rays will in general be emitted after this
first one. This secondary y-radiation will ordi-
narily be softer than the primary radiation.
The number of p-rays emitted in each capture
process will in the average be between three
and ten. Experimental evidence for this fact was
obtained by Griffiths and Szilard (G23).

The total radiation width of neutron resonance levels
has been determined from neutron experiments {$61)
and theoretically ($87C) to be of the order of 0.1 to 1 volt.
From this value, we may determine the average dipole
moment rp ={r„,')A„corresponding to transition to one of
the final states. With the same assumptions as above, we
have for the total radiation width

4 e'cd,.' 4 e'r 0' Q {Q—U)'r;= —P "' r,'=-—'
d U (740)

3 e c' 3 k'c' ' D{U)

SPAciNG oF LEvELs AT
DISSOC. ENERGY (VOLTS)

1
10

100
1000

0.31
0.35
0.41
0.48

e =0.75n =0.5
bx xo

0.13 0.23
0.15 Q.27
0.17 0.32
0.20 0.39

0.10
0.12
0.14
0.17

where (F'~p) Al,
= ', e'rp'Q' jk'c' (74Qb)

is the partial y-ray width for the transition to the ground
state if the dipole moment for this transition has the
"normal" value rp, and

q Q —U'dU
&efr(Q) = x'e~@"(' )"dx {741)

Q D(U)
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may be called the effective" number of quantum states
of the nucleus below dissociation energy, in distinction
from the true number of levels

)Y(Q) =JdU/D(U) = f exp LkQ"(1 —x)"gx. (74ta)

The quantities mentioned are listed in Table XXXXVII,
for n =0.6 {approximately corresponding to the liquid drop
model, $53} and various values of the spacing of levels at
dissociation energy, D(Q}.

The "effective" number of levels is seen to be
much smaller than the true number because
most of the levels lie very near the dissociation
energy and are therefore unimportant as final
states for y-ray emission. The partial width due
to radiative transitions to the ground state
alone turns out to be of the order of a few milli-
volt for spacings of the order j.0 to 100 volts as
they are found for most elements for which the
capture of neutrons has been investigated. This
is just the same order of magnitude as for the
low excited states of radioactive nuclei (i88C).
The corresponding oscillator strength (cf. (711))
comes out between 10 ' and 10~ (for natural
radioactive nuclei 10~ to 10 '), and the average
dipole moment for each transition is of the order
of one thousandth of the nuclear radius.

$91. NUcLEAR PRocEssEs PRGDUcED BY r-RAYs

Two kinds of processes are possible when
y-rays fall on nuclei: (a) The y-ray may be
absorbed and a material particle emitted from
the nucleus (photodissociation). (b) The y-ray
may be scattered, either with or without giving
part of its energy to the nucleus (Raman and
Rayleigh scattering).

Since the emission of material particles is in
general more probable ($65, 76), photodissocia-
tion will ordinarily be the more frequent process
if it can occur energetically. Exceptions will be

Spacing at dissociation energy, D(Q)
(volts)

Total number of levels below Q, E(Q)
"Efective" number of levels, N ff(Q)
Partial width for ground st. transition

{F d)A„(mlllivolts)
Oscillator strength for trans. to ground

St. fd

Average dipole moment rd (em)

1
8.10d

3000

0.15

5 1W
4 ~ 10-1d

10
10d

500

3 ~ 1M
9 10rd

100
12 10d

90

1.5.10~
2 ~ 10 1d

1000
1.5 10d

N

710d
410+

TAaLE XXXXVII. Data on the capture y-ray spectrum
for heaey nuclei {Total y-ray veiCth I'~ =0.5 volt, dissociation
energy Q=8 MV, n=0.6}.

where

o. const E&,

E=hv —Q

(742)

(742a)

is the kinetic energy of the neutron and Q the dissociation
energy of the initial nucleus. The validity of (742) is, of
course, restricted in a similar way as the 1/u law for
neutron capture, vis. to neutron energies small compared
to the energy of the first resonance level ()58b). Moreover,
(742) holds only if the emitted neutron can have orbital
momentum zero. This means that the angular momenta of
initial and final nucleus must not diAer by more than 3/2,
i.e., the sum of the neutron spin {1/2} and the angular
momentum of a y-quantum (1 for dipole radiation}. "

' Photodissociation with emissior1 of an a-particle will
be probable when the energy of the y-ray is insufFicient for
neutron-dissociation but sufhcient to make the a-width
larger than the y-width (cf. $$79E, 808}.

~A stricter selection rule holds if Russell-Saunders
coupling is valid in the initial and final nucleus. Then the
internal orbital, momenta of the two nuclei may differ
by 0 or 1 but must not both be zero while the "multi-

found (1) when the emission of the material
particle is improbable because of the potential
barrier and (2) when the emitted particle is
very slow so that the factor v in the particle
width (Cl52) makes the emission probability
small. Scattering will be the only process occur-
ring if the energy of the y-ray is not sufficient to
dissociate the nucleus.

The photodissociation has been observed for
the deuteron (Ia16), for Be', and, more recently,
for a great number of heavier nuclei (B47b, c, d).
In all cases, one of the particles into which the
nucleus dissociates is a neutron. There can be no
doubt that, in principle, all nuclei can be dis-
integrated by y-rays of suSciently high quantum
energy. The required dissociation energies are
listed in Table LXVII (f103); they vary from
1.5 to over 10 MV for light nuclei. It must also
be expected that particles other than neutrons
can be split oE a nucleus by y-rays, e.g. protons,
a-particles or deuterons. The relative probability
of these various types of photodissociation will
be determined by the respective "partial widths"
of the levels of the compound nucleus, i.e.
primarily by the penetrability of the potential
barrier for the particle to be emitted; the
probability will therefore be small for heavier
nuclei. "'

If the emitted particle is a slow neutron, the corre-
sponding partial width mill be proportional to the neutron
velocity {cf.$52, 265a). Therefore the cross section for a
photodissociation into a slow neutron and a residual
nucleus will be
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For light nuclei, resonance effects will be
observable in the photodissociation. E.g. , if the
y-rays emitted in the capture of protons by B"
fall on a C" nucleus, this nucleus will be dissoci-
ated into 8"+O'. The cross section for this
dissociation O„his connected to the cross section
for the emission of y-rays in the proton bombard-
ment of 8" by

(2i+1)(2s+1) X,'

(2i'+1)(2s'+1) X„'
(743)

piicities" must differ just by one. According to this rule,
the photodissociation of the deuteron is forbidden, be-
cause the internal orbital momentum of the deuteron
is zero, and that of the "residual nucleus, " viz. the proton,
is, of course, also zero. Indeed, the photodissociation of the
deuteron does not lead to a state of the dissociated system
of zero orbital momentum (s state) but to a P state (l =1),
as was shown in $16. Correspondingly, the cross section is,
in this case, proportional to E& rather than 8& (cf. (265a)).
This will no longer be true if magnetic dipole radiation is
taken into account (f17).

Here i' is the angular momentum of the dissoci-
ated nucleus (C", z'=0); i and s those of the
dissociation products, vis. B" and H' so that
i=~ (probably, cf. R10a) and s = —', ; 2s'+1 is the
"statistical weight" for radiation, i.e., 2 (two
directions of polarization); X~ and X„are the
wave-lengths of y-ray and proton, and o,o is
that part of the capture cross section which

corresponds to the formation of C" in the ground
state. Let us, e.g. , assume that there is a reso-

nance level for proton capture at 0.5 MV
proton energy, corresponding to X„=6.5 10 "
cm, and that the corresponding cross section is
10 "cm', as for the capture of protons by Li'.
The quantum energy of the y-rays emitted in

our process is 15 MV according to the masses of
the nuclei concerned, so that 'A~=1.3 10 " cm.
Kith these data, O,h would be 8- 10—'~ cm' which

should be observable without too great difficulty.
For heavy nuclei, it will, of course, be im-

possible to observe resonance maxima in the
cross section for photodissociation. All we can
hope to observe is the average cross section,
averaged @ver energy regions large compared to
the spacing between energy levels. Unlike that
of material particles, the wave-length of y-rays
will be larger than the nuclear radius for quantum
energies below about 20 MV. Therefore only
dipole and quadrupole radiation will ever be of
any importance. For dipole radiation, only com-

pound states of angular momentum J=j—1,
i and i+1 will be important where i is the
angular momentum of the ground state of the
nucleus to be dissociated. The average cross
section for photodissociation becomes thus
(cf. (405))

x'XT' FJ FJ
omah= p(2J+1)

(2i+1) J DJ'F J

where X, is the "wave-length" of the incident
y-ray, FJ,O the partial width corresponding to
emission of a y-ray which leaves the residual
nucleus in the ground state, averaged over all

levels in the energy region in question, FJg the
partial width corresponding to emission of par-
ticale Q (photodissociation), I'g the total width
and DJ the average spacing of the levels of
angular momentum J.Assuming these quantities
to be independent of J and summing over the
three possible values of J (=i—1, i and i+1),
we 6nd

F~OFg
0'pg = 3%' Xp

DF
(744a)

If the particle width Fg is large compared to
the y-ray width F~ which will be true for large
kinetic energies of the emitted particle (cf., e.g. ,

$65), we may put I'o ——I'. Moreover, the partial
width F~D is equal to the total p-ray width, F~,
divided by the "effective number of quantum
states ¹~q(hv)" of the compound nucleus below
the excitation energy hv, X,~~ being defined as in
the preceding section. We may write

¹g((U) = U/D(U)~(U),

uph
——3s'~X~'F~/km. (745a)

From neutron experiments we know that the
total p-ray width of the levels of compound
nuclei of atomic weight about 100, is, in the
average, of the order -', volt. hv may be estimated
to be about 10MV, corresponding to X„=1.9 10 "

where ~ is a function which varies slowly with
the excitation energy U (slowly compared to
D(U)). According to the values given in Table
XXXXVII, ~ will be of the order of one to a few
thousand. Inserting (745) into (744a), we obtain
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cm. Kith ~=2000, we obtain

apl, =10 "cm'

The cross section observed by Bothe and Gentner
in their experiments on the photodissociation of
heavy nuclei (847b, c, d) is of theorder 10 'rem'.
The agreement is satisfactory, in view of the
crudeness of both the theoretical and the experi-
mental estimate.

If the energy of the p-ray is only just suf6cient
tu dissociate the nucleus, the cross section for
photodissociation will be small because of the
factor E& in the particle width. This decrease of
the cross section will set in when the particle
width becomes smaller than the p-ray width (cf.
(65) which will occur for a kinetic energy of the

particle of the order of a few hundred thousand
volts.

When the y-ray energy is insu%cient for disso-
ciation, the only process which may occur is the
scattering of the &-rays by the nucleus. Since, in
this case, F~ is identical with the total width I',
(745a) now holds for the scattering cross section.
The cross section for the nuclear scattering of
y-rays is thus of the order of 10 ' cm'. This is
very much less than the ordinary Klein-Nishina
scattering which amounts to 5 10 " cm' for
atomic number Z=50 and a p-ray energy of 8
MV. Thus the nuclear scattering of y-rays will
probably be unobservable.

"Above the dissociation energy, the scattering cross
section will be smaller by a factor F&jF.
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